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CARBON PRICING IN NEW CONTEXTS

Panelists from the private and public sector will discuss carbon pricing in different contexts: at the local
and state level, and by businesses pursuant to internal policies. The city of Boulder, Colorado
implemented the nation’s first voter-approved tax dedicated to addressing climate change. Maine
recently completed a statutorily-mandated solar valuation study for Maine’s legislature, which uses the
federal Interagency Working Group’s social cost of carbon in its cost-benefit analysis, and will help
inform state renewable energy policy. Yale University and Microsoft each use an internal carbon price to
help guide sustainable development. Panelists will discuss the design, implementation, and legal and
policy implications of these carbon pricing instruments to address climate change by actors at the subnational level.

1. Microsoft Leads Movement to Offset Emissions with Internal
Carbon Tax
2. Report to the President and Provost of Yale University:
Findings and Recommendations on a Carbon-Charge Program
at Yale
3. Boulder’s Climate Action Plan (Fact Sheet and Boulder
Municipal Code Ch. 12)
4. The New Insider Trading: Environmental Markets within the
Firm
5. An Act To Support Solar Energy Development in Maine, P.L
Chapter 562 (April 24, 2014)
6. Maine Distributed Solar Valuation Study (March 2015)
(Executive Summary – pp. 1-13)
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Microsoft Leads Movement to Offset
Emissions With Internal Carbon Tax
SEPT. 26, 2015

Revalued
By DAVID GELLES

When Microsoft business unit managers calculate their profits or losses each
quarter, they consider more than just sales and expenses. They also factor in
the price of carbon.
Even more radically, the business units are charged an internal tax by
Microsoft based on their energy usage. The money goes into a common fund
that invests in environmental sustainability projects.
The company’s program is at the forefront of a fastgrowing effort called
carbon pricing. This year, 437 companies are calculating an internal price on
carbon, up sharply from 150 last year, according to a new report by CDP, a
nonprofit group that monitors carbon disclosures for companies.
Motivated by a mixture of moral conviction, hardnosed economic
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forecasting and expectation of tougher regulations down the road, companies
are scrambling to understand just how much energy they use. Like Microsoft,
some, including Disney and Shell, are voluntarily charging themselves, and
using that money to build solar panels and wind farms.
Senate Democrats recently introduced a bill proposing tough emissions
regulations, and world leaders, including President Obama and Pope Francis,
have called for action to combat climate change.
“Businesses do what’s in the interest of business,” said Paula DiPerna, a
special adviser to CDP who worked on the report. “If this many companies are
pricing carbon internally, they know that climate change is a business risk.”
Microsoft has gone further than most. In just three years, the company
has reduced its emissions by the equivalent of 7.5 million metric tons of
carbon dioxide and saved more than $10 million through reduced energy
consumption. This year, Microsoft expects to charge its business units about
$20 million for their emissions.
By taking money directly away from the bottom line, the program has
grabbed the attention of the entire company, said Tamara DiCaprio, senior
director of environmental sustainability at Microsoft and the architect of its
carbon fee program.
“When we started talking about carbon emissions not in metric tons, but
in terms of dollar amount, the business people could understand it,” Ms.
DiCaprio said. “We’re all speaking the same language now: What is the cost to
my group?”
Here’s how it works: Ms. DiCaprio and her team learn the amount of
energy that each business unit will consume in a quarter, whether from office
space, data centers or business air travel. Those kilowatthours and gallons of
fuel are then converted into metric tons of carbon.

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/09/27/business/energyenvironment/microsoftleadsmovementtooffsetemissionswithinternalcarbontax.html?_r=0
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Ms. DiCaprio’s team then makes plans for offsetting the emissions,
through clean energy production, efforts to make buildings more efficient and
commitments to longterm sustainable power infrastructure.
Finally, the cost of those investments is calculated — $20 million this year
— and Ms. DiCaprio and her team then tell each business unit how much it
owes, depending on how much energy it used. The money is collected and put
into a fund that pays for a range of sustainability projects.
“It’s money that moves,” she said. “That’s really critical.”
At its big office in Bogotá, Colombia, Microsoft installed more efficient
lighting with money from the fund. In Santiago, Chile, the sales office got new
buildingmanagement software to improve heating, ventilation and air
conditioning. And at company headquarters in Redmond, Wash., Microsoft
used big data and a blanket of new building sensors to optimize energy usage
across 125 buildings, leading to big cost and carbon savings.
The carbon fee is already changing behavior at Microsoft. Because
business units are charged on the basis of their energy usage, they have a real
incentive to reduce their energy consumption. Over all, Microsoft is using
more power from renewable sources.
Other companies voluntarily monitoring their carbon usage include
Exxon Mobil and General Motors. An additional 583 big companies told CDP
they planned to start carbon pricing within two years.
Not all of these companies are imposing internal taxes and investing in
clean energy. Some are simply using carbon pricing as an academic exercise to
anticipate future costs if more regulators impose actual taxes on carbon. So far
only a few jurisdictions — including Ireland, Chile and the Canadian province
of British Columbia — have done that. Others, including California, have
instituted capandtrade systems aimed at limiting carbon emissions.
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Although internal carbon taxing takes money from the bottom line, and
thus from shareholders, some big investors support the efforts.
Anne Simpson, director of corporate governance at the California Public
Employees’ Retirement System, or Calpers, which manages more than $300
billion, supports carbon pricing efforts, believing that they will help companies
prepare for regulatory costs.
“Climate change is going to affect both risks and opportunities for our
fund,” she said. “Carbon pricing is needed to make the market more efficient
in capturing this particular risk.”
Ms. DiCaprio of Microsoft is especially qualified to grasp the financial
risks and climate hazards of failing to reduce carbon emissions. An
environmental science major at the University of California, Santa Barbara,
Ms. DiCaprio became a commodities trader at Merrill Lynch in the 1990s. “I
learned how markets work,” she said.
After a few years on Wall Street, Ms. DiCaprio moved to Seattle to take a
job doing tech support at Microsoft. Over the years, her roles expanded to
include sales, marketing and partnerships.
Then in 2010, after attending an environmental science reunion in Santa
Barbara, Ms. DiCaprio returned to Microsoft energized by the prospect of
helping the tech giant confront climate change. She began working with its
sustainability team.
At the time, Microsoft had committed to reducing its emissions by 30
percent. But as the company moved toward providing cloud software services
— which require energyintensive data centers — Ms. DiCaprio and her
colleagues resolved to be more ambitious.
“Because we’re doing more bad, we’ve got to do more good,” Ms. DiCaprio
says.
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In 2012, Microsoft said it would become 100 percent carbonneutral. That
year, Ms. DiCaprio — working with Ms. DiPerna at CDP and drawing on her
markets experience on Wall Street — devised and introduced the carbon fee
program.
Microsoft’s efforts remain modest in the grand scheme of things. But
ahead of the United Nations Climate Change Conference in Paris this
December, more companies are asking governments to act on climate change.
This summer, six big European oil and gas companies called for governments
to impose a tax on carbon emissions. And carbon pricing is, in effect, an effort
by companies to regulate themselves when nations and states won’t.
“Companies are almost craving regulatory certainty,” Ms. DiPerna said.
“They understand it’s in their business interest to address these risks. But
governments have lost their oomph when it comes to climate change.”
Real carbon taxes — and not just voluntary efforts — may not become
commonplace anytime soon. Yet more big companies and their investors
appear likely to decide that internal carbon pricing makes sense ethically and
economically.
“This year the level of investor engagement on this topic has turned a
corner,” said Ms. Simpson of Calpers. “You now have trillions of dollars asking
for this, rather than millions. And as with everything, money talks.”
Correction: September 26, 2015
An earlier version of this article misattributed two quotations from a
representative of the California Public Employees’ Retirement
System. The comments about climate change and investor
engagement on the topic were made by Anne Simpson, director of
corporate governance at Calpers, not Anne Stausboll, the chief
executive.
A version of this article appears in print on September 27, 2015, on page BU3 of the New York
edition with the headline: A Carbon Tax Imposed by the Head Office.
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Executive Summary
Report to the President and Provost of Yale University:
Findings and Recommendations on a Carbon-Charge Program at Yale
April 10, 2015
Executive Summary
The Yale Carbon Charge Task Force was asked in August 2014 by Yale President
Peter Salovey to determine whether a carbon charge should be introduced at Yale, and if so
to provide a blueprint for its design. The Task Force examined alternative plans and
consulted with students, faculty, and staff on the campus as well as experts at other
institutions. It concludes that the university should introduce a comprehensive program for
a carbon charge on CO2 emissions from Yale-operated facilities and operations.
The Task Force bases its recommendations on the following advantageous
features of a carbon charge: it will provide appropriate incentives for decision makers to
reduce emissions from carbon-intensive activities; it will focus policies on carbon pricing
as a superior tool for providing decentralized incentives and thereby engage students,
faculty, and staff; and the program will serve the broader purpose of expanding Yale’s role
as a pioneer in research, teaching, and policy design to cope with climate change.
We have concluded that the charge should be set at the social cost of emissions,
currently estimated by the federal government to be $40 per ton of carbon dioxide. The
charge would initially be levied on carbon emissions from energy use, and other carbonintensive activities would be studied for future inclusion. The Task Force recommends that
all facilities operated by the university, including those not part of the central campus,
should be included in the footprint for the carbon charge. Additionally, the carbon charge
should be used as a shadow price in planning for major capital investments.
The carbon change would be revenue-neutral for the campus as a whole, although
not for individual administrative units. Under revenue-neutrality, administrative units
would be assessed on their net emissions; these are the excess of their actual emissions
over their adjusted historical base emissions. To a first approximation, this means that
units whose emissions grow faster than the university average would incur a net charge,
while units whose emissions grow slower than the average would receive a rebate. But all
units taken together would have zero (or close to zero) net carbon charges.
Because of the innovative nature of the program, it is recommended that the
program be phased in within three years. During 2015-16, a sufficient number of
administrative units should be included so that full implementation can be tested in a wide
range of units, including calculations of actual and base emissions and carbon charges, and
billing. The Task Force believes that the carbon-charge program can serve as a model for
other institutions considering how to align their social concerns about climate change with
their day-to-day operations.
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Report to the President and Provost of Yale University:
Findings and Recommendations
on a Carbon-Charge Program at Yale
by
The Presidential Carbon Charge Task Force1
April 10, 2015
Overview
In August 2014, Yale President Peter Salovey announced the formation of a
Presidential Carbon Charge Task Force to examine whether it would be feasible and
effective for Yale to institute an internal carbon pricing mechanism as part of its
sustainability efforts. The charge to the Task Force was defined by the President as follows:
I have asked the Task Force to determine whether a carbon charge should be
introduced at Yale, and if so to provide a blueprint for its design. In considering
different plans, the objective is a program that provides incentives for different
units to reduce their carbon footprint in a way that is not administratively or
economically burdensome. The Task Force will examine programs that have been
implemented in other organizations and will consult with experts around the
country and with interested individuals across Yale. I have asked the Task Force to
report early next year with the hope that it will identify a way for us to move ahead
with a pilot program in selected units for the academic year 2015-16.
The Task Force has met since October 2014, and held several smaller interviews and
discussions with faculty, students, administrators, and outside experts. On November 3,
2014, the Task Force’s student members organized a public meeting, and we also broadly
solicited the Yale community for ideas through a prize competition. In addition, on
December 2, 2014, the Task Force organized a full-day meeting with experts from around
the country to determine the state of the art for carbon pricing in companies and
universities. The Task Force formed four Working Groups to investigate different aspects of
the working of a carbon charge. The key question all along was, should Yale introduce a
comprehensive internal carbon-charge program as an integral part of its climate-change
policies? Our answer is yes. The following sketches the outlines of such a program and
provides details on its implementation.

Members of the Task Force were William Nordhaus (chair), John Bollier, Robin Canavan, Virginia
Chapman, Daniel Esty, Bradford Gentry, Peter Glazer, Sophie Janaskie, Linda Koch Lorimer, Jennifer
Milikowsky, Sharon Oster, Mark Pagani, Frances Rosenbluth, Ted Snyder, and Ted Wittenstein. The
Task Force would like to acknowledge the valuable advice and assistance of many members of the
Yale community, as well as participants in the experts’ meeting of December 2, 2014.
1
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Nature and purpose of a carbon charge
We begin with the nature and purpose of the carbon-charge program. A carbon
charge is an internal fee on activities that reflects their associated carbon-dioxide (CO2)
emissions. It would be levied on carbon-intensive activities proportional to their emissions.
A key feature of a charge is to provide appropriate incentives for decision makers
around the campus to reduce emissions from carbon-intensive activities. For example,
keeping a facility such as a dormitory or hockey rink open for longer periods would incur
higher net carbon charges, while using those facilities more intensively when open would
have minimal energy and emissions impacts.
Additionally, the carbon-charge program is designed to ensure that the university's
policies regarding climate change as well as its energy use are the concerns of more people
and entities around the campus. This contrasts with the reach of Yale’s quantitative
emissions targets, which are the concerns of central units such as facilities or the
sustainability office, but are currently not the focus of most units across the university.
More broadly, introducing a carbon-charge program will point the way to
implementing what many think is the key to successful emissions-reductions programs –
putting a price on carbon and other greenhouse gases. When carbon emissions are priced,
individuals and firms will have incentives to reduce consumption of carbon-intensive
products and shift their spending to low- or zero-carbon goods and services. The appeal of
carbon prices is that they apply universally, in a decentralized and market-based fashion,
whereas regulations apply selectively to a limited number of sectors.
The Task Force is mindful that the carbon-charge program must fit into the broader
goals and priorities of the Yale community. Energy expenditures are a small part of the
university budget, and most academic units focus primarily on teaching, research, and
clinical activities. The carbon-charge program is designed to tilt the university’s spending
and activities in a low-carbon direction, demonstrate the importance of carbon pricing,
promote innovative programs and strategies within the Yale community, and show how
carbon pricing would work in practice.
The carbon-charge program would expand Yale’s role as a pioneer in research,
teaching, and designing practical applications of energy and climate policies. It would
thereby contribute to society’s learning about ways to slow climate change while advancing
Yale’s educational mission.
Major recommendations for the carbon-charge program
The Task Force recommends that Yale introduce a carbon charge in 2015-16. It
should be phased in within three years, as described in the last section of this report.
The carbon charge should be set at the social cost of carbon, which is the estimated
social damage caused by a ton of CO2 emissions. The university should adopt the social cost
3

estimated by the federal government and currently used in federal rulemaking, which is
$40 per metric ton of CO2 for 2015, rising at 3% per year plus inflation.2
There would be a uniform per-ton charge for carbon emissions across the campus.
Initially the carbon charge would be applied to energy use (scopes 1 and 2 emissions).3
These emissions are associated with electricity, steam, and chilled water used by units,
whether purchased or internally produced, as well as those associated with fuel
combustion from vehicles owned and managed by the university. The university currently
generates and distributes electricity, steam, and chilled water from its three power plants
(Central, Sterling, and West), and, additionally, some units buy energy directly from local
utility providers. Energy use is generally measured by building, and adding the carbon
emissions factors is a straightforward adjustment. However, energy use and emissions by
administrative unit have not yet been determined. Dividing the university’s 365 buildings
and corresponding energy use into Yale’s administrative units is an important priority of
the carbon-charge program.
Scope 3 emissions are also an important potential area for introduction of the
carbon change. These are defined as other indirect emissions, such as transport-related
activities in vehicles not owned, air travel, and waste disposal. The Task Force proposes a
feasibility study with the goal of applying the charge to what it calls scope 3A, which are the
scope 3 activities controlled by the university. The activities that have been identified for
further study and potential inclusion by the Working Group (see the attached report) are
air travel and construction. Developing comprehensive information on these activities as
well as their associated emissions should be another key priority of the carbon-charge
program. Additional scope 3A activities (such as rental cars or use of cement) should also
be examined. The Task Force recognizes that inclusion of Scope 3A activities raises
additional complications, such as how to treat those activities which include overhead
charges, and may be of heightened concern to those affected. Scope 3A requires the same
level of careful scrutiny and analysis that the Task Force has brought to the analysis of
scopes 1 and 2.
A rough estimate is that total university scopes 1 and 2 emissions are currently
about 300,000 metric tons of CO2 per year. Current emissions estimates are not complete
because they include certain energy exports, such as to Yale-New Haven Hospital, and
exclude several areas of the campus, such as the West Campus and off-campus buildings. At
this emissions rate, total carbon-charge revenues would be approximately $12 million per
year for the university.
The methodology was developed by a federal interagency working group on the basis of three
economic models. The social cost estimates have been used over the last decade in federal
regulations involving hundreds of billions in costs. (See
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/assets/ inforeg/technical-update-socialcost-of-carbon-for-regulator-impact-analysis.pdf.)
2

A widely used set of categories for emissions divides them into scopes 1, 2, and 3. Definitions and
references are provided in the Working Group report in the appendix.
3
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The definition of coverage (carbon footprint) for the purposes of the carbon charge
is determined by whether the university entity pays utility bills, either directly or in a
bundled fashion, and has adequate operational control to determine energy use. In
practice, coverage would include all facilities controlled by the university – central,
Medical, and West Campus entities as well as remote athletic facilities and associated
residential, laboratory, and clinical facilities. When completely phased in, the charge would
be levied on all units without exemptions or exceptions, as is the case for energy charges
now. There is some uncertainty about whether some units proposed to be included (such
as remote residential units or clinical medical buildings) have adequate energy
measurements at the present time. An important component of the carbon-charge
program is that metering would need to encompass all buildings covered by the program.
Moreover, metering would need to be designed to provide reliable estimates of energy use
by administrative units.
The carbon charge also should be used when making university capital investment
decisions. It would be included as a “shadow price” in making choices about alternative
capital investments (especially energy-efficiency options) and in estimating life-cycle costs.
Incorporating the carbon charge into the capital investment and construction process will
shift investments to be more energy- and carbon-efficient. Shadow pricing for carbon in
capital investments has been used both at Yale and elsewhere and is an important
component of the proposed program. The Facilities Office believes that it is not technically
difficult or administratively burdensome to incorporate a carbon shadow price into the
financial models that are currently used for capital investment decisions.
This charge would serve as a cap as well as a floor. It provides a floor in ensuring
that the social costs of carbon emissions are included in decisions. But it is also useful to
use the carbon price as a cap so that the university does not undertake investments that
incur excessive costs to reduce emissions. For example, putting triple-glazed windows in a
structure that is only lightly used in the summer might reduce emissions at a cost of $500
per ton (and accomplish nothing else). This investment would be ruled out by a $40
carbon-charge cap.
A critical issue to explore further is how to ensure that the carbon charge be used in
the selection of equipment (such as used in laboratories or computer clusters) as well as in
facilities. We have not identified an office around the campus that is systematically
concerned with the energy use of equipment. It might be useful to designate an office,
perhaps the Office of Procurement, as the unit responsible for monitoring long-term energy
and emissions associated with major equipment purchases. Methods should be developed
to provide appropriate incentives for energy- and emissions-efficiency for major
equipment. For example, to the extent that those who purchase equipment do not pay the
associated energy bills and carbon charges, there could be a requirement to pre-purchase
energy upfront. Much like the questions involving scope 3A activities such as air travel, the
recommendations for major equipment purchases require careful scrutiny and analysis to
ensure that an effective program can be implemented.
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Adjustment for external carbon prices
Yale’s carbon prices should be adjusted when purchased goods or services contain
carbon charges. An example is that purchased electricity contains an embedded carbon
price because it is part of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative.4 For example, the
December 2014 auction price for CO2 was $5. This means that the carbon charge associated
with purchased electricity for that period would be $40 minus $5.
The adjustment would exclude de minimis embedded carbon costs. For example,
about half of output produced in the European Union is covered by the EU Emissions
Trading Scheme, which has a current price of $8.5 per ton of CO2. It would seem too
burdensome to make an adjustment for EU-produced goods at current EU carbon prices.
One important aspect of this adjustment is that it would lead to automatic phase out
of the Yale carbon-charge program if and when comprehensive carbon pricing is adopted.
Use of revenues
The Task Force recommends that the program be revenue-neutral (or
approximately so). By this term, we mean that the sum of all carbon charges to all units
should be zero, and the net revenues of the center should also be zero. Additionally, there
should be no assessments, administrative fees, haircuts, or other overhead costs associated
with the charges.
While the program is revenue-neutral for all units taken together, it will not be
neutral for each unit. If a unit experiences extraordinary growth in emissions, say because
of adding energy-intensive space or equipment, then it will pay a net charge. If the unit
undertakes strenuous energy-efficiency measures, it will receive a rebate. But taken all
together, the sum of the net charges and rebates will be approximately zero.
The following will illustrate the concept of revenue-neutrality. In each year, each
administrative unit (schools, collections, officer units, and so forth) will have an adjusted
base level of emissions. This is set in a manner described below but is generally based on
the unit’s historical emissions. Suppose that in a particular year (perhaps 2016) unit A has
an adjusted base of 1000 tons, while unit B has an adjusted base of 2000 tons. In that year,
suppose that unit A has actual emissions of 1100 tons, while unit B has actual emissions of
1900 tons.
Unit A has an excess over its base of 100 tons, and would pay $40 x 100 = $4000 in
net carbon charges. (Alternatively, this could be seen as a charge of $40 x 1100 = $44,000
minus a rebate on its base emissions of $40 x 1000 = $40,000.) Unit B has a savings over its
The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) is a regional market-based regulatory program in
the United States to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Participants include the states of
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island,
and Vermont. See http://www.rggi.org/design/overview for an explanation.
4
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base of 100 tons, and would get a rebate of $40 x 100 = $4000 in net carbon charges.
(Alternatively, this could be seen as a charge of $40 x 1900 = $76,000 minus a base rebate
of $40 x 2000 = $80,000.)
In this example, we have assumed that the total adjusted base emissions for all units
(1000 + 2000 tons) are equal to total actual emissions (1100 + 1900 tons). The program is
exactly revenue-neutral. If the adjusted base total for all units differs from the actual total
for all units, there will be a surplus or deficit of the program. For example, suppose that the
adjusted base emissions are as given above, but actual emissions are above the adjusted
base – say that actual emissions of unit A are 1200 tons, while unit B has actual emissions
of 1900 tons. In this case, net carbon charges for all units are $40 x (3100 – 3000) = $4000.
A key point of revenue-neutrality is that there are (almost) no income effects on
units, but units have full incentives to reduce their emissions. In the examples above, with a
given adjusted base, if a unit reduces its emissions 10 tons, it gets the full benefit of $40 x
10 tons.
Adjustment of the base emissions for units
Under the carbon-charge program, the carbon charge each year would apply to the
difference between the actual and the adjusted base emissions of each administrative unit.
This would require both an initial or historical base emissions for each unit, and an
adjustment to determine the adjusted base emissions for each subsequent year. The base
emissions for each administrative unit would be set at the average emissions for the past
three years, that is, for the period 2012-2014. This base would be rolled forward by an
adjustment factor. The adjustment factor might be the same for each unit, or it might differ
according to programmatic or other differences among units. We provide below a
numerical example of how the charge would be calculated.
There are different possible methods for calculating the adjustment factor. The
following are possibilities that have been identified, but further analysis is required, and
the Task Force has not determined which should be used.
A. Adjust by Yale average. The initial base emissions for each unit would be its
annual emissions averaged over the three years, FY 2012-14 period. This base
would be adjusted each year by the total emissions of the university. Note that each
unit would have the same adjustment factor. Thus if total Yale emissions covered by
the program in 2016 decline 5% relative to the 2012-14 period, each unit's base
would be reduced 5% relative to its 2012-14 base. The advantage of this approach is
that it would have a zero budget impact for the center and for all units taken
together. The example in the last section was based on this approach.
B. Adjust by a fixed percentage. In this approach, the university would select a
uniform adjustment for each year. For example, the adjustment might be 2% per
year. The example described in method A would be the same except that the
7

adjustment would be 2% per year instead of the 5%. As with method A, each unit
would have the same adjustment factor. One advantage of this approach is its
simplicity and predictability. On the other hand, a concern is that it would produce
net revenues or losses for the center and for the totality of units. It might be
proposed that the adjustment rate be very ambitious to reflect goals for sharp
emissions reductions. This would produce substantial dollar deficits for entities
around the campus (and corresponding surpluses for the center) while having no
effect on incentives on the margin.
For either of the two adjustment approaches, there might also be adjustments for
factors that cause individual variation. The simulations described below and the data on
individual buildings in the Appendix indicate that there is considerable idiosyncratic yearto-year change in energy use by building. For example, a building that has a large
residential component might be sensitive to the weather. Teaching laboratories might be
sensitive to enrollments and course designs. Research laboratories might have energy use
depend upon the nature of the experiments, changes in equipment, or the animal
populations. It will be useful to determine whether normalization for weather (using
heating and cooling degree days) would smooth out some of the year-to-year fluctuations
in energy consumption. Additionally, a unit’s emissions might increase if it adds space.
The Task Force has considered the issue of whether to adjust for program-specific
factors and believes that it needs further analysis. The advantage of making adjustments is
that it would give the carbon-charge program greater apparent equity. A disadvantage is
the complexity of determining the importance of different factors in a manner that is
statistically reliable and perceived as fair. Yet a further question is whether units should
take into account the emissions impacts when they consider adding major new facilities
and equipment, or whether programmatic expansion along with the implication for
emissions should be more a central decision.
Illustration of calculations and adjustments
The following will provide a numerical example of how the carbon charge is
calculated and show what is meant by revenue-neutrality. For this example, we will use
procedure A above (adjusting by the Yale average). Procedure B is identical except that the
adjusted bases will differ slightly, and the program will not be revenue-neutral at the
university level.
Table 1 shows how the base and adjusted base emissions are determined. We
assume there are two units, the Education School (ES) and the Geography School (GS). In
the base year (year 0), assume their emissions are 1000 and 1041 tons of carbon dioxide,
respectively. These are the “base emissions” of the schools, while the total base emissions
for the university are the sum, 2041 tons.
In the current year, actual emissions are 900 and 1100 tons, and total Yale
emissions are 2000 tons. Perhaps the ES reduced its emissions because it turned off the
lights at night, while the GS added a computer cluster.
8

Under procedure A, the adjustment factor from the base year to the current year is
the ratio of total university emissions in the two periods. Under the example here, total
emissions declined 2% from 2041 to 2000 tons, so the adjustment factor is 0.98. Applying
the adjustment factor to the actual or current emissions, we get the adjusted base for the ES
to be 1000 x 0.98 = 980 tons; for the GS, the adjusted base is 1100 x 0.98 = 1020 tons. By
construction, they add to the actual university total of 2000 tons.
Adjustment approach A (always revenue neutral)
Base emissions
in year 0

Actual
emissions
(tons)

Adjustment
factor

Adjusted base
emissions
Note
(tons)

Education
School

1,000

900

0.98

980

(B)

Geography
School

1,041

1,100

0.98

1,020

(B)

University
Total

2,041

2,000

0.98

2,000

(A)

(A) Adjustment factor is university total actual (2000) divided by base (2041),
that is, 2000/2041 = 0.98.
(B) Each unit has the same adjustment factor.

Table 1. Calculation of adjusted base emissions
_____________________________________________
Table 2 shows the calculation of the emissions “difference” used to calculate the net
carbon charge. For each unit, the emissions difference is actual emissions minus adjusted
base emissions. So, for example, the ES has actual emissions of 900 tons and adjusted base
of 980 tons, so its difference is minus 80 tons. The difference for the GS is plus 80 tons. By
construction, the sum of the emissions differences across all units is zero.
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Adjustment approach A (always revenue neutral)
Actual
emissions
(tons)

Adjusted base Difference
emissions
from adjusted
(tons)
base (tons)

Education
School

900

980

-80

Geography
School

1,100

1,020

80

University
Total

2,000

2,000

0

Table 2. Calculation of the emissions difference for the carbon charge
_____________________________________________
Finally, Table 3 shows the calculation of the net carbon charge. For each unit, we
take the difference in emissions (actual minus adjusted base emissions) and multiply that
by the carbon charge ($40 per ton of CO2). For the ES, the net charge is minus 80 tons
times $40, or a rebate of $3200. For the GS, the net charge is plus 80 tons times $40, or a
charge of $3200. Again, by construction, the total of all units is zero (and the total net
revenue of the Provost’s Office is also zero). However, individual units will have positive or
negative net charges.
Table 3 also shows the gross carbon charges by units. The total or gross charges
(total emissions times $40) are $80,000. However, by construction the total is rebated, and
that is why the net charges total to zero.
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Adjustment approach A (always revenue neutral)
Difference
Carbon
Net carbon Gross carbon
from adjusted charge (per
charge ($) charge ($)
base (tons)
ton)
Education
School

-80

$40

-3,200

36,000

Geography
School

80

$40

3,200

44,000

University
Total

0

$40

0

80,000

Table 3. Calculation of net and gross carbon charges
_____________________________________________
In this example, we have used Approach A, which adjusts emissions by the average
change for the university as a whole. The program is always revenue-neutral at the
university level, every year, by construction. If we were to assume approach B, then there
would be a surplus or deficit of the program depending upon the adjustment factor. For
example, suppose that the common adjustment factor was 95% rather 98%. In that case,
total adjusted base emissions would be lower (because 0.95 x 2041 is less than 0.98 x
2014). Therefore, total actual emissions would be greater than total adjusted base
emissions. The sum of the charges to all units would be positive rather than zero, and the
Provost’s Office would have a surplus. If the adjustment factor was higher than 98%, the
units would have a surplus, and the center would have a deficit.
Are units chasing their tails?
One feature of revenue-neutrality that is puzzling is that it appears to be selfdefeating. A school might think, “Why should I reduce my emissions because all that does is
lower overall emissions and end up with no benefit at all? I am just chasing my tail.”
This reasoning would be correct for all units acting together, but it is not correct for
an individual unit taking measures to reduce its own energy use and emissions. To see this,
we can take a typical administrative unit. Putting aside the Medical School and the FAS, all
other units comprise about one-third of the university energy use (see Table A-3). A typical
school or unit might account for 1% of emissions. Suppose that this school was
contemplating reducing its energy use by 1%. That would reduce the university’s total
emissions and the overall adjustment factor by only 0.01%. It would therefore get 99% of
the benefits of its energy conservation efforts in its reduced carbon charges.
Even units with the largest energy budgets, such as Medicine or the FAS, will get
most of the benefits. Suppose a school comprised 25% of the energy budget. It would still
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get 75% of the benefits in reduced net carbon charges. Therefore, virtually all units will get
virtually all the carbon-charge benefits of their individual energy-conservation efforts.
Application to different administrative units
Energy use around the campus is highly diverse, representing not only the different
activities but differences in how buildings and activities are metered. Additionally budget
concepts and definitions may determine how energy charges enter the accounts. Tables A-1
through A-3 in the Data Appendix show actual expense budgets and energy budgets by
administrative units sorted by different variables. Some units have no utility charges in the
current budget format.
In considering the carbon charge, the Task Force found it useful to divide entities
into three categories.
(a) Self-support units that currently pay their energy bills. These include six
self-support schools and a few autonomous entities.
(b) Units with substantial budgets and bottom-line guidance; these units
usually do not currently pay their energy bills. These include the balance of schools,
the collections, the main library, athletics, and the officer units. Although these units
do not pay their own bills, they are attentive to their budgets and can serve as model
units to pilot the program.
(c) Units that are either small, have budget authority that covers only a small
fraction of their activities, or units that are co-located with other units which makes
estimating energy use and carbon charges difficult. The (c) units include small
departments and the residential colleges.
We have not made a full catalogue of units and energy measurements to determine a
definitive list of which units are in which categories. Moreover, we note that the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences (FAS) is undergoing a restructuring of its budget in light of the creation of
a Dean of the FAS. Given the size of the FAS, it is clearly important to introduce the carboncharge program both in its overall planning and for large units. However, until the final
structure of the FAS budget is determined, it will not be possible to determine exactly into
which category the FAS carbon-charge program will fall.
One of the major challenges in making the carbon-charge program effective is that
few administrative units face the cost consequences of their energy decisions. For example,
no department in the medical school pays its energy bills even though they are otherwise
largely self-financing. A rough estimate is that about 90 percent of energy spending in the
university is by units that do not pay their energy bills.
The Task Force considered the approach of decentralizing energy budgets for units
that currently do not pay them; this would apply to category (b) units as well as to medical
departments and centers. This kind of budget reform clearly would improve incentives
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because energy budgets are an order of magnitude larger than carbon charges. However,
budget reform involves complex calculations and offsets and is not easily undertaken,
particularly in a short period. Putting energy costs on units would raise the potential of
requiring programmatic cuts if energy-price movements are adverse. Additionally, the
carbon-charge program seems an inappropriate lever to use to impose budget reforms. In
any case, budget reforms on a large-scale basis are unrealistic in the next year or two.
On the other hand, making units responsible for their carbon charges is a more
realistic approach. Carbon charges for most units will be a small part of the budget, and
they do not involve price risks. Therefore, for most units that have budget responsibility,
the Task Force recommends that they take responsibility for their carbon charges.
More specifically, we propose that the carbon charges be fully allocated to and paid
for by units in categories (a) and (b). These units either currently pay their energy bills, or
are sufficiently large and diversified that the net carbon charges as described below can be
absorbed with little risk of programmatic distortions.
For units with minimal budgets, we propose using experiments as described below.
Carbon charges for units that are allocated carbon charges
For units that are allocated their carbon charges in categories (a) and (b) defined
above, the net carbon charge would be 100% paid or rebated each year. Therefore, if a
unit's emissions change at the same rate as its adjusted base, it will have no net charge. If
its emissions grow (or decline) relative to its adjusted base, it will pay (or receive) an
amount equal to the charge times the difference in emissions relative to its base.
Carbon charges for other units
For units that are in category (c), such as residential colleges and FAS departments,
there are several options. The Task Force does not have a firm recommendation among
these.
One option would be to test various information and incentive programs through
experiments with similar units and control groups. The Task Force recommends exploring
options raised by behavioral studies that suggest the value of clear communication of
energy bills, easily viewable meters in facilities like dining halls, and competitions and
other rewards programs. For example, the residential colleges might be put into three
groups with one control group and two different experimental treatments. Similar
experiments might be undertaken for FAS departments, medical departments, and other
administrative units.
A second option would be a bonus plan for extraordinary reductions. If the
emissions of a unit are larger than their adjusted base, units will have no budget impact.
However, if their emissions are less than their adjusted base (or the adjusted base less
some threshold such as 5%), they will receive a budget bonus of 50% of the dollar value of
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their normal rebate. As an example, assume that Unit B (which does not pay its energy
bills) has adjusted base emissions of 5,000 tons, while its actual emissions are 4,000 tons.
Then it would receive a rebate of (5,000 – 4,000) x $40 x 50% = $20,000 in that year. On
the other hand, if its emissions were greater than 5,000 tons, there would be no budget
consequences. The budget consequences of the bonus plan would need to be evaluated.
The Task Force emphasizes that, where possible, and particularly where several
units are involved, new approaches and experiments should use randomized assignment.
Even though the sample sizes will necessarily be small, randomization may allow inference
as to the effectiveness of the experimental programs. The Task Force is mindful that
individuals often resist being subject to randomization, but the interest of gathering
reliable information is particularly important for the experiments suggested here.
An important component of the program will be improved information for
administrative units so that they can better understand their energy consumption and
emissions and find ways to reduce these in ways that are consistent with their academic
missions. Some of the approaches are described in the report of the Working Group on
Incentives in the appendix.
Historical simulation of carbon charges
To simulate how a carbon-charge program would work, the Task Force used
historical data for the period 2010-2014 to calculate the size and variability of a carbon
charge. We used 34 buildings as test units. The actual data are shown in Appendix Table A4. These comprised about 25% of the university’s energy use.
The calculations showed considerable idiosyncratic variation in emissions from year
to year. For example, the average absolute change for the five years and 34 buildings from
one year to the next was 15% of energy use. Appendix Figure A-1 shows a histogram of the
year-to-year rates of growth in emissions for the 34 buildings. To move to a more granular
level, Figure A-2 shows the year-over-year growth in monthly electricity use in Sterling
Law (not in the 34 buildings), which again shows surprisingly high variability. Figure A-3
shows the steam use in Sterling Memorial Library (also not in the 34), with a sharp
declining pattern. Figure A-4 selects electricity use in three residential colleges (detrended
and adjusted for seasonal variation); these provide some similarity in structure and have
considerable differential patterns. The striking feature of the aggregate and granular data is
the variability across different buildings. While some of the differences probably can be
explained (such as by weather), some differences reflect changes in measurements or
special events such as weddings or summer programs.
To test the operation of the carbon charge, we selected the average of 2010-2011 as
the base period. We then calculated the adjusted emissions and net carbon charges for the
three years 2012, 2013, and 2014 for estimated emissions for each of the 34 units. We then
calculated the net carbon charges that each of the test units would pay for the three years,
2012-2014. For these calculations, we adjusted the base by the total emissions of the 34
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test units. The total carbon charges averaged $2.1 million per year for the three years. Net
carbon charges by design were zero.
Appendix Tables A-5 and A-6 show the largest and smallest net carbon charges for
the 34 units. Looking at individual units, the net carbon charges for these years had a
maximum of $64,000 for Becton Center and a maximum rebate of $39,000 for Bass Center.
While illustrative, these calculations suggest that the carbon charges would be large
enough to get the attention of management while not so large as to pose major difficulties
for academic programs. It should be noted as well that these data have not been validated
and are just used for illustrative purposes.
Communication of energy information and options
A necessary component of the carbon-charge program will be the development of a
“utility bill” that can appropriately provide departments with information about current
consumption of energy and historical trends. Energy consumption data and the associated
costs are not currently being communicated to departments in an effective way. This
information is currently buried in the departmental budget statements and is difficult to
find and interpret. The Task Force recommends that improvements be considered to
presentation of energy bills. Additionally, units will need to develop an understanding of
how they can affect their energy use and what kind of energy-saving measures they should
consider. For a discussion of possible approaches, see the appendix of the Working Group
Report on Incentives, Information, and Best Practices.
Administration and funding
This report has emphasized the role of different entities around the campus, such as
schools, departments, libraries, residential colleges, and the like. Two important questions
are, who will administer the program, and who will take the financial risks involved?
With respect to administration, the Task Force emphasizes that a careful
implementation of the carbon-charge program is a major task. We therefore recommend
that the university add a full-time professional, designated as the Director of the CarbonCharge Program. This person would be tasked to oversee or design the pilot, run the
program, provide definitive boundaries for the program, calculate emissions for different
units, assign prices to different scope activities, run the experiments described below, test
experiments with budget devolution described below, and work with units to manage their
emissions programs. The Director should be associated with one of the officers, who would
ensure that people around the university cooperate fully in launching the program.
Role of quantitative targets, offsets, and RECs
The Task Force discussed quantitative emissions targets, emissions offsets, and the
disposition of funds from sales of renewable energy certificates (RECs). The issues involved
are complex and politically charged, and there are no specific recommendations provided
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by this report. However, the Task Force notes that there are major policy issues that should
be addressed at the highest levels in the near term.
However, in one area, the interaction of offsets with the carbon charge needs to be
addressed. Where offset prices are lower than the university's carbon charge, the offset
price should not be substituted for carbon charges by units. Nor should the offset price be
used for shadow pricing purposes in capital investment decisions.
Phase-in of the program
A carbon-charge program such as the one proposed for Yale is clearly experimental.
Currently, no institution has instituted a comprehensive internal carbon-charge program of
the kind outlined here. Moreover, while this blueprint provides guidance on program
design, many details remain to be completed before it can be launched.
Given the complexity and comprehensive nature of the program, the Task Force
recommends that it be phased in beginning in 2015-16 with complete phase in within three
years. The key purpose of the phase-in will be to test the concepts, make actual
calculations, and undertake the budget charges for selected units.
Administrative units that participate would be designated as “pilot units.” For the
first year, it is suggested that a small number of units should be selected to participate. To
show leadership, it would be useful to have one or more officer units as pilots in the first
year. Additionally, two of the self-support units in category (a) as well as a small number of
category (b) units should be included. It would be important to add a small number of
medical departments or centers. Additionally, some category (c) units, perhaps two
residential colleges and two FAS departments, should be included. Because of the need to
calculate emissions, it would be useful if the pilot units have easily identified emissions.
Additionally, the first year should be used to create the informational infrastructure
for rolling out the comprehensive program. Important information include the estimation
of emissions by administrative units, development of the measuring, monitoring and
reporting structures needed to track energy use, estimation of the base period emissions,
adjustments of the base for special factors if necessary, and development of improved
displays of information for decision makers. Additionally, information gathering and
feasibility study are necessary for the methodologies and estimates of the emissions
associated with scope 3A emissions such as air travel and construction, as well as for
energy-intensive purchased equipment.
The Task Force will conclude its deliberations with the current report. At that point,
it would be important to have a full discussion of the proposals with the Yale community,
particularly with affected parties. It is recognized that there are many complex issues yet to
be determined, such as the phase-in, calculation of emissions by administrative unit, and
calculation of base and adjusted base emissions. A key next step will be to appoint the
Director and the staff to implement the program.
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During the phase-in years, the pilot units would have base and actual emissions
calculated according to the procedures outlined above. The pilot carbon charge would be
set at one-half the recommended per ton charge. Operating the phase-in would allow those
administering the program to move from the blueprint provided here to operational
details.
A reasonable target is that full implementation should come by the third year.
Additionally, in the fifth year, it should be reviewed to determine whether it has met the
objectives of reducing carbon emissions and uneconomic energy use, improving planning,
and having a light administrative footprint.
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APPENDICES
The appendices that follow include data developed and used by the Task Force as
well as the reports of the Working Groups. These are background that formed the
informational basis for the report of the Task Force above. The data and analyses
developed for the report were not verified by the offices in the university that provided the
data and may differ from the officially developed reports. Further, the reports and
recommendations of the Working Groups were not adopted by the Task Force. The Task
Force decided to provide the data, analyses, and Working Group Reports in full to provide a
fuller examination of the background to the report.

Data Appendix
Tables A-1 through A-3 show expenses and energy use ranked by share, expense budget,
and energy budget.
Table A-4 shows the energy use of 34 selected buildings, 2010-2014, used in the analysis in
the report.
Tables A-5 and A-6 show the simulated carbon charges in each of the 34 buildings.
Figure A-1 provides a histogram of the year-to-year changes in energy use by building.
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Target Unit
West Campus
Athletics
Other FAS and Academic Depts
School of Art
Central Library
Yale Art Gallery
Facilities Operations
Divinity School
Peabody Museum
School of Music
Other Administration
School of Architecture
Yale Health
Yale Center for British Art
VP Student Life and Secretary
Beinecke Library
School of Medicine
School of Management
Dining
School of Law
Security and Police
School of Drama
School of Forestry and ES
Institute of Sacred Music
VP New Haven State Affairs
School of Nursing
VP Development
VP Global and Strategic Initiatives
Information Technology Services
Yale Press
Human Resources
Utilities
All university

Energy utilities
(12,113,612)
(3,565,812)
(34,169,395)
(778,293)
(4,431,581)
(1,575,760)
(30,682)
(900,647)
(514,564)
(680,935)
(933,748)
(515,045)
(1,455,157)
(665,293)
(105,779)
(669,625)
(25,508,101)
(1,468,523)
(686,735)
(1,404,303)
(367,621)
(250,843)
(396,344)
(67,701)
(96,200)
(99,066)
(69,009)
(66,901)
(173,331)
(97,818,885)

Total expenses

Energy as % of total
expenses

(33,404,279)
(40,358,336)
(545,780,551)
(13,144,962)
(75,693,100)
(28,141,110)
(641,231)
(20,848,114)
(12,237,807)
(18,648,977)
(31,653,185)
(17,582,937)
(50,660,366)
(26,903,511)
(5,250,633)
(34,979,613)
(1,384,775,759)
(81,890,994)
(42,451,751)
(92,307,239)
(24,720,605)
(23,430,888)
(39,744,623)
(8,957,849)
(17,752,237)
(20,849,208)
(27,359,897)
(28,572,421)
(88,447,886)
(30,023,947)
(19,355,874)
(10,337,720)
(2,809,132,178)

36.26%
8.84%
6.26%
5.92%
5.85%
5.60%
4.78%
4.32%
4.20%
3.65%
2.95%
2.93%
2.87%
2.47%
2.01%
1.91%
1.84%
1.79%
1.62%
1.52%
1.49%
1.07%
1.00%
0.76%
0.54%
0.48%
0.25%
0.23%
0.20%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
3.48%

Table A-1. Budget data by administrative unit, ranked share of utilities
Note: The following units have no utilities charges: Division of Faculty Salaries,
Environmental Health and Safety, Graduate School, MacMillan Center, Office of Cooperative
Research, Other Academic Services, Other Finance and Bus Ops, President, Provost, Admin,
VP and General Counsel, Yale College Operating Units, and Yale College Tuition and Aid.
Totals are therefore not the same as the total operating budget. Facilities are allocated to
end user. Some units are excluded from the total.
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Target Unit
School of Medicine
Other FAS and Academic Depts
School of Law
Information Technology Services
School of Management
Central Library
Yale Health
Dining
Athletics
School of Forestry and ES
Beinecke Library
West Campus
Other Administration
Yale Press
VP Global and Strategic Initiatives
Yale Art Gallery
VP Development
Yale Center for British Art
Security and Police
School of Drama
School of Nursing
Divinity School
Human Resources
School of Music
VP New Haven State Affairs
School of Architecture
School of Art
Peabody Museum
Utilities
Institute of Sacred Music
VP Student Life and Secretary
Facilities Operations
All university

Energy utilities
(25,508,101)
(34,169,395)
(1,404,303)
(173,331)
(1,468,523)
(4,431,581)
(1,455,157)
(686,735)
(3,565,812)
(396,344)
(669,625)
(12,113,612)
(933,748)
(66,901)
(1,575,760)
(69,009)
(665,293)
(367,621)
(250,843)
(99,066)
(900,647)
(680,935)
(96,200)
(515,045)
(778,293)
(514,564)
(67,701)
(105,779)
(30,682)
(97,818,885)

Total expenses
(1,384,775,759)
(545,780,551)
(92,307,239)
(88,447,886)
(81,890,994)
(75,693,100)
(50,660,366)
(42,451,751)
(40,358,336)
(39,744,623)
(34,979,613)
(33,404,279)
(31,653,185)
(30,023,947)
(28,572,421)
(28,141,110)
(27,359,897)
(26,903,511)
(24,720,605)
(23,430,888)
(20,849,208)
(20,848,114)
(19,355,874)
(18,648,977)
(17,752,237)
(17,582,937)
(13,144,962)
(12,237,807)
(10,337,720)
(8,957,849)
(5,250,633)
(641,231)
(2,809,132,178)

Energy as % of total
expenses
1.84%
6.26%
1.52%
0.20%
1.79%
5.85%
2.87%
1.62%
8.84%
1.00%
1.91%
36.26%
2.95%
0.00%
0.23%
5.60%
0.25%
2.47%
1.49%
1.07%
0.48%
4.32%
0.00%
3.65%
0.54%
2.93%
5.92%
4.20%
0.00%
0.76%
2.01%
4.78%
3.48%

Table A-2. Budget data by administrative unit, ranked expense budget
See note to table A-1.
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Target Unit
Other FAS and Academic Depts
School of Medicine
West Campus
Central Library
Athletics
Yale Art Gallery
School of Management
Yale Health
School of Law
Other Administration
Divinity School
School of Art
Dining
School of Music
Beinecke Library
Yale Center for British Art
School of Architecture
Peabody Museum
School of Forestry and ES
Security and Police
School of Drama
Information Technology Services
VP Student Life and Secretary
School of Nursing
VP New Haven State Affairs
VP Development
Institute of Sacred Music
VP Global and Strategic Initiatives
Facilities Operations
Yale Press
Human Resources
Utilities
All university

Energy utilities
(34,169,395)
(25,508,101)
(12,113,612)
(4,431,581)
(3,565,812)
(1,575,760)
(1,468,523)
(1,455,157)
(1,404,303)
(933,748)
(900,647)
(778,293)
(686,735)
(680,935)
(669,625)
(665,293)
(515,045)
(514,564)
(396,344)
(367,621)
(250,843)
(173,331)
(105,779)
(99,066)
(96,200)
(69,009)
(67,701)
(66,901)
(30,682)
(97,818,885)

Total expenses

Energy as % of total
expenses

(545,780,551)
(1,384,775,759)
(33,404,279)
(75,693,100)
(40,358,336)
(28,141,110)
(81,890,994)
(50,660,366)
(92,307,239)
(31,653,185)
(20,848,114)
(13,144,962)
(42,451,751)
(18,648,977)
(34,979,613)
(26,903,511)
(17,582,937)
(12,237,807)
(39,744,623)
(24,720,605)
(23,430,888)
(88,447,886)
(5,250,633)
(20,849,208)
(17,752,237)
(27,359,897)
(8,957,849)
(28,572,421)
(641,231)
(30,023,947)
(19,355,874)
(10,337,720)
(2,809,132,178)

6.26%
1.84%
36.26%
5.85%
8.84%
5.60%
1.79%
2.87%
1.52%
2.95%
4.32%
5.92%
1.62%
3.65%
1.91%
2.47%
2.93%
4.20%
1.00%
1.49%
1.07%
0.20%
2.01%
0.48%
0.54%
0.25%
0.76%
0.23%
4.78%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
3.48%

Table A-3. Budget data by administrative unit, ranked by energy expenses
See note to table A-1.
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Total Plant Supplied Energy MMBTU

Building
A.K. WATSON HALL
ALLWIN HALL
ARNOLD HALL
BASS CENTER
BASS LIBRARY
BATTELL CHAPEL
BECTON E&AS CENTER
BEINECKE LIBRARY
BERKELEY COLLEGE
BETTS HOUSE
BINGHAM HALL,CHARLES
BOOK AND SNAKE
BRANFORD COLLEGE
BRITISH ART, YALE CTR
BROADWAY, 77
CALHOUN COLLEGE,JOHN
CHEMICAL SAFETY BLDG
CHEMISTRY RES BLDG
CHURCH ST, 246
CHURCH ST, 250
CHURCH ST, 258/GROVE,96
COLLEGE ST, 451
COLLEGE ST, 493
CONNECTICUT HALL
DAVENPORT COLLEGE
DOW HALL
DUNHAM LAB
DURFEE HALL,BRADFORD
DWIGHT HALL & CHAPEL
ELECTRON ACCEL. LAB
ELIHU HOUSE
ELIZABETHAN CLUB
ENVIRONMTL SCIENCE CTR
EVANS HALL, THOMAS M.

Total, 34 buildings

FY10 Total FY11 Total FY12 Total FY13 Total FY14 Total Average
7,403
8,875
8,037
7,520
8,000
7,967
137
136
171
144
127
143
2,801
2,564
2,386
3,008
3,348
2,821
35,183
32,807
30,200
29,069
25,570
30,566
10,482
12,552
11,526
10,407
10,063
11,006
2,269
2,494
2,105
2,293
2,241
2,280
43,969
46,618
54,936
57,060
62,298
52,976
18,746
18,738
22,415
22,692
22,762
21,071
19,713
21,282
18,972
19,984
20,415
20,073
2,020
2,345
2,410
3,058
3,047
2,576
5,465
5,145
4,788
4,967
5,267
5,126
438
283
387
372
583
413
18,655
17,819
14,839
17,686
15,975
16,995
20,802
17,521
17,884
18,914
18,998
18,824
743
1,454
1,798
2,112
2,270
1,675
14,736
15,763
15,476
19,670
16,326
16,394
2,071
1,276
1,169
1,456
1,731
1,541
38,754
42,126
33,831
35,425
38,134
37,654
2,713
2,288
1,975
2,057
2,303
2,267
352
345
283
318
410
342
528
517
425
476
616
512
8,353
8,817
9,075
8,123
5,412
7,956
1,331
1,533
2,568
2,984
2,528
2,189
1,745
1,706
1,566
1,926
2,037
1,796
16,669
18,224
16,794
17,144
20,061
17,779
3,073
2,779
3,090
3,113
4,165
3,244
22,979
23,870
28,614
29,467
30,704
27,127
5,392
5,773
6,031
7,638
9,643
6,895
3,749
4,587
4,093
2,731
3,647
3,762
3,922
3,723
2,687
2,467
2,014
2,963
403
621
660
538
1,004
645
243
266
203
364
439
303
49,515
39,471
45,799
46,399
42,713
44,779
2,540
2,026
2,385
2,453
2,022
2,285
367,894

366,346

369,577

384,036

386,874

Standard
deviation of
growth rate (%
log)
13%
18%
15%
4%
13%
12%
6%
9%
9%
11%
7%
39%
15%
10%
27%
18%
32%
14%
14%
19%
19%
21%
28%
13%
10%
17%
7%
10%
32%
12%
37%
35%
16%
19%

374,945

2%

Table A-4. Energy Use of 34 Selected Buildings, 2010-2014
Note that the simulations reported in the text assume emissions are proportional to energy
use.
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Carbon charge for 34 selected buildings

Building
Electron Accel. Lab
Bass Center
Dwight Hall & Chapel
Church St, 246
Chemical Safety Bldg
College St, 451
Chemistry Res Bldg
Branford College
Bass Library
Battell Chapel
Bingham Hall,Charles
A.K. Watson Hall
Berkeley College
Church St, 250
Church St, 258/Grove,96
British Art, Yale Ctr
Evans Hall, Thomas M.
Environmtl Science Ctr
Davenport College
Connecticut Hall
Allwin Hall
Arnold Hall
Calhoun College,John
Dow Hall
Beinecke Library
Book And Snake
Dunham Lab
Becton E&As Center
Betts House
Elizabethan Club
Durfee Hall,Bradford
Elihu House
Broadway, 77
College St, 493
TOTAL

Average gross Average Average as
charge
net charge % of base
22,484
199,951
24,515
14,709
9,845
50,496
237,859
107,265
67,741
14,006
31,204
47,871
120,561
2,050
3,074
112,704
13,430
261,699
102,617
10,150
803
15,778
89,694
17,210
110,239
2,121
137,778
266,406
12,837
1,498
32,835
3,011
6,461
8,422
2,159,322

(8,913)
(39,322)
(4,689)
(2,714)
(1,599)
(7,685)
(34,533)
(15,440)
(7,162)
(1,436)
(2,762)
(3,270)
(8,151)
(135)
(202)
(7,064)
(443)
(6,267)
(377)
319
34
773
7,761
2,419
18,259
420
30,323
63,590
3,286
407
11,303
1,156
5,238
6,875
0

-40%
-20%
-19%
-18%
-16%
-15%
-15%
-14%
-11%
-10%
-9%
-7%
-7%
-7%
-7%
-6%
-3%
-2%
0%
3%
4%
5%
9%
14%
17%
20%
22%
24%
26%
27%
34%
38%
81%
82%
0%

Table A-5. Simulation of carbon charges by building, sort by charge as share of base
These use the energy consumption in 2010-11 as a base for each building, adjust the base
each year by the change in the total for all buildings, and then calculate the charges at $40
per ton of CO2 .
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Carbon charge for 34 selected buildings

Building
Bass Center
Chemistry Res Bldg
Branford College
Electron Accel. Lab
Berkeley College
College St, 451
Bass Library
British Art, Yale Ctr
Environmtl Science Ctr
Dwight Hall & Chapel
A.K. Watson Hall
Bingham Hall,Charles
Church St, 246
Chemical Safety Bldg
Battell Chapel
Evans Hall, Thomas M.
Davenport College
Church St, 258/Grove,96
Church St, 250
Allwin Hall
Connecticut Hall
Elizabethan Club
Book And Snake
Arnold Hall
Elihu House
Dow Hall
Betts House
Broadway, 77
College St, 493
Calhoun College,John
Durfee Hall,Bradford
Beinecke Library
Dunham Lab
Becton E&As Center
TOTAL

Average gross Average Average as
charge
net charge % of base
199,951
237,859
107,265
22,484
120,561
50,496
67,741
112,704
261,699
24,515
47,871
31,204
14,709
9,845
14,006
13,430
102,617
3,074
2,050
803
10,150
1,498
2,121
15,778
3,011
17,210
12,837
6,461
8,422
89,694
32,835
110,239
137,778
266,406
2,159,322

(39,322)
(34,533)
(15,440)
(8,913)
(8,151)
(7,685)
(7,162)
(7,064)
(6,267)
(4,689)
(3,270)
(2,762)
(2,714)
(1,599)
(1,436)
(443)
(377)
(202)
(135)
34
319
407
420
773
1,156
2,419
3,286
5,238
6,875
7,761
11,303
18,259
30,323
63,590
0

-20%
-15%
-14%
-40%
-7%
-15%
-11%
-6%
-2%
-19%
-7%
-9%
-18%
-16%
-10%
-3%
0%
-7%
-7%
4%
3%
27%
20%
5%
38%
14%
26%
81%
82%
9%
34%
17%
22%
24%
0%

Table A-6. Simulation of carbon charges by building, sort by dollar charge
These use the energy use 2010-11 as a base, adjust by the total of all buildings, and then
calculate the charges at $40 per ton of CO2 .
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Series: GROWTH
Observations 120

Observations

20

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.

16

12

0.037
0.024
0.95
-0.38
0.18

8

4

0
-0.4

-0.2

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Annual growth rate
Figure A-1. Histogram of year-to-year changes in energy use of 34 buildings, 2010-2014
The underlying data are the rates of growth of energy use in the 34 buildings over the
period as estimated by a regression of the logarithm of use against time. The units are
logarithmic growth rates, so the median growth rate of 0.024 is 2.4% per year.
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Monthly growth electricity use: Sterling Law
40%

30%
20%
10%
0%

-10%
-20%
-30%

-40%
7/6/2009

11/18/2010

4/1/2012

8/14/2013

12/27/2014

Figure A-2. Growth in electricity use, Sterling Law
These are metered use of electricity, year over year by month. The first observation is the
rate of growth from July 2009 to July 2010. The last observation is the rate of growth from
June 2013 to June 2014.
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Monthly growth steam use: Sterling Library
60%

40%

20%

0%

-20%

-40%
Jul-09

Nov-10

Apr-12

Aug-13

Dec-14

-60%

Figure A-3. Growth in steam use, Sterling Library
These are the use of metered steam, year over year by month. The observations are the
same as in Figure A-2.
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Seasonally adjusted, average = 1.

1.5

Calhoun
Branford
Silliman

1.4
1.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
0.9
0.8
0.7
7 10 1

4

7 10 1

2009

2010

4

7 10 1

2011

4

7 10 1

2012

4

7 10 1

2013

4

2014

Figure A-4. Electricity growth, three residential colleges
These are metered use in electricity by college. These are monthly, seasonally adjusted, and
divided by the mean for each college, so the mean value is 1 for each college. The data for
Calhoun were clearly anomalous for 2014 and were removed from the sample.
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Appendix. Working Group Report on Incentives, Information, and Best Practices
Objective
A successful carbon-pricing mechanism changes the behavior of energy consumers with a
price signal that induces reduced energy consumption. But many members of the Yale
community do not pay energy bills so that an additional structure of incentives,
information, and actions are required to engage this set of students, faculty, and staff in
playing a role in the university’s efforts to cut its carbon emissions. The working group
identified industry-leading strategies for inducing energy-saving behavior, with the
purpose of providing incentives to reduce consumption and make energy information more
salient to the many Yale energy consumers who do not see electricity or heating bills. The
group also strived to build a broader sense of ownership of the energy conservation
initiative across the Yale community by inviting suggestions about how the students,
faculty, and staff might best be drawn in to efforts to reduce energy consumption across the
campus. Investigating best practices in incentive programs and energy information flow
yielded recommendations that will complement the carbon charge and ensure that
everyone in the Yale community plays a role in helping to deliver on the university’s
commitment to energy efficiency and greenhouse gas emissions reductions.
Methods
The working group met to compile known best practices from across the campus and from
recognized experts. The group also organized a set of contests to “crowd source” ideas for
reducing energy use and a student research effort to identify best practices in energy
conservation at other universities. For a detailed description of the contests and student
research, see Annex A.
Recommendations
The recommendations fall into five categories:






Students, faculty, and/or staff behavior;
University and/or departmental policies;
Building use, operations, and/or construction;
Future campus planning; and
The purchase and use of major equipment.

Students, faculty, and/or staff behavior:
For students, we recommend developing annual energy-saving competitions, with financial
rewards related to energy-spend savings, to incentivize energy reductions in the
residential colleges. Because students do not receive or pay energy bills, they have no
direct financial incentive to reduce consumption. Competitions with rewards would create
financial incentives that have the potential to induce energy-saving behavior. We first
suggest that both the cost-benefit of student competitions be evaluated and the history of
intercollege competitions be studied. A cost-benefit analysis is important because while
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competitions can be great ways to raise awareness about energy use and best practices, the
long-lasting energy-saving impacts tend to be the result of default strategies being put into
place during the contest. If the competitions are found to be beneficial, then we recommend
that they be developed and piloted by the Sustainability Office in conjunction with the
Council of Masters, Facilities / Energy Management, professors, and residential college
sustainability coordinators. For a working model of the competitions, see Annex B.
We divide faculty/staff units into two subgroups and recommend developing distinct
energy incentive programs for each. The first is comprised of self-support units, units with
complete budget control, and units with devolved energy budgets. Because these units have
a direct financial incentive to reduce consumption, we recommend a charge-and-rebate
program. Units that observe an increase in emissions relative to a defined baseline would
receive a charge equal to the net increase in emissions multiplied by the carbon price, while
those units that observe a relative decrease in emissions would receive a rebate equal to
the net decrease in energy-spend. This carrot-and-stick approach has proven effective in
reducing energy consumption at both UC Berkeley and another California university. For a
detailed description of the energy savings achieved by these universities’ energy incentive
programs, see Annex C.
The second subgroup is comprised of units without budgets, for which we recommend
developing a “gain share” energy conservation program. Because these units do not pay
energy bills today, they have limited budgetary incentives to reduce consumption. Thus, we
recommend that a “gain share” incentive program be established for these units, which
provides that decreases in energy consumption relative to a predetermined baseline be
shared with that unit so that half of the dollar value of the reductions go to the unit. In the
following year, a new baseline will be established based on the results from the prior year.
Some normalization of the consumption trends based on degree days should be undertaken
to account for the effects of year-to-year fluctuations in weather and perhaps for other
factors as well. Units that observe a relative increase in emissions would not be penalized
with a charge. This gain sharing approach would create a financial incentive to induce
energy-saving behavior for units without budgets.
In addition to the rebate-only program, we recommend increased focus on energy
consumption and salience to conservation for all units through the following initiatives:


Devolving energy budgets to units when possible to give them control of their
energy expenditure and thus make them pay attention to their energy use;



Evaluating the technical feasibility of utilizing campus metering systems with
the Opower model of behavior modification;



Studying historical energy use data, projected use, and campus or external
benchmarks to establish baselines in conjunction with individual units, with the
creation of a process for key decision-makers to agree upon their baselines;
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Evaluating the effectiveness of energy dashboards that display real-time energy use
and historical consumption patterns for the residential colleges and other high-use
units through pilot programs;



Researching further the most effective strategies for engaging building occupants in
energy conservation and providing the technical and administrative support needed
to implement them; and



Developing an energy investment portfolio of projects for consideration and
implementation within individual units, e.g. space utilization studies.

University and/or departmental policies:
We recommend renewing efforts to set and promote university-wide operating practices
and default rules (e.g., thermostat settings) that promote greater energy efficiency. We
recognize that there will need to be override options available in specific contexts. We also
recommend developing both new student/hire orientation and individual building
occupancy training programs to educate students, faculty, and staff about Yale’s culture of
sustainability and individual building operations. This approach has proven effective at the
School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, and the undergraduate sustainability
coordinators employed by the sustainability office are currently working with Dean
Marichal Gentry on developing and piloting such a program for undergraduates. We finally
suggest creating an initiative on space rationalization to decrease wasteful space utilization
through a number of measures such as designating workspaces within building for afterhour activities when possible.
Building use, operations, and/or construction:
We first recommend pilot efforts to put up energy dashboards that display real-time energy
use and historical consumption patterns for the residential colleges and high-use buildings
– with broader introduction of these dashboards if they prove to be effective in making
students, faculty, and staff more aware of energy use. We also recommend investing
strategically in the best available technologies to promote ongoing energy conservation,
e.g., fully automated/integrated lighting and heating/cooling controls in buildings and
automated computer/AV system shutdown.5 We also suggest exploring the possibility of
online scheduling and door-to-door service for shuttle transportation to optimize routes
and thus reduce fuel consumption. We finally suggest exploring the effectiveness and
feasibility of a whistle-blower program whereby students, faculty, and staff can be
rewarded for reporting energy waste.
Future campus planning:
It will be important to conduct research on how occupancy sensors have long-term positive or
negative impacts, since occupancy sensors at Yale have had a 30% failure rate after 8 years.
Because occupancy sensors are in fact technical solution to a behavioral problem, we recommend
researching and investing in behavioral solutions, manpower to manually shut off lights/systems,
and/or technological solutions.
5
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We recommend incorporating a shadow carbon price in all future university planning,
creating an energy efficiency investment fund with revenue generated from the Record Hill
Wind Farm REC sales, and increasing energy management staffing and capacity so that
energy-spend decisions can be optimized and energy efficiency choices will become more
accessible to units that want to explore internal energy reduction options.
Organizational readiness — especially at the implementation level — is essential to
implementing a carbon charge because experienced staff is critical to achieving significant
reductions across campus. Priorities and timelines for reductions will need to be set in
conjunction with key-decision makers.
Purchase and use of major equipment:
We recommend that all major equipment purchases (including lab equipment and other
machines) be subject to a life-cycle analysis that ensures energy efficiency optimization —
with a university fund available to help offset the cost of moving from average equipment
efficiency to high efficiency that optimizes the sum of up-front and operating costs. We also
suggest exploring the possibility of centralized procurement for major equipment
purchases and requiring units to pre-purchase electricity at a higher rate when they opt out
of an energy efficient alternative.

*

*

*
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Annex to Working Group Report on Incentives
A. Contests and student research
The working group organized a set of contests to solicit ideas from students, faculty, and
staff for reducing energy use and a student research effort to identify best practices in
energy conservation at other universities.
The first contest asked the question: On a campus where many energy consumers are
unaware of the amount of energy used and the associated greenhouse gas emissions, how
can the university direct attention to – and ultimately reduce – energy use? The Task Force
encouraged individuals to think of opportunities to help Yale reduce energy use in the
following areas:






Students, faculty, and/or staff behavior
University and/or departmental policies
Building use, operations, and/or construction
Future campus planning
The purchase and use of major equipment

There were 47 submissions, totaling 65 unique suggestions, with cash prizes of $100 per
winning idea awarded to the 6 best ideas.
The second contest asked the question: What is the “best practice” that you know of to
promote energy conservation? There were 10 submissions, totaling 11 unique suggestions,
with one grand prize of $500 awarded to the best idea.
Participation breakdown was an approximate 50-50 split between students and staff, with
29 and 28 submissions respectively. There were 32 unique respondents, with many
individuals making multiple submissions and even multiple recommendations per
submission. The contests took place over the course of 12 days, running from January 20 –
February 1.
The Task Force also hired 5 students to research best practices in energy conservation and
awareness at universities across the U.S. ranking high for their sustainability. Each student
was responsible for investigating a small number of universities’ energy conservation
programs, exploring in some detail how those institutions use incentives, contests, prizes,
and information to induce energy conservation among students, faculty, and staff. Each
student prepared a written report for the Task Force detailing his or her findings. The
following were the most useful in preparing the group’s recommendations:
B. Model of competitions
We recommend the development of two annual energy-saving competitions with financial
rewards to incent students to reduce energy use. We suggest two unique competitions, as
opposed to one, to avoid participant fatigue.
For the first competition, which would take place during the fall semester, we recommend
that the university compete with Harvard for the highest percentage reduction in total
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energy use per square-foot for all student residences from a baseline set according to the
previous year, normalized by degree days. To encourage participation on each campus, we
recommend that each university’s sustainability office, in collaboration with their energy
management group, develop a pledge asking students to take a number of energy-saving
actions, with an energy-related reward for reaching a specified participation. The winner
would be awarded a percentage of the energy-spend savings from both universities, with
the percentage value equal to the energy-saving pledge participation rate for the winning
school. To inform the student bodies of their energy use, we recommend that the Yale Daily
News and Harvard Crimson publish the current and previous year’s energy use data for
both universities’ student residences leading up the Harvard-Yale football game, where the
winner would be announced. The final design of the contests could be developed with
professors. Brad Neff, Long-term Energy Planner at PG&E, who was supposed to attend the
conference, recommended reaching out to Elliot Hoffman of True Market Solutions to
develop custom energy reduction competitions.
For the second competition, which would take place during the spring semester, we
recommend that the residential colleges compete with each other for the highest
percentage reduction in total energy use per square-foot from a baseline set according to
the same guidelines as the first competition. Each college would be awarded a percentage
of its energy-spend savings, with the percentage value set according to a sliding scale based
on each college’s end-of-year rank. The overall winner would receive an addition reward.
We once again recommend that the Yale Daily News publish the current and previous
year’s monthly energy use data for each of the colleges.
C. Energy incentive programs at California universities
One California university implemented an incentive program where an energy
consumption baseline was established based on historical consumption, adjusted for new
infrastructure. Savings were returned to departments that consumed less than their
baselines and charges were imposed on units that used use over their baseline. The
program achieved an average of 3% below baseline in each of the 4 years following
implementation, resulting in cost savings and reduced emissions.6
Similarly, UC Berkeley created the Energy Incentive Program to shift campus culture from a
“free-energy” mentality to a “vested-interest” mentality.7 Berkeley devolved energy
budgets to “operating” units and set baselines according to a 1-year energy use study.
Only rewards (i.e. no penalizations) were administered in the first year of implementation,
with penalizations introduced in the second year for units that increased relative to their
baseline. Operating units received monthly meter reports indicating actual consumption
relative to their historic baseline, as well as end-of-year statements with dividends.
The program led to $870,000 in incentive payments and 1,500 MTCDE saved in year one.8

6http://oe.berkeley.edu/sites/default/files/

diagnostic%20report%20bain%20uc%20berkeley.pdf
http://www.appa.org/membershipawards/documents/
APPAEffectiveandInnovativePracticesAwardAp
8 http://sustainability.berkeley.edu/news/how-are-energy-incentive-program-payments-being-u
7
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Appendix. Working Group Report on Carbon Emissions Scopes and the CarbonCharge Base
Scope Definitions
In order to institute a carbon emissions charge at Yale, a clear designation of what
would be covered by the charge is needed. In order to determine which activities at Yale
would be subject to the charge, the GHG protocol developed the World Resource Institute
and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development was utilized. It is the most
widely used international GHG accounting tool and categorizes all emissions into three
scopes. These are defined as:
Scope 1: Direct emissions from owned or controlled sources. This includes the
onsite combustion of fossil fuels from power plants and the vehicle fleet.
Scope 2: Indirect GHG emissions from consumption of purchased electricity, heat or
steam.
Scope 3: Other indirect emissions, such as the extraction and production of
purchased materials and fuels, transport-related activities in vehicles not owned or
controlled by the reporting entity, electricity-related activities (e.g. transmission
and distribution losses) not covered in Scope 2, commuting, air travel, outsourced
activities, waste disposal, etc.
To examine the emissions classified in Scope 3, the group further separated these
emissions into two distinct categories. These were defined as those emissions under which
Yale has operational control (Scope 3A) and those for which Yale does not (Scope 3B). The
rationale for this separation is that the carbon charge is applied only to those activities over
which Yale has operational control. Examples of these include:
Scope 3A. Emissions embedded in supplies, materials, food purchased by Yale,
student/staff/faculty travel paid for by Yale, on-campus construction, and waste
disposal.
Scope 3B. Emissions embedded in commuting, off-campus housing, and
student/staff/faculty travel not paid for by Yale.
Criteria for Carbon Charge Inclusion
In order for the carbon charge to be useful, a large base for the charge is necessary.
Yet, a sweeping charge covering all emissions would be difficult to implement due to a lack
of measurability. Additional complications arise when trying to pass the charge onto other
entities. Therefore, the main criteria used when making recommendations for inclusion
into the base are whether the emissions category is controlled operationally by Yale and
can be easily calculated with current or easily modified information systems.
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Based on these criteria, the base of the carbon charge would include all scope 1 and
scope 2 emissions for which Yale pays the utility bill. This includes all energy uses for
which Yale is financially responsible, such as generated utilities, purchased utilities, and
purchased fuel for fleet vehicles. These are well measured at this time, although some
additional metering and data collection may be necessary for facilities not attached to the
universities power plants.
It is the recommendation of this group that scope 3A emissions be introduced into
the base as they become appropriately measurable and studied from a feasibility
standpoint. Scope 3B emissions are beyond the control of Yale and therefore should not be
included in the charge. Scope 3A emissions that should be immediately considered for
inclusion are air travel and building construction. While additional steps need to be taken
to ensure accurate measurement and determine the implementation plan, these scope 3A
activities can meet the necessary criteria for inclusion if further studied within a year.
Additionally, both of these activities are significant contributors to Yale’s overall emissions
– air travel is estimated at 10% of total emissions. It is worth the effort to ensure these
activities can be included in the base.
Average MTCO2e
output for 1 year
Scope 1 & 2 emissions/year
250 sq. ft. office

1.84 MTCO2e

Scope 1 & 2 emissions/year
250 sq. ft. laboratory

5.6 MTCO2e

Emissions from one person flying from Hartford to Los Angeles
(economy class)

1 MTCO2e
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Boulder, CO Municipal Code

Chapter 12 - Climate Action Plan Excise Tax[35]
Footnotes:
--- (35) --Adopted by Ordinance No. 7509.

3-12-1. - Legislative Intent.
It is the purpose of this chapter to raise revenue to implement the City's Climate Action Plan, including
incentives, services and other assistance to Boulder residents and businesses to improve energy
efficiency, expand the use of renewable energy, and take other necessary steps toward reducing local
greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, the city council determines and declares that the consumption of
electricity within the City is the exercise of a taxable privilege. The city council further declares that the
purpose of the levy of the taxes imposed by this chapter is for the raising of funds for the payment of the
expenses incurred to implement the Climate Action Plan; and in accordance with this purpose, all of the
proceeds of this excise tax should be placed in and become a part of a separate special revenue fund of
the City.
Ordinance No. 7884 (2012)
3-12-2. - Imposition of Climate Action Plan Excise Tax.
(a) Any person consuming electricity shall pay a Climate Action Plan excise tax at the rate prescribed by
subsection (c) of this section, as applicable.
(b)

The Climate Action Plan excise tax shall expire on March 31, 2018.

(c)

The Climate Action Plan excise tax rates shall be:

Category

Tax

Residential

$0.0049 per kWh

Commercial

0.0009 per kWh

Industrial

0.0003 per kWh

Ordinances Nos. 7657 (2009); 7884 (2012)
3-12-3. - Exemptions.
The portion of electricity voluntarily purchased as utility provided wind power shall be exempt.
Ordinance No. 7884 (2012)
3-12-4. - Payment of Tax.

about:blank
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Any incumbent electricity provider operating within the City pursuant to a franchise or otherwise
("Provider") shall bill and collect the Climate Action Plan excise tax and shall remit said tax to the city
manager in the manner required by section 3-12-5, "Payment Schedule, Reporting and Inspection of
Records," B.R.C. 1981. The tax may be expressly identified on any consumer bills as the "The City of
Boulder Climate Action Plan Excise Tax" or as the "Climate Action Plan Tax."
Ordinance No. 7884 (2012)
3-12-5. - Payment Schedule, Reporting, and Inspection of Records.
(a) For the Climate Action Plan excise tax amounts billed pursuant to this chapter, payment shall be
made by the Provider in monthly installments not more than thirty days following the close of the
month for which payment is to be made. Initial and final payments shall be prorated for the portions
of the months at the beginning and end of the term of this excise tax.
(b)

In addition, the Provider shall also submit monthly reports to the city supporting the amount of the
Climate Action Plan excise tax remitted for that month including energy use and amounts remitted by
sector and Windsource electricity purchases exempted by sector. Electronic or paper reports are
acceptable.

(c)

It shall be the duty of the Provider to keep and preserve, for a period of three years, suitable records
and other such books or accounts, including, without limitation, original sales and purchase records,
as may be necessary to determine the amount of the Climate Action Plan excise tax for the collection
of which the Provider is liable under this chapter. The city manager and agents and representatives
thereof are entitled at any reasonable time, upon adequate notice, to examine the books and records
of the Provider and to make copies of the entries or contents thereof.

Ordinance No. 7884 (2012)
3-12-6. - Enforcement of Tax Liability.
(a) The excise tax imposed by this chapter is a first and prior lien on tangible personal property in which
the Provider has an ownership interest, subject only to valid mortgages or other liens of record at the
time of and prior to the recording of notice of tax lien as provided in Subsection 3-2-27(c), B.R.C. 1981.
(b)

The provisions of Sections 3-2-22, "Penalties for Failure to File Tax Return or Pay Tax (Applies to Entire
Title)," 3-2-27, "Tax Constitutes Lien," 3-2-29, "Sale of Business Subject to Lien," 3-2-30, "Certificate of
Discharge of Lien," 3-2-31, "Jeopardy Assessment," 3-2-32, "Enforcing the Collection of Taxes Due
(Applies to Entire Title)," 3-2-33, "Recovery of Unpaid Tax by Action at Law," 3-2-34, "City May Be a
Party Defendant," 3-2-35, "Injunctive Relief," 3-2-36, "Obligations of Fiduciaries and Others," and 3-238, "Limitations," B.R.C. 1981, providing for enforcement of collection of taxes due, govern the
authority of the city manager to collect the excise tax imposed under this chapter.

Ordinance No. 7884 (2012)
3-12-7. - Duties and Powers of City Manager.
The city manager is authorized to administer, including, but not limited to, the adoption of
administrative policies and guidelines, the provisions of this chapter and has all other duties and powers
prescribed by Section 3-2-17, "Duties and Powers of City Manager," B.R.C. 1981. In addition, the city
manager is authorized to enter into agreements with Providers to establish procedures for tax collection,
payment to the city, and the reasonable setup and collection charges that will be owed to such Provider.
Ordinance No. 7884 (2012)
about:blank
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BOULDERS CLIMATE ACTION PLAN (CAP)
CAP
accomplishments
Stopped the growth of
greenhouse gas emissions
(GHG) and achieved real
emissions reductions
Helped thousands of
residents and businesses
implement energy efficiency
improvements at home and
at work
Significantly increased the
number of property owners
and tenants investing in, and
benefitting from, energy
efficiency programs
Earned Boulder one of
highest rates of installed
solar capacity per capita in
the country, and recognition
as a platinum-level
Solar Friendly Community
Piloted new programs and
approaches that have been
replicated nationwide

Boulder’s climate
leadership
A number of successful
programs and services
born from the CAP tax and
developed in Boulder have
since been adopted by other
cities and organizations.
EnergySmart’s energy advisor model is now used by
organizations nationwide.
Boulder’s Small Building
Tune-Up pilot (2010-2013)
encouraged Platte River
Power Authority and Xcel
Energy to launch utility
incentive programs now
available to thousands of
customers across the state.

Climate Action
Preserving the health and sustainability of our climate has been
valued by our community for many
years. Boulder’s Climate Action
Plan, often referred to as the CAP,
is a set of aggressive, city-funded
programs and services designed to
reduce local greenhouse gas emissions and mitigate climate change.
As a result of CAP-funded programs, Boulder avoided more than
50,000 metric tons of emissions
between 2007 and 2015, keeping
our community emissions fairly
constant despite growth in population, jobs and economic activity.
Our goal now is to build on this
success and foster economic
vibrancy while reducing overall
emissions by 80 percent by the
year 2050. Reaching this goal
means ramping up our climate efforts and in particular, our actions
to promote energy efficiency and
conserve natural resources.

What is the CAP tax?
In 2007, Boulder passed a Climate
Action Plan (CAP) tax—the nation’s
first voter-approved tax dedicated to addressing climate change.

The CAP tax is levied on city residents and businesses and is based
on the amount of electricity they
consume. Tax rates are
different for each of three sectors, listed here with their average
yearly amount: residential ($21),
commercial ($94), and industrial
($9,600). The CAP tax generates
approximately $1.8 million each
year.
The current tax expires in March
2018. If voters approve continuation of the CAP tax in 2015, the tax
would extend for five years and the
current rates and collection mech
anism would remain the same.

What does the CAP tax
fund?
The CAP tax funds programs and
services to reduce GHG emissions
by encouraging residents and
businesses to reduce energy
waste, save money on energy costs
over time, and minimize reliance
on external energy sources. Programs and services are periodically
evaluated and adapted to be most
effective and meet the needs of the
community.

2015 CAP Tax Allocation
Residential
Programs 18%

Commercial
Programs 55%

Market
Innovation 16%

Climate
Commitment 11%

1

CURRENT PROGRAMS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The current 2015 CAP tax revenue funds a variety of effective efforts including:

EnergySmart energy
advising services and
rebates for residents
More than7,500 city of Boulder
housing units have participated
in EnergySmart since the program’s inception in 2010
More than $1.4M in rebates
have been paid and more than
$10.5M in private investments
have been made

SmartRegs energy
efficiency requirements
for rental properties
SmartRegs requires that all
licensed rental housing units
comply with energy efficient
requirements by December 31,
2018
The SmartRegs program
recently surpassed a “stretch
goal” by reaching 3,000 compliant rental units in a one-year
contract period between Feb.
2014 and March 2015
More than7,600 rental units
(out of about 20,000) are now
compliant with SmartRegs

Pilot programs that
spur market innovation
and local renewable
energy generation
Boulder Energy Challenge
grant program has provided
$300,000 funding for innovative
solutions from the community to
reduce emissions

Boulder Rooftop Solar Tool
will assist residents, businesses
and property owners in understanding their unique solar potential. Launching August, 2015

Programs and policies
designed to improve
energy efficiency in
commercial properties

Want to know
more about the
CAP tax?

EnergySmart for Businesses:
More than 2,300 city of Boulder
businesses have participated in
EnergySmart since 2010. More
than $2M in rebates have been
issued and more than $7.5M in
private investments made
Building Performance Ordinance: This proposed ordinance
would require owners of large
commercial and industrial buildings to annually rate and report
their buildings’ energy use, and
perform periodic energy
efficiency measures

Program tracking, reporting and evaluation

For questions or
feedback:
Visit: bouldercolorado.gov/climate.
Contact: via Inquire
Boulder or at lead@
bouldercolorado.gov

Tracking community GHG
emissions using a new international standard used by other
global cities. Latest GHG
inventory completed for 2012
Development of a sustainability
data tracking, management and
reporting system
Development of a roadmap to
reduce GHG emissions in collaboration with community partners
and experts
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Environmental law scholarship has failed to appreciate fully the significant parallels between public law rules and
private environmental governance--the traditionally “governmental” standard-setting functions that private parties, including
business firms, non-governmental organizations, and individuals, have adopted to govern behavior respecting the environment.
Recognizing these parallels should affect how we think both about what methods are best for setting environmental standards-prescription, markets, property rights, informational governance, or hybrid approaches--and who should be setting those
standards-- government regulators, private actors, or some combination of the two.
This Article examines the use of market approaches (carbon taxes) and hybrid market instruments (emissions trading) in the
climate change context. A great deal of legal scholarship has examined both how to design carbon taxes and cap-and-trade
systems and the merits of these approaches relative to other methods of public regulation, such as prescriptive rules. There has
been virtually no legal scholarship, however, analyzing the adoption by business firms of private market and hybrid instruments
to address climate change. By closely examining British Petroleum's use of a private emissions trading scheme and Microsoft's
use of a private carbon fee, this Article illuminates some of the common challenges that decision makers face in designing public
and private forms of environmental governance, while acknowledging some of the key distinctions. The Article *4 concludes
by arguing that this new “insider trading” has the potential to reap significant benefits in combating climate change. It is
important, however, to remain cautious about its limitations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Environmental law scholarship has not yet fully recognized the significant parallels between public law rules and the
many forms of private environmental governance that non-state actors are *5 adopting to govern behavior respecting the
environment. 1 Recognizing these parallels has implications for how policymakers and private actors, including business
firms, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and individuals, should think about what methods to use to set environmental
standards. Such methods include prescriptive rules, the creation of property rights or entitlements, the creation or enabling of
markets, the use of informational governance, or hybrid approaches. 2 Recognizing these parallels also broadens the scope
of who should be setting standards in a comprehensive regime of global environmental governance--government regulators,
private actors, or some combination of the two. 3 Finally, the different options must ultimately be weighed against normative
criteria, including effectiveness, economic efficiency, environmental (distributive) justice, potential to stimulate innovation,
accountability/transparency, potential for transnational impacts, risk of greenwashing, durability/adaptability, and expressive
content. 4
This Article examines in-depth the parallel adoption by public and private actors of a market approach (a carbon tax or fee)
and a hybrid market approach (carbon emissions trading) to address climate change. 5 While there is a great deal of legal
scholarship *6 debating the relative merits of market approaches, such as carbon taxes and cap-and-trade systems over other
instruments, such as prescriptive regulation, there has been no discussion in the legal literature about the use of private market
and hybrid approaches by firms to combat climate change. This Article therefore focuses attention on this underexplored parallel
use of private environmental market and hybrid instruments. After addressing the theoretical literature on carbon taxes and
emissions trading, I analyze British Petroleum's (BP's) use of a private carbon emissions trading scheme and Microsoft's use
of a private carbon fee to illuminate some of the common challenges that public and private decision makers face in designing
these systems. This new “insider trading” has the potential to reap significant benefits to combat climate change. At the same
time, it is essential to be thoughtful about both the normative implications of private environmental governance, and how to
integrate private environmental governance and traditional public law. 6
*7 There is a rich scholarly literature debating how best to combat climate change. Many legal scholars have examined
the relative merits of different public regulatory options, including prescription, market approaches such as carbon taxes,
hybrid market approaches such as cap-and-trade systems, and the use of information disclosure. 7 Some advocate government
subsidies for green technology development, the creation of a governmental “green bank” to support emerging renewable
energy technologies, 8 or government-funded technology-inducement prizes. 9 Elsewhere, I have argued that the United States
military's “green” procurement and investment in research and development can stimulate technological innovation to promote
the development of renewable energy sources, and should be included in this matrix of options for global environmental *8
governance. 10 Others have argued that insurance can drive behavioral changes to mitigate and adapt to climate change risks. 11
Still others favor the use of litigation, relying on nuisance law or the public trust doctrine to convince courts to force action to
combat climate change. 12 Finally, recent literature on “choice architecture” shows that the setting of default rules has emerged
as a public and private option to drive behavior in the climate change context. 13
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Some legal scholars advocate a multi-faceted approach since it is unlikely that a single, global approach to combat climate
change will materialize, at least, not anytime soon. 14 In 2014, the Obama Administration took a step in this pluralist direction
when it proposed the Carbon Pollution Emission Guidelines for Existing Stationary Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units
(the “Clean Power Plan”) under Section 111(d) of the Clean Air Act. 15 The Clean *9 Power Plan proposes limits on carbon
emissions from existing stationary sources (coal-fired power plants) for each state. The proposed rule offers a menu of options
for each state to achieve its reduction target. 16
Recently, legal scholars have come to recognize the important role that private environmental governance can play in
combating climate change, among other environmental issues. 17 Private environmental governance should be understood as
the traditionally “governmental” functions of environmental standard setting and enforcement that private actors are employing
to address environmental problems. 18 Private environmental governance can take many forms and often mirrors public
environmental law options quite explicitly. 19 By focusing on the parallel use of environmental market approaches, this Article
aims to achieve three goals. My aim is first to highlight how, despite very different goals and scopes of public and private
governance, public and private actors face similar design issues and strategic choices based on political and economic realities.
Second, I argue that these private market and hybrid approaches within firms, what I call the “new insider trading,” have a
potentially important role to play in combating climate change. Finally, I acknowledge some limitations of private environmental
markets along different normative dimensions.
The implications of this argument are significant. In the absence of a single, global regime requiring the reduction of greenhouse
gas emissions, private environmental governance, especially by certain multinational business firms with large carbon *10
footprints, has the potential to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions substantially. In some cases, private environmental
governance has the potential for even greater impact than action by certain state governments or regional systems. For example,
Wal-Mart, ranked first in the Fortune 500, reported combined direct (Scope 1) and indirect (Scope 2) greenhouse gas emissions
of 20.8 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent (MMTCO2e) for the year 2011. 20 Comparing that figure to publicly available
information on the emissions from fossil fuel combustion from the “commercial, industrial, residential, transportation, electric
power sectors” within different states demonstrates that emissions under Wal-Mart's control are higher than the 2011 emissions
(in MMTCO2e) within the jurisdiction of each of the following eight states: Hawaii, Maine, New Hampshire, Idaho, South
Dakota, Delaware, Rhode Island, and Vermont, as well as the District of Columbia. 21 Notably, this figure for Wal-Mart does
not include any emissions data from its supply chain (Scope 3), which, if included, would vastly increase the level of emissions.
In fact, Wal-Mart has estimated that approximately 90% of its emissions come from its supply chain. 22
BP, whose operations are directly related to the production, extraction, and ultimately, consumption, of fossil fuels, likewise
has *11 a carbon footprint that is comparatively larger than that of several states. In 2013, BP reported combined direct (Scope
1) and indirect (Scope 2) emissions of 55.8 MMTCO2e. 23 That total was greater than the reported 2012 fossil fuel emissions
(the last year for which state data are available) within each of the following sixteen states: Alaska, Connecticut, Delaware,
Hawaii, Idaho, Maine, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island, South
Dakota, and Vermont, as well as the District of Columbia. 24 And those figures are just from two private firms. 25 Indeed,
according to data reported by firms to the CDP (formerly known as the Carbon Disclosure Project), the top fifty reporting
business firms accounted for approximately three-quarters of all emissions in 2013. 26 After reviewing historical emissions data
from 1854-2010, one author concluded that for the highest emitting entities based on cumulative emissions (fossil fuel producers
and cement manufacturers) “emissions of 315 GTCO2e have been traced to investor-owned entities,” as compared to stateowned or nation-state entities. 27 Half of these emissions have occurred since 1986. 28 *12 Thus, though private environmental
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governance is hardly a panacea, it has the potential for significant impact in the climate change context, and more importantly,
significant global impact. 29
This Article is structured as follows: Part II situates the discussion within the legal literature discussing public carbon emissions
trading systems and carbon taxes. The Article identifies key features of design that are common to public and private market
and hybrid approaches. The Article then considers the advantages and disadvantages of these methods as compared to other
instruments--a debate that has salience in the private environmental governance context as well. In the heart of the Article, Part
III delves into how two business firms have created private analogues to these public cap-and-trade and carbon tax systems,
BP's private emissions trading program and Microsoft's private carbon fee, respectively. Part IV synthesizes the normative
implications of environmental market approaches along various dimensions, and argues that scholars and policymakers should
think more deeply about how public policy will interact with private environmental governance. Public and private actors should
likewise recognize that design choices in one sphere may shed light on design choices in the other. I then offer a brief conclusion.

II. PUBLIC MARKETS AND HYBRIDS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
Many legal scholars, as well as economists, have advocated the use of market approaches, specifically public cap-and-trade
systems and carbon taxes, to combat climate change. 30 This Part addresses *13 the theoretical debate over the advantages
and disadvantages of these instruments. In addition, I highlight several key issues that public regulators face in designing these
instruments that are reflected in the context of private environmental governance. 31
Public market approaches aim to remedy the market's failure to capture the social costs associated with carbon emissions. 32 Put
more bluntly, the government can impose taxes or fees on “bad” (polluting) behavior to create incentives to stop or reduce the
behavior. 33 Markets thus force polluters to internalize the negative externalities associated with carbon emissions by requiring
them to pay for the emissions that, in the absence of regulation, would be free. Such market approaches, which include taxes,
subsidies, and *14 fees, can provide certainty as to the price of emissions. 34 Hybrid market instruments, such as emissions
trading, provide certainty as to the quantity of emissions within a jurisdiction. 35 The cap determines the price of each emissions
allowance, which then affects the market decisions of polluters to reduce emissions.

A. Relative merits of market and hybrid approaches
Advocates of market approaches have touted their advantages over prescriptive regulation. First, advocates contend that markets
are economically efficient, because they can achieve environmental results at the lowest overall cost. 36 This efficiency is
achieved by focusing on the order in which different sources of pollution are eliminated or reduced, with reductions coming
first from those emissions that can be eliminated most cheaply. In addition to reducing abatement costs for firms, who have
more autonomy to select their own methods of achieving pollution reduction, proponents argue that market approaches reduce
administrative burdens and costs for regulators. 37 The greatest advantage, they contend, lies in the reduced burden that the
federal government, in particular, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), would bear upfront and over time to accumulate
and process information to set prescriptive standards. 38 To set a prescriptive environmental standard, the regulator needs a
great deal of information about what constitutes the best technology for a technology-based standard, or information about
firm processes and capabilities to set an appropriate performance-based standard. These administrative system design costs
can be substantial. 39 This is even more salient in light of informational asymmetries--when firms have better information
than the government regulator. In contrast, tradable permits and carbon taxes place the burden on market participants to gather
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and process information about how *15 best to reduce pollution. 40 Thus, advocates contend, market approaches reduce
administrative burdens on the regulator. 41
Second, market approaches can create incentives for innovation to combat pollution. Unlike technology-based prescriptive
standards, they do not require polluters to use the same technology to abate pollution. 42 Third (and related to the first two
advantages), market approaches can reduce the amount of litigation over prescriptive standards, because markets afford business
firms who must pay the taxes or trade emissions permits greater flexibility at a lower cost. 43 Fourth, market approaches
can remove burdens imposed by prescriptive standards (particularly technology standards) on new entrants to industry. 44
Finally, both the sale of emissions allowances (permits) and the payment by firms of carbon taxes can generate revenue for
the government. 45
But market approaches also have drawbacks. It is important to ask whether the overall costs and administrative burdens
associated with market approaches are actually lower than those associated with prescriptive approaches. 46 Even if certain
upfront administrative costs to set up a market are lower, there may be higher enforcement costs. For the regulator to enforce
compliance with a prescriptive, technology-based standard, the regulator simply needs to verify that each firm is using the
mandated technology. When the environmental standard is not technology- *16 based, enforcement of compliance is more
complex. The regulator must have good baseline data, as well as the ability to track performance on an ongoing basis. 47
Thus, even if upfront design costs are lower for market approaches, or costs of compliance by the regulated firms are lower,
enforcement costs may be higher using a market approach. 48 In addition, efficiency can only be achieved if regulators set the
correct “price.” A failure to set the price correctly in the first instance and the need to change the price in the future can lead to
additional administrative and political costs that the regulator may not be willing to incur.
Market approaches also raise normative concerns. First, some scholars criticize the use of markets for the expressive message
that they send. 49 Because these market approaches either put a price on pollution or create a new property “right” or entitlement
to pollute, this arguably sends the message that a polluter can simply pay to pollute. As Carol Rose has argued, the use of
tradable permits or taxes loses the “moral thrust” of prescriptive approaches “by surrounding pollution with rights-talk, by
using a rhetoric of entitlement to pollute.” 50 Depending upon one's normative goals, expressive content may matter as much
as economic efficiency and environmental effectiveness.
A second normative critique of market approaches is based on notions of distributive and environmental justice. 51 Advocates of
environmental justice are concerned with the distributional effects that different forms of governance may impose on different
groups *17 of citizens. 52 Burdens include not only the distribution of environmental impacts, but also of costs. 53 With respect
to distribution of environmental impacts, in the traditional air pollution context, if a market instrument allows entities to trade
emissions allowances, such as for sulfur dioxide, freely, there is a risk that firms in certain regions will purchase allowances
rather than reduce emissions, thus creating “hot spots” of pollution for local populations. 54 The same critique is arguably
applicable in the case of a pollution tax, in that firms in particular regions can choose to continue polluting and pay the tax.
In contrast, a prescriptive approach would require all polluters to reduce emissions, thus reducing the potential for hotspots
or an unfair distribution of the resulting pollution. In the climate change context, however, this argument has less force, since
greenhouse gas emissions mix in the atmosphere, rendering the location of emissions generation arguably irrelevant. 55 Some
scholars, however, have pointed out the potential for markets to create hot spots of “co-pollutants,” which are traditional air
pollutants that tend to be emitted alongside greenhouse gases. 56
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Finally, there may be distributive concerns regarding whether firms or government regulators (and thus, taxpayers) must pay the
costs associated with each form of governance. While market mechanisms may reduce emissions at the lowest overall cost, 57
it is important to disaggregate and consider the distribution of those costs. Thus, if a regulator faces more of what Rose has
called “administrative” costs in one system, even if business firms face reduced “user” costs, or the entire system costs less, it
is important to take the distribution of costs into account in evaluating the *18 system. 58
The next two sections of this Part address some of the leading issues of design that regulators face in setting up a cap-andtrade system or a carbon tax. Again, I focus attention here on those design features with the greatest salience for private actors
designing similar systems.

B. Cap-and-trade systems in theory and practice
A cap-and-trade system sets a cap on overall emissions within the jurisdiction by creating a limited number of emissions
allowances. 59 Each allowance permits the holder to emit, without penalty, a certain volume of carbon emissions, for example,
one ton. Each entity within the jurisdiction must thus hold the requisite number of allowances to cover its emissions; otherwise,
it must reduce those emissions. Emitters face financial incentives to reduce emissions when the price of reducing one marginal
unit of emissions is less than the cost of an allowance and to purchase allowances from others when the price is less than
their marginal cost of reducing emissions. In this way, the allowances minimize the overall social cost of reducing emissions,
because a cap-and-trade regime “creates a market in which allowances migrate toward their highest-valued use, protecting those
emissions that are the most costly to reduce.” 60
1. Design issues
With this theory in mind, designers must confront several issues. The first design issue is at what level to set the cap and thus,
how many allowances to create. 61 A higher cap would permit more emissions and be less protective of the environment, but
perhaps more politically feasible. A lower cap would be more politically difficult to enact but would lead to more emissions
reductions. Proponents of cap-and-trade regimes often suggest that the cap should decrease over time, and that the system should
incorporate a long time horizon to encourage investment in long-term *19 emissions reduction strategies. 62 Of course, in
order to set the cap, the regulator must first have a basic administrative system in place to measure baseline emissions.
A second, related issue that system designers must address is what baseline year to use in setting the cap. An earlier baseline
year may reward (or at least, not penalize) “early movers” who have already reduced their emissions to some extent, while a later
year tends to reward those who have delayed implementing emissions reduction programs. 63 Thus, different constituencies-firms that have been earlier or later movers-- may advocate for competing baseline years to protect their interests.
A third key design issue is determining the scope of the cap-and-trade regime, in other words, which industries or firms will be
required to purchase allowances for their emissions. A cap-and-trade system could cover all emitters of greenhouse gases within
the jurisdiction (including individual consumers), upstream producers/refiners/extractors of fossil fuels, a single industrial sector
(such as coal-fired power generation), or some middle approach. 64 Different choices create different administrative burdens.
Robert Stavins, for example, has advocated an “upstream, economy-wide CO2 cap-and-trade system that implements a gradual
trajectory of emissions reductions over time.” 65 The upstream producers/refiners/extractors who would be required to pay for
allowances could then pass the additional costs downstream through the market to ultimate end-users of their products. Stavins
argues that this approach would reduce administrative and enforcement costs by limiting the number of *20 firms participating
in the trading, while covering the widest possible swath of emissions to increase effectiveness. 66
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A fourth key design issue is how to distribute the allowances. The regulator can either freely distribute or sell the allowances
to participants in the cap-and-trade regime. One clear advantage of freely distributing allowances is that this approach is
likely to be more politically feasible. Firms will already have to expend resources to reduce emissions (compliance costs),
so they may resist being forced, in addition, to purchase allowances in the first instance. Free distribution raises additional
questions, however. For example, if allowances are given away for free, the question arises as to what principle to use to
distribute allowances among firms. One widely used option has been “grandfathering”-- namely, to base the distribution on past
performance. 67 Critics, however, argue that this approach rewards the worst polluters with the highest number of allowances. 68
An alternative distribution approach could include simply giving an equal number of allowances to firms, who could then trade
among themselves. 69 In contrast, selling allowances avoids the question of what allocation principle to use. In addition, selling
allowances can raise revenue for the state--revenue that can be used to generate new renewable sources of energy or can be
used for redistributive purposes. 70 It is also possible to use a combination of these approaches.
Once the allowance allocation issues are resolved, polluting firms can then trade allowances in a market. This requires the
regulator to consider several administrative issues, including the creation of a platform for trading, whether allowances can
be “banked” or “borrowed” and how to enforce compliance with trading rules. 71 Possible enforcement options in public
environmental markets include criminal penalties, civil financial *21 penalties for violations enforced by the government,
citizen suit enforcement, or debarment from the market.
Thus, to summarize, the key design issues that public regulators face-- and, I demonstrate below that designers of private
emissions trading regimes face as well--are at what level to set the cap; what baseline year to select; how to distribute allowances;
the scope of the program; and issues of administration, including creating rules for trading and enforcement of compliance.
2. Public cap-and-trade systems in operation and their limits
Cap-and-trade programs exist in different jurisdictions around the world. Although the United States has not chosen to employ a
national cap-and-trade program for greenhouse gas emissions, 72 the EPA has recently proposed the Clean Power Plan to reduce
emissions from existing Electricity Generating Units (EGUs) within the states. 73 The Clean Power Plan explicitly permits
states to rely on existing regional and state cap-and-trade programs, such as the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI), 74
and state programs such as California's Global Warming Solutions Act (Assembly Bill 32), 75 to achieve their emissions
reductions targets. 76 Outside of the United States, other national and regional government organizations have adopted cap-andtrade systems. For example, in 2003, the European Union adopted a directive on emissions trading that created the European
Union Emissions Trading System (EU-ETS), which applies to approximately 11,000 heavy industrial sources of greenhouse
gas emissions, as well as flights to and from the EU, and operates in thirty-one countries. 77 Finally, the United States has
employed cap-and-trade regimes in *22 other contexts in the past. For example, the United States used a cap-and-trade system
to reduce use of chlorofluorocarbons and other chemicals under the Montreal Protocol to minimize or reverse stratospheric
ozone depletion. 78 Under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, the United States created a cap-and-trade program which
significantly reduced sulfur dioxide emissions. 79
a. EPA's proposed clean power plan, RGGI and California AB 32
While not expressly creating a new emissions trading scheme, the EPA's recent proposed Clean Power Plan suggests that states
may rely on existing markets to meet emissions reduction targets. In proposing the Plan, the EPA relied on its authority under
Clean Air Act Section 111(d) to seek a proposed thirty percent reduction in carbon emissions from the power sector by 2030
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(as compared to 2005 levels). 80 The proposed rule sets a reduction goal 81 for each state, but then affords each state flexibility
as to how to meet the goal. 82 Each state may adopt any combination of four “building blocks” to achieve the “Best System of
Emission Reduction.” 83 These building blocks include: efficiency improvements at coal-fired EGUs; reduced emissions from
switching to natural gas generation; reduced emissions from *23 switching to renewables, nuclear generation, or other “low-or zero-- carbon generation”; and emissions reductions from demand-side reductions. 84
Importantly for this discussion, the EPA indicates that states may “identify technologies or strategies that are not explicitly
mentioned in any of the four building blocks and may use those technologies or strategies as part of their overall plans (e.g.,
market-based trading programs . . .).” 85 In addition, the EPA's approach permits the adoption of multi-state compliance
strategies. 86 For example, the EPA notes that RGGI established a market-based trading program in 2009, in which nine states
currently participate. 87 While the RGGI incorporates an overall emissions cap, each state has a separate emissions budget and
issues allowances to EGUs in its state. 88 Those allowances are distributed quarterly at regional CO2 allowance auctions. 89
EGUs may also buy allowances on the secondary trading market. 90
There are three-year “control periods” within RGGI. By the first business day in March following the end of each control period,
each EGU must own a sufficient number of allowances to cover its emissions during the preceding three-year control *24
period. 91 The allowances it used during that period are deducted from its Compliance Accounts, and the EGU may carry over
allowances it did not use to the next period. 92
RGGI permits EGUs to trade both with “regulated and non-regulated parties, creating a market for emission allowances.” 93
From 2005-2012, “power sector CO2 emissions in the RGGI participating states fell by more than forty percent.” 94 The EPA
notes that “RGGI was not the primary driver for these reductions but the reductions led RGGI-participating states to later adjust
the CO2 emission limits downward.” 95 In 2014, RGGI set an overall cap that was more than fifty percent below 2008 emissions
levels. 96 By using an auction to distribute ninety percent of RGGI's emission allowances, RGGI has generated significant funds
(more than $700 million) to invest in programs that “lower costs for energy consumers and reduce CO2 emissions.” 97
The Clean Power Plan also cites with approval California's emissions trading program under AB-32, which sets an overall goal
of reducing emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. 98 California's trading regime includes EGUs, but is not limited to the powergeneration sector. 99 EPA notes that in addition to using these existing cap-and- *25 trade systems or creating its own new
cap-and-trade program, that states could impose a “cost on carbon emissions.” 100
The EPA is silent, however, about whether any private firms currently use internal cap-and-trade systems or carbon fees to
reduce their carbon emissions, and whether private environmental governance might be a way to reduce emissions. 101 Nor
does the Clean Power Plan suggest that states may or should encourage private firms to create internal markets in order to
reduce emissions.
Although in theory cap-and-trade systems have much to recommend them, in practice, the record has been somewhat mixed.
Critics have argued that the oversupply of allowances is a common problem, and has led to ineffectively low allowance prices,
including in the EU-ETS. 102 Another concern is that any system that creates new financial instruments is open to fraud. In
fact, there was a widely reported fraud in the EU-ETS regime that required the shutting down of trading after a cyber-attack on
the trading system. 103 Grandfathering of existing pollution levels through the free distribution of allowances can undercut the
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goals *26 of a cap-and-trade system. 104 Thus, the actual implementation of public systems of emissions trading has not been
without flaws, often due to the political unpopularity of reducing emissions by any means.

C. Carbon taxes in theory and practice
Carbon taxes are a second market approach to address climate change. Often referred to as “Pigouvian taxes,” carbon taxes
can remedy a market failure by putting a price on “bad” behavior-- the negative externalities caused by pollution. 105 While
taxes can have many purposes, including to raise revenue or to redistribute wealth, a Pigouvian tax primarily serves regulatory
ends. 106 Such taxes build on the assumption that “rational” economic actors are profit-maximizers, and will change their
behavior when that behavior becomes more costly. 107
1. Design issues
To design a carbon tax in an ideal world, the regulator should set the marginal tax rate equal to the marginal social cost of
each additional unit of carbon emissions, which should also equal the marginal benefit of abatement. 108 Thus, the first major
challenge is setting the right “price” or level of the tax . 109 Often, advocates suggest *27 that the government be authorized
to reset the price in light of new information or changed circumstances. Unlike the case of cap-and-trade systems, there is no
issue as to what baseline year to select or how to distribute emissions allowances. All emitters within the scope of the program
must pay the tax.
This, of course, raises a second issue--determining the scope of the tax, including who within the relevant jurisdiction should
pay for emissions. Options include upstream producers, refiners and extractors of fossil fuels, end-users, or some combination
of these. Several law and economics scholars have argued that the most efficient carbon tax is an upstream tax, which can
be relatively easily administered because it need only be imposed on a small number (around 2,000) of oil, gas, and coal
producers. 110 Those upstream entities would then pass the burden of the tax, in the form of increased prices, downstream,
eventually onto consumers.
A third set of key design issues relates to administration: namely, whether to use an existing tax structure, or to create an entirely
new administrative structure to collect the tax. This also raises the question of who should administer the system: whether
the jurisdiction's taxing authority should be responsible for collecting (and setting) the tax rate, or an environmental authority
should do so, or whether the two should work in concert in this regard. 111 A final administrative issue relates to enforcement:
how to penalize violations and enforce compliance with the rules. 112 As in the case of a public cap-and-trade scheme, possible
options for public carbon taxes include criminal penalties, civil financial penalties for violations enforced by the government,
citizen suit enforcement, or debarment from the market.
*28 Thus, to summarize, the key design issues that public regulators face include: setting the price; the scope of emissions
covered in the regime; and issues of administration, including who should collect the fee, whether to use an existing tax collection
regime, and how to enforce compliance.
2. Public carbon taxes in operation and their limits
The United States has not employed a carbon tax to date, though other nations, including the Scandinavian countries, the United
Kingdom, and Australia, have with notably mixed results. 113 Carbon taxes, like other climate policies, have been politically
unpopular. For example, in Australia, the Clean Energy Act, which came into force in 2012, imposed a carbon emissions fee on
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the largest emitters in the nation. 114 However, in July, 2014, the legislature voted to repeal the tax. 115 In Norway, a carbon
tax has been in effect since 1991; however some scholars have argued that its impact on emissions has been limited, in light of
“extensive tax exemptions and relatively inelastic demand in the sectors in which the tax is actually implemented.” 116 Despite
these critiques, which largely result from a lack of political will or ability to design the “theoretically ideal” carbon tax regime,
carbon taxes have reduced emissions to some extent, and have the potential to reduce them in greater amounts. 117 Though the
concept of “political will” might appear at first blush to apply only to the design of public regulatory regimes, we will see that
a private equivalent has *29 affected the design, implementation, and durability of private markets as well.

D. Carbon taxes versus cap-and-trade
Despite economists' more common preference for carbon taxes over emissions trading, David Weisbach has argued that, with
proper design, any differences between a carbon tax and a cap-and-trade regime can be “substantially eliminated.” 118 There
are, however, a few systemic differences in the public regulatory context that are worth addressing because they likewise arise
in the context of private environmental markets.
Advocates of a carbon tax note certain administrative advantages over a cap-and-trade regime. First, in a jurisdiction with an
existing system to collect taxes, the creation of a carbon tax adds fewer administrative burdens than the creation of an entirely
new instrument (the emissions allowance) as well as trading system in a cap-and-trade regime. The jurisdiction can use its
existing tax regime to collect the tax.
Second, Reuven Avi-Yonah has made a compelling argument that cap-and-trade systems raise “collateral” tax issues that carbon
taxes do not. 119 Most notably, Avi-Yonah contends that there may be tax consequences arising out of the receipt, sale, trading,
borrowing, and banking of permits, which would not arise in the carbon tax context. 120 As a result, he and other scholars prefer
a carbon tax over a cap-and-trade regime. A similar issue arises in the private environmental market context, as we will see
below. On the other hand, a cap-and-trade regime may be more politically palatable than a carbon tax, at least in the United
States. 121
Finally, in light of informational asymmetries between the regulator and private firms about firms' marginal cost of abatement,
a cap-and-trade regime may have a lower administrative burden, as the regulator need not know firms' *30 marginal cost of
abatement in advance to set the cap. Under a cap-and-trade regime, trading generates information that becomes simultaneously
available to all market participants about the participants' marginal costs of abatement.
The legal scholarship on market approaches, however, has completely ignored how these design issues and the relative merits
of carbon taxes and cap-and-trade systems might apply in the context of private cap-and-trade systems or carbon fees. It has also
failed to address the potential for interaction between public and private markets. It is to these forms of private environmental
governance that this Article now turns.

III. PRIVATE MARKET AND HYBRID APPROACHES
This Part focuses on two case studies of the use of internal emissions trading and emissions fees by business firms. The first,
BP's internal emissions trading system, resembles public cap-and-trade systems. The second, Microsoft's adoption of an internal
carbon fee, shares many characteristics with a carbon tax. 122 In establishing these private markets and hybrid approaches,
business firms have faced (and in the future are likely to face) similar design issues as public regulators for both instruments. 123
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These include setting the right “cap” or “price”, determining the scope of coverage, issues of administration including trading/
collection, and enforcement. In addition, BP's cap-and-trade system raised the issue of how to allocate allowances. 124

*31 A. BP's internal emissions trading scheme
In the mid-to-late 1990s, most firms in the energy industry, most notably ExxonMobil, publicly opposed governmental
regulation of greenhouse gas emissions and contributed to misinformation campaigns that sought to undermine scientific
consensus about the anthropogenic nature of climate change. 125 In a 1997 speech at Stanford University, BP's then-CEO
John Browne publicly announced the firm's split from industry-wide opposition to governmental limitations on greenhouse
gas emissions. 126 At that time, Brown estimated that BP's direct and indirect activities resulted in approximately ninety-five
million metric tons of carbon emissions annually (equivalent to 349 million metric tons of CO2-equivalent), with approximately
ten percent of those emissions arising out of BP's exploration, production, refining, and chemical production processes, and the
remaining ninety percent arising out of consumption by end-users. 127 Browne subsequently announced publicly in 1998 that
BP would reduce its emissions by ten percent (as compared to a 1990 baseline) by 2010. 128 To reach this target, BP decided
to adopt an internal emissions trading system. 129
In 1999, BP began by launching a pilot internal emissions trading system that it expanded to all business units of the firm in
*32 the following year. 130 By 2002, when BP terminated the program, it had exceeded its target to reduce emissions by
ten percent below 1990 levels--many years ahead of schedule. 131 Actual emissions reductions came largely from a “highly
publicized foray into solar energy,” combined with a reduction of venting and flaring, as well as other actions to increase
efficiency and reduce energy use. 132
In 2002, after terminating the internal trading program, BP set a new target not to increase its net emissions beyond 2001 levels
by 2012, notwithstanding any growth in its business. 133 BP reported that it declined to continue its internal trading scheme in
light of the introduction of applicable public trading schemes in the UK and the European Union. 134
BP was motivated to adopt an internal emissions trading program for several reasons. First, it allowed BP to develop expertise
in trading in anticipation of potential public regulation. 135 Second, it increased BP's credibility when seeking to *33 influence
public policy instrument choice by government officials. 136 Specifically, BP preferred a cap-and-trade system over what its
leadership viewed as “more costly policy responses such as an emissions tax.” 137 Third, the internal trading scheme allowed BP
to reduce its emissions at no net cost to the firm. 138 BP claims that much of the cost saving required very little investment, 139
as most reductions did not require capital allocation. 140 BP reports that the effort created $650 million in value. 141
Fourth, the emissions trading scheme fit with BP's structure as a firm: the ETS was a “decentralized mechanism that would
encourage business units to find the most advantageous cuts in emissions,” given BP's decentralized, organizationally diverse
business units with “varying marginal costs of emissions.” 142
Finally, BP achieved certain reputational benefits. These included extremely favorable press reports after Browne's
announcement in such media outlets as the Wall Street Journal (calling BP a “maverick” within the oil industry), the Financial
Times (“the most positive response by an oil company yet” to address climate change), and the Los Angeles Times (“a break as
stunning as that which shook the tobacco industry”). 143 Reactions among employees were mixed; some were positive, while
others were skeptical and thought BP's initiative was “‘insincere’ because it was driven by ‘business advantage rather than
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environmental *34 concern.”’ 144 On the negative side, in 2000, Greenpeace argued that BP's internal cap-and-trade system
was a “cover” so that it could continue to explore increased oil drilling in Alaska. 145
BP confronted many of the same issues that public policymakers confront in designing public cap-and-trade regimes at the
state, regional, federal, or international level.
1. Setting the cap, selecting the baseline year, and scope of the program
In designing its internal cap-and-trade system, BP's managers had to determine an appropriate cap. In order to do this, BP first
had to confront several administrative challenges, including how to create (a) a system to collect and report emissions data;
(b) a standardized emissions reporting protocol; and (c) an inventory of emissions data for the baseline year that its managers
selected. 146 It is worth noting that BP worked with the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) to develop its trading system. EDF
has been a strong proponent of market-based approaches to emissions reduction, including emissions trading. 147
After setting up this administrative infrastructure, BP had to decide at what level to set the emissions reduction “cap.” 148 After
asking the leaders of BP's business units to estimate emissions targets that “would be achievable without incurring net present
costs,” CEO Browne selected the ten percent figure, which was slightly higher than his managers' estimates. 149 Ultimately,
BP selected 1998 as its baseline year, in light of it being the most recent year for which reliable data were available. 150 Finally,
BP determined that the program would apply to emissions from all of its business units globally, creating a relatively large
“scope” for its program.
*35 2. Distributing emissions allowances
As noted above, one of the more politically complex issues of design for a public cap-and-trade system is how to allocate the
initial emissions allowances. BP confronted the same issue. The firm ultimately chose to rely on “grandfathering” to distribute
emissions freely, based on historical data of business units' emissions. 151 While BP considered adjusting the initial allocation
based on so-called “early action”--to reward business units that had reduced emissions before the internal cap-and-trade scheme
was createdthe task force rejected this approach as “too complicated.” 152
3. Administration and enforcement
BP confronted several administrative issues including how to administer the system, who would run the program, and how
to enforce compliance. To administer the system, BP created a centralized database for storing permits, which could be
electronically allocated among business units when internal trading occurred. 153
Second, BP had to decide who would run the trading program and, within individual business units, who would actually conduct
trades. Browne created several centralized structures within the firm to enable and manage trading. The Climate Steering Group
was an “executive-level body responsible for climate policy within BP.” 154 Browne created a “central emissions trading task
force” to report to the Steering Group and to design the cap-and-trade system by determining how to allocate permits and create
rules on trading and compliance. 155 Experienced oil and gas traders created the actual “trading platform” on BP's internal
network. 156
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The decision about who would trade on behalf of each business unit, however, was made at a decentralized level--by
each business unit itself. Most of the business units designated traders with a “commercial” background, rather than an
“environmental, *36 health, and safety background.” 157 As trading actually occurred, it became apparent that these two
cohorts traded differently: those with an “environmental, health, and safety” background “viewed greenhouse gas trading as
a compliance issue rather than a potential profit center, and tended to trade in large batches rather than make many smaller
transactions.” 158
Third, BP decided to decentralize enforcement of compliance. BP's internal cap-and-trade scheme relied on individual business
managers to enforce the emissions caps for their business units. According to Victor and House, “Compliance with the emissions
caps became part of each [business unit] manager's performance contract, just as managers were assessed in regard to numerous
other health, safety, and environmental indicators.” 159
4. Collateral issues
BP's internal emissions trading program raised several of what Avi-Yonah has referred to as “collateral issues,” including tax
consequences. Consistent with Avi-Yonah's concern about the tax consequences of allowance allocation in a public cap-andtrade regime, BP decided that business units would not actually exchange money when trading permits to avoid creating any
unwanted tax consequences from its internal cap-and-trade system. 160 However, business units “did report trading-related
‘income’ and ‘expenses' alongside their other accounts, which allowed for an evaluation of [business units] according to
traditional financial criteria such as return on capital employed.” 161
Finally, just as BP did not wish to incur external tax consequences from internal trades, BP likewise did not wish for the internal
ETS system to “distort the deployment of capital.” 162 *37 Thus, BP created a special $50 million capital fund for business
unit leaders to use for emissions-reduction investments, separate from other capital funds. 163 The idea was to enable business
unit leaders to invest in emissions-reduction projects with an insufficiently favorable return on investment for a “normal capital
allocation.” 164 As it became clear that many projects could be launched at “negative cost,” BP reduced the size of the capital
fund to $25 million. 165
5. Lessons from BP's experience
Other private actors and public regulators designing cap-and-trade systems can benefit from examining BP's internal trading
program. Victor and House concluded that “executive leadership and the first-mover effect” had an important impact on BP's
success in achieving its emissions reduction target early through the use of an internal trading program. 166 BP's CEO's public
statements created credible commitments for the firm to meet. 167 BP's decision to partner with the environmental NGO
Environmental Defense Fund arguably lent “credibility” to the cap-and-trade system. 168
One interesting note is that BP's Task Force “tolerated non-compliance” when the price for emissions allowances rose more
sharply than anticipated. 169 This is not entirely different from a *38 public regulator deciding to increase the number of
allowances or exempt certain emissions from the scope of a public cap-and-trade system. To some extent, BP was responding
to a concern that internal speculation was distorting prices and that if “managers [used] the prices from the internal trading
system as a planning mechanism, [this] would have caused uneconomic investment in abatement projects, which would have
destroyed shareholder value and harmed BP's business.” 170 This demonstrates that internal “political will” is as much an issue
for private firms as it is for public regulators. Ultimately, BP chose not to continue its internal emissions trading program after
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meeting its initial target. 171 Similarly, in the RGGI, when the State of New Jersey determined it was not in the Governor's
interest to continue participating in the system, New Jersey pulled out. 172
This story of speculative trading, price spikes, and toleration of non-compliance illustrates some limitations of the new insider
trading. But according to Victor and House, BP's internal trading scheme nonetheless had an impact, because it “had an effect
in reallocating and focusing the resource that was most needed to realize low-cost emission reductions: management time and
attention to detail.” 173 Even if the design was not perfect by the standards of economic theory, the use of internal emissions
trading allowed BP to reduce emissions significantly. As Daniel Esty and Andrew Winston argued, BP (among other private
adopters of internal emissions trading) “recognize[s] the limits of the intracompany carbon game. They don't worry about
whether they've got the carbon price exactly right. The management teams understand that internal trading is simply a tool to
draw attention *39 to emissions and highlight opportunities to reduce them.” 174
In addition to driving these firms to reduce their emissions, the information-forcing features of a cap-and-trade system are
valuable to private firms. Thomas Malone has argued that BP's internal emissions trading is part of a larger trend of firms relying
on internal markets to do more efficiently what firms used centralized direction to accomplish in the past. 175 He emphasizes
how internal private markets make information transparent to all relevant actors within the firm:
But no one really sees the whole picture. Even the CEO, who-- in theory--is responsible for the whole
picture, can't peer deeply enough into the organization to make out all the details. With an internal market,
all prices for all products in all future time periods are visible to everyone. 176

In addition, internal markets can provide flexibility when new information arises. 177 There are risks with internal markets,
just as there are with public markets. For example, if two parties lack a shared interest in the transaction, it will not occur. 178
However, Malone points out that central firm managers can adjust incentives to ensure that the internal market supports
“corporate goals.” 179
On the other hand, it is also important to recognize the potential for greenwashing in the use of any method of achieving
environmental goals, including internal emissions trading. 180 *40 Again, BP provides an example of this concern. On April
20, 2010, the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig, which BP had leased to explore an oil field in the Gulf of Mexico, exploded killing
eleven people and spilling millions of barrels of oil into the Gulf. 181 While BP touted its achievements in fighting climate
change, this disastrous oil spill followed closely on the heels of BP's green initiatives. Earlier, in 2005, an NGO report entitled
“Don't Be Fooled 2005” found BP's “Beyond Petroleum” advertising campaign to be second among the “top ten” firms engaged
in greenwashing. 182 Thus, while BP's emissions reduction achievements should be recognized, they must also be examined in
the larger context of the firm's overall environmental record. Stakeholders should not be misled by private measures touted as
achieving green benefits when the actual record does not bear this out.
While BP's experiment with internal emissions trading did not last, it remains important to consider private emissions trading
as a tool within the environmental governance toolkit. As I address more fully below in Part IV, private markets can serve
to educate firms about how public markets will work. Private markets have the potential to create stakeholders who support
wider private markets *41 or even public markets to reduce the cost of emissions allowances, achieve economies of scale, and
ensure a “level playing field” within industry. Private markets, especially when adopted by multinational firms, can have greater
transnational impacts than domestic public law or regulation. And private markets have expressive content--when adopted, they
send the message that firms have an obligation to reduce their emissions even in the absence of law.
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B. Microsoft's internal carbon fee
A second example of a private market approach to address climate change is Microsoft's imposition of an internal fee on carbon
emissions. 183 Similar to a public carbon tax, Microsoft's internal carbon fee is a way for the firm to create incentives to reduce
emissions, to force emitting business units or divisions to acknowledge the “true cost” of using energy, and to raise money for
its emissions-reduction efforts. 184
The following analysis suggests that similar issues arise in designing public and private carbon taxes or fees. These issues
include (1) setting the right “price” for each marginal unit of *42 emissions; (2) determining the scope of covered emissions;
and (3) administration of the system, including creating the necessary infrastructure to collect the fee, managing the system,
and enforcement of compliance. I address each of these in turn.
It is important to note that I distinguish here between Microsoft's imposition of a carbon fee on its organizational divisions to
abate emissions and the practice that an increasing number of private firms have adopted of employing an internal carbon price
for planning purposes (i.e., to plan future capital expenditures). 185 Firms use the latter type of carbon planning price based on
the assumption that in the future, a government regulator is likely to impose some form of public regulation that makes carbon
emissions more expensive. 186 I focus here only on the internal carbon fee in a program like Microsoft's, in which the firm
imposes a carbon fee to abate current emissions, as this is more analogous to a public carbon tax.
In July, 2012, Microsoft announced its goal to become carbon neutral or “net zero” in its data centers, software development
labs, offices, and employee business air travel. 187 Microsoft's Chief Environmental Strategist Robert Bernard explained that the
rationale for employing an internal carbon fee to achieve Microsoft's net zero goal was twofold: first, to “distribute accountability
across the firm” while maintaining incentives for innovation and flexibility; and second, to keep the mechanics simple, so as
to avoid taking time and effort away from employees' creation of value for the company. 188 Bernard explains that the *43
second goal came “directly” from the firm's Chief Financial Officer (CFO). 189
1. Setting the price
In designing its carbon fee, Microsoft faced the same issue as public regulators of how to set the right level of “tax” (the carbon
fee). 190 Rather than attempting to calculate the social cost of carbon, however, Microsoft adopted a much simpler system
design. 191 Having first determined the overall goals for its emissions reductions projects-- essentially, what it wanted to do
with the money it would collect--Microsoft's sustainability team then determined the price based on how much money it would
need to raise to reach that target. 192
Microsoft wanted to set the fee in a way that was simple, and would not “shock the system,” but that would maintain flexibility
to increase the fee over time. 193 The fee charged to the firm's organizational divisions forces division leaders to think more
deeply about the cost of emissions by raising the price of energy consumption, while simultaneously allowing Microsoft to
raise funds for sustainability projects such as energy offsets and the purchase of Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). 194
The total *44 amount collected offsets the entire amount of Microsoft's emissions reductions projects. 195
Simplicity has been key to the design: “[t]he ideal level at which to allocate the fee is a balance between ensuring that the
groups responsible for the carbon emissions feel the financial impact of the fee (thereby making climate change a consideration
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in business decisions) and keeping the administrative burden manageable.” 196 For different types of emissions, Microsoft
allocates the fee by individual or by organizational division. 197 Unlike BP's internal emissions trading program, Microsoft's
carbon fee incorporates no “grandfathering” of existing emissions. 198
Microsoft has stated that it reconsiders the amount of the fee annually; however, after the first year of implementation, it did not
change the fee. 199 For Fiscal Year 2015, however, Microsoft intends to increase the fee. 200 While Bernard declined to disclose
the exact fee Microsoft charges, the CDP has reported it to be in the range of six to seven dollars per ton. 201 Bernard explained
that Microsoft sets the fee by examining the price for carbon offsets. 202 After consulting with various NGOs, including CERES
and the Natural Resources Defense Council, among others, Microsoft was able to identify what Bernard referred to as the “best
of breed certification” for RECs and carbon offsets. 203 Those carbon offsets *45 tend to range from four to eleven dollars per
ton of carbon. 204 In addition to the price of carbon offsets or RECs, the total fee must pay for administrative costs of running
the program. Finally, the fee supports a new “grant” program at Microsoft called the Plowback Fund, which allows Microsoft
to support energy efficiency and carbon reduction programs and improvements that do not otherwise meet Microsoft's internal
return on investment criteria. 205
2. Scope of the program
As with public carbon taxes, private firms must determine which emissions fall within the scope of the program. 206 Because
Microsoft is a global firm, the fee obligation crosses national borders. Thus, the fee is different from a traditional public carbon
tax, and in fact, potentially has a broader transnational scope that can reach more emissions. In Fiscal Year 2013, for example,
Microsoft assessed the fee in more than 100 countries, on fourteen different divisions within the firm. 207 It is important to
note, however, that Microsoft's fee does not apply to all of its emissions, but is limited to its data centers, software development
labs, offices, and employee business air travel. 208
3. Administration and enforcement
Just as public regulators must decide which agency (for example, a taxing authority or an environmental protection agency)
should administer a carbon tax, private firms face the same choice. Microsoft determined that its Environmental Sustainability
team, in partnership with the Corporate Finance department, would administer the fee. 209 Microsoft highlighted the importance
of involving the corporate finance department to avoid siloing the program as a “sustainability” measure, rather than a strategic
financing and accounting measure. 210
In terms of how to collect and administer the fee, Microsoft *46 faced a similar choice as public regulators: whether to use an
existing administrative system or to create a new one to collect the fee. Just as government regulators could rely on an existing
tax system to collect a carbon tax, Microsoft uses its existing “chargeback” system to allocate and collect the fee. 211 This
reduces administrative costs related to running the system. 212
In addition, designers of a carbon tax must determine how frequently to charge the fee: annually, less often (such as in the
RGGI's three-year “truing up” period), or more often (for example, quarterly); and whether the charge should be based on
actual (past) or predicted (estimated future) emissions. Charging the fee more frequently has the advantage of forcing decision
makers to take the cost of emissions into account more actively in routine decision making. However, a quarterly charge may
require the use of predicted emissions, if data on actual usage is not available. Assuming that actual emissions may differ from
predicted emissions, charging the fee quarterly (or based on predicted emissions) would require “truing up” later and making
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corrections to amounts assessed. Charging the fee less frequently imposes fewer administrative burdens and does not raise the
same estimation problem.
Microsoft ultimately determined that it would assess the fee quarterly. 213 Each quarter, the organizational divisions obligated
under the program are charged a fee reflecting “projected emissions based on historical performance and projected growth rates
from the primary consumers,” and the divisions then “pay their allotted fee from their own budgets through an internal transfer
into the Carbon Neutral Fee fund, which is used to invest in green initiatives.” 214
Compliance for Microsoft's internal carbon fee program incorporates information disclosure, increasing the transparency of the
program. In addition to internal reporting, Microsoft uses public reporting to external stakeholders. 215 This includes publishing
data internally and externally about the firm's emissions, such as with the CDP. 216 Such stakeholder accountability *47 can
improve performance and program durability.
4. Lessons from Microsoft's carbon fee
In the first year of the program (June 2012-June 2013), Microsoft achieved significant environmental results. 217 By June 2013,
Microsoft had met its pledge to become carbon neutral in its data centers, software development labs, offices, and in employee
business air travel. 218 Most of that progress resulted from purchases of renewable energy. 219 By June 2013, Microsoft reduced
its emissions by nearly a million metric tons. 220 This represented an eighty-two percent reduction in net emissions as compared
to 2011. 221
According to Bernard, Microsoft's carbon fee has been successful because “it is not command-and-control, but
empowerment.” 222 The fee drives not only accountability, but also perception and behavior change. 223 The distribution of
the fee enables awareness and innovation, which Microsoft expects will have a greater impact than a centralized or siloed
approach. 224 Just as public environmental market solutions like carbon taxes and cap-and-trade are valued for their ability to
stimulate innovation within the business community, the internal carbon fee empowers individual managers and organizational
divisions to be creative and innovative to reduce emissions. Quantifying emissions and the associated price can also “align”
business decisions with the firms' “code of ethics,” and permit environmental impacts to play a role in driving business
decisions. 225
Microsoft has noted that its internal emissions fee can aid in most efficiently meeting any applicable public environmental
law standards to reduce emissions in different countries in which *48 Microsoft operates as a global firm. 226 The internal
emissions fee also helps Microsoft to enhance its reputation among stakeholders, including investors who follow sustainability
indexes and the CDP's reports, among others. 227
Microsoft's advocacy of an internal market sounds very different from BP's in one key arena. BP used an internal cap-andtrade system to reduce its own emissions, and also to prepare for the possibility that it would be subject to an external capand-trade system in the future. As the following discussion indicates, clear strategic benefits exist for Microsoft arising out of
its use and promotion of an emissions fee approach. Indeed, Microsoft's public literature expressly advocates that other firms
consider adopting this approach and provides a blueprint for those firms to do so. Many of Microsoft's suggestions for how
to administer the fee and to reduce emissions in response to the fee would create new customers for Microsoft's core business
of software and technology.
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For example, Microsoft advocates that other firms use Microsoft teleconferencing software to reduce their business travelrelated emissions. 228 To monitor and report energy use and consumption, firms are advised to use a suite of Microsoft software
products. 229 If a firm wishes to purchase RECs, carbon credits, or other sustainable investments, Microsoft hosts a platform
for such transactions on its cloud. 230 Finally, Microsoft advises firms seeking to reduce their emissions to switch to cloud
computing (a service that Microsoft provides). 231
*49 Microsoft's advocacy that other firms switch to cloud computing to reduce emissions is particularly noteworthy, because
Microsoft contends that this switch can result in a thirty percent overall drop in emissions. 232 Arguably, switching to cloud
computing could just lead to “leakage” in that the same emissions would simply shift to Microsoft's books from the original
firm's books. But according to Bernard, because of economies of scale, certain overall energy savings arise when other firms
switch to cloud computing. He explains that on average when a small business using 100 units of energy switches to cloud
computing through Microsoft, Microsoft's emissions increase by ten to seventy units. A larger business enterprise using 100
units of energy that switches to cloud computing likewise increases Microsoft's emissions by up to seventy units. 233 However,
Bernard points out that because Microsoft has committed to being net zero in its data centers, Microsoft offsets all of these
emissions. 234 Thus, even if there were some emissions “leakage,” there is a net reduction in overall emissions. 235
This synergy between Microsoft's core business strategy of software development and cloud computing, and its continued use
of the carbon fee may not always be an option for private business firms. For example, the business advantage to BP from
adopting its internal emissions trading scheme is less clear. But Microsoft's synergy highlights how thinking beyond shortterm carbon emissions reduction targets is worthwhile. It also demonstrates that a carbon fee whose price does not “shock
the system” may be more “politically” palatable over a longer term, especially when that fee is expressly designed to raise
money for energy efficiency programs from which all constituencies benefit. Finally, Microsoft's continuing use of the carbon
fee sends the “expressive” message that private firms have responsibility to the environment, even in *50 the absence of a
mandatory carbon tax. 236

IV. NORMATIVE IMPLICATIONS
This close examination of the public and private use of markets and hybrid market approaches to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions highlights several important lessons about what methods are best for setting environmental standards and who should
be setting those standards. It also raises questions about how public and private actors should think about the interaction effects
between public law and private environmental governance.
First, the above case studies demonstrate that public regulators and private firms face common design issues in establishing
carbon fees and emissions trading schemes. In a world in which there are few extant examples of either public or private market
approaches to address climate change, a dialogue between public and private actors may lead to improved design. While there
is a great deal of scholarship arguing that public regulators should seek to encourage private actors to protect the environment,
it is equally important for public regulators to recognize lessons from the private sector for the design of public regulations.
For example, both BP and Microsoft determined that setting up these programs as a feature of core business strategy, rather
than solely an issue of health, safety, and environmental compliance, was essential to the integration of these programs into firm
decision making. In order to achieve that end, both firms made sure that those managing the system were integrated within the
firm's core business functions, such as individuals from the finance department, rather than solely environmental, health, and
safety professionals. There is a lesson for public regulators here. Perhaps, instead of EPA being the sole administrator of public
market environmental regulations, EPA should share jurisdiction with another agency that has authority over (and credibility
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with) the financial side of business firms, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission, or the Internal Revenue Service. 237 That step may be *51 both practical and expressive. It is practical because
it puts agencies with financial expertise and credibility in charge of market solutions (jointly with the EPA). It is expressive
because such an approach would send the message that emissions reduction is a business function and obligation, not “merely”
an environmental aspiration.
Second, the above analysis demonstrates that recognizing these private markets as part of a wider global environmental
governance regime can reveal new avenues to address environmental problems. 238 Just as private firms expressly seek to
gain experience with how future public regulatory regimes might work, or to influence public policy based on their experience
with private markets, public regulators should take note of the significant impact that private markets can have in this arena-especially when adopted by multinational firms where the private market mechanisms can have a global impact. For example,
the current proposed Clean Power Plan suggests that states may rely on existing state and regional (public) market mechanisms
to reach their carbon emissions reduction targets. 239 Given the potential significance of private markets in this arena, the final
Plan should expressly permit states to encourage private environmental governance solutions to achieve those targets as well.
In order to encourage firms to adopt such voluntary programs, government regulators may want (or need) to commit credibly
that these firms would not be penalized by subsequent regulatory actions (such as choosing a later baseline year or using a
cap-and-trade system that distributes allowances based on grandfathering) for being “early movers.” Government regulators
should also think carefully about using technology-based prescriptive standards to achieve their goals. Government selection
of prescriptive rules is likely to discourage the use of private governance solutions employing *52 market approaches within
firms, while other types of government regulation, including prescriptive performance-based standards, property rights, public
market approaches, and informational governance may encourage (or at least permit) firms to adopt private market solutions.
If individual firms covered under the Plan used private markets to achieve greater energy efficiency (the first “building block”
under the Clean Power Plan), or if a private NGO set up an inter-firm carbon trading regime among covered entities, they could
likewise have a significant impact in reducing emissions and meeting the targets set forth in the Plan.
Third, beyond environmental impacts and effectiveness, private environmental governance sends an expressive message. 240 It
signals that private firms have a role to play in combating climate change--not merely because the law requires it, but because it
is part of the firm's core business strategy or simply because it is the right thing to do. It thus can create an environmental ethic
within firms that business managers have a public responsibility as well as a private role to play with respect to the environment.
In addition, private markets within the firm can create stakeholders for wider markets--both public and private (such as interfirm or industry-wide). For example, if a firm using an internal cap-and-trade system has plucked all of the so-called “lowhanging fruit” within the firm to reduce its emissions, and the internal price of allowances is rising, firm managers may realize
that there would be efficiency gains from trading with other firms who may have different, higher, marginal costs of abatement.
In addition, while there are undoubtedly reputational benefits for firms that adopt internal market approaches, firm managers
may prefer a level playing field among all firms in their industry with respect to the added costs imposed by internalizing the
externalities of emissions.
With this in mind, Victor and House's insight that BP's internal cap-and-trade scheme was most successful in focusing firm
managers' attention on emissions reduction becomes all the more important. The allocation of time and attention of business
firm managers matters--whether that attention is focused because of public regulation or private environmental governance. It
sends the message to the business unit managers who are actually in a position to reduce emissions that they must incorporate
emissions reductions--a business goal--into their decision making. This *53 communicates that protecting the environment is
valued within the firm. And, it is valued not only because the law requires it, but for broader reasons.
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Perhaps an analogy is appropriate. When the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) was enacted, there was a well-founded
perception that federal agencies were not taking into account the environmental impacts of their actions. 241 Agencies were
ignoring environmental impacts in order to implement their primary statutory mandates. NEPA helped to create what Eric Biber
has called “multiple-goal agencies.” 242 Agencies were, for the first time, required to consider whether actions taken pursuant
to their primary mandates-- such as dredging canals, building levees, financing the construction of roads, or permitting the
siting of power lines--would have a significant impact on the environment. 243 NEPA was “action-forcing” in that it legally
required agency decision makers to focus their time and attention on environmental impacts. Private environmental governance
can have a similar impact by creating “multiple goal managers.”
This positive story is, of course, not the only story to tell. An alternative, more negative view of private markets exists. Under
that view, private markets (like any other instrument) are merely “greenwashing” designed to create a public perception of
environmental performance. When push comes to shove, however, the firm can stop the program at any time. 244 In contrast,
because a public law is mandatory, it does not rely on the good will of managers to appreciate the strategic advantages of using
an internal carbon market. Indeed, BP's example is both a success story (in that BP achieved its carbon emissions reduction
goal years ahead of schedule) and a cautionary tale (in that BP ended the program). This more pessimistic view sees private
environmental governance-- including private markets--as inadequate when firm managers are driven by a profit motive. 245
BP's decision to *54 halt its internal cap-and-trade program thus played directly into the hands of critics of private markets
and private environmental governance more broadly. Yet these business realities are not so different from the political realities
that led New Jersey to withdraw from RGGI, and Australia to abandon its public carbon tax. As in public regulatory regimes,
there are feedback mechanisms that come into play in private environmental governance. Stakeholders can punish firms that
fail to live up to their commitments. For example, after the BP Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico, consumers boycotted BP gas
stations choosing to purchase their gas elsewhere. 246

V. CONCLUSION
So where does this leave us? First, it is essential to recognize that there are many forms of private environmental governance,
and that those forms can be evaluated along different normative dimensions. Some forms--involving contractual obligations
in supply-chain contracts, or third-party certifications--may be more durable, achieve greater accountability, or possibly
transparency than intra-firm markets and hybrid approaches. However, if these contract-based approaches incorporate
“prescriptive” standards, they may reduce incentives for innovation, or be less efficient than other approaches. From the
perspective of environmental effectiveness, efficiency, and one view of taking expressive considerations into account, the
private environmental market and hybrid market approaches I have addressed here may have an important role to play. In
addition, as the Article demonstrates, these private environmental market and hybrid market approaches have the potential for
global, transnational impact--especially if employed by major multinational firms.
Ultimately, there may be no single “best” solution to the challenges of climate change, taking all normative considerations
into account. In fact, it is likely the case that a combination of approaches is valuable. Using public and private environmental
governance in concert can be synergistic and may provide the best hope to reduce the impact and severity of climate change.
Furthermore, such action will send the message that everyone-- *55 including business firms-- has a responsibility to act.

Footnotes
a1
Assistant Professor of Legal Studies and Business Ethics, The Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania. Thanks to the participants
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33

Light & Orts, supra note 1, at 32-35.

34

Id.

35

Stavins, supra note 7, at 293 (advocating an upstream CO2 cap-and-trade system with gradual emissions reductions over time); AviYonah & Uhlmann, supra note 7, at 8, 36 (distinguishing “cost” certainty from “benefit” certainty). See also Amy C. Christian,
Designing a Carbon Tax: The Introduction of the Carbon-Burned Tax (CBT), 10 UCLA J. ENVTL. L. & POL'Y 221, 232 (1992);
Roberta Mann, Waiting to Exhale?: Global Warming and Tax Policy, 51 AM. U. L. REV. 1135, 1220-21 (2002).
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36

Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 7, at 1341-42.

37

Stavins, supra note 7, at 347.

38

Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 7, at 1336-37.

39

Id. at 1342-43.

40

Id. at 1343.

41

Id. at 1342-43 (noting that “federal and state officials [would not] be required to spend vast amounts of time and energy” determining
the best available technology since tradable permit systems would “put the information-processing burden precisely where it belongs:
upon business managers and engineers who are in the best position to figure out how to cut back on their plants' pollution costs”).

42

Id.

43

Id. at 1343-46.

44

Id. at 1336.

45

Id. at 1343 (noting that if, in a cap-and-trade system, the initial permits last only for a limited time period, the purchase of new permits
can raise money for the government on an ongoing basis).

46

Cf. Carol M. Rose, Rethinking Environmental Controls: Management Strategies for Common Resources, 1991 DUKE L.J. 1, 33-35
(1991) (arguing that in comparing regulatory strategies, one must examine the overall system costs as well as the distribution of
those costs). Some have argued that setting up an emissions trading system, with the creation of new emissions allocations, a new
market, and rules on how to trade allocations, particularly among multiple industries, is an incredibly complex and costly endeavor
upfront. See Avi-Yonah & Uhlmann, supra note 7, at 36-38 (discussing the comparative simplicity of setting up a tax, compared to
cap-and-trade, and noting that emissions trading proposals in the U.S. have run into the hundreds of pages, while one proposal for
a carbon tax was seventeen pages long).

47

But cf. Steinzor, supra note 29, at 175-80 (arguing that EPA lacks perfect information about health effects of different kinds of
environmental harms).

48

It may of course be possible to offset some of those enforcement costs with stiff penalties for non-compliance.

49

Rose, supra note 46, at 33-35 (discussing the expressive content of various management controls for common pool resources). Seealso
Cass R. Sunstein, On the Expressive Function of Law, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 2021, 2045 (1996).

50

Rose, supra note 46, at 34. Jedediah Purdy has described how the sponsors of the Clean Water Act defeated a proposed amendment
to add a tax approach to the Act on the grounds that the law should not incorporate a “right to pollute.” Jedediah Purdy, The Politics
of Nature: Climate Change, Environmental Law, and Democracy, 119 YALE L.J. 1122, 1187-88 (2010).

51

See Exec. Order No. 12898, 59 Fed. Reg. 94,3685 (Feb. 16, 1994); Richard J. Lazarus, Pursuing “Environmental Justice”: The
Distributional Effects of Environmental Protection, 87 NW. U. L. REV. 787, 787-88 (1993); Rae Zimmerman, Issues of Classification
in Environmental Equity: How We Manage Is How We Measure, 21 F ORDHAM URB. L.J. 633, 634 (1994); Rae Zimmerman,
Social Equity and Environmental Risk, 13 RISK ANALYSIS 649, 649 (1993).

52

Lazarus, supra note 51, at 787.

53

Rose, supra note 46, at 12. Rose argues that the overall costs of imposing a management strategy on common pool resources should
be minimized, but divides the costs into three categories: “administrative or system costs” (costs of devising, running and enforcing
the management strategy); “user costs” (costs of new technologies users must adopt); and “overuse or failure costs” (cost of failure
to achieve efficient resource use).
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54

Alice Kaswan, Environmental Justice and Domestic Climate Change Policy, 38 ENVTL. L. REP. NEWS & ANALYSIS 10287,
10299 (2008).

55

Erwin Chemerinsky et al., California, Climate Change, and the Constitution, 25 ENVTL. FORUM 50, 51 (2008) (noting that the
“threat of climate change does not hinge on where GHG emissions occur. On the contrary, because these gases quickly assimilate
into the global atmosphere, emissions in Florence, Italy, have the same global impact as those releases in Florence, California.”).

56

Kaswan, supra note 54, at 10299.

57

Stavins, supra note 7, at 298.

58

Rose, supra note 46, at 12.

59

Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 7, at 1333; Metcalf & Weisbach, supra note 7, at 502 n.11.

60

Stavins, supra note 7, at 298.

61

Id.; Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 7, at 1347.

62

Stavins, supra note 7, at 298-99 (noting that a long-term cap-and-trade system can send signals to firms to invest in emissions
reductions processes and technologies).

63

Id. at 364 (noting that selection of baseline year affects measurement of effectiveness).

64

While at first glance, this issue might appear to lack a private environmental governance parallel, given that trading would occur
within a single firm, Part III explains that private firms must likewise determine which emissions to cover: all business units, or some
sub-set of the firm's emissions. This is especially relevant in global, multinational firms with business units abroad. In addition, the
firm must decide whether to include only Scope 1 and 2 emissions (direct and indirect purchased electricity), or supply chain and
downstream Scope 3 emissions as well, such as from employee business travel. See infra Part III.

65

Stavins, supra note 7, at 293. By “upstream,” Stavins means that “allowances are surrendered based on the carbon content of fuels at
the point of fossil fuel extraction, import, processing, or distribution.” Id. at 309. This limited number of upstream entities can then
pass costs through the supply chain to customers and ultimately, consumers. Id. at 310.

66

Id. at 312.

67

Merrill, supra note 7, at 284 (noting that grandfathering has been adopted in eight cap-and-trade regimes to date).

68

Id. at 289.

69

In the absence of transaction costs, the Coase Theorem suggests that the initial allocation of entitlements would be irrelevant to a
socially optimal outcome. Coase, supra note 30, at 6-8. However, in this scenario there would certainly be transaction costs for firms.
See Guido Calabresi & A. Douglas Melamed, Property Rules, Liability Rules and Inalienability: One View of the Cathedral, 85
HARV. L. REV. 1089, 1096 (1972) (discussing different initial allocations in the presence of transaction costs).

70

Ackerman & Stewart, supra note 7, at 1343.

71

Id. at 1347; Avi-Yonah & Uhlmann, supra note 7, at 39.

72

Although the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009, H.R. 2454, 111th Cong. (2009)--a proposed national cap-and-trade
program--passed in the House of Representatives, it failed to pass in the Senate.

73

Clean Power Plan, 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,830.
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74

CO2 Auctions, Tracking & Offsets,REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE, http://www.rggi.org/market/ (last visited Jan.
23, 2015).

75

Assembly Bill 32 Overview, CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AIR RESOURCES BOARD, http://
tinyurl.com/yeoddcs (last visited Jan. 23, 2015).

76

Clean Power Plan, 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,834.

77

The EU Emissions Trading System, EUROPEAN COMMISSION CLIMATE ACTION, http://tinyurl.com/2u2mswh (last visited
Jan. 23, 2015) (noting operation in twenty-eight EU countries plus Iceland, Liechtenstein, and Norway); The EU Emissions Trading
System, EUROPEAN UNION 5 (2013), http://tinyurl.com/kx7h8zx.

78

Merrill, supra note 7, at 283.

79

Stavins, supra note 7, at 300-01 (citing Clean Air Act, tit. IV, 42 U.S.C. §§ 7401-7671 (1994)). Merrill cites other examples of public
trading schemes, including California's Regional Clean Air Incentives Market (RECLAIM) program to reduce smog as well as three
water pollution initiatives. Merrill, supra note 7, at 283 (citing John P. Dwyer, The Use of Market Incentives in Controlling Air
Pollution: California's Marketable Permits Program, 20 ECOLOGY L.Q. 103, 104 (1993)).

80

Clean Power Plan, 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,832. Section 111(d)(1) of the Clean Air Act requires each state to “establish[] standards
of performance for any existing source” of air pollutants. 42 U.S.C. § 7411(d) (1994). Under section 111(a)(1), a “standard of
performance” is “a standard for emissions ... which reflects the degree of emission limitation achievable through the application of
the best system of emission reduction [BSER] ... adequately demonstrated.” 42 U.S.C. § 7411(a).

81

“The proposed goals are expressed in the form of state-specific, adjusted output-weighted-average CO2 emission rates for affected
EGUs. However, states are authorized to translate the form of the goal to a mass-based form, as long as the translated goal achieves
the same degree of emission limitation.” Clean Power Plan, 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,892.

82

Id. at 34,833 (“Under CAA section 111(d), state plans must establish standards of performance that reflect the degree of emission
limitation achievable through the application of the ‘best system of emission reduction’ that, taking into account the cost of achieving
such reduction and any non-air quality health and environmental impacts and energy requirements, the Administrator determines has
been adequately demonstrated (BSER).”).

83

Id. at 34,834-35.

84

Id. at 34,836. The EPA contends, “[t]he combination of all four blocks best represents the BSER because it achieves greater emission
reductions at a lower cost, takes better advantage of the wide range of measures that states, cities, towns and utilities are already
using to reduce CO2 from EGUs and reflects the integrated nature of the electricity system and the diversity of electricity generation
technology.” Id.

85

Id. at 34,837 (emphasis added). The EPA noted that in discussions with key stakeholders, “states highlighted the importance of the
EPA recognizing existing state and regional programs that address carbon pollution, including market-based programs, and allowing
credit for prior accomplishments in reducing CO2 emissions.” Id. (emphasis added).

86

Id.

87

Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont are current
participants in RGGI. See generallyREGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE, www.rggi.org (last visited Jan. 23, 2015).
Although New Jersey originally participated in RGGI, it withdrew on January 1, 2012. Letter from Bob Martin, Commissioner, State
of N.J. Dep't. of Envtl. Prot., to Signatory States, Reg'l Greenhouse Gas Initiative (Nov. 29, 2011), available at http://tinyurl.com/
lw67ocw.

88

Allowance Allocation, REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE, http:// tinyurl.com/lkptpnn (last visited Jan. 23, 2015).
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89

CO2 Auctions, REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE, http:// tinyurl.com/mxjhv76 (last visited Jan. 23, 2015).

90

POTOMAC ECONOMICS, ANNUAL REPORT ON THE MARKET FOR RGGI CO2 ALLOWANCES: 2013, REGIONAL
GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE 7 (May 2014), http:// tinyurl.com/lnn96kx.

91

CO Budget Source Compliance Process Checklist: 8 Steps, REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE 2 (May 25, 2012), available at http:// tinyurl.com/ptkkrtg. The
first period was January 2009 to December 2011. Id. at 1. The current control period is January 2012 to December 2014. REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE,
http://tinyurl.com/owm3lck (last visited Jan. 23, 2015).

92

REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE, FACT SHEET: CO Budget Source (RGGI) Compliance 2 (2012), available at http://tinyurl.com/
n8gy4c6.

93

Clean Power Plan, 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,848.

94

Id. (citing REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE, REPORT ON EMISSION REDUCTION EFFORTS OF THE STATES
PARTICIPATING IN THE REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR GUIDELINES
UNDER SECTION 111(D) OF THE CLEAN AIR ACT 2 (2013)).

95

Id.

96

Id. (citing Press Release, RGGI Inc., RGGI States Make Major Cuts to Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Power Plants (Jan. 13, 2014),
http:// tinyurl.com/mwhywgs).

97

Id. (citing 2013 Allowance Allocation, REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE, http://tinyurl.com/ktyjyxw (last visited
Jan. 23, 2015)); REGIONAL INVESTMENTS OF RGGI CO Allowance Proceeds, 2012, REGIONAL GREENHOUSE GAS INITIATIVE (Feb. 2014),
available at http://tinyurl.com/lwv3ccn.

98

Clean Power Plan, 79 Fed. Reg. at 34,848 (citing State of California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, Assemb. B. 32, ch. 488
(Cal. 2006), available at http://tinyurl.com/yvo7l8).

99

Id. The proposed Clean Power Plan also approvingly cites other cap-and-trade programs previously put in place to reduce conventional
air pollutants such as SO2 and NOx. Id. at 34,880.

100

Id. at 34,882.

101

Id. at 34,886. This is as a result of the Clean Air Act's structure of cooperative federalism in which the federal government sets
limits that states must determine how to meet. See Margaret H. Lemos, State Enforcement of Federal Law, 86 N.Y.U. L. REV. 698,
716 (2011). The EPA does note that the EGUs themselves can consider options to reduce carbon emissions, and acknowledges that
“[m]any companies ... already factor a carbon cost adder into their long-term planning decisions.” Clean Power Plan, 79 Fed. Reg.
at 34,886. The use of an internal carbon price for strategic planning purposes is different from BP's use of an internal emissions
trading system or Microsoft's use of a carbon fee to abate current emissions. See generally CDP, GLOBAL CORPORATE USE
OF CARBON PRICING: DISCLOSURES TO INVESTORS (2014), available at http://tinyurl.com/o6fazsy (noting that globally,
150 firms use some form of carbon pricing to drive investment decision making, and that sixty-nine of those firms are U.S.-based);
CDP, USE OF INTERNAL CARBON PRICE BY COMPANIES AS INCENTIVE AND STRATEGIC PLANNING TOOL (2013),
available at http:// tinyurl.com/mwovh44.

102

See Lesley K. McAllister, The Overallocation Problem in Cap-and-Trade: Moving Toward Stringency, 34 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L.
395, 411-12 (2009) (arguing that the EU-ETS cap was set too high and thus that the allowance price was too low, citing empirical
studies). Arguably, this is not a critique of cap-and-trade per se, but rather a critique of the cap selected in particular systems. The
same criticism could be leveled at other instruments. For example, one could argue in the case of technology-based prescriptive rules
that the technology selected was insufficiently aggressive at achieving the desired results.
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103

Terry Macalister & Tim Webb, Carbon Fraud May Force Longer Closure of EU Emissions Trading, THE GUARDIAN, Jan. 23,
2011, available at http:// tinyurl.com/lhb7zgc (noting that the European Commission shut down “spot” trading after a “£28m cyber
attack on the Czech, Austrian and other national markets” within the EU-ETS system).

104

See generally Jonathan Remy Nash & Richard L. Revesz, Grandfathering and Environmental Regulation: The Law and Economics of
New SourceReview, 101 NW. U. L. REV. 1677 (2007). See also Merrill, supra note 7, at 286 (noting that grandfathering of pollution
permits has been common in cap-and-trade systems).

105

Avi-Yonah has argued that taxation has three goals: to raise revenue, redistribute wealth, and regulate behavior “by incentivizing
(subsidizing) activities [governments] wish to promote and by disincentivizing (penalizing) activities they wish to discourage.”
Reuven S. Avi-Yonah, Carbon Tax, Health Care Tax, Bank Tax and Other Regulatory Taxes, inUNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
PUBLIC LAW & LEGAL THEORY RESEARCH PAPER SERIES No. 281, 2 (July 9, 2012), available at http://tinyurl.com/
q8x4esm. See also Reuven Avi-Yonah, The Three Goals of Taxation, 60 TAX L. REV. 1, 22-25 (2007).

106

Avi-Yonah, Carbon Tax, Health Care Tax, Bank Tax and Other Regulatory Taxes, supra note 105, at 2.

107

See, e. g., RICHARD A. POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF LAW 3 (6th ed. 2003). Whether or not this assumption is true
is beyond the scope of this paper.

108

Metcalf & Weisbach, supra note 7, at 511.

109

Avi-Yonah & Uhlmann, supra note 7, at 6-9. The consulting firm McKinsey & Co. has compiled a report on the marginal costs of
different greenhouse gas emissions abatement strategies, ranging from negative costs (cost savings) through projects such as energyefficient lighting and insulation retrofits, to positive marginal costs for construction of new infrastructure to transmit solar or wind
power, in addition to carbon capture and storage. MCKINSEY & CO., REDUCING U.S. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS: HOW
MUCH AND AT WHAT COST? xiii (2007), http://tinyurl.com/csb44aa.

110

Avi-Yonah argues that the regulatory function of taxation is best served by a corporate tax, because there are relatively few
corporations as compared to individuals “so that it is possible to achieve regulatory goals with minimal administrative efforts.”
Carbon Tax, Health Care Tax, Bank Tax and Other Regulatory Taxes, supra note 105, at 3. He notes specifically that an upstream
carbon tax would be levied on only “2000 oil, gas and coal producers and importers ... [which] will pass the tax burden downstream
where it will ultimately influence consumer behavior, but the regulatory structure that is needed to police the tax is much simpler
than it would be if the government attempted to monitor consumers directly.” Id. at 6.

111

Avi-Yonah & Uhlmann, supra note 7, at 33 (arguing that a carbon tax could easily be administered through the Internal Revenue
Code and existing programs of the Department of Energy).

112

Id. at 31-33, 39-40 (discussing enforcement of carbon tax, both on its own, and as compared to cap and trade).

113

Metcalf & Weisbach, supra note 7, at 508-10 (describing carbon tax systems in Scandinavia and the United Kingdom). The idea of
a carbon tax has never gained political traction in the United States. See Walter Wang, Looking Back to Move Forward: Revisiting
the BTU in Evaluating Current Policy Alternatives, 2 SAN DIEGO J. CLIMATE & ENERGY L. 181 (2010) (discussing history of
failed effort to enact a broad-based energy tax (the “BTU tax”) in the first Clinton Administration).

114

See generally Clean Energy Act 2011 (Cth)(Austl.), repealed by Clean Energy Legislation (Carbon Tax Repeal) Act 2014 (Cth)
(Austl.); Bruno Zeller & Michael Longo, Australia's Clean Energy Act: A New Measure in the Global Common Market, 10 LOY. U.
CHI. INT'L. L. REV. 179 (2013) (discussing Australia's Clean Energy Act of 2011, which came into force in 2012).

115

Australia Votes to Repeal Carbon Tax, BBC NEWS (July 17, 2014), http://tinyurl.com/leugx9g (noting that under the carbon tax,
the 248 largest emitters paid US $22.60 per metric ton emitted). Seealso Julia Baird, Why Australia Killed Its Carbon Tax, N.Y.
TIMES, July 25, 2014, at A23.
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116

Annegrete Bruvoll & Bodil Merethe Larsen, Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Norway: Do Carbon Taxes Work?, 32 ENERGY POL'Y
493, 498 (2004).

117

Metcalf & Weisbach, supra note 7, at 499 (arguing that a “well-designed carbon tax can capture about 80% of U.S. emissions by
taxing only a few thousand taxpayers, and almost 90% with a modest additional cost”).

118

Weisbach, supra note 7, at 113. But see Keohane et al ., supra note 7, at 316 n.17 (noting that the relative efficiency of taxes and
cap-and-trade systems differs depending on shape of the curve of marginal abatement costs); Avi-Yonah & Uhlmann, supra note 7,
at 37-39 (noting greater administrative complexity of setting up cap-and-trade compared to carbon tax).

119

Avi-Yonah, Carbon Tax, Health Care Tax, Bank Tax and Other Regulatory Taxes, supra note 105, at 4-6.

120

Id.; Avi-Yonah & Uhlmann, supra note 7, at 37-39.

121

See Wang, supra note 113, at 183-88 (discussing failed BTU tax proposal in the United States).

122

It is worth noting that other firms have adopted private environmental market and hybrid instruments of these types. For example,
Royal Dutch/Shell Group ran an internal emissions trading system called “STEPS” from 2000-2002. Marc Gunther, Disney, Microsoft
and Shell Opt for Self-Imposed Emissions Schemes, THE GUARDIAN, Mar. 26, 2013, http://tinyurl.com/lb7s7l7. In addition, the
Disney Corporation has, like Microsoft, adopted an internal carbon emissions fee to abate emissions. Id. To provide a sufficiently
detailed analysis, I focus only on the two case studies.

123

Cf. Jacob Horisch, Combating Climate Change Through Organisational Innovation: An Empirical Analysis of Internal Emission
Trading Schemes, 13 CORP. GOVERNANCE 569, 570 (2013) (discussing design issues in private emissions trading schemes). For
a practitioner-oriented compendium of different sustainability instruments that business firms are using, including a brief discussion
of emissions trading, see SCHALTEGGER ET AL., SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT IN BUSINESS ENTERPRISES:
CONCEPTS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR SUSTAINABLE ORGANISATION DEVELOPMENT 55-56 (2002), available at http://
tinyurl.com/myhzx66 (describing design issues involved in creating internal emissions trading system for a firm). Schaltegger et al.
assert that internal trading can be more efficient than centralized “technical rules,” and can also better integrate environmental issues
into the “commercial” side of a firm. Id. at 56.

124

Horisch, supra note 123, at 570 (identifying issues that a firm must address in designing an internal cap-and-trade scheme, including
setting the cap, distributing permits, setting up a system for trading, and developing a method of carbon accounting); SCHALTEGGER
ET AL., supra note 123, at 55 (identifying the same design issues). Horisch contends that emissions trading can only be successful
in “large” firms in which there are multiple business units with different marginal costs of abatement. See Horisch, supra note 123,
at 570. The same is not necessarily true of an internal emissions fee.

125

Ingvild Andreassen Sæverud & Jon Birger Skjærseth, Oil Companies and Climate Change: Inconsistencies Between Strategy
Formulation and Implementation?, 7 GLOBAL ENVTL. POL. 42, 43 (2007).

126

David G. Victor & Joshua C. House, BP's Emissions Trading System, 34 ENERGY POL'Y 2100, 2101 (2006) (citing John Browne,
Climate Change: The New Agenda, Address at the Stanford University Graduate School of Business (May 19, 1997)); s ee also
Sæverud & Skjærseth, supra note 125, at 49 (stating that BP withdrew from the Global Climate Coalition, an anti-climate change
lobbying organization, in 1996).

127

Forest Reinhardt, Global Climate Change and BP Amoco, HARV. BUS. SCH., case no. 9-700-106, at 1, 9, & n.16 (Feb. 28, 2001).

128

Id. at 10. This reduction applied only to BP's direct emissions (i.e., emissions from production, extraction, refining, or BP's own
vehicles) but not to downstream emissions by consumers of BP's products, such as consumers of BP gasoline. Id.

129

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2111 (arguing that BP's emissions trading system was a “tool for adjusting the attention of
decentralized mid-level managers, not forcing strategic change”).
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130

Id. Victor and House conducted in-depth interviews with managers at BP who were central to the creation and implementation of
the emissions trading system. They challenge prior accounts of the internal cap-and-trade scheme as an “unqualified success story,”
including an account written by employees of BP. Id. at 2100. The BP employee article provides an inside view of BP's emissions
trading program and describes it as an “important step” in reducing emissions that created “the right incentives to innovation and
investment.” Mark Akhurst, Jeff Morgheim & Rachel Lewis, Greenhouse Gas Emissions Trading in BP, 31 ENERGY POL'Y 657,
663 (2003). Two business school cases also address emissions trading at BP. Reinhardt, supra note 127; Michelle Rogan et al., The
Transformation of BP, LONDON BUS. SCH., case no. 302-033-1 (2002). In addition, other sources discuss BP's internal ETS. See,
e. g., John Carey & Sarah R. Shapiro, Global Warming, BUSINESS WEEK, Aug. 15, 2004, at 60; Welcome to Kyoto-land, THE
ECONOMIST, Oct. 7, 2004; see also Thomas H. Malone, Bringing the Market Inside, HARV. BUS. REV. 107, 107-10 (2004)
(discussing BP internal emissions trading as part of a broader trend of the increasing use of internal markets within firms to aggregate
information accurately and efficiently); Sæverud & Skjærseth, supra note 125 (examining consistency between the climate change
strategies of multinational oil companies such as ExxonMobil, Shell, and BP and their implementation from 1998-2005).

131

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2100.

132

Reinhardt, supra note 127, at 11; see also id. at 14 (discussing flaring); Sæverud & Skjærseth, supra note 125, at 51 (discussing BP's
reduction of venting and flaring, as well as increased investment in carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology, divestment from
coal mining investments, and increased investment in solar and wind power); Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2109.

133

Sæverud & Skjærseth, supra note 125, at 49.

134

Horisch, supra note 123, at 571. Horisch contends that while external trading schemes can be more efficient and effective than
private trading, private trading remains important because many nations lack public regulations limiting emissions, and many public
regulations that do exist do not actually apply to all firms within the jurisdiction. Id.

135

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2101. See also Reinhardt, supra note 127, at 10-11, 13 (noting that Browne wanted to “help
BP acquire the managerial skills it would need in a world where Kyoto had the force of law” and that “BP Amoco executives were
confident that their first-hand experience with trading would allow them to have a strong voice in discussions about the structure and
rules of any governmentally instigated trading system.”).

136

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2101, 2109.

137

Id. at 2101.

138

Press Release, BP, BP Makes First Emissions Trades (Apr. 9, 2002), available at http://tinyurl.com/nlqwk48 (“[BP] was the first
company to introduce an internal emissions trading scheme, which helped BP to meet its commitment to achieve a 10% reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions below 1990 levels eight years early, and at no net cost.”); Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2100
(“[W]ith its public commitment of a 10% reduction achieved nine years ahead of schedule and at no cost, BP could declare the
program a resounding success.”).

139

Tony Hayward, BP Chief Executive, Delivery Technologies via Carbon Markets, Address at the GLOBE Berlin Legislators Forum
(Jun. 3, 2007), available at http://tinyurl.com/kandtw7.

140

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2101.

141

John Browne, BP Chief Executive, Energy and the Environment: 10 Years On, Address at Stanford University (Apr. 26, 2007),
available at http:// tinyurl.com/n3yk9th.

142

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2101.

143

Reinhardt, supra note 127, at 9.

144

Id.
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145

Id. at 13 (citing Stop Northstar, GREENPEACE, www.greenpeace.org (last visited Oct. 19, 1999)).

146

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2102.

147

Id. at 2101-02; Reinhardt, supra note 127, at 10 (citing EDF's support for SO2 emissions trading in the 1990 Clean Air Act
Amendments). EDF offered “workshops on trading” to BP managers to aid in implementation. Victor & House, supra note 126,
at 2102.

148

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2102.

149

Id. The decision not to incur net present costs demonstrates some of the limitations of internal environmental markets and hybrids in
the absence of government regulation and thereby underscores the importance of private-public interaction.

150

Akhurst et al., supra note 130, at 661.

151

Id. (noting that BP adopted a “grandfathered approach” based on data from 1998 emissions); Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2103.

152

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2103.

153

Id. at 2102.

154

Id.

155

Id.

156

Id.

157

Id.

158

Id. at 2104 (citing Interview with Bill Gerwing, Dir., W. Hemisphere, Health, Safety, Sec., and Env't Grp., BP, May 7, 2004).

159

Id. at 2103. One notable alternative for enforcement and compliance would have been to use a third-party organization to monitor
and certify compliance. This arguably would have increased both the effectiveness and accountability of the program.

160

Id. at 2102.

161

Id. Akhurst et al. clarify that because “allowances were not yet externally recognised, assets, costs and revenues from trades were
tracked and used to assess trading performance relative to investments in GHG reductions, but were not part of ‘above the line’
performance.” Akhurst et al., supra note 130, at 661.

162

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2103. This issue is arguably a concern in any economic-incentive-based program--public or
private.

163

Id. at 2103.

164

Id.

165

Id.; see MCKINSEY & CO., supra note 109 (discussing McKinsey marginal abatement cost curves).

166

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2109 (arguing, in contrast, that it is not clear that internal financial incentives had a large impact:
“Our impression from numerous interviews is that no manager inside BP ever felt any financial or career pain, nor any great gains
for that matter, as a result of excessively bad or good behavior in the emissions trading system.”).

167

Id.

168

Id.
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169

Id. at 2110. At several times, permit prices rose substantially, possibly due to speculation by traders within BP. Id. (“Prices in the BP
ETS were being set by traders playing the supply and demand game and were not representative of the true cost of avoiding carbon
emissions.”). BP's experience was not unique. For example, Andrew Hoffman's review of four internal emissions trading programs
within firms was likewise mixed. Hoffman reported: “Shell, for example, discovered that its STEPS program (Shell Tradable
Emissions Permit System) suffered from problems including a lack of participants, lack of liquidity and difficulties with permit
apportionment. The system was further weakened by the fact that it was voluntary and business units often requested, and received,
more permits. Finally, and most seriously, there were legal issues: internal emissions permits with a monetary value could not be
traded across international boundaries without significant tax consequences in host countries.” ANDREW J. HOFFMAN, CARBON
STRATEGIES: HOW LEADING COMPANIES ARE REDUCING THEIR CLIMATE CHANGE FOOTPRINT 35 (2007). On the
other hand, Shell reaped certain advantages from employing an internal emissions trading system, most importantly that it “buil[t]
awareness” among employees, “created a structured mechanism for factoring GHG considerations into the operations of individual
business units,” allowed the firm to “develop in-house expertise” in trading, and gave the firm “credibility” when it gave input on
what ultimately became the EU ETS. Id.

170

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2110. In one such example, “Prudhoe Bay--one of the larger emitters inside BP-- decided not to
comply with its cap when prices rose too high; a handful of business units appear never to have even considered trading.” Id.

171

Id. at 2105.

172

See Letter from Bob Martin, supra note 87 and accompanying text.

173

Victor & House, supra note 126, at 2111.

174

D ANIEL C. ESTY & ANDREW S. WINSTON, GREEN TO GOLD: HOW SMART COMPANIES USE ENVIRONMENTAL
STRATEGY TO INNOVATE, CREATE VALUE, AND BUILD COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 215 (2006). This, of course, raises
the question of whether this is the most efficient way to focus management's attention on reducing emissions, or whether there are
ways to do so that are less administratively cumbersome. A comparative survey of all methods of environmental management to
reduce emissions is beyond the scope of this Article. For present purposes, it is sufficient to point out that this is one way that has
demonstrably achieved reduction targets.

175

Malone, supra note 130, at 107.

176

Id.

177

Id. at 112-13 (“An internal market is faster and more flexible. Salespeople, planners, and plant managers can immediately start trading
based on new information. In fact, everyone has an incentive to trade as soon as possible to gain an advantage.”).

178

Id. at 113.

179

Id.

180

See supra text accompanying note 29. By highlighting the potential for greenwashing in internal emissions trading programs, I do not
wish to downplay the potential for greenwashing in the context of other instruments, both public and private. For example, a privategovernance technology-based standard could promote greenwashing if a private firm touted its adoption of a particular technology
as “green,” when in fact the technology has a negligible effect on environmental performance. Greenwashing can likewise occur in
the context of public environmental law. For example, the government could impose a new technology-based prescriptive rule and
make “green” claims about it, but the same concerns about negligible impact could apply. Similarly, the government could adopt a
carbon tax or cap-and-trade system, but set the cap so high or the price so low that environmental performance would not change
dramatically, all while touting the “success” of its “green” policies.

181

Compare Miriam A. Cherry & Judd F. Sneirson, Beyond Profit: Rethinking Corporate Social Responsibility and Greenwashing
After the BP Oil Spill Disaster, 85 TUL. L. REV. 983, 988-90 (2011) (discussing the Deepwater Horizon oil spill disaster and other
environmental health and safety lapses at BP), with id. at 999-1008 (discussing BP's “Beyond Petroleum” initiative). In a decision
entered on September 4, 2014, a federal district court held that the discharge of oil in the Deepwater Horizon disaster was due to
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the “gross negligence” of BP Exploration and Production (the primary leaseholder), and found BP liable for sixty-seven percent of
the damage. In re Oil Spill by the Oil Rig “Deepwater Horizon” in the Gulf of Mexico, Nos. 10-2771, 10-4536, 2014 WL 4375933,
at *60, *64, *67 (E.D. La. Sept. 4, 2014).

182

ESTY & WINSTON, supra note 174, at 136. Esty and Winston also note that others deemed BP's advertising campaign “‘Beyond
Preposterous'--as well as Beyond Pompous, Beyond Pretension, Beyond Posturing, Beyond Presumptuous, and Beyond Propaganda.”
Id. They conclude, “BP has achieved admirable reductions in its own greenhouse gas emissions. It's one of the world's largest providers
of renewable energy products such as solar panels. But with solar sales of $247 million in 2007, more than ninety-nine percent of the
company's annual revenues still come from oil and gas. Bottom line: BP hasn't moved beyond petroleum just yet.” Id.

183

TAMARA “TJ” DICAPRIO, MICROSOFT CORP., BECOMING CARBON NEUTRAL: HOW MICROSOFT IS STRIVING
TO BECOME LEANER, GREENER, AND MORE ACCOUNTABLE (2012), available at http://tinyurl.com/n26rxcx [hereinafter
BECOMING CARBON NEUTRAL]; TAMARA “TJ” DICAPRIO, MICROSOFT CORP., THE CARBON FEE: THEORY AND
PRACTICE ((2013), available at http://tinyurl.com/lotams6 [hereinafter MS CARBON FEE].

184

BECOMING CARBON NEUTRAL, supra note 183, at 11 (noting that the price for carbon reflects “true cost accounting”). For
example, “the internal cost for electricity use includes not only the price we pay the utility for electricity, but also the price we pay
to offset the carbon emissions associated with our electricity use.” Id. at 11-12. Microsoft is not attempting to capture the full social
cost of carbon--its vision of “true cost accounting” is slightly more limited. I note that the Disney Corporation has also employed
an internal carbon fee to abate emissions. See2010 CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP REPORT, THE WALT DISNEY COMPANY,
http://tinyurl.com/lvqtp6c (last visited Jan. 23, 2015) (“[The]costs of [Disney's] carbon offset projects are charged back to individual
business units at a rate proportional to their contribution to the Company's overall direct emissions footprint. Thus, our businesses
are now exposed to an internal carbon price. The ‘Climate Solutions Fund’ is the name given to the Company's internal carbon
pricing program.”); Gloria Gonzalez, Disney to Up the Anteon Carbon Offsets, GREENBIZ.COM (Sept. 19, 2013, 5:03 AM), http://
tinyurl.com/ljc44v9 (noting that that Disney was charging business units $11-$14/ton of CO2e); Marc Gunther, Disney, Microsoft
and Shell Opt for Self-Imposed Carbon Emissions Taxes, THE GUARDIAN (Mar. 26, 2013, 1:18 PM), http://tinyurl.com/lb7s7l7
(describing internal carbon limitations of Microsoft, Shell and Disney); William McLennan, Disney Caught Up in Carbon Offsetting
Controversy, THEECOLOGIST.ORG (Apr. 7, 2011), http://tinyurl.com/427ugu9 (noting criticism of Disney's use of carbon offsets
rather than emissions reductions).

185

See sources cited supra note 101 (describing firms' use of internal carbon price for planning, but not abatement, purposes).

186

See e. g., Building a Sustainable Energy Future, SHELL.COM, http:// tinyurl.com/mpdaeoq (last visited Jan. 23, 2015); Mathew
Carr, Shell May Boost Internal Carbon Price as Emission Rules Tighten, BLOOMBERG.COM (May 30, 2014, 3:19 AM), http://
tinyurl.com/l8qmldn; Joe Romm, Shell Oil Self-Imposes Carbon Pollution Tax High Enough to Crash Coal, Erase Natural Gas's
Value-Added, THINKPROGRESS.ORG (Nov. 21, 2013, 5:36 PM), http://tinyurl.com/kk8odfg.

187

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 3, 6; see alsoBECOMING CARBON NEUTRAL, supra note 183, at 3. “Carbon neutral”
means that Microsoft would contribute no emissions to the atmosphere, or that any emissions would be offset by verifiable offset
programs for carbon sinks (such as planting trees, among other projects). MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 19 (“Microsoft
has established a corporate carbon neutral policy, meaning that we reduce our net emissions by 100 percent through investments in
internal efficiency, green power, and carbon offset projects. Our subsidiaries are also establishing individual reduction targets.”).

188

Telephone Interview with Robert Bernard, Chief Environmental Strategist, Microsoft Corp. (Jun. 4, 2014).

189

Id.

190

If an internal market approach were nested within public regulation (such as a cap-and-trade system or a carbon tax), this concern
would likely disappear, as the firm would be obligated to use the price set by the government (or the price resulting from the cap
set by the government). A private firm could use a higher price if it wanted to establish itself as “greener” to exceed government
requirements.

191

See INTERAGENCY WORKING GROUP ON SOCIAL COST OF CARBON, supra note 32 (explaining social cost of carbon).
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192

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 4 (“[T]he price on carbon is determined by the total cost of the carbon fee fund investment
strategy, which is set to meet the organizational carbon reduction policy objectives.”). In essence, Microsoft follows three steps in
an iterative process: first, devise a firm-wide strategy for carbon reduction; second, set the internal price on carbon to raise the funds
necessary to achieve that goal; and third, develop a strategy for investing the funds generated by the fee. Id.

193

Id. at 23.

194

“Renewable Energy Certificates” (RECs) are “the property rights to the environmental, social, and other nonpower qualities of
renewable electricity generation. A REC, and its associated attributes and benefits, can be sold separately from the underlying physical
electricity associated with a renewable-based generation source.” Green Power Market: Renewable Energy Certificates, EPA.GOV,
http://tinyurl.com/cch3arx (last visited Jan. 23, 2015). According to the EPA's Green Power Partnership website, “[i]n early 2012,
Microsoft purchased renewable energy credits (RECs) for the first time, totaling more than 1 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) of green
power. In 2013, Microsoft upped its use of renewable energy nearly 73 percent to 1,935,637,485 kWh annually.... In total, the company
is purchasing U.S. green power equivalent to 80 percent of its U.S. electricity needs.” Green Power Leadership Awards: 2013 Award
Winners, EPA.GOV, http://tinyurl.com/kj7qyev (last visited Jan. 23, 2015). Microsoft is the number two purchaser of green power
in the United States, behind the Intel Corporation. MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 34; Green Power Leadership Awards:
2013 Award Winners, EPA.GOV, http:// tinyurl.com/kj7qyev (last visited Jan. 23, 2015).

195

Telephone Interview with Robert Bernard, supra note 188.

196

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 24.

197

Id. at 26.

198

Id. at 5.

199

Id. at 6, 33 (noting that Microsoft retained the fee level but altered its investment strategy).

200

Telephone Interview with Robert Bernard, supra note 188.

201

CDP, GLOBAL CORPORATE USE OF CARBON PRICING: DISCLOSURES TO INVESTORS, supra note 101, at 13; Valerie
Volcovici, Major Companies Plan for U. S. Carbon Emissions Fee, Report Says, REUTERS.COM (Dec. 5, 2013, 11:44 AM), http://
tinyurl.com/kek3823 (discussing pricing of carbon by firms). Notably, the six to seven dollars per ton figure is considerably lower
than the price used by U.S. firms that use an internal carbon price for planning purposes only in anticipation of future regulation. See
id. at 10 (citing figures ranging from six dollars per ton to eighty dollars per ton).

202

Telephone Interview with Robert Bernard, supra note 188.

203

Id.

204

Id.

205

Id.

206

See supra, Part II.C.2.

207

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 7.

208

Id. at 3, 6. See alsoBECOMING CARBON NEUTRAL, supra note 183, at 3.

209

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 7.

210

Telephone Interview with Robert Bernard, supra note 188.

211

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 24.
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212

Id.

213

Id. at 29.

214

Id.

215

Id. at 27-28.

216

Id. at 31-32.

217

AMY CUTTER ET AL., NATURAL RES. DEF. COUNCIL, FULFILLING THE RIO+20 PROMISES 32 (2013), available at http://
tinyurl.com/l27frwu.

218

Id. (citing Microsoft representatives' self-assessment).

219

Id. at 32 (discussing MS's investment in renewable energy projects and increasing efficiency of operations); MS CARBON FEE,
supra note 183, at 31-32.

220

CUTTER ET AL., supra note 217, at 32 (noting MS's reduction of emissions by almost one million metric tons).

221

Id. at 32.

222

Telephone Interview with Robert Bernard, supra note 188.

223

Id.

224

Id.

225

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 9.

226

Id. at 9-10 (citing the EU-ETS and California's AB-32, among others).

227

Id. at 10.

228

MS, BECOMING CARBON NEUTRAL, supra note 183, at 9 (noting increased use of MS Lync to reduce air travel).

229

MS CARBON FEE, supra note 183, at 16. The report states: “In early 2012, Microsoft selected a cloud-based emissions inventory
solution [by Envizi], based on Microsoft platform technology, to manage our emissions data. This data management solution holds
emissions data from more than 600 facilities across more than 100 countries and provides distributed visibility into our emissions
inventory.” Id. at 16, 36.

230

Id. at 36. Microsoft explains: “An organization taking advantage of the cloud is the Carbon Trade Exchange (CTX). The CTX
Trading Platform, hosted on the Microsoft cloud, provides real-time trading and instantaneous clearing and settlement mechanisms
for environmental units--such as carbon credits, renewable energy certificates (RECs), and water allocation rights-- making it easier
for businesses of all sizes to invest in sustainable, clean-tech, and energy-efficient projects around the world in support of a more
efficient and low-carbon economy.” Id.

231

Id. (“When organizations move business applications to the cloud, their energy use and carbon footprint per user reduce by at
least 30 percent.”) (citing ACCENTURE & WSP, CLOUD COMPUTING AND SUSTAINABILITY: THE ENVIRONMENTAL
BENEFITS OF MOVING TO THE CLOUD 5 (2010), available at http:// tinyurl.com/oe878ds).

232

MS Carbon Fee, supra note 183, at 36.

233

Bernard's assertions are based on a study prepared by Accenture and WSP Environment and Energy of Microsoft's Cloud.
SeeACCENTURE & WSP, supra note 231; see alsoCDP, CLOUD COMPUTING: THE IT SOLUTION FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
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3 (2011), available at http://tinyurl.com/klu4v4o (concluding that the likely increase in cloud computing over the next decade could
save 85.7 million tons of carbon emissions by 2020 due to the increased efficiency of large scale data centers).

234

Telephone Interview with Robert Bernard, supra note 188.

235

Id.

236

To be sure, as a multi-national corporation, Microsoft may be subject to carbon emissions regulatory regimes outside of the United
States; however, in the United States no such federal-level carbon emissions limitations exist for technology firms.

237

Cf. Leo Mensah, Note, Missed Opportunity: Excluding Carbon Emissions Markets From Comprehensive Oversight, 38 WM.
& MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV. 795, 799-800 (2014) (arguing that the United States CFTC should have regulatory
power over the carbon emissions market to ensure efficient pricing, and to prevent fraud and manipulation, but not raising the
issue of promoting environmental action as a core business strategy); Benjamin J. Richardson, Enlisting Institutional Investors
in Environmental Regulation: Some Comparative and Theoretical Perspectives, 28 N.C. J. INT'L L. & COM. REG. 247, 317
(2002) (arguing that regulators of financial institutions should integrate environmental policy into financial services regulation in
order to incentivize environmentally sensitive investment); BENJAMIN J. RICHARDSON, ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION
THROUGH FINANCIAL ORGANISATIONS: COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON THE INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS
(2002) (arguing the same point as above).

238

Light & Orts, supra note 1, at 9 (discussing multiple forms of public and private environmental governance as a single global
environmental governance regime).

239

See supra Section II.B.2.a.

240

See generally sources cited supra note 49 (discussing expressive content of the law).

241

See generally Light, NEPA's Footprint, supra note 7, at Part I.

242

Eric Biber, Too Many Things to Do: How to Deal with the Dysfunctions of Multiple-Goal Agencies, 33 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV.
1, 3 (2009).

243

Light, NEPA's Footprint, supra note 7, at 513-14.

244

Cf. Steinzor, supra note 29, at 175-80 (raising concerns about the durability and accountability of market-based government
regulation).

245

Light & Orts, supra note 1, at 52 (citing Milton Friedman, The Social Responsibility of Firms is to Increase Profits, N.Y. TIMES
MAGAZINE, Sep. 13, 1970, at 32); Steinzor, supra note 29, at 175-180 (arguing that prescriptive regulation is necessary because
firm managers have incentives that are not aligned with environmental protection).

246

Sarah Wheaton, Protesters Gather at BP Gas Stations, N.Y. TIMES, Jun. 2, 2010, available at http://tinyurl.com/33ok4mc (“Protests
at BP gas stations have sprouted around the world, with events scheduled at franchises from Berlin to Concord, Calif. And almost
300,000 people have joined a ‘Boycott BP’ group on Facebook.”).
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1

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Maine as follows:

2

Sec. 1. 35-A MRSA c. 34-B is enacted to read:

3

CHAPTER 34-B

4

THE MAINE SOLAR ENERGY ACT

5
6
7

§3471. Short title
This chapter may be known and cited as "the Maine Solar Energy Act."
§3472. Legislative findings

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1. Public interest. The Legislature finds that it is in the public interest to develop
the State's indigenous renewable energy resources, including abundant and widespread
solar energy, in a manner that protects and improves the health and well-being of the
citizens and natural environment of the State while also providing tangible economic
benefits to communities, ratepayers and the overall economy. The Legislature finds that
the development of the solar energy potential in the State needs to be integrated into the
existing energy supply and transmission systems in a way that achieves system reliability,
total capital cost-effectiveness and optimum short-term and long-term benefits to the
citizens of the State. The Legislature finds it is in the public interest for the State to
encourage and plan for significant solar energy production as part of a strategy to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and meet the goals established in the state climate action plan
developed pursuant to Title 38, section 577. The Legislature also finds it is in the public
interest to encourage solar energy research and the development of solar energy
generation equipment manufacturing facilities in the State.

22
23
24
25
26

2. Contribution of solar energy development. The Legislature finds and declares
that the solar energy resources of the State constitute a valuable indigenous and
renewable energy resource and that solar energy development, which is unique in its
benefits to and impacts on the climate and the natural environment, makes a significant
contribution to the general welfare of the citizens of the State for the following reasons:

27
28
29
30
31
32

A. Solar energy is an economically feasible, large-scale energy resource that does
not rely on fossil fuel combustion and therefore it can displace energy provided by
that source and reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions; consequently,
solar energy development may address energy needs while making a significant
contribution to achievement of the State's renewable energy and greenhouse gas
reduction objectives, including those in Title 38, section 576;

33
34
35

B. There is an inexhaustible supply of solar energy throughout the State that can be
effectively used for heat and electricity using current technology, and solar energy
can be harnessed on large and small scales using simple or advanced technology;

36
37
38

C. The State has no indigenous supplies of fossil fuel. All fossil fuel must be
imported into the State, at great cost to the economy and with significant hazards to
the health of the citizens of the State and natural environment;
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

D. At present and increasingly in the future with anticipated technological advances
that promise to increase the number of places in the State where grid-scale solar
energy development is economically viable and changes in the electrical power
market that favor clean power sources, solar energy may be used to displace electrical
power that is generated from fossil fuel combustion and thus reduce our citizens'
dependence on imported oil and natural gas and improve environmental quality and
state and regional energy security; and

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

E. Renewable energy resources within the State have the potential, over time, to
provide enough energy for the State's homeowners and businesses to significantly
reduce their use of oil and liquid petroleum-fueled heating systems by transitioning to
renewable energy-based heating systems and to reduce their use of petroleum-fueled
motor vehicles by transitioning to electric-powered motor vehicles. Electrification of
heating and transportation has potential to increase the State's energy independence,
to help stabilize total residential and commercial energy bills and to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

16

§3473. Specific measures to support solar energy

17
18
19
20

1. Monitoring. The commission shall monitor the level of solar energy development
in the State in relation to the goals in section 3474, basic trends in solar energy markets
and the likely costs and benefits for ratepayers from solar energy development, including
but not limited to minimizing peak load on transmission systems.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

2. Economic development. Within existing programs and resources, the State,
including the Small Enterprise Growth Program, as established in Title 10, chapter 13;
the Maine Technology Institute, as established in Title 5, section 12004-G, subsection
33-D; the Maine Rural Development Authority, as established in Title 5, section 12004-F,
subsection 18; the Finance Authority of Maine, as established in Title 10, chapter 110;
and the Department of Economic and Community Development, shall seek opportunities
to promote investment in solar energy development, generation and manufacturing.

28

§3474. Determination of public policy; state solar energy generation goals

29
30
31
32
33
34
35

1. Encouragement of solar energy-related development. It is the policy of the
State in furtherance of the goals established in subsection 2 to encourage the attraction of
appropriately sited development related to solar energy, including any additional
transmission and other energy infrastructure needed to transport additional solar energy to
market, consistent with all state environmental standards; the permitting and financing of
solar energy projects; and the siting, permitting, financing and construction of solar
energy research and manufacturing facilities.

36
37
38
39

2. State solar energy generation goals. The goals for solar energy generation in the
State, including all production of electricity and thermal energy through solar energy
technologies, using any conversion of units from thermal energy into megawatts that the
commission considers appropriate, are that there be:

40

A. At least 40 megawatts of installed capacity by 2016;

41

B. At least 200 megawatts of installed capacity by 2020; and
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1

C. At least 500 megawatts of installed capacity by 2030.

2

Sec. 2. Determination of the value of distributed solar energy generation.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1. Value of distributed solar energy generation. The Public Utilities Commission
shall determine the value of distributed solar energy generation in the State. The
commission shall develop a method for valuing distributed solar energy generation. The
method developed by the commission must, at a minimum, account for the value of the
energy, the value of its delivery, generation capacity, transmission capacity and
transmission and distribution line losses and the value of the reduced environmental
impacts of the energy. The commission may, based on known and measurable evidence
of the cost or benefit of solar operation to a utility, incorporate other values into the
method, including credit for locally manufactured or assembled energy systems or
systems installed at high-value locations on the electric grid, or other factors. When
developing the method, the commission shall consult stakeholders with experience and
expertise in power systems, solar energy and electric utility ratemaking regarding the
proposed method, underlying assumptions and preliminary data.

16
17
18

2. Method. In developing a method for valuing distributed solar energy generation
pursuant to this section, the Public Utilities Commission shall ensure the method is
consistent with published guidance from the Interstate Renewable Energy Council.

19
20
21
22

3. Report. By January 15, 2015, the Public Utilities Commission shall submit to the
joint standing committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction over energy matters a
report on the determination of the value of distributed solar energy generation in the
State.

23

SUMMARY

24

This bill creates the Maine Solar Energy Act, which:

25
26
27
28

1. States specific legislative findings that it is in the public interest to encourage
development of solar energy production in the State. This includes finding that solar
energy development makes a significant contribution to the general welfare of the citizens
of the State and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions;

29
30
31

2. Requires the Public Utilities Commission to take specific measures regarding solar
energy, including monitoring development and market trends and determining the value
of distributed solar energy generation;

32
33
34
35
36

3. Requires the State, including the Small Enterprise Growth Program, the Maine
Technology Institute, the Maine Rural Development Authority, the Finance Authority of
Maine and the Department of Economic and Community Development, to seek
opportunities to promote solar energy development, generation and manufacturing within
existing programs; and

37

4. Establishes state solar energy generation goals.
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Legal Notice from Clean Power Research
This report was prepared for the Maine Public Utilities Commission by Clean Power Research. This
report should not be construed as an invitation or inducement to any party to engage or otherwise
participate in any transaction, to provide any financing, or to make any investment.
Any information shared with Maine Public Utilities Commission prior to the release of the report is
superseded by the Report. Clean Power Research owes no duty of care to any third party and none is
created by this report. Use of this report, or any information contained therein, by a third party shall be
at the risk of such party and constitutes a waiver and release of Clean Power Research, its directors,
officers, partners, employees and agents by such third party from and against all claims and liability,
including, but not limited to, claims for breach of contract, breach of warranty, strict liability, negligence,
negligent misrepresentation, and/or otherwise, and liability for special, incidental, indirect, or
consequential damages, in connection with such use.
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Background
During its 2014 session, the Maine Legislature enacted an Act to Support Solar Energy
Development in Maine. P.L Chapter 562 (April 24, 2014) (codified at 35-A M.R.S. §§ 3471-3473)
(“Act”). Section 1 of the Act contains the Legislative finding that it is in the public interest is to
develop renewable energy resources, including solar energy, in a manner that protects and
improves the health and well-being of the citizens and natural environment of the State while
also providing economic benefits to communities, ratepayers and the overall economy of the
State.
Section 2 of the Act requires the Public Utilities Commission (Commission) to determine the
value of distributed solar energy generation in the State, evaluate implementation options, and
to deliver a report to the Legislature. To support this work, the Commission engaged a project
team comprising Clean Power Research (Napa, California), Sustainable Energy Advantage
(Framingham, Massachusetts), Pace Energy and Climate Center at the Pace Law School (White
Plains, New York), and Dr. Richard Perez (Albany, New York).
Under the project, the team developed the methodology under a Commission-run stakeholder
review process, conducted a valuation on distributed solar for three utility territories, and
developed a summary of implementation options for increasing deployment of distributed solar
generation in the State.
The report includes three volumes which accompany this Executive Summary:

Volume I

Methodology

Volume II

Valuation Results

Volume III

Implementation Options
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Volume I – Methodology
The methodology developed in Volume I was designed to quantify the benefits and costs of the gross
energy produced by a photovoltaic (PV) system, as if it were delivered to the grid through its own meter,
i.e., prior to serving any local load. Variants of this methodology could be used to determine the value of
energy exported to the grid after netting local load (or even generation technologies other than solar),
but these would require the development of generation/load profiles that are not included in this
methodology.
Guided by the Act and a stakeholder-driven process, the methodology provides for the calculation of the
costs and benefits of distributed solar generation for each of the selected components shown in Table
ES- 1. The basis for the cost calculations is also shown.

Table ES- 1. Benefit/Cost Bases

Component

Benefit/Cost Basis

Avoided Energy Cost

Hourly avoided wholesale market procurements,
based on ISO New England day ahead locational
marginal prices for the Maine Load Zone.

Avoided Generation Capacity and Reserve
Capacity Costs

ISO New England Forward Capacity Market (FCM)
auction clearing prices, followed by forecasted
capacity prices by the ISO’s consultant. For
reserves, the ISO’s reserve planning margin is
applied.

Avoided NG Pipeline Costs

Not included, but left as a future placeholder if the
cost of building future pipeline capacity is built
into electricity prices.

Solar Integration Costs

Operating reserves required to handle fluctuations
in solar output, based on the New England Wind
Integration Study (NEWIS) results.

Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost

ISO New England Regional Network Service (RNS)
cost reductions caused by coincident solar peak
load reduction.

Avoided Distribution Capacity Cost

Not included, but left as a future placeholder if the
peak distribution loads begin to grow (requiring
new capacity).

Voltage Regulation

Not included, but left as a future placeholder if
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new interconnections standards come into
existence allowing inverters to control voltage and
provide voltage ride-through to support the grid.
Net Social Cost of Carbon, SO2, and NOx

EPA estimates of social costs, reduced by
compliance costs embedded in wholesale
electricity prices.

Market Price Response

The temporary reduction in electricity and capacity
prices resulting from reduced demand, based on
the Avoided Energy Supply Costs in New England
(AESC) study.

Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty

The cost to eliminate long term price uncertainty
in natural gas fuel displaced by solar.

Volume II - Valuation Results
First Year Value
Figure ES- 1 presents the overall value results from Volume II for the Central Maine Power (CMP) Base
Case in the first year using the stakeholder reviewed methodology of Volume I. Avoided market costs—
including Energy Supply, Transmission Delivery, and Distribution Delivery—are $0.09 per kWh.
Additional societal benefits are estimated to be $0.092 per kWh. Avoided NG Pipeline Cost, Avoided
Distribution Capacity Cost, and Voltage Regulation are included as placeholders for future evaluations
should conditions change that would warrant inclusion.
Avoided market costs represent the benefits and costs associated with capital and operating expenses
normally recovered from ratepayers, such as wholesale energy purchases and capacity. Societal benefits
are those which accrue to society but are not typically included in setting rates. For example, the social
cost of carbon is based on an estimate of costs that will be incurred to mitigate future impacts of carbon
emissions, but those costs are not collected from Maine electric customers.
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Figure ES- 1. CMP Distributed Value – First Year ($ per kWh)

Distributed
Value

First Year
Energy
Supply
Transmission
Delivery
Distribution
Delivery
Environmental
Other

($/kWh)
Avoided Energy Cost
Avoided Gen. Capacity Cost
Avoided Res. Gen. Capacity Cost
Avoided NG Pipeline Cost
Solar Integration Cost

-$0.002

Avoided Trans. Capacity Cost

$0.014

Avoided Dist. Capacity Cost
Voltage Regulation
Net Social Cost of Carbon
Net Social Cost of SO2
Net Social Cost of NOx
Market Price Response
Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty

Prepared by Clean Power Research

$0.061
$0.015
$0.002

$0.021
$0.051
$0.011
$0.009
$0.000
$0.182
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Long Term Value
Figure ES- 2 provides additional details in the benefit and cost calculations, including load match factors
and loss savings factors, and the costs and benefits are shown as 25 year levelized values.

Figure ES- 2. CMP Distributed Value – 25 Year Levelized ($ per kWh)
Load
Match
Factor

Gross Value
A

25 Year Levelized
Energy
Supply

Transmission
Delivery
Service
Distribution
Delivery
Service
Environmental
Other

Avoided Energy Cost
Avoided Gen. Capacity Cost
Avoided Res. Gen. Capacity Cost
Avoided NG Pipeline Cost
Solar Integration Cost
Avoided Trans. Capacity Cost

($/kWh)
$0.076
$0.068
$0.009

×

B

×

(1+C)

Distr. PV
Value
=

D

(%)

(%)

($/kWh)

54.4%
54.4%

6.2%
9.3%
9.3%

$0.081
$0.040
$0.005

6.2%

($0.005)

Avoided Market Costs

9.3%

$0.016

$0.138

6.2%
6.2%
6.2%
6.2%
6.2%

$0.021
$0.062
$0.013
$0.066
$0.037
$0.337

($0.005)
$0.063

Loss Savings
Factor

23.9%

Avoided Dist. Capacity Cost
Voltage Regulation
Net Social Cost of Carbon
Net Social Cost of SO2
Net Social Cost of NOx
Market Price Response
Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty

$0.020
$0.058
$0.012
$0.062
$0.035

Societal Benefits

$0.199

Gross Values represent the value of perfectly dispatchable, centralized resources. These are adjusted
using
•

Load Match Factors to account for the non-dispatchability of solar; and

•

Loss Savings Factors to account for the benefit of avoiding energy losses in the transmission and
distribution systems.

The load match factor for generation capacity (54%) is based on the output of solar during the top 100
load hours per year. The load match factor for Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost (23.9%) is derived
from average monthly reductions in peak transmission demand.
The Distributed PV value is calculated for each benefit and cost category, and these are summed. The
result is the 25-year levelized value, meaning the equivalent constant value that could be applied over
25 years that would be equivalent to the combined benefits of avoided market costs and societal
benefits.
First Year results for all three utility service territories, including Emera Maine’s Bangor Hydro District
(BHD) and Maine Public District (MPD), are shown in Figure ES- 3. The results are the same for the first
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year results except for the avoided transmission cost component which reflects hourly load profiles. RNS
rates do not apply to MPD so there is no avoided transmission cost included. Avoided energy is the same
because the solar profile was assumed to be the same state-wide, and the LMPs are taken for the Maine
zone. Avoided generation capacity costs are based on the same solar profiles and the same ISO-NE
loads, so there are no differences in this category. There are differences in long term value due to
differences in utility discount rate (not shown).

Figure ES- 3. Base Case Results for CMP, BHD, and MPD – First Year

First Year
Energy
Supply
Transmission
Delivery
Service
Distribution
Delivery
Environmental
Other

Avoided Energy Cost
Avoided Gen. Capacity Cost
Avoided Res. Gen. Capacity Cost
Avoided NG Pipeline Cost
Solar Integration Cost
Avoided Trans. Capacity Cost
Avoided Dist. Capacity Cost
Voltage Regulation
Net Social Cost of Carbon
Net Social Cost of SO2
Net Social Cost of NOx
Market Price Response
Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty

CMP

BHD

MPD

$/kWh

$/kWh

$/kWh

0.061
0.015
0.002

0.061
0.015
0.002

0.061
0.015
0.002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
0.014

0.017

0.000

0.021
0.051
0.011
0.009
0.000
0.182

0.021
0.051
0.011
0.009
0.000
0.184

0.021
0.051
0.011
0.009
0.000
0.168

Volume III - Implementation Options
Objective
The Act sought information on options for distributed solar energy implementation. Volume III of this
report provides an analysis of options for increasing investment in or deployment of distributed solar
generation, with an emphasis on those options used in ten states with similarities to Maine in market
structure (deregulated) and economic opportunity (driven by insolation, land use, electricity prices,
etc.). It also provides general guidance to help the Legislature consider which options, approaches or
models may be appropriate for Maine, considering the State’s utility market structures.
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Solar Implementation Options
Volume III includes a thorough list of solar implementation options in widespread use. The range of
implementation options are organized into four major categories:
• Instruments Used to Incentivize Solar - Incentives commonly used as vehicles to incentivize
distributed solar PV include a suite of implementation options aimed at changing market or
economic decision making by (i) creating market demand, (ii) removing financing barriers,
and/or (iii) lowering installation costs for solar PV.
•

Financing Enabling Policies - Financing enabling policies enhance the accessibility of financing,
lower financing transactions costs, open up access to lower-cost forms of financing, and
otherwise lower the entry barrier to solar investment and enable a broader range of players to
participate in the solar market.

•

Rules, Regulations and Rate Design – Rules, regulations and rate design at all levels of
government ensure legal access to the solar market, regulate the economics of solar PV and
provide technical support to solar PV deployment.

•

Industry Support - Industry support approaches are often paired with other implementation
strategies to accelerate solar deployment. By incentivizing in-state solar investment, many
industry support approaches are also designed to stimulate local job creation and foster state
economic growth.

Table ES- 2Table ES- 5 provide an overview of implementation options. Options in shaded rows are
commonly-used implementation options but of less potential interest for legislative consideration, and
are only discussed briefly in Section 0 of Volume III. The other implementation options are more fully
characterized and evaluated. Where applicable, Volume III highlights implementation examples in the
five New England States (Connecticut, Massachusetts New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont), New
York, and four states (Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania) within the PJM territory. The
authors underscore important observations from implementation experiences in these states, as well as
notable variations. Volume III also includes a summary of the identified solar implementation options
that have been adopted in each state.
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Table ES- 2. Summary of Solar Implementation Option: “Instruments Used to Incentivize Solar”

Subcategory

Implementation Examples

Description

Direct Financial, Up-front
Incentives

Grants, Rebates, or Buy-Downs

Capacity-denominated (i.e., $/kW) incentives designed to reduce up-front cost of PV
installations; typically targeted to small- and medium-scale customers

Direct Financial,
Performance-Based
Incentives (PBIs)

Feed-In-Tariffs, Standard Offer PBI
Contracts or Tariffs, or PBIs

Pre-determined, fixed energy-denominated (i.e., $/kWh) incentives for solar energy
production designed to provide predictable revenue stream; typically targeted to smalland medium-scale customers

Competitive Long-Term PPAs

Long-term (10 – 25 years) PPAs for RECs, energy and/or capacity solicited through a
competitive process; typically targeted to larger, more sophisticated players

Long-Term Value of Solar Tariffs

Mechanism crediting solar generation at a rate determined by a value of solar analysis

Technology-Specific “Avoided Costs”

Incentive rates set at the avoided-costs of a technology

Indirect Financial Incentives

Emissions Markets

Market-based emission cap-and-trade programs; usually regional scale

Expenditure-Based Tax
Incentives

Investment Tax Credits

Capacity-denominated tax incentives (i.e., $/kW); Federal ITC is the most common form

Production Tax Incentives

Production Tax Credits

Electricity-production-based tax incentives (i.e., $/kWh)

Demand-Pull/Solar
Minimum Purchase
Mandates

Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)

Mandate requiring certain % of electric utilities’ annual retail sales be met with
renewable generation

Solar Set-Asides in RPS (SREC Market)

Mandate creating a separate tier or requiring certain portion of RPS to be met with solar

Net Metering

Net Metering Crediting Mechanism

Mechanism used for utilities to credit customers for excess on-site generation

Virtual NM Crediting Mechanism

Subset of net metering that enables the aggregation of net metering accounts/facilities

Community-Shared Solar

Subset of virtual net metering allowing multiple customers to share ownership interest in
a single remote net metered facility
Executive Summary
Page 9
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Table ES- 3. Summary of Solar Implementation Option: “Finance Enabling Policies”

Implementation Examples

Description

Solar Loan Programs

A broad spectrum of loan products supported by private sector financing or utilities

On-Bill Financing

Long-term, low interest loans where repayments are made through utility bills

PACE Financing

Long-term, low interest loans where payments are made through property taxes and are tied to
hosting sites instead of system owners

Green Bank – Institutions and Suite of Other Programs

State-chartered institution offering a suite of programs and financing products; leverages and
recycles public funding to stimulate growth of private financing markets for solar

Utility Ownership

Policies enabling T&D utilities to own generation assets in deregulated markets

Solar Lease and/or Third-Party Ownership Enabling
Policies or Eligibility in Other Policies

Policies allowing a private developer to (i) install and own a PV system hosted by a property owner,
then selling the power to the property owner through PPA; or (ii) lease PV panels to customers

Table ES- 4. Summary of Solar Implementation Option: “Rules, Regulations and Rate Design”

Subcategory Implementation Examples

Description

Removing
Institutional
Barriers

Interconnection Standards

Regulations standardizing the requirements of integrating solar PV to the grid

Solar Access Laws

Rules protecting customers’ access to sunlight and solar development rights

Business Formation/Financing Laws

Policies authorizing certain types of business models or market structures designed to lower the
entry barrier and expand access to the solar market

Permitting Simplification, Other “SoftCost Reduction” Strategies

A suite of strategies designed to reduce the non-equipment costs associated with various stages
of solar PV development

Solar-Ready Building Standards, Zero-

Various building standards that (i) regulate orientation, shading, and other siting- and

Building Codes
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Energy Capable Home Standards

construction-related criteria; or (ii) support “plug-and-play” PV system configurations

Property Tax Exemption or Special Rate

Property tax relief to property owners installing solar PV

Sales Tax Exemption

Tax relief exempting system owners from paying sales taxes for PV system equipment

Property Tax/Payment in lieu of taxes
(PILOT) Standardization or Simplification

State policies designed to limit community-by-community variations in property tax and PILOT
rules; designed primarily to remove uncertainty

Grid
Modernization

Policies Enabling Microgrids, Smart-Grid
and Other DG-Friendly Grid Architecture

Policies designed to promote installations of DG-friendly technologies and grid architecture; aim
to ease interconnection and advance implementation of solar PV

Rate Design

Time-Varying Rates, Rate Design, Fixed
Charges and Minimum Bills

Cost-based utility rate design or rate structures designed to provide a correct or supportive price
signal for the installation and operation of solar generation facilities

Tax

Table ES- 5. Summary of Solar Implementation Option: “Industry Support”

Implementation Examples

Description

Incentives for Companies, Technology
Development, or Economic Development

Funding mechanisms designed to provide incentives for in-state solar businesses; allocated from the state
budget, RPS alternative compliance payments, RGGI proceeds and/or public good funds

Local Content Bonus Or Mandate

Incentives or requirements that give preference to projects supporting in-state investment

Customer Acquisition Cost Reduction

Strategies leveraging scale economies or other measures to increase solar participation at a lower cost

Outreach/Education/Public
Information/Voluntary Market Encouragement

Strategies designed to increase customer awareness of solar technology, voluntary and compliance solar
markets, and solar funding and financing options

Public Sector Leadership and Demonstration

State or local initiatives, such as demo projects on public properties or statewide PV goals

Creation of Public Good Funds to Support Solar
Programs/Policies

Policies establishing funds collected from ratepayers through utility bill surcharges; designed to provide
long-term funding for solar incentive programs

Installer/Inspector Training and Certification

Training and certification programs designed to build a qualified local solar workforce
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Solar Implementation in Maine
Section 2 of Volume III summarizes the current suite of implementation mechanisms applicable to solar
PV in Maine. Maine’s solar implementation mechanisms include a range of approaches that are broadly
applicable to various renewable resources and not specific to solar. Implementation mechanisms
currently used to support renewable energy implementation in Maine include net metering, shared
ownership net metering, Renewable Portfolio Standard, community-based renewable incentives, longterm contracts, time-of-use rates, and interconnection standards.

Solar Implementation in Other States: Key Themes and Lessons
Learned
Section 3 of Volume III identifies and describes solar implementation options used in other states, with
particular emphasis on the ten northeastern states identified above. The other states studied in Volume
III have established a variety ofsolar-specific implementation options specifically targeted to grow solar
penetration. Based on our analysis and evaluation of solar implementation experiences in these states,
we identify four key themes or lessons learned from these other states that may be considered
appropriate within Maine’s context.
• A comprehensive strategy to support solar PV has proven effective at increasing solar PV
penetration. In all ten states studied here, state policymakers implemented a combination of
implementation options simultaneously to maximize the support available for, and reduce
barriers to, diverse solar deployment. The Legislature may wish to consider combining various
policies, programs, rules, regulations, incentives and industry support strategies to achieve
multiple implementation objectives (e.g., develop scale economies, reduce costs, reduce risk
and create an attractive investment climate, etc.).
•

Low- or no-cost implementation options - options to enhance distributed solar adoption with
minimal financial outlay relative to direct incentive programs - are available, and may be
considered either alongside direct incentives, prior to adoption of incentives, or when there is
limited appetite for costlier measures. Certain financing enabling policies and changes to rules
and regulations such as revising building codes and implementing targeted tax measures; along
with other industry support initiatives can be implemented in various market stages with
minimal cost. Specific options are discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.2 in Volume III.

•

Sequencing implementation options in a particular order enhances the cost-effectiveness of
solar deployment. Figure 1 shows a path of implementation ordering commonly adopted by
other states.
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Figure 1 – Sequencing Solar Implementation
Market
Preparation
Market
Creation
Market
Expansion
Market
Transformation
•

•Addresses Institutional Barriers, Market Access
•Examples: Interconnection, Net Metering
•Addresses investor uncertainty, lack of existing markets, public
understanding
•Examples: Mandates, Renewable Portfolio Standards
•Addresses technology first cost, investment uncertainty
•Examples: incentives (e.g. tax, rebates, grants, FIT)
•Addresses long-term reliance on incentives, market sustainability and
competitiveness
•Examples: Green Bank, soft cost reduction, grid modernization

Adopting synergetic implementation options can advance support for increased solar
penetration, while over-stimulation and duplicative implementation objectives may impede or
disrupt healthy market growth.

Other Considerations for Solar PV Implementation
In addition to the key themes and lessons learned, the authors identify a list of considerations that the
Legislature may wish to take into account when developing a comprehensive implementation approach:
• Implementation options selected (if any) should align as best possible with the Legislature’s
definition of priorities and objectives. Table 7 in Volume III identifies a list of objectives organized
under 6 implementation priorities: market growth, equity, feasibility, compatibility with Maine’s
energy market, economic and environmental goals that the Legislature may wish to consider.
Because policy objectives like those delineated in Table 7 can conflict - specific implementation
options can maximize one objective while working counter to another - it is important that the
legislature understand the tradeoffs among these options.
•

The Legislature may wish to create leverage with polices and initiatives already in place in other
states in the region to finance local projects and support solar PV deployment in Maine. For
example, the Maine Legislature may choose to adopt implementation options that leverage net
metering benefits with RPS demand in other New England states.

•

Implementation objectives and options are subject to constraints. Examples of implementation
constraints include federal preemption via the supremacy clause of the US constitution, siting
feasibility, and grid interconnection constraints.
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Introduction
Methodology Overview
Figure 2 shows the overall calculation of 25-year levelized values, denominated in dollars per kWh. Each
of the individual benefit/cost components and numerical calculations are described in this volume.
Gross Value is the value of a centrally located, dispatchable resource. The Load Match Factor is a factor
required for capacity-related components used to take into account the effective capacity of solar as a
non-dispatchable resource. The Loss Savings Factor incorporates the added benefit associated with
avoided losses from distributed resources as compared to centrally located resources. Finally, the
Distributed PV Value represents the benefit or cost of a distributed, non-dispatchable resource, and
these are summed to give the total value.
Figure 2. Overview of value calculation

25 Year Levelized Value
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Competitive Market Structure in Maine
Note that Figure 2 does not attempt to illustrate the complexities of the competitive market structure in
Maine. For example, avoided energy cost is based on avoided wholesale energy purchases, but this
value may involve a series of transactions between the solar customer, the distribution utility, and the
energy market participants. 1

Methodology Objectives
The value of generated energy for each distributed PV system may differ because each system is a
unique combination of many factors, such as:
• Irradiance patterns and shading at PV system geographical coordinates;
• The PV system orientation, such as the azimuth and tilt angle that define the daily generation
profile;
• Interconnection point of PV system on the transmission and distribution system;
• Power market prices;
• Conductor sizing on local feeder; and
• Utility financial factors.
To calculate the value for each system would be highly impractical. Instead, it is useful to calculate
average values for a group, such as for all systems in a common utility service territory.
There is a natural tension between transparency and complexity of analysis. The intent of this
methodology is to balance these two competing objectives as best as possible. For example, to evaluate
avoided utility losses, every PV system could be modeled on the distribution system based on electrical
location, wire size, regulator settings, and other modeling details. While this would provide the most
satisfying engineering estimates, it is not practical from the standpoint of transparency because other
stakeholders do not have access to the physical circuit models or the detailed device data that
accompanies them. Implementing such a methodology would also be prohibitively costly.
Therefore, the distribution loss model incorporates simplifications that, to the extent possible, promote
understanding while yielding representative results. A reasonable simplification is to model the entire
distribution system as one device, calibrated such that all annual losses in the model agree with
empirical results found in utility-reported annual losses.
Note that the methodology described here could be applied at varying levels of granularity. For
example, the method could be applied at the level of the distribution circuit. This would require
additional detail in input data (e.g., obtaining loss factors, hourly loads, and solar production profiles

1

See, for example, rules 65-407 Chapter 301 “Standard Offer Service,” Chapter 313 “Customer Energy Net Billing,”
and Chapter 315 “Small Generator Aggregation.”
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unique to each circuit). Such an analysis would result in the costs and benefits of distributed PV at the
circuit level. For the present study, however, the objective is to determine more representative “typical”
results that may be obtained by using a larger geographical region.

Value Components
By statute, the methodology must, at a minimum, account for
• the value of the energy,
• market price effects for energy production,
• the value of its delivery,
• the value of generation capacity,
• the value of transmission capacity,
• transmission and distribution line losses; and
• the societal value of the reduced environmental impacts of the energy.
The methodology may also utilize “known and measurable evidence of the cost or benefit of solar
operation to utility ratepayers and incorporate other values into the method, including credit for
systems installed at high-value locations on the electric grid, or other factors.”
Table 1 presents the value components and the cost basis for each component.
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Table 1. Value components included in methodology.

Value Component

Basis

Legislative Guidance

Avoided Energy Cost

Avoided wholesale market purchases

Required (energy)

Avoided Generation
Capacity Cost

Avoided cost of capacity in Forward
Capacity Market

Required (generation
capacity)

Avoided Reserve
Capacity Cost

Capital cost of generation to meet
planning margins and ensure
reliability

Required (generation
capacity)

Avoided Natural Gas
Pipeline Cost

Cost of natural gas pipeline capacity
needed to serve generation plants.

Allowed (ratepayer)

Solar Integration Cost

Added cost to follow system load
with variable solar

Required (generation
capacity)

Energy Supply

Transmission Delivery Service
Avoided Transmission
Capacity Cost

Capital cost of transmission

Required (transmission
capacity)

Distribution Delivery Service
Avoided Distribution
Capacity Cost

Capital cost of distribution

Required (delivery)

Voltage Regulation

Capital cost of distribution voltage
regulation

Required (delivery)

Net Social Cost of Carbon

Externality cost

Required (environmental)

Net Social Cost of SO2

Externality cost

Required (environmental)

Net Social Cost of NOx

Externality cost

Required (environmental)

Market Price Response

Ratepayer benefit of reduced market
prices

Allowed (ratepayer)

Avoided Fuel Price
Uncertainty

Avoided risk of future volatility in
fuel prices

Allowed (ratepayer)

Environmental

Other
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Solar Penetration
Solar penetration refers to the total installed capacity of PV on the grid, generally expressed as a
percentage of the grid’s total load. The level of solar penetration on the grid is important because it
affects the calculation of the Peak Load Reduction (PLR) load-match factor (described later).
In the methodology, the near-term level of PV penetration is used. This is done so that the capacityrelated value components will reflect the near-term level of PV penetration on the grid. However, the
change in PV penetration level may be accounted for in future adjustments to the value calculation. To
the extent that PV penetration increases, future value will reflect higher PV penetration levels.

Marginal Fuel
This methodology assumes that PV displaces natural gas during PV operating hours. During some hours
of the year, other fuels (e.g., oil) may be the fuel on the margin. In these cases, natural gas displacement
is a simplifying assumption that is not expected to materially impact the overall value.

Economic Analysis Period
In evaluating the value of a distributed PV resource, the economic analysis period is set at 25 years, the
assumed useful service life of the PV system 2. Note that the sensitivity runs described later consider
other assumptions for analysis period. The methodology includes PV degradation effects as described
later.

Maine’s Electric Utility Territories
There are twelve transmission and distribution (T&D) utilities in Maine: two investor-owned utilities
(IOUs) and ten consumer-owned utilities (COUs). The IOUs—Central Maine Power Company (CMP)
and Emera Maine (EME)—serve about 95% of the total State load. As summarized in the
Commission’s Annual Report, “there are approximately 225 Maine-licensed CEPs, who collectively
currently supply about just over 50% of Maine’s retail electricity usage. The remaining usage is
supplied by the suppliers selected to provide “default” service, i.e. standard offer service. 3
This study will develop estimates for the two IOUs serving 95% of total state load using the
methodology described in this document. CMP and one of the two divisions of EME, the Bangor

2

National Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL: Solar Resource Analysis and High-Penetration PV Potential (April
2010). http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47956.pdf
3
State of Maine Public Utilities Commission 2013 Annual Report (February 2014)
http://www.maine.gov/mpuc/about/annual_report/documents/attach.pdf
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Hydro Division (BHE Division), 4 are located within the region whose transmission service and
electricity markets are managed by ISO New England (ISO-NE) 5. The other division of EME, the MPS
Division 6, is electrically isolated from ISO-NE, instead connected directly to the New Brunswick
system, and its transmission facilities and electric markets are managed by the Northern Maine
Independent System Administrator (NMISA). 7 The markets operated by ISO-NE are robust and
provide significant information which may be used directly or indirectly as data sources for this study.
NMISA is a smaller, less sophisticated system for which there is less ample market data. In some
instances, it is necessary to utilize ISO-NE values as proxies for data in the MPS territory if directly
applicable data are unavailable.

High Value Locations
The methodology could be implemented at various load aggregation regions. For example, within a
distribution utility, the same methodology could be used to calculate value for different distribution
planning areas. Such an analysis may result in differing overall values because of differing input data. For
example, in some locations, local transmission considerations may favor distributed solar more than
others. 8
It is important to note that input data must be developed for each region being analyzed. For example,
each region would require its own load data, irradiance and temperature data, infrastructure cost data,
and so on.
The analysis performed in this project is at the distribution utility level, resulting in a single set of costs
and benefits (a single total value) for each scenario considered.

4

The Bangor Hydro Division and Maine Public Service Division of Emera Maine will be treated separately as the
two districts are not electrically connected.
5
http://www.iso-ne.com/main.html
6
Owned by Emera Maine, and also referred to as Emera Maine - Maine Public District (EME-MPD).
7
http://www.nmisa.com
8
The Boothbay Non-Transmission Alternative Pilot Project is an example of a higher value location. See for
example “Interim Report: Boothbay Sub-Region Smart Grid Reliability Project,” GridSolar LLC, Docket No.
20110138, March 4, 2014.
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Figure 3. Maine’s T&D Utilities

9

9

Source: Maine Public Utilities Commission
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Methodology: Technical Analysis
Load Analysis Period
The valuation methodology requires that a number of technical parameters (PV energy production,
effective load carrying capability (ELCC) and peak load reduction (PLR) load-match factors, and
electricity-loss factors) be calculated over a fixed period of time in order to account for day-to-day
variations and seasonal effects, such as changes in solar radiation.

PV Energy Production
PV System Rating Convention
The methodology uses a rating convention for PV capacity based on alternating current (AC) delivered
energy (not direct current (DC)), taking into account losses internal to the PV system. All PV capacity
under this study is calculated by multiplying the DC rating by a Standard Test Conditions (STC) to PVUSA
Test Conditions (PTC) derate factor of 90%, by an inverter loss factor of 95%, and by an “other losses”
factor of 90%. In other words, the AC rating is assumed to be 0.90 x 0.95 x 0.90 = 0.77, or 77% of the DC
rating at standard test conditions.

PV Fleet Production Profiles
PV Fleet Production Profiles on an hourly basis over the Load Analysis Period will be developed using the
method that follows (see Analysis Approach section for descriptions of other fleet definition profiles that
will be included for sensitivity).
The fleet comprises a large set of PV systems of varying orientations (different tilt angles and azimuth
angles) at a large number of locations. The intention is to calculate costs and benefits for the PV fleet as
a whole, rather than for a specific system with specific attributes.
Sets of individual PV resources at the centroid of each zip code in the State are simulated over the Load
Analysis Period. For each zip code, individual systems are defined, each having a distinct orientation and
a capacity weighted in proportion to the expected capacity for the given orientation. The principle is
illustrated in Figure 4 where a range of tilt angles and azimuth angles are assumed, but the distribution
is skewed somewhat to the optimal energy (e.g., south-facing with 20 degree tilt angle). The actual
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weighting factors will be calculated from an analysis of all available PowerClerk® solar distributed
generation (DG) system attributes from programs in New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut. 10
Capacity will also be weighted by zip code population. For example, the City of Augusta has a population
of 19,000, while the City of Portland has a population of 66,000, or 3.5 times the population of Augusta.
Therefore, the assumed PV capacity of Portland will be assumed to be 3.5 times the capacity of Augusta,
and weather patterns in Portland are consequently more important than those in Augusta. Populations
for each zip code will be used to weight the PV capacity assumed for each zip code.
There are 384 zip codes in Maine, and approximately 15 distinct configurations will be included at each
location. Thus, there will be approximately 384 x 15 = 5,760 systems simulated for each hour of the Load
Analysis Period.
Simulations are performed using CPR’s FleetView™ software, incorporating satellite-derived irradiance
data (SolarAnywhere®). Each system will be mapped to its corresponding 10 km x 10 km weather data
grid location from which temperature, wind speed, direct normal irradiance, and global horizontal
irradiance will be taken. For each hour, the weather data will be used, array-sun angles and plane-ofarray irradiance will be calculated, and PV system output will be modeled with temperature and wind
speed corrections.

Figure 4. Illustration of capacity weighting by azimuth (x axis) and tilt angle (legend).

10

PowerClerk® is CPR’s incentive program and interconnection management tool used by utilities and energy
agencies.
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All systems will be simulated individually, and the results will be aggregated. Finally, the energy for each
hour will be divided by the fleet aggregate AC rating. The units of the PV Fleet Production time series are
kWh per hour per kW-AC (or, equivalently, average kW per kW-AC).

Marginal PV Resource
The PV Fleet Production Profile may be thought of as the hourly production of a Marginal PV Resource
having a rating of 1 kW-AC. This “resource” does not exist in practice since there is no PV system having
the output shape of the blended fleet. For ease of description, however, the term Marginal PV Resource
is used and intended to mean the fleet blend as described above.

Annual Avoided Energy
Annual Avoided Energy (kWh per kW-AC per year) is the sum of the hourly PV Fleet Production Profile
across all hours of the Load Analysis Period, divided by the number of years in the Load Analysis Period.
The result is the annual output of the Marginal PV Resource.

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 (𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘ℎ) =

∑ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃ℎ
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌𝑌

(1)

Defined in this way, the Annual Avoided Energy does not include the effects of loss savings. As described
in the Loss Analysis subsection, however, it will have to be calculated for the two loss cases (with losses
and without losses).

Load-Match Factors
Capacity-related benefits are time dependent, so it is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of PV in
supporting loads during the critical peak hours. Two different measures of effective capacity are
calculated:

•
•

Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC)
Peak Load Reduction (PLR)

Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC)
The Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) is the measure of the effective capacity for distributed PV
that can be applied to avoided generation capacity costs, avoided reserve capacity costs, and avoided
transmission capacity costs.
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In developing the method for calculating ELCC, the current ISO-NE rule for Seasonal Claimed Capability
for intermittent assets 11 was considered, namely, the median net real power output during Intermittent
Reliability Hours:
•
•

Hours ending 14:00 thru 18:00 – Summer (June thru September)
Hours ending 18:00 and 19:00 – Winter (October thru May)

As PV penetration increases over the long term, however, the hourly load profiles would be expected to
change to reflect lower net demand during daylight hours. With high penetration, this would shift the
peak to non-daylight hours. In this case, the selection of Intermittent Reliability Hours would be
expected to change to measure production on intermittent resources during the new peak hour.
In order to handle this eventuality in the high penetration scenario of this analysis, an equivalent metric
is set forth here. For purposes of this study, ELCC is defined as the median of the PV Fleet Production
Profile found in the peak 100 hours in the ISO-NE control area. Additionally, the ELCC must be calculated
for the two loss cases (with and without T&D losses, as described in the Loss Analysis subsection). This
same method will be used for all penetration scenarios, but the specific hours would be adjusted
according to hourly net load.

Peak Load Reduction (PLR)
The PLR is defined as the maximum distribution load over the Load Analysis Period (without the
Marginal PV Resource) minus the maximum distribution load over the Load Analysis Period (with the
Marginal PV Resource). The distribution load is the power entering the distribution system from the
transmission system (i.e., generation load minus transmission losses). In calculating the PLR, it is not
sufficient to limit modeling to the peak hour. All hours over the Load Analysis Period must be included in
the calculation. This is because the reduced peak load may not occur in the same hour as the original
peak load.
The PLR is calculated as follows. First, determine the maximum Hourly Distribution Load (D1) over the
Load Analysis Period. Next, create a second hourly distribution load time series by subtracting the effect
of the Marginal PV Resource, i.e., by evaluating what the new distribution load would be each hour
given the PV Fleet Shape. Next, determine the maximum load in the second time series (D2). Finally,
calculate the PLR by subtracting D2 from D1.
In other words, the PLR represents the capability of the Marginal PV Resource to reduce the peak
distribution load over the Load Analysis Period. PLR is expressed in kW per kW-AC.

11

http://iso-ne.com/staticassets/documents/committees/comm_wkgrps/othr/vrwg/mtrls/a4_commercialization_and_audit.pdf
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Additionally, the PLR must be calculated for the two loss cases (with distribution losses and without
distribution losses, as described in the Loss Analysis subsection).

Loss Savings Analysis
In order to calculate the required Loss Savings Factors on a marginal basis as described below, it will be
necessary to calculate ELCC, PLR and Annual Avoided Energy each twice. They should be calculated first
by including the effects of avoided marginal losses, and second by excluding them. For example, the
ELCC would first be calculated by including avoided transmission and distribution losses, and then recalculated assuming no losses, i.e., as if the Marginal PV Resource was a central (not distributed)
resource.
The calculations should observe the following
Table 2. Losses to be considered.

Technical Parameter

Loss Savings Considered

Avoided Annual Energy

Avoided transmission and distribution losses for every
hour of the load analysis period.

ELCC

Avoided transmission and distribution losses during the
100 peak hours in the ISO-NE control area.

PLR

Avoided distribution losses (not transmission) at peak.

When calculating avoided marginal losses, the analysis will satisfy the following requirements:
1. Avoided losses are to be calculated on an hourly basis over the Load Analysis Period. The
avoided losses are to be calculated based on the generation (and import) power during the hour
and the expected output of the Marginal PV Resource during the hour.
2. Avoided losses in the transmission system and distribution systems are to be evaluated
separately using distinct loss factors based on the most recent study data available.
3. Avoided losses should be calculated on a marginal basis. The marginal avoided losses are the
difference in hourly losses between the case without the Marginal PV Resource, and the case
with the Marginal PV Resource. Avoided average hourly losses are not calculated. For example,
if the Marginal PV Resource were to produce 1 kW of power for an hour in which total customer
load is 1000 kW, then the avoided losses would be the calculated losses at 1000 kW of customer
load minus the calculated losses at 999 kW of load.
4. Distribution losses should be based on the power entering the distribution system, after
transmission losses.
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5. Avoided transmission losses should take into account not only the marginal PV generation, but
also the avoided marginal distribution losses.
6. Calculations of avoided losses should not include no-load losses (e.g., corona, leakage current).
Only load-related losses should be included.
7. Calculations of avoided losses in any hour should take into account the non-linear relationship
between losses and load (load-related losses are proportional to the square of the load,
assuming constant voltage). For example, the total load-related losses during an hour with a
load of 2X would be approximately 4 times the total load-related losses during an hour with a
load of only X.

Loss Savings Factors
The Energy Loss Savings Factor (as a percentage) is defined as:
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
= 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 �1 + 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 �

(2)

Equation ( 2 ) is then rearranged to solve for the Energy Loss Savings Factor:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
−1
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(3)

Similarly, the PLR Loss Savings Factor is defined as:
𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
−1
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 =

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿
−1
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜

(4)

And the ELCC Loss Savings Factor is defined as:
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Methodology: Economic Analysis
The following subsections provide a methodology for performing the economic calculations to derive
gross values in $/kWh for each of the value components.
Important note: The economic analysis is initially performed as if PV was centrally-located (without losssaving benefits of distributed location) and with output perfectly correlated to load. Real-world
adjustments are made later in the final value result by including the results of the loss savings and load
match analyses.

Discount Factors
For this analysis, year 0 corresponds to the year of installation of the PV systems in question. As an
example, if the calculation is performed for PV installations between January 1, 2014 and December 31,
2014, then year 0 would be 2014, year 1 would be 2015, and so on.
For each year i, a discount factor is given by
𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖 =

1
(1 + 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)𝑖𝑖

(6)

DiscountRate is the utility Weighted Average Cost of Capital.
Similarly, a risk-free discount factor is given by:
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 =

1
(1 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅)𝑖𝑖

(7)

RiskFreeDiscountRate is based on the yields of current Treasury securities 12 of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 20, and 30
year maturation dates. RiskFreeDiscountRate is used once in the calculation of the Avoided Fuel Costs.
Finally, an environmental discount factor is given by:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 =

1
(1 + 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸)𝑖𝑖

(8)

EnvironmentalDiscountRate is based on the 3% real discount rate that has been determined to be an
appropriate societal discount rate for future environmental benefits. 13 As the methodology requires a

12

See http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/data-chart-center/interestrates/Pages/TextView.aspx?data=yield
13
http://www.epa.gov/oms/climate/regulations/scc-tsd.pdf
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nominal discount rate, this 3% real discount rate is converted into its equivalent nominal discount rate
as follows: 14
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁
= (1 + 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅) × (1 + 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺) − 1

(9)

The EnvironmentalDiscountRate is used once in the calculation of the Avoided Environmental Costs.
PV degradation is accounted for in the economic calculations by reductions of the annual PV production
in future years. As such, the PV production in kWh per kW-AC for the marginal PV resource in year I is
given by:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃0 × (1 − PVDegradationRate)𝑖𝑖

( 10 )

where PVDegradationRate is the annual rate of PV degradation (see assumptions below).
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃0 is the Annual Avoided Energy for the Marginal PV Resource.

PV capacity in year i for the Marginal PV Resource, taking into account degradation, equals:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 = (1 − PVDegradationRate)𝑖𝑖

( 11 )

Avoided Energy Cost

Avoided energy costs are based on ISO-NE hourly real time locational marginal prices for the Maine load
zone. The first year avoided cost is calculated as follows:

AvoidedEnergyCost 0 = � 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿ℎ × 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ

( 12 )

The first year Avoided Energy Cost will be calculated using 2013 Locational Marginal Price (LMP) data.
For future years, the first year cost will be escalated using a combination of NYMEX natural gas futures
(first 12 years) and United States Energy Information Agency (EIA) forecast of natural gas prices for
electric power between 2014 and 2038. 15

Avoided Generation Capacity Cost

14

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nominal_interest_rate
http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/aeo/tablebrowser/#release=AEO2014&subject=16-AEO2014&table=3AEO2014&region=1-1&cases=ref2014-d102413a
15
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The avoided generation capacity cost is based on the expected cost of generation capacity by zone in
the ISO-NE Forward Capacity Market (FCM). Because of the recent adoption by ISO-NE (and approval by
FERC) of a major revision to the FCM market structure (downward sloping demand curve, zonal price
differentiation), historical FCM data is not a good indicator of future FCM prices. Clearing prices for
forward capacity auctions (FCAs) 5 through 8, which span the present through mid-2018, will be used for
those years. Thereafter, the FCM prices will be based on a simulated forecast recently completed by
ISO-NE’s consultant using data published in the 2014 IRP for Connecticut. 16 These prices will be
annualized and adjusted for inflation. Prices beyond ten years will be escalated at the general escalation
rate.
For the MPS territory, which lies outside the ISO-NE, the ISO-NE FCM prices and methodology as
described above will be used as a proxy for capacity value.
The methodology should be modified as necessary in the future to address future ISO-NE rule changes
or procedural changes affecting capacity markets.

Avoided Reserve Capacity Cost
Distributed PV energy is delivered to the distribution system, not transmission. Therefore, as load is
reduced the reserve requirement is reduced, similar to energy efficiency.
The methodology is identical to the generation capacity cost calculation, except utility costs are
multiplied by the applicable reserve capacity margin for ISO-NE and NMISA, as applicable for CMP and
EME-BHD, and EME-MPD, respectively. Net ICR (not ICR) will be used in the calculation.

Avoided Natural Gas Pipeline Cost
An additional source of potentially avoided energy cost not reflected in market energy prices may be
found in the current New England natural gas pipeline shortage. At present, as a general matter, most
natural gas plants do not pay for firm pipeline capacity. To alleviate pipeline constraints into New
England that have caused recent winter electricity prices to balloon - a situation expected to continue
without investment in alleviating such pipeline constraints – the governors of Maine and other New
England states have collaborated on the New England Governors Regional Infrastructure Initiative.
While this initiative is currently still a proposal, if adopted, it calls for electric utilities to invest in pipeline
capacity and to recover cost through electricity rates charged to load via the ISO-New England tariff.

16

See p. 52, Figure 18, in 2014 Integrated Resource Plan for Connecticut, Draft for Public Comment, December 11,
2014, available at:
http://www.dpuc.state.ct.us/DEEPEnergy.nsf/c6c6d525f7cdd1168525797d0047c5bf/132be6748b06f72e85257dab
005fb98e/$FILE/CTIRP%202014%20Main%20Report%20-%20DRAFT%20-%20Final.pdf.
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Likewise, Maine is conducting a docket to consider a similar pipeline procurement, through which the
PUC might seek proposals and if attractive, order electric and/or gas utilities to enter contracts. 17 Such
an approach would layer onto electricity rates an additional cost potentially avoidable by solar PV
electricity generation that is not embedded in market electric energy (LMP prices). Such gas pipeline
costs, if funded through ISO tariff charges outside of energy market prices, would be incremental to the
extent that the natural gas market price projections underlying energy market price projections
presume the existence of this new pipeline capacity serving to lower natural gas commodity prices.
However, since the inclusion of gas pipeline costs in electricity prices is an uncertainty, this component
is not included in the analysis. Instead, it is left as a placeholder to be applied, as appropriate, in future
studies. For additional considerations about methodology, see the Appendix.

Solar Integration Cost
Solar Integration Cost covers the additional costs of operating reserves necessary to handle increases
and decreases in fleet power output corresponding to solar variability. The modeling of variability and
the calculation of reserve requirements is a complex task that is beyond the present project scope, so
we look to other available studies for guidance. The most complete study of variable generation for New
England is the New England Wind Integration Study (NEWIS). 18 This study assessed the operational
effects of large-scale wind integration in New England. As distributed solar is expected to have lower
variability than wind because of its more distributed nature, the use of NEWIS results may be considered
an upper bound on solar integration costs.
The analysis is based on the “Partial Queue Build Out” scenario of 1,140 MW of wind, providing
approximately 2.5% of forecasted annual energy demand. This compares with the approximately 10 MW
of solar installed today, or over 100 times the current capacity of distributed solar. So, the study is highly
conservative for our purposes both on the basis of geographical dispersion and penetration level.
The study included estimates of the following reserve requirements, and compared this to the study
scenario with no wind (load only):
• 10-Minute Spinning Reserve (TMSR)
• Thirty Minute Operating Reserve (TMOR)
• Ten-Minute Non-Spinning Reserve (TMNSR)
The current methodology is based on the sum of these reserve requirements (Total Operating Reserve,
TOR). The incremental TOR (study scenario less load only scenario) will be divided by the incremental
wind capacity (1,140 MW) to give the incremental TOR as a percentage of renewable capacity. This
17

See ME PUC Docket 014-00071, “Investigation into the Parameters for Exercising Authority Pursuant to the
Maine Energy Cost Reduction Act.”
18
Available at http://www.iso-ne.com/staticassets/documents/committees/comm_wkgrps/prtcpnts_comm/pac/reports/2010/newis_report.pdf
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value will be applied to the unit rating of the Marginal PV Resource and multiplied by the installed cost
of a simple cycle aeroderivative gas turbine. An adjustment will be added to account for decreased
efficiency of the units to address intermittent PV output.

Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost
Distributed PV has the potential to avoid or defer transmission investments, provided that they are
made for the purpose of providing capacity, and provided that the solar production is coincident with
the peak.
In an unconstrained environment, the expectation is that distributed generation can help avoid or defer
transmission investment otherwise necessary to bring electricity generation from power plants
connected to the transmission system at some point distant from load. The challenge is finding the cost
of future transmission that is avoidable or deferrable through the use of DG. As a proxy for this price,
transmission tariffs used to recover historical costs may be used.
In ISO-New England, network transmission service to load is provided under the ISO-NE Open Access
Transmission Tariff (OATT) 19 as a per-KW demand charge that is a function of monthly system peaks.
The charges for the transmission system is divided into charges recovering the cost of Pool Transmission
Facilities (PTF) providing Regional Network Service (RNS) plus the cost of local transmission facilities not
recovered under the RNS rate.
For this study, the savings that results by the reduction of distributed PV on the RNS portion of the cost
is quantified. Savings on local transmission facilities may potentially be found for distributed PV from
experience implementing “non-transmission alternatives.” 20 Such potential savings are not included in
the present study due to the site-specific nature of the reliability issues. However, the avoided local
transmission costs observed in the Boothbay Pilot Project are included as an out of present study
illustration of the added value of distributed solar in this region.
Avoided RNS costs are estimated by determining the savings to the distribution utility that would result
from a reduction of monthly peak demands and the resulting reduction in network load allocation.
Using the PV Fleet Production Profile and the hourly loads of the ISO-NE Maine load zone, the average
monthly reduction in network load is calculated for the Marginal PV Resource. For example, the
reduction in January network load for a given year will be calculated by subtracting the hourly load by
the PV Fleet Production for that hour, repeating for every hour of the month. The peak load for the
month without PV is compared to the peak load with PV, and the difference, if any, is considered the

19

http://www.iso-ne.com/static-assets/documents/regulatory/tariff/sect_2/oatt/sect_ii.pdf
See for example “Interim Report: Boothbay Sub-Region Smart Grid Reliability Project,” GridSolar LLC, Docket No.
20110138, March 4, 2014.

20
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reduction in network load for that month. This will be done for all January months in the Load Analysis
Period, and the average over all years will be taken as the January network load reduction. The same
procedure is used for the remaining months, and the results averaged using the same calculation as
found in the ISO-NE Schedule 9 RNS rates. 21 The results are expressed in kW of average annual network
load reduction per kW-AC of rated PV capacity. This result is assumed to be the same for the utility
regions in the analysis in the ISO-NE control area. No avoided regional transmission capacity cost will be
calculated for Emera Maine – Maine Public District, as it is not located in the ISO-NE region and
therefore does not pay for regional network service.
The savings to the distribution utility are calculated based on the reduced load. However, an adjustment
is first made to re-calculate the current RNS rate (currently $89.79639 per kW-yr) to account for the load
reduction. The new rate, when applied to each local network taking into account the reduced load at the
utility being evaluated, will result in the same total revenue requirement as in Schedule 9.
The re-calculated rate is multiplied by the network load reduction to give the first-year savings. This
savings will be escalated at the general escalation rate over each year of the study and levelized.

Avoided Distribution Capacity Cost
As peak demand grows, distribution circuits and substations can approach capacity limits, requiring
capital investments in distribution plant. Under these conditions, distributed PV can potentially defer or
avoid the need to make these investments, provided that PV production is coincident with the local
demand.
However, forecasted peak loads in Maine are generally flat, so capacity-related distribution investments
are not anticipated. Therefore, this potential benefit is not included in the study, and is left as a
placeholder for future studies as applicable.
One method that may be used to calculate avoided distribution capacity costs in future studies is
included in the Appendix. Another approach would be to approximate costs in Maine by using values
from other studies. 22

Voltage Regulation
Distribution utilities have the responsibility to deliver electricity to customers within specified voltage
windows as required by State rules. 23 When PV or other distributed generation resources are introduced

21

http://www.iso-ne.com/stlmnts/iso_rto_tariff/supp_docs/2014/pto_ac_info_filing_061214.pdf
See for example, Net Metering in Mississippi: Costs, Benefits, and Policy Considerations, prepared for the Public
Service Commission of Mississippi, September 19, 2014, at pp 28-29 and Figure 12.
23
See, for example, rule 65-407 Chapter 32 “Electric Utilities Service Standards.”
22
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onto the grid, this can affect line voltages depending upon generator rating, available solar resource,
load, line conditions, and other factors. Furthermore, at the distribution level (in contrast to
transmission) PV systems are more geographically concentrated. Depending upon concentration and
weather variability, PV could cause fluctuations in voltage that would require additional regulation.
In some cases, these effects will require that utilities make modifications to the distribution system (e.g.,
adding voltage regulation or transformer capacity) to address the technical concerns. For purposes of
this study, it is assumed that such costs are born by the solar generator as required by ISO-NE
interconnection procedures and Chapter 324 of the Commission’s rules. Consequently, no cost is
assumed related to interconnection costs.

Advanced Inverters
Advanced inverter technology is available to provide additional services which may be beneficial to the
operation of the distribution system. These inverters can curtail production on demand, source or sink
reactive power, and provide voltage and frequency ride through. These functions have already been
proven in electric power systems in Europe and may be introduced in the U.S. in the near term once
regulatory standards and markets evolve to incorporate them.
Based on these considerations, it is reasonable to expect that at some point in the future, distributed PV
may offer additional benefits, and Voltage Regulation is kept as a placeholder for future value analyses.

Avoided Environmental Costs
With distributed PV, environmental emissions including carbon dioxide (CO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), and
nitrous oxides (NOx) will be avoided, and these value components are defined to reflect these benefits.
Other indirect environmental impacts are not included.
Estimates of avoided environmental costs will be done in two steps: (1) determine the annual avoided
emissions in tons of pollutant per MWh of PV production; and (2) applying forecasted market prices and
societal costs to the avoided emissions.

Calculating Avoided Emissions
Avoided emissions are calculated using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) “AVoided
Emissions and geneRation Tool” (AVERT) 24 which calculates state-specific hourly avoided emissions of
carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxides (NOx), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). The tool will use the Northeast data
file to provide region-specific results.

24

http://epa.gov/avert/
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Hourly avoided emissions are calculated using the PV Fleet Production Profile, and the average avoided
emissions per year over the Load Analysis Period will be used as the annual avoided emissions per kWh.

Net Social Cost of Carbon
The enabling statute in Maine calls for “the societal value of the reduced environmental impacts of the
energy.” To accomplish this objective, the value comprising federal social cost of CO2 is included in this
methodology. However, avoided carbon costs are already partially embedded in the energy value due to
provider compliance with allowable carbon caps. Therefore, the approach will be to determine the “net”
social cost of carbon by first calculating the total Social Cost of Carbon (SCC), then subtracting out the
embedded carbon allowances costs that are already included in the energy value.
Embedded carbon costs are represented by Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) forecasted
market prices for carbon allowances. However, the EPA Clean Power Plan Section 111(d) of the Clean Air
Act is expected to change future RGGI allowance prices from current forecasts. RGGI is a likely
mechanism for Maine’s compliance with the Clean Power Plan, and the use of RGGI for compliance may
require a tightening of the emission cap that would result in higher allowance prices.
To address this concern and other dynamics of the market, the Synapse CO2 Price Report 25 is used as the
best available price forecast for carbon prices. Annual avoided emissions calculated from AVERT will be
multiplied by the Low Case values for each year, adjusted for PV degradation.
The total avoided SCC for each year is calculated as follows. The SCC values for each year through 2050
are published in 2007 dollars per metric ton. 26 For example, the SCC for 2020 (3.0% discount rate
scenario, average) is $43 per metric ton of CO2 emissions in 2007 dollars. These costs are adjusted for
inflation, converted to dollars per short ton, and converted to cost per kWh using the AVERT analysis
results, adjusting for PV degradation.
For each study year, the avoided allowance costs are subtracted from the SCC value to get the annual
net value. These values will then be levelized using the environmental discount rate.

Net Social Cost of SO2
The approach for SO2 is similar to that of CO2 in that the cost of compliance, internalized in the New
England energy prices, is subtracted from the social cost, resulting in the “net” social cost of SO2.

25

P. Lucklow, e.t., “CO2 Price Report, Spring 2014,” Synapse Energy Economics, Inc., available at
http://www.synapse-energy.com. See Table 4.
26
The annual Social Cost of Carbon values are listed in table A1 of the Social Cost of Carbon Technical Support
Document, found at: http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/assets/inforeg/technical-update-socialcost-of-carbon-for-regulator-impact-analysis.pdf.
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Internalized compliance costs are calculated by applying the latest EPA allowance clearing price 27 under
the Acid Rain Program to the AVERT analysis results, adjusting for inflation and PV degradation, and
levelizing using the utility discount rate.
Social costs are taken from the EPA Regulatory Impact Analysis 28 estimated health co-benefit values for
its recently proposed 111(d) Clean Power Plan for 2020. For example, the 2020 SO2 costs for the East
Region at the 3% discount rate are $65,000 per ton (midpoint of $40,000 and $90,000). For any given
year of PV production (including degradation), this cost (adjusted for inflation) would be applied to the
avoided emissions as calculated in AVERT, and discounted at the 3% rate. The net present value (NPV)
would be similarly calculated for each year, summed, and levelized using the same 3% rate.
The net social cost of SO2 would then be the levelized social cost, less the levelized compliance cost.

Net Social Cost of NOx
The net social cost of NOx is also based on the principle of social cost minus internalized compliance
cost. However, neither Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) 29 nor the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)
regulating NOX is applicable in New England. Consequently the compliance cost is assumed to be zero.
The social cost is based on the 2020 NOx costs for the East Region at the 3% discount rate, calculated in
the manner described above for SOx.

Market Price Response
In markets that are structured where the last unit of generation sets the price for all generation, clearing
prices for energy and capacity tend to be correlated with load demand. An example of energy clearing
price-load relationship is shown in Figure 5 for a northeastern utility.

27

http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/trading/2014/14summary.html
See p. 4-26, Table 4-7, of the Regulator Impact Analysis at http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201406/documents/20140602ria-clean-power-plan.pdf.
29
For more information, see http://www.epa.gov/crossstaterule/
28
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Figure 5. LMP vs. load for a large northeastern utility.

Because dispersed PV is a must-run, often user-sited resource, its impact vis-à-vis other generating
resources amounts to reducing energy and capacity requirements, and per the above relationship, to
reduce the market clearing price.
Two cost responses occur when distributed PV generation is deployed.
• First, there is the direct savings that occurs due to a reduction in load and required capacity.
These are the PV energy value and PV capacity value which are explicitly calculated as
transmission energy and capacity value as explained above and are not a market response
effects.
• Second, there is the indirect market price response effect. Distributed PV generation reduces
market demand and this reduction results in lower prices to all those purchasing energy and
capacity from the market.
Several approaches have been proposed to quantify market response, including a first-principle
methodology developed by Clean Power Research and applied in a solar value study for the Mid-Atlantic
and Pennsylvania regions. 30
For this project, we apply the results of the Demand Reduction Induced Price Effects (DRIPE)
methodology described in the 2013 Avoided Energy Supply Costs in New England (AESC) study. This
study constitutes a reviewed, defendable precedent for the region and covers each New England state
individually, including the State of Maine.
30

Perez, R., Norris, B., Hoff, T., The Value of Distributed Solar Electric Generation to New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
November 2012, prepared for Mid-Atlantic Solar Energy Industry Association and the Pennsylvania Solar Energy
Industries Association, found at: http://mseia.net/site/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/MSEIA-Final-Benefits-ofSolar-Report-2012-11-01.pdf .
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The study quantifies both energy and capacity DRIPE. Both effects are derived from an empirical linear
fit of the relationship between clearing energy and capacity market prices and load demand. In addition
the DRIPE methodology accounts for market response decay over time and for inertial lag before market
response translate into savings.
Market response decay: this reflects the likelihood that the market adjusts to the reduction in
prices over time (e.g., via induced increased load, and/or generating units retirement and/or
participation in other markets) so that market prices eventually return to the level they would
have reached without DRIPE.
Inertial lag: Market capacity prices are not affected by demand reduction in the years for which
capacity prices have already been determined by the auction floor price. Therefore capacity
DRIPE does not take effect until after 3 years. Energy DRIPE impacts markets immediately;
however, much of the energy purchased at market price for retail load is priced in advance.
Therefore the full magnitude of the energy DRIPE only takes effect 2-3 years after PV
deployment.

Application of DRIPE results to PV generation
Capacity: The DRIPE method for capacity was developed assuming that demand is displaced by
efficiency – i.e. a guaranty of demand reduction. PV demand reduction is not guaranteed at full installed
capacity but is limited to the resource’s effective capacity as quantified by the ELCC. Therefore the
results of the AESC study’s capacity DRIPE value per kW/month will be reduced by the ELCC factor.
Finally PV capacity DRIPE will be prorated per generated PV MWh to be consistent with the other
tabulated PV values. This procedure is detailed in equation ( 13 ):
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ =

12×𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ×𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

( 13 )

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

Where 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 is the AESC DRIPE capacity value per kW per month and 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 is the nominal
MWh out per installed PV kW.
Energy: The DRIPE methodology includes four empirically derived market price-load relationships
covering summer and winter seasons and on-peak and off-peak periods. The period-specific fit is done
to account for the exponential character of the price/load relationships as illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, the
DRIPE energy value will be determined by apportioning PV output to the four time periods, per Equation
( 14 ).
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ =

( 14 )

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ×𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 +𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ×𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 +𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 ×𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 +𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 ×𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

Where 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the annual nominal PV output. 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 and 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 respectively
represent nominal PV energy output during the summer on-peak and off-peak and winter on-peak and
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off-peak periods. 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 , 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 and 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 represent the corresponding AESC DRIPE
energy values per MWh.
Finally since the AESC DRIPE energy and capacity numbers are determined to be effective as of 2014,
they will be escalated one year using the present study’s escalation rate so as to be effective in 2015.
The DRIPE calculations will take into account Maine’s hedged positions by assuming that Power
Purchase Agreements and Long-Term Contracts for annual energy purchases will be about 8.5% of
annual sales in the ISO-NE portion of Maine (CMP and EME-BHD).
Underlying assumptions
The market price response calculation methodology makes two key assumptions.
• Recent historical data have been used to build the LMP and capacity vs load models. This
assumes that the relationships are not evolving so rapidly as to invalidate the assumption.
• The major portion of energy clearing price transactions occurs on the day-ahead market. The
present methodology assumes that day-ahead exchange-wide solar production forecasts are
accurate enough to capture day-ahead value without the risk of creating large spikes on the
balancing real time market. Given the state of the art in current regional solar forecasting, this
assumption appears reasonable.

Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty
This value accounts for the fuel price volatility of natural gas generation that is not present for solar
generation. To put these two generation alternatives on the same footing, we calculate the cost that
would be incurred to remove the price uncertainty for the amount of energy associated with solar
generation.
Note that price volatility is also mitigated by other sources (wind, nuclear, and hydro). Therefore, the
methodology is designed to quantify the hedge associated only with the gas that is displaced by PV.
To eliminate the fuel price uncertainty in year i, one could enter into a futures contract for natural gas
delivery in year i, and invest sufficient funds today in risk-free securities that mature in year i. The steps
required are therefore as follows:
• Obtain the natural gas futures price for year i.
• Calculate the amount of avoided fuel based on an assumed heat rate and on the amount of
anticipated plant degradation in year i, and calculate this future cost.
• Obtain the risk-free interest rate corresponding to maturation in year i.
• Discount the expense to obtain the present value using the risk-free discount rate.
• Subtract from this result the energy value, which is obtained by discounting the future
expense at the utility discount rate. Note that this may not be equal to the energy value
obtained through the use of electricity market values.
• The remaining value is the avoided risk.
• Levelize the avoided risk value using the risk-free discount rate.
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•

Repeat for all remaining years in the study period and sum.

There are a few practical difficulties with this method, requiring some simplifying assumptions. First, it is
difficult to obtain futures prices for contracts as long as the assumed PV life. The most readily available
public data is the NYMEX market prices, but these are available only for 12 years. As a simplification, the
methodology assumes NYMEX prices for the first 12 years, and then escalated values as described in the
Avoided Energy Cost section.
Second, while U.S. government securities provide a public source of effectively risk-free returns, these
securities are only available for selected terms. For example, Treasury notes are available with
maturities of 2, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years, but when it is necessary to have a yield corresponding to 6 years,
there is no security available. To overcome this problem, linear interpolation is employed as required.
Finally, the selection of heat rate will be projected based on the declining trend of Locational Marginal
Unit (LMU) heat rates as described in the ISO-NE Electric Generator Air Emissions Report. 31

31

2012 ISO New England Electric Generator Air Emissions Report, found at http://www.isone.com/genrtion_resrcs/reports/emission/2012_emissions_report_final_v2.pdf.
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Appendix 1: Avoided Distribution Capacity Cost
The following discussion is intended to inform future evaluations of transmission costs avoided by
distributed solar in the State of Maine. Distribution capacity costs are not included in the present
analysis because it is assumed that peak loads are not increasing in the foreseeable future.
Avoided distribution capacity costs are determined using actual data from each of the last 10 years and
peak growth rates are based on the utility’s estimated future growth over the next 15 years. The costs
and growth rate must be taken over the same time period because the historical investments must be
tied to the growth associated with those investments.
All costs for each year for FERC accounts 360, 361, 362, 365, 366, and 367 should be included. These
costs, however, should be adjusted to consider only capacity-related amounts as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. (EXAMPLE) Determination of deferrable costs.

Account

Account Name

Additions ($)
[A]

Retirements ($)
[R]

Net Additions ($)
= [A] - [R]

Capacity
Related?

Deferrable
($)

DISTRIBUTION PLANT
360

Land and Land Rights

13,931,928

233,588

13,698,340

100%

13,698,340

361

Structures and Improvements

35,910,551

279,744

35,630,807

100%

35,630,807

362

Station Equipment

478,389,052

20,808,913

457,580,139

100%

457,580,139

363

Storage Battery Equipment

364

Poles, Towers, and Fixtures

310,476,864

9,489,470

300,987,394

365

Overhead Conductors and Devices

349,818,997

22,090,380

327,728,617

25%

81,932,154

366

210,115,953

10,512,018

199,603,935

25%

49,900,984

367

Underground Conduit
Underground Conductors and
Devices

902,527,963

32,232,966

870,294,997

25%

217,573,749

368

Line Transformers

389,984,149

19,941,075

370,043,074

369

Services

267,451,206

5,014,559

262,436,647

370

Meters

118,461,196

4,371,827

114,089,369

371

Installations on Customer Premises
Leased Property on Customer
Premises

22,705,193

Street Lighting and Signal Systems
Asset Retirement Costs for
Distribution Plant

53,413,993

3,022,447

50,391,546

15,474,098

2,432,400

13,041,698

3,168,661,143

130,429,387

3,038,231,756

372
373
374
TOTAL
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Cost per unit growth ($ per kW) is calculated by taking all of the total deferrable cost for each year,
adjusting for inflation, and dividing by the kW increase in peak annual load over the 10 years.
Future growth in peak load is based on the utility’s estimated future growth over the next 15 years. It is
calculated using the ratio of peak loads of the fifteenth year (year 15) and the peak load from the first
year (year 1):
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺ℎ𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒 = �

𝑃𝑃15 1/14
�
−1
𝑃𝑃1

( 15 )

If the resulting growth rate is zero or negative (before adding solar PV), set the avoided distribution
capacity to zero.
A sample economic value calculation is presented in Table 4. The distribution cost for the first year
($200 per kW in the example) is taken from the analysis of historical cost and estimated growth as
described above. This cost is escalated each year.
For each future year, the amount of new distribution capacity is calculated based on the growth rate,
and this is multiplied by the cost per kW to get the cost for the year. The total discounted cost is
calculated ($149M) and amortized over the 25 years.
PV is assumed to be installed in sufficient capacity to allow this investment stream to be deferred for
one year. The total discounted cost of the deferred time series is calculated ($140M) and amortized.
Utility costs are calculated using the difference between the amortized costs of the conventional plan
and the amortized cost of the deferred plan. For example, the utility cost for 2022 is ($14M $13M)/54MW x 1000 W/kW = $14 per effective kW of PV. As before, utility prices are back-calculated
using PV production, and the value component rate is calculated such that the total discounted amount
equals the discounted utility cost.
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Table 4. (EXAMPLE) Economic value of avoided distribution capacity cost.

Conventional Distribution Planning
Year

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039

Distribution
Cost
($/kW)
$200
$204
$208
$212
$216
$221
$225
$230
$234
$239
$244
$249
$254
$259
$264
$269
$275
$280
$286
$291
$297
$303
$309
$315
$322
$328

New Dist.
Capacity
(MW)
50
50
51
51
52
52
53
53
54
54
55
55
56
56
57
57
58
59
59
60
60
61
62
62
63
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Capital
Cost
($M)
$10
$10
$11
$11
$11
$11
$12
$12
$13
$13
$13
$14
$14
$15
$15
$15
$16
$16
$17
$17
$18
$18
$19
$20
$20

Disc.
Capital Cost
($M)
$10
$9
$9
$9
$8
$8
$7
$7
$7
$6
$6
$6
$6
$5
$5
$5
$5
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$3
$3

Amortized
$M/yr
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14

$149
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Deferred Distribution Planning
Def. Dist.
Def. Capital Disc. Capital Amortized
Capacity
Cost
Cost
(MW)
($M)
($M)
$M/yr
$13
50
$10
$9
$13
50
$10
$9
$13
51
$11
$9
$13
51
$11
$8
$13
52
$11
$8
$13
52
$12
$7
$13
53
$12
$7
$13
53
$12
$7
$13
54
$13
$6
$13
54
$13
$6
$13
55
$14
$6
$13
55
$14
$6
$13
56
$14
$5
$13
56
$15
$5
$13
57
$15
$5
$13
57
$16
$5
$13
58
$16
$4
$13
59
$17
$4
$13
59
$17
$4
$13
60
$18
$4
$13
60
$18
$4
$13
61
$19
$3
$13
62
$19
$3
$13
62
$20
$3
$13
63
$21
$3
$140
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CONTINUED

Year
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039

p.u. PV
Production
(kWh)
1800
1791
1782
1773
1764
1755
1747
1738
1729
1721
1712
1703
1695
1686
1678
1670
1661
1653
1645
1636
1628
1620
1612
1604
1596

Utility
($)
$16
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$13
$13
$13
$13
$13
$13
$13
$13
$12
$12

Costs

VOS
($)
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$15
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$14
$13
$13
$13

Discount
Factor

Disc. Costs
Utility
VOS

1.000
0.926
0.857
0.794
0.735
0.681
0.630
0.583
0.540
0.500
0.463
0.429
0.397
0.368
0.340
0.315
0.292
0.270
0.250
0.232
0.215
0.199
0.184
0.170
0.158

Validation: Present Value
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($)
$16
$14
$13
$12
$11
$10
$9
$9
$8
$7
$7
$6
$6
$5
$5
$4
$4
$4
$3
$3
$3
$3
$2
$2
$2

($)
$15
$14
$13
$12
$11
$10
$9
$8
$8
$7
$7
$6
$6
$5
$5
$4
$4
$4
$3
$3
$3
$3
$2
$2
$2

$166

$166

Prices
Utility
VOS
($/kWh)
$0.009
$0.009
$0.009
$0.009
$0.009
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008

($/kWh)
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
$0.008
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Appendix 2: Avoided Natural Gas Pipeline Costs
This appendix includes considerations for future value studies to be applied as appropriate. This
component will not be included in the current study.
While solar PV production is certainly not at its peak during the winter, PV does produce energy during
winter peak periods reflected in price spikes in the natural gas transportation basis from Henry Hub to
New England Burner tip. Reduced energy demand due to PV production during these periods could
potentially avoid or defer expenditures on pipeline expenditures.
Because pipeline gas is a daily delivery commodity (the pipeline serves effectively as storage within the
day), the expected impact would be expected to correlate with average daily PV production during
winter peak months with elevated pipeline basis differentials.
The calculation would be as follows:
• Only winter hours are included (summer is assumed to be negligible).
• Average winter PV production is calculated from the PV Fleet Shape for the winter hours.
• The first year cost is calculated by multiplying the average winter PV production (kWh per
kW-AC) by the winter average ISO-NE marginal heat rate (Btu per kWh) and the pipeline
capacity price ($ per MMBtu) and applying unit conversions.
• Future year values are escalated using general escalation, and the time series is levelized.
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Solar Valuation Results
Using the methodology described in Volume I, the benefits and costs of distributed solar were
evaluated, and the results are presented and summarized here. In addition, details of the calculations
are provided in the appendices, as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix 1: Fleet Modeling
Appendix 2: Fleet Modeling Results
Appendix 3: Technical Factors
Appendix 4: Cost Calculations
Appendix 5: Annual VOS Calculations
Appendix 6: Sensitivity Cases

Key assumptions for the CMP Base Case Analysis are shown in Table 5. The assumed discount rate,
technical factors, and transmission average monthly peak reduction are unique to CMP—values for
Emera Maine’s Bangor Hydro District (BHD) and Maine Public District (MPD) use different assumptions
for these values. Sensitivity cases (Appendix 6) consider a range of other assumptions for fleet makeup
(e.g., fleets comprising designs for optimal capacity), PV life and degradation, and other factors.
Figure 6 presents the overall value results for the CMP Base Case in the first year. Avoided market
costs—including Energy Supply, Transmission Delivery, and Distribution Delivery—are $0.09 per kWh.
Additional societal benefits are $0.092 per kWh. Avoided NG Pipeline Cost, Avoided Distribution
Capacity Cost, and Voltage Regulation are included as placeholders for future evaluations, but results
are not included here for reasons described in the methodology.
Avoided market costs represent the benefits and costs associated with capital and operating expenses
normally recovered from ratepayers, such as wholesale energy purchases and capacity. Societal benefits
are those which accrue to society but are not typically included in setting rates. For example, the social
cost of carbon is based on an estimate of costs that will be incurred to mitigate future impacts of carbon
emissions, but those costs are not reflected in electric rates.
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Long Term Value
Figure ES- 2 provides additional details in the benefit and cost calculations, including load match factors
and loss savings factors, and the costs and benefits are shown as 25 year levelized values.

provides additional details in the benefit and cost calculations, including load match factors and loss
savings factors, and the costs and benefits are shown as 25 year levelized values.

Table 5. CMP Base Case Assumptions

Treasury Yields

Economic Factors
Start Year for VOS applicability
Discount rate (WACC)
Discount Rate - Environmental
General escalation rate

2016
10.32%
3.00%
1.80%

per year
per year
per year

54.4%
6.2%
9.3%

% of rating
% of PV output
% of PV output

Technical Factors
ELCC (no loss)
Loss Savings - Energy
Loss Savings - ELCC

1628
0.5%
25

kWh per kW-AC
per year
years

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

57.49
13.6%
$16.23
1.75%
$89.80
0.239
7,615

$ per MWh
%
$ per kW-mo
% of solar cap.
$ per kW-yr
kW per kW-AC
BTU per kWh

2023
2024
2025

$19.95
$13.31
$6.79

$ per MWh

Displaced Emissions
SO2
NOx
CO2
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per year

0.5%
0.9%
1.6%
2.1%
2.5%
3.1%
3.3%

$8.59
$33.31
$35.33
$36.63
$35.81
$31.01
$26.87

Other
First Year Avoided Energy Cost
Reserve planning margin
Installed cost of reserve capacity
Total Operating Reserves
First Year RNS Rate
Trans. Avg. Monthly Peak Reduction
CCGT Heat Rate

0.1%

Energy DRIPE
2016
2017

Solar
First year annual energy
PV degradation rate
PV life

1 Year
2 Year
3 Year
5 Year
7 Year
10 Year
20 Year
30 Year

Volume II

1.356
0.799
0.553

lbs per MWh
lbs per MWh
tons per MWh
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Figure 6. CMP Distributed Value – First Year ($ per kWh)
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Figure 7. CMP Distributed Value – 25 Year Levelized ($ per kWh)
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Gross Values represent the value of a perfectly dispatchable, centralized resource. These are adjusted
using the Load Match Factors and Loss Savings Factors shown to account for the non-dispatchability of
solar and the benefit of avoiding losses in the T&D systems. The details of the Gross Value calculations
are provided in Appendix 4 and Appendix 5.
The Load Match Factor associated with generation capacity (ELCC) was calculated as described in the
methodology, and represents the output of solar during the top 100 load hours per year, expressed as a
percentage of rated solar capacity (AC ratings, including system losses). ELCC results for other scenarios
are presented in Appendix 3.
The load match factor for Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost is the 3-year average monthly reduction
in peak transmission demand for CMP as required by the transmission cost methodology. Note that this
is similar to PLR but is calculated differently to correspond with the allocation of RNS transmission costs.
The Distributed PV value is calculated for each benefit and cost category, and these are summed to
obtain the overall value of $0.337 per kWh. This value is a 25-year levelized value, meaning the
equivalent constant value that could be applied over 25 years such that the resulting net present value
(NPV) would account for the full value stream.
First Year results for all three utility service territories, including Emera Maine’s BHD and MPD, are
shown in Figure 8. The results are seen the same for the first year results except for the avoided
transmission cost component which reflects hourly load profiles. RNS rates do not apply to MPD so
there is no avoided transmission cost included. Avoided energy is the same because the solar profile was
assumed to be the same state-wide, and the LMPs are taken for the Maine zone. Avoided generation
capacity costs are based on the same solar profiles and the same ISO-NE loads, so there are no
differences in this category. There are differences in long term value due to differences in utility
discount rate (not shown).
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Figure 8. Base Case Results for CMP, BHD, and MPD
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Appendix 1: Fleet Modeling
Five hourly solar PV fleet profile data sets were prepared for the Load Analysis Period covering 2011
through 2013. These data sets provide normalized PV production data for sample fleets. The data is
scalable and can be used for a variety of planning purposes, such as determining expected hourly import
and export energy through the meter.

Table 6. Hourly data sets, covering 2011 through 2013

1-Hour Resolution
SolarAnywhere Standard Res.
10 km x 10 km x 1 hour
2011 - 2013
Base Case

Fleet production profile based on 9,600 systems
(25 orientations at each of 384 sites)

Residential Proxy

Fleet production profile based on 6,528 systems
(17 orientations at each of 384 sites)

Non-Residential Proxy

Fleet production profile based on 9,216 systems
(24 orientations at each of 384 sites)

Maximum Energy Production

Fleet production profile based on 384 systems
(single orientation at each of 384 sites)

Maximum Capacity

Fleet production profile based on 384 systems
(single orientation at each of 384 sites)

Fleet Categorization
The requested five production profiles were obtained from PV fleets that fall into two main categories:
fleets with multiple system orientations (azimuth and tilt) at each location and fleets with a single
system orientation at each location. Complete information on the composition of each fleet is provided
in the Fleet Creation section.
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Representative Fleets
The fleets with multiple system orientations at each location were designed to be representative of the
mix of PV array orientations that are actually found in real-world fleets. These fleets are referred to as
representative fleets. For this study, the representative fleets are the Base Case, Residential, and NonResidential fleets.

Single-orientation Fleets
The fleets with a single system orientation at each location were created to look at specific scenarios.
Using systems located in Portland, Maine, the Maximum Energy fleet used systems with the orientation
that resulted in the greatest energy production, while the Maximum Capacity fleet focused on the
orientation that resulted in the greatest Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC).

Data Sources and Tools
In preparing these production profiles, Clean Power Research made use of data from a variety of sources
to help identify the location and size of the PV systems in each fleet and to facilitate PV system
modeling.

SolarAnywhere® Weather Data
SolarAnywhere standard resolution data (10 km x 10 km x 1 hour) was used as a source for solar
irradiance and other weather data needed to perform PV system modeling.

PowerClerk® Incentives Program Data
PowerClerk served as a source for array orientation statistics from installed systems in the northeast
United States. Those statistics were used to inform the allocation of capacity among the various design
configurations at each location in the representative fleets.

ISO NE Load Data
Electric load data was obtained from the ISO New England web site 32 and used in calculating ELCC to
determine the orientation for the Maximum Capacity fleet.

32

Energy, Load, and Demand Reports, 2011 SMD Hourly Data, 2012 SMD Hourly Data, and 2013 SMD Hourly Data,
http://www.iso-ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/load-and-demand/-/tree/zone-info
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ZIP Code Data
ZIP code data was obtained from zip-codes.com, who combines information from the U.S. Postal Service
and the Census Bureau. This information was used in determining system locations and relative
capacity.

PV Modeling Tools
PV power and energy production were modeled using simulation tools developed by Clean Power
Research and based on the PVFORM power model. These sophisticated tools make use of satellitederived irradiance, temperature and wind speed from SolarAnywhere. Calculations are performed for
sun angle and atmospheric effects, system orientation and shading. The tools incorporate inverter
power curve modeling and account for the effect of temperature and wind speed on performance as
well as other system losses due to module mismatch and wiring.

Fleet Creation
Modeling of PV fleets is accomplished by first creating specifications for a number of systems. The
power and energy output for each system is then calculated for some period of time and the results are
aggregated. The specifications needed for each system include 33:
• System location (latitude and longitude)
• Rated array output
• Array orientation (azimuth and tilt, along with information about tracking equipment, if any)
• Inverter output and efficiency rating
• Derate factors to account for PV module and system losses
For this study, each system was assigned a single fixed (non-tracking) PV array. Therefore the array DC
rating is the same as the system DC rating. Also, since there’s only one array orientation, array
orientation is the same as the system orientation.

System Location
The latitude and longitude of the geographic center of 384 Maine ZIP code territories with a population
greater than zero were used as the locations for the systems in each of the five solar PV fleets that were
modeled.

Rated Array Output

33

There are many additional aspects of system design that can be included when modeling. This is a partial list that
covers the most important information.
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For the single-orientation fleets, the rated output for each array was based solely on a population
weighting factor. For representative fleets, rated output was based on a combination of a population
weighting factor and an orientation weighting factor.

Population Weighting Factors
Population estimates based on the 2010 census were used to calculate weighting factors that were used
in determining each system’s rated output. Systems located in areas with a larger population were
assigned more electrical capacity than systems in areas with a smaller population.

Figure 9. Population weighting factors for 384 ZIP code territories

Array Orientation
As mentioned previously, the representative fleets in this study included systems with a variety of
different array orientations, while all of the systems in a single-orientation fleets have the same tilt and
azimuth. The following sections describe the process of identifying the orientations to be used and, in
the case of representative fleets, assigning weighting factors to each orientation.
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Representative fleets
Program data analysis
Behind-the-meter PV system data from PowerClerk incentive programs in New York, Connecticut, and
Massachusetts was used to estimate the relative capacity of each system orientation in the Base Case,
Residential, and Non-Residential fleets. System selection criteria included customer class, system size,
and location. The criteria for each customer classes were defined as:

•
•

•

Base Case fleet – Based on analysis of 33,367 systems with ratings under 500 kW-DCSTC.
The total capacity of the systems analyzed was 8.8 MW-DCSTC.
Residential fleet – Based on analysis of 1,284 residential systems, totaling 358 kW-DCSTC
capacity, located in Upstate New York with ratings under 500 kW-DCSTC. Upstate New York
was defined as the counties of St. Lawrence, Franklin, Clinton, Jefferson, Lewis, Herkimer,
Hamilton, Essex, Warren, Washington, Oswego, Oneida, and Saratoga.
Non-Residential fleet – Based on analysis of 2,842 non-residential systems, totaling 720 kWDCSTC capacity, with ratings from 10 kW-DCSTC to 500 kW-DCSTC.
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Figure 10. Upstate New York Counties Used in Residential Fleet Construction

Azimuth selection
Per-array capacity 34 was determined for the arrays at each azimuth relative to the total capacity. Five
azimuth midpoints were selected, from which azimuth angle ranges were then derived.
Table 2 illustrates the five nominal azimuth angles that were selected: 90° (east), 135° (southeast), 180°
(south), 225° (southwest), and 270° (west). Capacity for arrays with azimuths that were +/- 22.5° from
these points were added to the central capacity. For example, capacity from arrays ranging from 157.5°
to 202.5° was added to the 180°capacity bin.

34

Capacity is analyzed at the array level rather than the system level in order to properly account for systems with
multiple arrays.
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Table 7. Selected azimuths and associated azimuth bins
Residential and Non-Residential
Nominal Azimuth

Actual Azimuth

Actual Azimuth

>=

<

90

67.5

112.5

135

112.5

157.5

180

157.5

202.5

225

202.5

247.5

270

247.5

292.5

Tilt selection
A process similar to that used for azimuth selection was also used for selecting array tilts. Tilt angles and
ranges used to combine capacity for each customer class were as shown below in Table 8.

Table 8. Selected tilts and associated tilt bins
Residential and Non-Residential
Selected Tilt

Actual Tilt

Actual Tilt

>=

<

30

25

37

20

15

25

10

10

15

5

5

10

0

0

5
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Results: Orientation weighting factors
Once the 25 azimuth and tilt combinations were defined, the percent of capacity that fell into each bin
was determined. Only fixed (non-tracking) systems were examined. This yielded a list of weighting
factors for each of three fleets with one weighting factor per orientation bin (the combination of
azimuth, and tilt). The distribution of orientations for each of the three fleets is shown in the charts
below.
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Figure 11. Distribution of rated array by azimuth and tilt angle (Base Case)

Figure 12. Distribution of rated array capacity by azimuth and tilt angle (Residential)
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Figure 13. Distribution of rated array capacity by azimuth and tilt angle (Non-Residential)

System Capacity Determination
In each of the representative fleets, one system was created for each of the included orientations at
every location. The actual AC capacity used for each system was determined by multiplying the
population weighting factor for the location by the orientation weighting factor.
For example, ZIP code 04005 has a population of 22,941, which is approximately 1.867% of the total
population considered. Its population weighting factor, therefore, was 0.0186673. In the systems
analyzed for the Base Case fleet, the 1,813 arrays with an azimuth from 112.5° to 157.5° (the sector
centered around 135°) and a tilt from 15° to 25° (centered around 20°) had a total capacity of 472.1 kW
DCSTC, or 5.36% of the total. Therefore, the systems created at each location to represent this
orientation would have an azimuth of 135°, a tilt 20° and an orientation weighting factor of 0.0536
(5.36%).
When located at ZIP code 04005, the system’s capacity would be 0.01867 (population weighting) times
0.0536 (orientation weighting) or 0.00100011704 kW. To avoid rounding errors when calculating the
output of such small systems, all systems capacities were scaled by a factor of 1,000,000. The actual size
used, therefore, was 1,000.11704 kW AC.
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Single design configuration fleets
The orientation and tilt selected for the systems in the single design fleets was obtained quite differently
than for the representative fleets. The goal for the Maximum Energy fleet was to create a single system
at each location whose capacity was representative of the ZIP code’s population, but whose orientation
and tilt produced the most energy when located in Portland, Maine. Similarly, the goal for the Maximum
Capacity fleet was to create a single system at each location whose orientation and tilt had the best
ELCC when located in Portland, Maine.
System variations
To determine the orientations to be used for the Maximum Energy and Maximum Capacity fleets, 42
candidate systems were modeled with seven different azimuths from 90° (east) to 270° (west) in 30°
increments, and six tilts at each azimuth from 0° (horizontal) to 50° in 10° increments. All systems had a
capacity of 1 kW-AC and were located in Portland, ME. The output of these 42 systems from January 1,
2011 through December 31, 2013 was analyzed to determine maximum energy and ELCC.
Maximum Energy Fleet
For the Maximum Energy fleet, a south-facing system with a 40° tilt was selected based on its 1,806 kWh
per kW-AC maximum of the three-year average of the normalized annual energy from the 42 systems.
These averages are shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Average Annual Energy for 42 Candidate Systems in Portland (kWh per kW-AC)

Tilt

Azimuth
West

240°

210°

South

150°

120°

East

0°

1,487

1,487

1,487

1,487

1,487

1,487

1,487

10°

1,476

1,554

1,610

1,630

1,609

1,552

1,475

20°

1,442

1,587

1,693

1,731

1,692

1,585

1,441

30°

1,392

1,591

1,736

1,790

1,735

1,590

1,393

40°

1,332

1,568

1,741

1,806

1,740

1,568

1,332

50°

1,259

1,517

1,705

1,779

1,705

1,518

1,261

Systems with this orientation were then created at each of the 384 locations, with their capacity based
on the relative population at each location.
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Max Capacity Fleet
Using ISO New England load data for 2011 through 2013, the ELCC of each of the 42 candidate systems
in Portland was calculated by taking the 100 hours in each year with the highest load, then taking the
median of the system output at the each of the hours corresponding to the load hours. Figure 14
illustrates this calculation for the one candidate system having an azimuth angle of 210 degrees and a
tilt of 30 degrees.
In the figure, the top 100 load hours for the ISO-NE are shown for each of 2011, 2012 and 2013 along
with the associated PV production for that hour. This data is in rank order by load. For example, the
peak load hour for the entire Load Analysis Period of 27,333 MW occurred on July 22, 2011 during the
hour ending 2:00 pm EST. This is plotted as a dark blue data point (part of the 2011 data series) in the
upper left-hand corner. The second highest 2011 load is plotted adjacent to it, and so on for all 100 top
hours of 2011. Next, the top 100 hours of 2012 and 2013 are plotted as overlaid data series in the same
fashion, each also sorted by load.
At the peak hour ending 2:00 pm EST on July 22, 2011, the candidate PV system produced 0.83 kW per
kW-AC of rated capacity. This is plotted on the chart as a dark red data point (2011) for the
corresponding hour, namely, the leftmost X value on the chart, directly under its associated load. The
other PV production results are plotted similarly for the remaining load hours.
Among the 300 PV production data points plotted, the median value of 0.633 kW per kW-AC is found, or
63.3% of rated capacity. For this candidate system, therefore, the ELCC is determined to be 63.3% of
rated output, and this is included in the results of all 42 systems shown in Table 10 (boxed in yellow).
As can be seen in Table 10, among all the candidate systems modeled in Portland, this system (210°
azimuth and 30° tilt) had the highest ELCC. To create the Maximum Capacity fleet, systems with this
same orientation were created at each of the 384 locations, with their capacity scaled based on the
relative population at each location.
As will be seen in Appendix 3, the maximum capacity fleet thus defined has a blended ELCC of 60.4%,
slightly lower than the specific system in Portland. The blended fleet ELCC is used for the analysis.
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Figure 14. Illustration of ELCC Calculation

Table 10. ELCC for 42 Candidate Systems at Portland

Tilt

Azimuth
West

240°

210°

South

150°

120°

East

0°

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

10°

63.9%

64.2%

62.7%

59.6%

55.1%

51.4%

49.6%

20°

63.7%

64.3%

65.4%

59.6%

49.9%

43.1%

39.0%

30°

64.7%

66.1%

66.3%

57.2%

43.3%

37.5%

34.5%

40°

63.4%

65.4%

62.3%

54.1%

41.4%

32.9%

24.7%

50°

59.8%

62.7%

57.0%

49.3%

37.4%

23.8%

14.9%
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ISO NE vs ME Load analysis
Although only the ISO NE data was used in the determination of the system orientation for the
Maximum Capacity fleet, for comparison the same technique was used with load data from the Maine
load zone.

Table 11. ELCC Using Maine 2011-2013 Load

Tilt

Azimuth
West

240°

210°

South

150°

120°

East

0°

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

57.7%

10°

59.6%

60.6%

61.3%

59.2%

55.3%

52.8%

52.3%

20°

60.7%

62.2%

61.5%

58.9%

53.4%

49.8%

45.3%

30°

60.9%

62.2%

62.4%

56.9%

50.9%

43.0%

36.9%

40°

53.5%

62.9%

60.7%

54.3%

47.2%

35.3%

25.3%

50°

51.2%

55.4%

54.7%

50.1%

41.3%

24.5%

16.6%

Although the ELCC values were similar for both the Maine and ISO NE load data, using the Maine data
would have resulted in the selection of a system with a 240° azimuth and 40° tilt. This is the same
orientation that produced the maximum average annual energy over the study period.
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Appendix 2 - Fleet Modeling Results
Data Summary
Depending on location, data was unavailable for systems during 16 or more hours of the study period.
Fifteen of the missing periods (fourteen in some locations) occurred on a single day – May 22, 2013 and
in the fleet production profile data sets the energy shown for May 22, 2013 is actually a copy of the data
from May 21, 2013.
In identifying the system orientation to be used for the Maximum Energy fleet, we used the data from
May 21, 2013 as a proxy for the missing data on May 22, 2013. However, adding in the small amount of
additional energy produced on May 21, 2013 had no effect on the selection of system orientation for
the Maximum Energy fleet, since every system had additional energy production on that day.

Table 12. Summary of Missing Data Periods

3-year Total

2011

2012

2013

Missing
%
Missing
%
Missing
%
Missing
%
Periods Missing Periods Missing Periods Missing Periods Missing
Minimum

16

0.06%

2

0.02%

0

0.00%

14

0.16%

Maximum

24

0.09%

2

0.02%

3

0.03%

19

0.22%

Since none of the missing hours were among the 100 in each year with the highest load, missing data
had no effect on the ELCC calculations.
The AC capacity factor for each system was calculated by dividing the actual estimated production by
the product of the system’s AC capacity and the number of hours in the period. For example, the AC
capacity factor for a 2.5 kW-AC system that produced 3,797 kWh in 2011 would be calculated as:
3,797 kWh ÷ 21,900 kWh = 17.3%
Note that 2.5 kW x 8,760 hours in 2011 = 21,900 kWh. Annual and three-year AC capacity factors were
calculated and the three-year minimum, maximum, and average AC capacity factors are shown for each
fleet in Table 13.
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Table 13. Three-year AC Capacity Factor by Fleet

35

Base Case

Residential

Non-Residential

Maximum
Energy

Maximum
Capacity

Minimum

13.4%

13.4%

13.4%

17.4%

16.8%

Maximum

20.5%

20.5%

20.5%

20.7%

19.9%

Average

16.8%

17.0%

16.8%

19.6%

18.9%

PV Production Shapes on ISO NE Peak Load Days
Figure 15. Normalized Fleet Production vs. ISO NE Load on 2011 Peak Load Day – July 22, 2011

35

Note that the term “capacity” as used here has a different meaning than other uses of the term elsewhere in this
report. In the context of this table, capacity factor is a measure of annual energy production as described above.
Note that the maximum energy fleet produces the highest annual capacity factor.
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Figure 16. Normalized Fleet Production vs. ISO NE Load on 2012 Peak Load Day – July 17, 2012

Figure 17. Normalized Fleet Production vs. ISO NE Load on 2013 Peak Load Day – July 19, 2013
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High Penetration Scenario – Changes to Load Profile
Because fleet profiles provide normalized values, they can be easily scaled to explore various solar PV
penetration levels. Average annual energy consumption in the Maine load zone for 2011-2013 was
11,324,249 MWh. To produce 5% of that energy (566,212 MWh) would require a capacity of 348 MWAC for the Base Case fleet.
The single day with the highest load in the Main load zone during the three-year period was July 22,
2011. By scaling the production data for the Base Case fleet, Figure 18 shows what the Maine load could
have looked like on a peak load day in a high penetration scenario with 348 MW-AC of installed solar PV.
Similar net load curves are shown for peak days in 2012 and 2013 in Figure 19 and Figure 20,
respectively.

Figure 18. Maine Load Zone Peak 2011 Load Day – July 22, 2011
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Figure 19. Maine Load Zone Peak 2012 Load Day – August 3, 2012

Figure 20. Maine Load Zone Peak 2013 Load Day – July 16, 2012
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A few comments are worth noting about these curves. First, the addition of 348 MW of solar shifts the
curve, resulting in a new peak. For 2011, the Maine load zone peak shifted from the hour ending 10 am
to the hour ending 8 pm.
Second, the mid-day ramp rates appear to decline with increasing penetration. It is possible that this
would mean that new load following capacity would not have to handle current ramp rates, and this
potentially could mean that lower cost regulation resources would be needed. This is not quantified
under this study, but may be worthy of additional research. If the addition of solar continued beyond
348 MW, then the afternoon ramp rate would increase, calling for more flexible resources that are able
to handle faster ramping.
Third, the curves illustrate how in high penetration scenarios, the ELCC is going to decline. ELCCs
calculated for the high penetration scenario are done by first deriving the new load curve as illustrated
by the dotted lines and then by applying the 1 kW-AC Base Case resource. In other words, the ELCC is
not calculated for the full 348 MW, but only a 1 kW PV resource applied to the high penetration load
shape. In all three sample peak load days shown, the new peak occurs after sunset.
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Appendix 3 – Technical Factors
ELCC, PLR, and First Year Avoided Energy are calculated as described in the methodology, and these are
shown in Table 14. Since the same PV Fleet Production profile was used state-wide for all of the three
utility regions based on the ISO-NE hourly load shape, the ELCC corresponding to a given fleet is used for
all of the distribution utilities. For example, the Base Case ELCC (prior to inclusion of loss savings) is
54.4%. This is used for CMP, BHD, and MPD.
PLRs are calculated separately for each utility based on their unique distribution load profile. However,
since the Avoided Distribution Capital Cost was not included in the study (see reasoning in the
methodology), these values were not used and are provided here for reference. Note that the monthly
average transmission peak load reduction was calculated separately for each utility, and these are
described more fully in the transmission cost calculations of Appendix 4.
For simplicity, the distribution loss factors were combined for all three utility regions, weighted by
average load. The peak losses thus calculated were 6.84% and the annual average losses were 6.50%.
Note that these refer to lost energy relative to energy entering the system. For example, for every 100
units of energy that enter the distribution system on peak, 6.84% is lost, and 93.16 units are delivered to
customers (this differs from the convention referencing losses as a percentage delivered).
Note that by using distributed PV fleet production, ISO hourly loads, and loss percentages that are
common state-wide across the three utility regions, the Loss Savings Factors for energy and ELCC are the
same. These could have been calculated separately for each utility region. For example, a separate fleet
could have been defined for the MPD region, and separate loss factors could have been used, but for
simplicity this was not done.
Using these loss percentages, the hourly losses were calculated with and without PV. Annual avoided
energy, ELCC, and PLR were each calculated with and without losses the corresponding and Loss Savings
Factors were calculated as described in the methodology. Results are shown in Table 15. For example,
the Base Case energy Loss Savings Factor is 6.2%.
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Table 14. Technical Factors

No Losses
Load Data

Base

Res. Proxy

Non-Res. Proxy

Max Enery

Max Cap.

High Pen.

ISO-NE

54.4%

54.5%

55.0%

51.8%

60.4%

52.5%

CMP
BHD
MPS

72.9%
72.9%
0.5%

72.8%
72.8%
0.5%

73.6%
73.6%
0.5%

72.5%
72.5%
0.7%

64.0%
64.0%
0.8%

0.1%
0.2%
0.5%

First Yr. Avoided Energy
ISO-NE
1628

1638

1621

1738

1671

1628

Base

Res. Proxy

Non-Res. Proxy

Max Enery

Max Cap.

High Pen.

ISO-NE

59.4%

59.5%

60.2%

57.0%

66.4%

57.5%

CMP
BHD
MPS

80.6%
80.8%
0.5%

80.4%
80.7%
0.5%

81.3%
81.6%
0.5%

80.1%
80.3%
0.7%

70.7%
71.0%
0.8%

0.1%
0.2%
0.5%

Avg. Annual Avoided Energy
ISO-NE
1729

1740

1722

1846

1776

1729

ELCC

PLR

With Losses
Load Data
ELCC

PLR

Table 15. Loss Savings Factors

Loss Savings Factor
Energy
ELCC
PLR-CMP
PLR-BHD
PLR-MPS

Base

Res. Proxy

Non-Res. Proxy

Max Enery

Max Cap.

High Pen

6.2%
9.3%
10.5%
10.9%
4.3%

6.2%
9.3%
10.5%
10.9%
4.3%

6.2%
9.5%
10.5%
10.9%
4.3%

6.2%
10.0%
10.5%
10.9%
4.3%

6.2%
9.8%
10.5%
10.9%
4.3%

6.2%
9.5%
10.6%
10.9%
4.2%
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Appendix 4 – Cost Calculations
Study Assumptions
Assumptions are shown for the Table 16. These are described further below.
The Load Analysis Period was defined as the three year period January 2011 to December 2013. Hourly
Fleet modeling was performed for this period, and the technical results, such as ELCC and loss savings
factors, were calculated using load data and the Fleet Production Profile for that period.

Table 16. CMP Base Case Assumptions

Economic Factors
The analysis presumes that PV resources are added to the distribution system during 2015, while the
costs and benefits are evaluated over the life of the resources (Base Case assumption of 25 years)
starting in 2016.
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The after-tax weighted cost of capital was provided by the two utilities. A breakdown of costs provided
by CMP is shown in Table 17. The corresponding cost of capital for Emera (applicable to both BHD and
MPD) was 7.37%

Table 17. CMP Weighted Cost of Capital, Year ending June 30, 2015
Capitalization
Percentage
Common Equity
Preferred Stock
Long Term Debt
Short Term Debt

50.00%
0.02%
45.80%
4.18%

Total

100.00%

Cost

Weighted
Cost

Tax Gross-Up
at 40.8045%

Weighted
Cost

9.45%
6.00%
5.00%
1.20%

4.73%
0.00%
2.29%
0.05%

3.26%
0.00%

7.98%
0.00%
2.29%
0.05%

7.06%

3.26%

10.32%

The environmental discount rate corresponds to the social cost data sources. For example, 3%
represents a mid-range value for the social cost of carbon as estimated by the EPA. This discount rate is
used for both discounting future values as well as levelizing the environmental cost components.
The general escalation rate of 1.8% is the constant escalation rate corresponding to the change in the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) Chain-type Price Index between 2014 and 2039.

Technical and Solar Factors
ELCC and loss factors were calculated as described in the methodology, and the results are provided in
Appendix 3.
First year annual energy derives from the Base Case fleet modeling, with results shown in Appendix 3.
PV life and degradation are assumptions, and sensitivities are presented in Appendix 6.
The PV degradation rate represents the median value of systems from an NREL study of the literature. 36

Avoided Energy Cost
The First Year Avoided Energy Cost is calculated separately for each fleet (Base Case, Residential Proxy,
etc.) by multiplying the 2013 day-ahead LMP for the Maine load zone by the hourly output of each fleet
and summing the results. For example, the total first year avoided energy costs for the Base Case is
$95.84 per year for a normalized fleet rating of 1 kW-AC. The annual production for the base case is

36

D. Jordan and S. Kurtz, Photovoltaic Degradation Rates — An Analytical Review, NREL/JA-5200-51664, June 2012.
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1.667 MWh per kW-AC, so the overall First Year Avoided Energy Cost (as shown in Table 16) is $57.49
per MWh.
These costs assume no loss savings as if the solar resources were connected directly to the LMP node.

Table 18. First Year Avoided Energy Costs

First Year
Avoided Energy
Base Case
Residential
Non-Residential
Max Energy
Max Capacity

MWh/kW
1.667
1.677
1.659
1.780
1.708

First Year
Avoided Energy Cost
$/kW-yr
95.84
96.63
94.88
105.98
99.37

$/MWh
$57.49
$57.63
$57.18
$59.54
$58.18

Figure 21 illustrates the “solar premium” for each fleet. The blue portion is the average LMP price
($54.48 per MWH and the orange portion is the premium above average. The premium is a small
portion—only 5 percent above average for the Base Case, but in all cases the existence of a solar
premium indicates that solar output is partially coincident with LMP prices.

Figure 21. Solar Premium by Fleet
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Future electricity prices are escalated as described in the methodology. Calculations are shown in Table
19. In this table, NYMEX pricing (taken from February 12, 2015) is used to calculate annual escalation
factors for the first 12 years. For years 13 to 25, the EIA natural gas price forecast for electric power
production is used. Beyond year 25, required for the 30 year study scenario, escalation is assumed to
continue at the same rate as the last five years.

Table 19. Assumed Electricity Price Escalation

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044

NYMEX
($/MMBtu) Escalation
2.944
0.0%
3.296
12.0%
3.580
8.6%
3.700
3.4%
3.780
2.1%
3.870
2.4%
3.975
2.7%
4.110
3.4%
4.229
2.9%
4.329
2.4%
4.410
1.9%
4.520
2.5%
4.672
3.4%
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EIA Forecast
($/MMBtu)
4.517
4.482
4.728
5.007
5.166
5.366
5.724
5.980
6.296
6.769
7.345
7.841
8.230
8.785
9.367
9.919
10.044
9.598
9.923
10.207
10.614
11.104
11.500
11.956
12.844
13.583

6.8%
6.6%
5.9%
1.3%
-4.4%
3.4%
2.9%
4.0%
4.6%
3.6%
4.0%
7.4%
5.8%

Volume II

Extended Escalation
0.0%
12.0%
8.6%
3.4%
2.1%
2.4%
2.7%
3.4%
2.9%
2.4%
1.9%
2.5%
3.4%
6.8%
6.6%
5.9%
1.3%
-4.4%
3.4%
2.9%
4.0%
4.6%
3.6%
4.0%
7.4%
5.8%
5.1%
5.1%
5.1%
5.1%
5.1%
5.1%
5.1%
5.1%

Esc.
Factor
1.000
1.120
1.216
1.257
1.284
1.315
1.350
1.396
1.437
1.470
1.498
1.536
1.587
1.694
1.807
1.913
1.937
1.851
1.914
1.969
2.047
2.142
2.218
2.306
2.477
2.620
2.752
2.891
3.038
3.191
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Avoided Generation Capacity Cost
As described in the methodology, FCA 6 through 8 were used 37 as the basis of generation capacity prices
through 2018. Pricing corresponds to years beginning on June 1 and ending May 31 of the following
year, but for simplicity, pricing for a given year was taken as the price in effect for January 1 of that year.
A summary of these prices is as follows:
• FCA #6 (2015/16) Clearing Price was $3.434 / kW-mo
• FCA #7 (2016-17) Maine Clearing Price was $2.744
• FCA#8 (17-18) Maine Administrative Price was $7.025/kW-mo. The clearing price was $15, but
insufficient competition triggered an existing resources payment rate which was used for the
study.
For years beyond 2018, the Synapse pricing forecast was used as described in the methodology. The
resulting set of capacity prices used for the study, then, is shown in Figure 22.
Figure 22. Assumed Capacity Prices ($/kW-mo)

37

ISO-NE "Forward Capacity Market (FCA 6) Result Report," "FCA 7 Auction Results," "FCA 8 Auction
Results" available at http://www.iso-ne.com/isoexpress/web/reports/auctions/-/tree/fcm-auctionresults
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Avoided Reserve Generation Capacity Cost
The ISO calculates its Annual Resulting Reserve Margin using a formula based on Net ICR. For the year
2027/18, the resulting value 38 was 13.6%, and this value was used for the reserve capacity margin. This
value is included in Table 16.

Solar Integration Cost
According to the New England Wind Integration Study (NEWIS) 39 for the 2.5% wind energy scenario, the
average required Total Operating Reserve (TOR) increases from 2,250 MW to 2,270 MW as compared to
the no wind energy scenario baseline. The incremental TOR is then 20 MW (2,270 MW - 2,250 MW).
Dividing 20 MW by the incremental wind capacity of 1,140 MW results in an incremental TOR of 1.75
percent of incremental renewable capacity.
Costs are based on an assumed capital cost of $16.23 per kW-mo, corresponding to an LMS100
aeroderivative gas turbine as described in a NEPOOL Markets Committee study. 40
The incremental TOR and the cost per kW-mo are included in the Table 16 input assumptions.

Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost
For each utility service territory, the utility’s peak load reduction due to solar (without losses) was
calculated for each month over the three year Load Analysis Period, shown in Figure 23. As described in
the methodology, these values were averaged for each region. For example, the average of the Base

38

ISO New England Installed Capacity Requirement, Local Sourcing Requirements, and Maximum Capacity Limit for
the 2017/18 Capacity Commitment Period, ISO New England, Inc., January 2014, available at http://www.isone.com/genrtion_resrcs/reports/nepool_oc_review/2014/icr_2017_2018_report_final.pdf
39

Page 22, study available at http://www.iso-ne.com/staticassets/documents/committees/comm_wkgrps/prtcpnts_comm/pac/reports/2010/newis_report.pdf
40

S. Newell, et al., Net CONE for the ISO-NE Demand Curve, presented to NEPOOL Markets Committee, February
11, 2014, available at
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=3&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CC0QFjAC&url=ht
tp%3A%2F%2Fwww.isone.com%2Fcommittees%2Fcomm_wkgrps%2Fmrkts_comm%2Fmrkts%2Fmtrls%2F2014%2Ffeb11122014%2Fa02b
_the_brattle_group_stakeholder_inquiry_responses_net_cone_02_11_14.pptx&ei=J2LeVN6fK8i4oQT_qoDABw&u
sg=AFQjCNGFXOWgWD_h45SoafV-oNZQvVD83A&sig2=CgpAhPQK9t7bbYQuyPM20A&bvm=bv.85970519,d.cGU
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Case resource in CMP was calculated by averaging the transmission peak load reduction for January
2011, February 2011, and so on for 36 months. These values are then average to give 23.9% of the solar
resource, and this is included in the assumptions of Table 16. A similar calculation is done for each utility
region and for each fleet scenario. Results are shown in Figure 24.

Figure 23. Monthly Transmission Peak Load Reductions
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Figure 24. Transmission Peak Load Reductions by Utility and Fleet

Transmission prices are based on the costs and peak loads shown in Table 20. This table shows the
calculation of $89.30 per kW of peak load.
For MPD, RNS rates do not apply, so the transmission benefit is set to zero.
According to the methodology the price would have to be adjusted to ensure that the total costs would
be re-allocated based on a reduced load in Maine, allowing the ISO to recover all of the revenue
requirements at a reduced total consumption. However, the marginal resource used in the study was
only 1 kW-AC, and the resulting change in calculated price is insignificant. For simplicity, then, the
published RNS rate was used for the study, and this is included as an input in Table 16.
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Table 20. RNS Schedule 9 Price Calculation

Central Maine Power Co.
Emera Maine
Fitchburg Gas & Electric Light Co.
New England Power Co.
Northeast Utilities
NSTAR Electric Co.
The United Illuminating Co.
VT Transco LLC
Total

Total NE Rev Req
Total NE Loads - kW
Total NE RNS $ / kW-yr

2013 Network Load (MW)
1,418.44
254.663
76.971
6,019.71
7,235.55
4,339.08
734.933
831.238
20,910.58
RNS Rates For June 1, 2014
$1,877,694,596
20,910,580
$89.80

Displaced Pollutants
The displaced emissions were calculated using the EPA AVERT tool and a data file for the Northeast on
an hourly basis. For example, for the Base Case fleet scenario, solar output (assuming no loss savings)
was used to reduce hourly loads. Based on the change in dispatch of the generating units included in the
data file, the change in total SO2, NOx, and CO2 was calculated for each hour and summed for the year.
Results are shown in Table 21.
For example, for the Base Case fleet, 2.067 pounds of SO2 were avoided in 2011 for each MWh of solar
production. This result was averaged with 2012 and 2013 to give 1.356 pounds per MWh. This value is
entered into Table 16 as an input assumption. Values for NOx and CO2 and values for other fleet
scenarios are calculated similarly.
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Table 21. Displaced Emissions (AVERT results) by Fleet Scenario

2011

2012

2013

Average

SO2 (lbs/MWh)

2.067

0.941

1.059

1.356

NOx (lbs/MWh)

0.867

0.706

0.824

0.799

CO2 (tons/MWh)

0.600

0.529

0.529

0.553

SO2 (lbs/MWh)

2.067

0.941

1.059

1.356

NOx (lbs/MWh)

0.867

0.706

0.824

0.799

CO2 (tons/MWh)

0.600

0.529

0.529

0.553

Non-Res. Proxy

SO2 (lbs/MWh)
NOx (lbs/MWh)
CO2 (tons/MWh)

2.067
0.867
0.600

0.941
0.706
0.529

1.125
0.875
0.563

1.378
0.816
0.564

Max. Energy

SO2 (lbs/MWh)
NOx (lbs/MWh)
CO2 (tons/MWh)

2.063
0.813
0.625

0.889
0.667
0.556

1.111
0.833
0.556

1.354
0.771
0.579

Max. Capacity

SO2 (lbs/MWh)
NOx (lbs/MWh)
CO2 (tons/MWh)
SO2 (lbs/MWh)
NOx (lbs/MWh)
CO2 (tons/MWh)

1.938
0.813
0.563
2.067
0.867
0.600

0.941
0.706
0.588
0.824
0.647
0.529

1.118
0.882
0.588
1.000
0.765
0.529

1.332
0.800
0.580
1.297
0.759
0.553

Base Case
Res. Proxy

High Penetration

Net Social Cost of Carbon, SO2, and NOx
The net social costs of these pollutants were calculated as described in the methodology, subtracting
out compliance costs that are embedded in the LMPs.
The net social cost of carbon (SCC) calculation is illustrated in Table 22. For each year, the SCC is
converted from 2007 dollars per metric ton to current dollars per short ton. RGGI “embedded” pricing is
then converted to current dollars per short ton. Note that the Synapse pricing forecasts begin with year
2020 and end with year 2040, so values on either side of these are linearly extrapolated as shown in
Figure 25. Net costs are the difference between SCC and market price forecasts. For example, in the year
2020, the projected market price of $11.53 per ton is subtracted from the SCC of $49.19 per ton to give
the net SCC of $37.66 per ton.
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Table 22. Net Social Cost of Carbon
Social Cost of Carbon

Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
…
2044
2045

2007 $/metric ton
CO2, 3.0% avg.
discount rate
$38.00
$39.00
$40.00
$42.00
$43.00
$43.00
$65.00
$66.00

Synapse RGGI Carbon Prices (Low Case)

2007 $/short ton Current $/short
CO2, 3.0% avg.
ton CO2, 3.0%
discount rate avg. discount rate
$34.47
$40.48
$35.38
$42.29
$36.29
$44.16
$38.10
$47.20
$39.01
$49.19
$39.01
$50.08
$58.97
$59.87

$114.10
$117.94

2012 $/short ton
CO2
$4.00
$5.50
$7.00
$8.50
$10.00
$11.50

Current $/short ton
CO2
$4.30
$6.01
$7.79
$9.63
$11.53
$13.50

Net SCC (Current
$/short ton)
$36.18
$36.28
$36.36
$37.57
$37.66
$36.57

$46.00
$47.50

$81.41
$85.58

$32.69
$32.36

Figure 25. Extrapolating Synapse CO2 Price Forecasts

For each year, the net SCC cost is then multiplied by the displaced emissions per year as shown in Table
31 of Appendix 5. For example in the 2020 Base Case, the net SCC is $37.66 per ton, the displaced CO2
(see AVERT result, Table 21) is 0.553 tons of CO2 per MWh of solar, and the amount of electricity
production in 2020 is 1.596 MWh per kW of solar. So, the benefit is $37.66 x 0.553 x 1.596 = $33 per kW.
For SO2, the calculation is similar. For example, the EPA social cost of SO2 (2020, midpoint of East
Region, 3% discount rate) is $65,000 per ton in 2011 dollars. As shown in Table 23, this is converted in
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2020 to a current cost of $76,320.88. The most recent EPA spot auction clearing price is $0.35 per ton
(2014 dollars), and this is adjusted to $0.39 per ton for 2020 displaced emissions. Subtracting the
clearing price from the social cost and converting from tons to pounds gives a benefit of $38.16 per
pound of SO2. This value is then multiplied by the displaced emissions (Table 21) of 1.356 pounds per
MWh and by the annual solar production of 1.596 MWh per year as shown in Table 32 to give a benefit
of $83 per kW in 2020.
Table 23. Net Social Cost of SO2

Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
…
2044
2045

SO2 Benefit
(Current $/ton)
$71,064.43
$72,343.58
$73,645.77
$74,971.39
$76,320.88
$77,694.65

Spot Auction Clearing
Price ($/ton)
$0.36
$0.37
$0.38
$0.38
$0.39
$0.40

$117,108.93
$119,216.90

$0.60
$0.61

Net SO2 Social Cost Net SO2 Social Cost
(Current $/ton)
(Current $/lb)
$71,064.06
$35.53
$72,343.22
$36.17
$73,645.39
$36.82
$74,971.01
$37.49
$76,320.49
$38.16
$77,694.26
$38.85
$117,108.34
$119,216.29

$58.55
$59.61

In the case of NOX, there are no embedded costs, so the social cost and net social costs are the same
thing. There are two costs to consider, one with NOx as PM2.5 and one with NOx as ozone. Midpoint
social costs for these are $10,850 and $11,800 per ton (2011 dollars), respectively. These total $22,650
per ton.
Costs are applied each year. For example, in 2020, the social cost in current dollars is $26,594 per ton, or
$13.30 per pound. These are multiplied by the NOx displacement of 0.799 lb per MWh and the annual
solar production of 1.596 MWh per year to give $17 per kW of solar for 2020.

Market Price Response
DRIPE costs were calculated as described in the methodology and the results are shown in Table 24 and
Table 25 for energy and capacity, respectively. The energy DRIPE costs are dependent upon fleet
because the percentage production during winter and summer varies. For example, in the Base Case,
19.1 percent of production occurs during the winter off-peak hours, as compared to 20% for the
Maximum Capacity fleet.
The resulting energy DRIPE values are included in Table 16. For example, in 2016, the energy DRIPE
value is $8.59 per MWh, and this is shown as one of the input assumptions. Capacity DRIPE values are
not fleet dependent. These are not included in Table 16 but are shown in the annual calculations of
Appendix 5.
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Table 24.Energy DRIPE

Base Case

NonMax Energy
Residential

Residential

Max
Capacity

Base Case
High
Penetration

Energy production distribution
% winter off-peak

19.1%

19.2%

18.9%

20.0%

18.6%

19.1%

% winter on-peak

40.3%

40.4%

40.0%

42.5%

41.6%

40.3%

% summer off-peak

13.3%

13.2%

13.5%

12.1%

12.4%

13.3%

% summer on-peak

27.3%

27.2%

27.6%

25.4%

27.3%

27.3%

$8.67
$33.59
$35.57
$36.72
$35.87
$31.07
$26.96
$20.00
$13.36
$6.81

$8.71
$33.74
$35.77
$37.06
$36.22
$31.37
$27.18
$20.18
$13.46
$6.87

$8.59
$33.31
$35.33
$36.63
$35.81
$31.01
$26.87
$19.95
$13.31
$6.79

Energy DRIPE ($/MWh)
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025

$8.59
$33.31
$35.33
$36.63
$35.81
$31.01
$26.87
$19.95
$13.31
$6.79

$8.60
$33.34
$35.35
$36.64
$35.82
$31.02
$26.88
$19.96
$13.31
$6.79

$8.59
$33.29
$35.32
$36.65
$35.82
$31.03
$26.87
$19.96
$13.31
$6.79

Table 25.Capacity DRIPE ($/kW)

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026

ME
0
0
0
$1.75
$1.48
$1.20
$0.91
$0.61
$0.47
$0.31
$0.16
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ISO
0
0
0
$21.72
$18.47
$14.97
$11.45
$7.76
$5.92
$4.00
$2.03

Total
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$23.47
$19.95
$16.18
$12.36
$8.37
$6.38
$4.31
$2.19
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12 months
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$281.67
$239.39
$194.12
$148.36
$100.48
$76.61
$51.73
$26.24
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Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty
The calculation of avoided fuel price uncertainty requires an estimate of future fuel prices and the
amount of displaced fuel. The assumed fuel price escalation is shown in Figure 26. These are calculated
from the escalation factors in Table 26. For simplicity, only natural gas is considered for this calculation.

Figure 26. Assumed Fuel Price Escalation

The heat rate of the displaced unit of 7515 Btu per kWh is taken as the EIA average tested heat rate for
natural gas combined cycle, 2012. 41 This is used as an input assumption in Table 16.

41

http://www.eia.gov/electricity/annual/html/epa_08_02.html
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Appendix 5 – Annual VOS Calculations
The tables that follow show the details of the annual cost calculations for Central Maine Power, Base
Case. This is provided as an example calculation. Calculations for the other utility service areas and
scenarios follow this same format.
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Table 26. Economic Factors

Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Analysis
Year
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Utility
Discount
Factor
1.000
0.906
0.822
0.745
0.675
0.612
0.555
0.503
0.456
0.413
0.374
0.339
0.308
0.279
0.253
0.229
0.208
0.188
0.171
0.155
0.140
0.127
0.115
0.104
0.095
0.086
0.078
0.070
0.064
0.058
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Risk-Free
Discount
Factor
1.000
0.999
0.991
0.974
0.951
0.922
0.894
0.862
0.835
0.807
0.778
0.755
0.731
0.707
0.684
0.660
0.637
0.614
0.591
0.568
0.546
0.527
0.508
0.490
0.472
0.454
0.437
0.421
0.405
0.389

Environ.
Discount
Factor
1.000
0.971
0.943
0.915
0.888
0.863
0.837
0.813
0.789
0.766
0.744
0.722
0.701
0.681
0.661
0.642
0.623
0.605
0.587
0.570
0.554
0.538
0.522
0.507
0.492
0.478
0.464
0.450
0.437
0.424

Gen.
Esclation
Factor
1.000
1.018
1.036
1.055
1.074
1.093
1.113
1.133
1.153
1.174
1.195
1.217
1.239
1.261
1.284
1.307
1.330
1.354
1.379
1.403
1.429
1.454
1.481
1.507
1.534
1.562
1.590
1.619
1.648
1.678

Volume II

Fuel
Escalation
Factor
1.000
1.086
1.123
1.147
1.174
1.206
1.247
1.283
1.313
1.338
1.372
1.418
1.514
1.614
1.709
1.730
1.654
1.710
1.758
1.829
1.913
1.981
2.060
2.213
2.340
2.458
2.583
2.713
2.851
2.995

Fleet
Production

Fleet
Capacity

kWh
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

kW
1.000
0.995
0.990
0.985
0.980
0.975
0.970
0.966
0.961
0.956
0.951
0.946
0.942
0.937
0.932
0.928
0.923
0.918
0.914
0.909
0.905
0.900
0.896
0.891
0.887
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Table 27. Avoided Energy Cost Calculation

Year

Fleet
Production

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

kWh/kW
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

Avoided Energy
$/kWh
$0.057
$0.062
$0.065
$0.066
$0.068
$0.069
$0.072
$0.074
$0.076
$0.077
$0.079
$0.082
$0.087
$0.093
$0.098
$0.099
$0.095
$0.098
$0.101
$0.105
$0.110
$0.114
$0.118
$0.127
$0.135
$0.141
$0.148
$0.156
$0.164
$0.172
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$/kW
$94
$101
$104
$106
$108
$110
$113
$116
$118
$120
$122
$126
$133
$142
$149
$150
$143
$147
$150
$156
$162
$167
$173
$185
$194
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

VOS

Disc. $/kW
94
92
85
79
73
67
63
58
54
49
46
43
41
39
38
34
30
28
26
24
23
21
20
19
18
0
0
0
0
0
$1,163

Lev. $/kWh
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076
$0.076

Volume II

$/kW
$123
$123
$122
$122
$121
$120
$120
$119
$119
$118
$117
$117
$116
$116
$115
$115
$114
$113
$113
$112
$112
$111
$111
$110
$109
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc. $/kW
$123
$111
$100
$91
$82
$74
$66
$60
$54
$49
$44
$40
$36
$32
$29
$26
$24
$21
$19
$17
$16
$14
$13
$11
$10
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,163
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Table 28. Avoided Generation Capacity Cost

Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Fleet
Production

Fleet
Capacity

kWh/kW
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

kW
1.000
0.995
0.990
0.985
0.980
0.975
0.970
0.966
0.961
0.956
0.951
0.946
0.942
0.937
0.932
0.928
0.923
0.918
0.914
0.909
0.905
0.900
0.896
0.891
0.887
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Avoided Capacity
$/kW-mo
$3.4
$2.7
$7.0
$10.4
$10.3
$10.4
$10.5
$10.6
$10.7
$10.8
$11.0
$11.2
$11.4
$11.6
$11.8
$12.0
$12.2
$12.5
$12.7
$12.9
$13.1
$13.4
$13.6
$13.9
$14.1
$14.4
$14.6
$14.9
$15.2
$15.4

$/kW
$41
$33
$83
$123
$121
$122
$122
$123
$123
$124
$125
$127
$129
$130
$132
$134
$136
$137
$139
$141
$143
$144
$146
$148
$150
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc. $/kW Lev. $/kWh
41
$0.068
30
$0.068
69
$0.068
92
$0.068
82
$0.068
74
$0.068
68
$0.068
62
$0.068
56
$0.068
51
$0.068
47
$0.068
43
$0.068
40
$0.068
36
$0.068
33
$0.068
31
$0.068
28
$0.068
26
$0.068
24
$0.068
22
$0.068
20
$0.068
18
$0.068
17
$0.068
15
$0.068
14
$0.068
0
$0.068
0
$0.068
0
$0.068
0
$0.068
0
$0.068
$1,039

Volume II

VOS
$/kW
$110
$110
$109
$109
$108
$108
$107
$106
$106
$105
$105
$104
$104
$103
$103
$102
$102
$101
$101
$100
$100
$99
$99
$98
$98
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc. $/kW
$110
$99
$90
$81
$73
$66
$59
$54
$48
$44
$39
$35
$32
$29
$26
$23
$21
$19
$17
$16
$14
$13
$11
$10
$9
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,039
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Table 29. Solar Integration Cost

Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Fleet
Fleet
Production Capacity
kWh/kW
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

kW
1.000
0.995
0.990
0.985
0.980
0.975
0.970
0.966
0.961
0.956
0.951
0.946
0.942
0.937
0.932
0.928
0.923
0.918
0.914
0.909
0.905
0.900
0.896
0.891
0.887
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Solar Integration Cost
$/kW-mo
$16.23
$16.52
$16.82
$17.12
$17.43
$17.74
$18.06
$18.39
$18.72
$19.06
$19.40
$19.75
$20.10
$20.47
$20.83
$21.21
$21.59
$21.98
$22.38
$22.78
$23.19
$23.61
$24.03
$24.46
$24.90
$25.35
$25.81
$26.27
$26.75
$27.23
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TOR Pct (%)
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%

$/kW
$3
$3
$3
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$4
$5
$5
$5
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

VOS
Disc. $/kW
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$3
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$70

Volume II

Lev. $/kWh
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005
$0.005

$/kW
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$7
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc. $/kW
$7
$7
$6
$5
$5
$4
$4
$4
$3
$3
$3
$2
$2
$2
$2
$2
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$1
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$70
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Table 30. Avoided Transmission Capacity Cost

Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Fleet
Production

Fleet
Capacity

kWh/kW
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

kW
1.000
0.995
0.990
0.985
0.980
0.975
0.970
0.966
0.961
0.956
0.951
0.946
0.942
0.937
0.932
0.928
0.923
0.918
0.914
0.909
0.905
0.900
0.896
0.891
0.887
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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Avoided Transmission Capacity
$/kW-yr
$89.8
$91.4
$93.1
$94.7
$96.4
$98.2
$99.9
$101.7
$103.6
$105.4
$107.3
$109.3
$111.2
$113.2
$115.3
$117.4
$119.5
$121.6
$123.8
$126.0
$128.3
$130.6
$133.0
$135.4
$137.8
$140.3
$142.8
$145.4
$148.0
$150.6

$/kW
$90
$91
$92
$93
$95
$96
$97
$98
$100
$101
$102
$103
$105
$106
$107
$109
$110
$112
$113
$115
$116
$118
$119
$121
$122
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc.
90
82
76
70
64
59
54
49
45
42
38
35
32
30
27
25
23
21
19
18
16
15
14
13
12
0
0
0
0
0
$967

Volume II

VOS
Lev.
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063
$0.063

$/kW
$103
$102
$102
$101
$101
$100
$100
$99
$99
$98
$98
$97
$97
$96
$96
$95
$95
$94
$94
$93
$93
$92
$92
$91
$91
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc.
$103
$93
$84
$75
$68
$61
$55
$50
$45
$41
$37
$33
$30
$27
$24
$22
$20
$18
$16
$14
$13
$12
$11
$10
$9
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$967
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Table 31. Net Social Cost of Carbon

Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Fleet
Production
kWh/kW
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

Net Social Cost of Carbon
ton/MWh
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
0.553
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$/ton
$36.181
$36.277
$36.364
$37.567
$37.657
$36.573
$36.624
$36.665
$36.696
$36.715
$36.724
$36.721
$36.706
$36.678
$36.638
$35.192
$35.100
$34.992
$34.870
$34.731
$34.577
$34.405
$34.217
$34.010
$33.785
$33.540
$33.276
$32.992
$32.686
$32.359

$/kW
$33
$32
$32
$33
$33
$32
$32
$32
$32
$32
$31
$31
$31
$31
$31
$29
$29
$29
$29
$28
$28
$28
$28
$27
$27
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

VOS
Disc.
$33
$32
$31
$30
$30
$28
$27
$26
$25
$24
$23
$23
$22
$21
$20
$19
$18
$18
$17
$16
$16
$15
$14
$14
$13
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$553

Volume II

Lev. $/kWh
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020
$0.020

$/kW
$32
$32
$32
$32
$32
$32
$32
$31
$31
$31
$31
$31
$31
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$29
$29
$29
$29
$29
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc.
$32
$31
$30
$29
$28
$27
$26
$26
$25
$24
$23
$22
$21
$21
$20
$19
$19
$18
$17
$17
$16
$16
$15
$15
$14
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$553
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Table 32. Net Social Cost of SO2

Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Fleet
Production
kWh/kW
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

Net Social Cost of SO2
lb/MWh
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
1.356
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$/lb
$35.532
$36.172
$36.823
$37.486
$38.160
$38.847
$39.546
$40.258
$40.983
$41.721
$42.472
$43.236
$44.014
$44.807
$45.613
$46.434
$47.270
$48.121
$48.987
$49.869
$50.766
$51.680
$52.610
$53.557
$54.521
$55.503
$56.502
$57.519
$58.554
$59.608

VOS

$/kW
$78
$79
$80
$81
$83
$84
$85
$86
$87
$88
$89
$90
$91
$93
$94
$95
$96
$98
$99
$100
$101
$103
$104
$105
$107
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc.
$78
$77
$76
$75
$73
$72
$71
$70
$69
$67
$66
$65
$64
$63
$62
$61
$60
$59
$58
$57
$56
$55
$54
$53
$52
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,615

Volume II

Lev. $/kWh
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058
$0.058

$/kW
$95
$94
$94
$93
$93
$93
$92
$92
$91
$91
$90
$90
$89
$89
$88
$88
$88
$87
$87
$86
$86
$85
$85
$85
$84
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc.
$95
$92
$89
$86
$83
$80
$77
$74
$72
$69
$67
$65
$63
$61
$58
$56
$55
$53
$51
$49
$48
$46
$44
$43
$41
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,615
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Table 33. Net Social Cost of NOx

Year

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Fleet
Producti
Net Social Cost of NOx
on
kWh/kW lb/MWh
$/lb
$/kW
Disc.
1,628
0.799
$12.382
$16
$16
1,620
0.799
$12.604
$16
$16
1,612
0.799
$12.831
$17
$16
1,604
0.799
$13.062
$17
$15
1,596
0.799
$13.297
$17
$15
1,588
0.799
$13.537
$17
$15
1,580
0.799
$13.780
$17
$15
1,572
0.799
$14.029
$18
$14
1,564
0.799
$14.281
$18
$14
1,556
0.799
$14.538
$18
$14
1,548
0.799
$14.800
$18
$14
1,541
0.799
$15.066
$19
$13
1,533
0.799
$15.337
$19
$13
1,525
0.799
$15.613
$19
$13
1,518
0.799
$15.894
$19
$13
1,510
0.799
$16.181
$20
$13
1,503
0.799
$16.472
$20
$12
1,495
0.799
$16.768
$20
$12
1,488
0.799
$17.070
$20
$12
1,480
0.799
$17.377
$21
$12
1,473
0.799
$17.690
$21
$12
1,465
0.799
$18.009
$21
$11
1,458
0.799
$18.333
$21
$11
1,451
0.799
$18.663
$22
$11
1,443
0.799
$18.999
$22
$11
0
0.799
$19.341
$0
$0
0
0.799
$19.689
$0
$0
0
0.799
$20.043
$0
$0
0
0.799
$20.404
$0
$0
0
0.799
$20.771
$0
$0
$332
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VOS
Lev.
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012
$0.012

Volume II

$/kW
$19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$19
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$18
$17
$17
$17
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc. $/kW
$19
$19
$18
$18
$17
$16
$16
$15
$15
$14
$14
$13
$13
$12
$12
$12
$11
$11
$10
$10
$10
$9
$9
$9
$8
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$332
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Table 34. Market Price Response

Year

Fleet
Production

Fleet Capacity

2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

kWh/kW
1,628
1,620
1,612
1,604
1,596
1,588
1,580
1,572
1,564
1,556
1,548
1,541
1,533
1,525
1,518
1,510
1,503
1,495
1,488
1,480
1,473
1,465
1,458
1,451
1,443
0
0
0
0
0

kW
1.000
0.995
0.990
0.985
0.980
0.975
0.970
0.966
0.961
0.956
0.951
0.946
0.942
0.937
0.932
0.928
0.923
0.918
0.914
0.909
0.905
0.900
0.896
0.891
0.887
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

DRIPE Capacity
$/kW
$0
$0
$0
$282
$239
$194
$148
$100
$77
$52
$26
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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$
$0
$0
$0
$277
$235
$189
$144
$97
$74
$49
$25
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

DRIPE Energy
$/MWh
9
33
35
37
36
31
27
20
13
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

$
14
54
57
59
57
49
42
31
21
11
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

DRIPE Total
$
14
54
57
336
292
239
186
128
94
60
25
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Volume II

Disc. $
14
49
47
250
197
146
103
65
43
25
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
$948

VOS
Lev.
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062
$0.062

$/kW
$101
$100
$100
$99
$99
$98
$98
$97
$97
$96
$96
$95
$95
$94
$94
$93
$93
$92
$92
$91
$91
$91
$90
$90
$89
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Disc. $/kW
$101
$91
$82
$74
$67
$60
$54
$49
$44
$40
$36
$32
$29
$26
$24
$21
$19
$17
$16
$14
$13
$12
$10
$9
$8
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$948
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Table 35. Avoided Fuel Price Uncertainty

Year
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045

Fleet
Production

Fuel Price Uncertainty

kWh/kW $/MMBtu Heat Rate (Btu/kWh)
3.30
7615
1,628
3.58
7615
1,620
3.70
7615
1,612
1,604
3.78
7615
1,596
3.87
7615
7615
1,588
3.98
7615
4.11
1,580
7615
1,572
4.23
4.33
7615
1,564
1,556
4.41
7615
1,548
4.52
7615
7615
1,541
4.67
4.99
7615
1,533
7615
1,525
5.32
1,518
5.63
7615
1,510
5.70
7615
5.45
7615
1,503
1,495
5.63
7615
5.79
7615
1,488
6.03
7615
1,480
1,473
6.30
7615
1,465
6.53
7615
1,458
6.79
7615
1,451
7.29
7615
7615
1,443
7.71
0
8.10
7615
0
8.51
7615
7615
0
8.94
9.39
7615
0
0
9.87
7615
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VOS
$/kW
41
44
45
46
47
48
49
51
52
52
53
55
58
62
65
66
62
64
66
68
71
73
75
81
85
0
0
0
0
0

Guar. Fuel
Disc. $/kW
41
44
45
45
45
44
44
44
43
42
41
41
43
44
44
43
40
39
39
39
39
38
38
39
40
0
0
0
0
0

Non-Guar. Fuel
Disc. $/kW
41
40
37
34
32
29
27
25
23
22
20
19
18
17
16
15
13
12
11
11
10
9
9
8
8
0
0
0
0
0

Volume II

Hedge
Disc. $/kW
0
4
8
11
13
15
17
18
20
21
22
23
25
26
28
28
27
27
28
28
29
29
30
31
32
0
0
0
0
0
$537

Lev.
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035
$0.035

$/kW
$57
$57
$56
$56
$56
$56
$55
$55
$55
$54
$54
$54
$54
$53
$53
$53
$53
$52
$52
$52
$52
$51
$51
$51
$51
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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$57
$51
$46
$42
$38
$34
$31
$28
$25
$23
$20
$18
$17
$15
$13
$12
$11
$10
$9
$8
$7
$7
$6
$5
$5
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$537
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Appendix 6 – Sensitivity Cases
Cost and benefit calculations have been performed for selected sensitivity runs as follows:
Base Case
Fleet Production Profile

Base Case profile

Additional Cases
•
•
•
•

Maximum Energy Production
Maximum Capacity
Residential Proxy
Non-Residential Proxy

See description below.
PV Life

25 years

20 and 30 years

PV Degradation Rate

0.5% per year

0.2% per year, 0.8% per year

PV Penetration Level

Current penetration
(approximately 10 MW)

Penetration level corresponding to annual
PV production at 5% of energy
(approximately 300 MW) with no load
growth.
See description below.

Location

Distribution system

Transmission system (“Utility Scale”).
Results will be recalculated without
transmission capital cost savings and
without T&D loss savings.

PV Fleet Production Profiles
Five different PV fleet production profiles were developed. Each results in a different value calculation,
and thus provides insight into the relationship between design configuration and value. The five sets
are:

1. Baseline Fleet. A blend of all PV resources representing the State’s expected geographical and
design orientation diversity across all DG resources, regardless of customer class. The method
for developing this data is described in the Hourly PV Fleet Production section.
2. Maximum Energy Production. A blend of resources representing the State’s geographical
diversity, but all having the same orientation selected for maximum annual energy production.
Prepared by Clean Power Research
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These data were developed by running an initial test for a single location in Portland at multiple
orientations, selecting the orientation with maximum energy over the load analysis period (e.g.,
South-20) and running this configuration (only) at all zip codes, weighted by population.
3. Maximum Capacity. A blend of resources representing the State’s geographical diversity, but all
having the same orientation selected for maximum ELCC. These data were developed by running
an initial test for a single location in Portland at multiple orientations, selecting the orientation
with maximum ELCC over the load analysis period (e.g., West-30) and running this configuration
(only) at all zip codes, weighted by population.
4. Residential Proxy. A blend of all PV resources representing the State’s expected geographical
and design orientation diversity across all residential DG resources. These data were developed
in a manner similar to the Baseline Fleet, but based on a configuration analysis for residential
systems in upstate New York. These systems are expected to have similar roof constraints as
systems in Maine.
5. Non-Residential Proxy. A blend of all PV resources representing the State’s expected
geographical and design orientation diversity across all residential DG resources. These data
were developed in a manner similar to the Baseline Fleet, but based on a configuration analysis
for non-residential systems 10 to 500 kW in New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts.

PV Penetration Level
As PV penetration increases, the load shape will change accordingly, potentially shifting peak times to
non-solar hours. This results in lower ELCC and lower avoided costs that are capacity related. The
sensitivity was performed by scaling the PV Fleet Production Profile such that the resulting solar energy
over the Load Analysis Period is 5 percent of the Maine annual energy load (roughly 300 MW of
distributed solar).

Results
Sensitivity results are shown in the following figures.
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Figure 27. Fleet Production Profile Sensitivity (CMP)
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Figure 28. PV Life Sensitivity (CMP)

Figure 29. Degradation Sensitivity (CMP)
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Figure 30. High Penetration Sensitivity (CMP)

Figure 31. Transmission-connected (“Utility Scale”) Sensitivity
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Introduction
Background
Act to Support Solar Energy Development in Maine. P.L Chapter 562 (April 24, 2014) (codified at 35-A
M.R.S. §§ 3471-3473) (“Act”) sought information on options for distributed solar energy
implementation. This volume provides analysis of options for increasing investment in or deployment of
distributed solar generation that are used in other states or jurisdictions. In particular, it concentrates
on experience with solar implementation approaches in states with similarities to Maine in market
structure (deregulated) and economic opportunity (driven by insolation, land use, electricity prices,
etc.), including New England, New York and select PJM states. The authors have also provided general
guidance to help the Legislature consider which options, approaches or models may be appropriate for
Maine, considering the State’s utility market structures.

Approach and Structure
In conducting this analysis, the authors first identified a baseline of current solar-related policies in
Maine. Next, the authors reviewed solar PV implementation approaches in place in states with
similarities to Maine in geographic location, market structure, and economic opportunity. In addition,
the authors conducted a review of recent literature (published in 2012 – 2014) on solar implementation
approaches and best practices, distributed generation (DG) policies and utility DG tariff design
conducted by a variety of national and state renewable energy policy research organizations and
policymakers. Through the literature review, the authors established a list of solar implementation
options adopted in the selected states. The implementation options were organized into relevant
categories within a comprehensive framework. The authors examined these options, their strengths and
limitations in the view of different constituent groups, and how they interact with policies and programs
in place. The authors then analyzed the different options, and identified some key characteristics and
approaches that would be appropriate for consideration in Maine give the current state of policy and
market.
As the volume of distributed solar installations nationwide has rapidly expanded over the past few
years, a tremendous amount of experience in solar implementation is becoming available on how
legislators and policymakers may make choices that enable, shape or limit that deployment. In
reviewing this volume, readers should take into consideration that the field of distributed solar
implementation is evolving rapidly, and new studies and approaches are appearing, being proposed or
put into practice almost daily in the laboratory of the states. In addition, many implementation options
have only been in effect for a limited time and in a few locations. The available data may not be readily
extrapolated in all instances. In addition, there are important regional differences – in amount of
sunshine, market structure, level of retail and wholesale rates, load growth patterns, and transmission
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and distribution system characteristics, which could impact the interpretation of that experience.
Finally, as the Legislature considers solar implementation options, while an environment of policy
stability is important in attracting private investment, most state policies examined have been adjusted
and modified during the first few years of implementation, so a spirit of experimentation may be
warranted.

Solar Implementation Options
This volume provides a broad overview of implementation options used in other states and jurisdictions
to increase investment in or deployment of distributed solar generation. We started by identifying a
thorough list of solar implementation option in widespread use. To organize and facilitate discussion of
the wide range of implementation options identified, we organized the range of implementation options
into four major categories - Instruments Used to Incentivize Solar; Financing Enabling Policies; Rules,
Regulations and Rate Design; and Industry Support – as well as a number of subcategories, as laid out
in Table 36. The list includes a broader set of implementation options than are fully evaluated in this
volume. Each of these implementation options is described in Section 0. Options in shaded rows were
identified as commonly used implementation options but of less potential interest for legislative
consideration, and are only discussed briefly in Section 0, while all others are more fully described and
characterized.

Table 36 – Summary of Solar Implementation Option
Category

Subcategory

Implementation Examples

Instruments
Used to
Incentivize
Solar

Direct Financial, Up-front
Incentives

Grants, Rebates, or Buy-Downs

(nameplate capacity-based or
denominated)
Direct Financial, PerformanceBased Incentives (PBIs)

Feed-In-Tariffs, Standard Offer 42 PBI Contracts or Tariffs,
or PBIs (RECs, Energy, or Capacity)

(energy-based or

Competitive Long-Term PPAs

42

The use of the term “standard offer” in this report is not to be confused with Maine’s application of the term
“standard offer service.” In this report, “standard offer” refers to an incentive option that offers pre-determined,
fixed incentives (such as up-front incentives like rebates, or long-term fixed prices, like a feed-in tariff) to any
eligible generator. Maine refers to “standard offer service” as electric generation service provided to any electricity
consumer who does not obtain electric generation service from a competitive electricity provider or who has
terminated service from a competitive electricity provider. (Maine Public Utilities Commission, n.d.)
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Category

Subcategory
denominated)

Implementation Examples
Long-Term Value of Solar Tariffs
Technology-Specific “Avoided Costs”

Indirect Financial Incentives

Emissions Markets

Expenditure-Based Tax
Incentives

Investment Tax Credits

Production Tax Incentives

Production Tax Credits

Demand-Pull/Solar Minimum
Purchase Mandates

Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)

Net Metering

Net Metering Crediting Mechanism

Solar Set-Asides in RPS (SREC markets)

Virtual Net Metering Crediting Mechanism
Community-Shared Solar
Financing
Enabling

Solar Load Programs (Non-Subsidized or Indirectly
Subsidized)

Policies

On-Bill Financing
PACE Financing
Green Bank – Institutions and Suite of Other programs
(e.g. Interest Rate Buy-Downs, Loan-Loss reserves, Loan
Guarantees, Public Financing)
Utility Ownership
Solar Lease and/or Third-Party Ownership Enabling
Policies or Eligibility in Other Policies

Rules,
Regulations
and Rate
Design

Removing Institutional Barriers

Interconnection Standards
Solar Access Laws
Business Formation/Financing Laws (e.g. Securities
Registration, Innovative Market Structures, such as
Crowd-Funding, Cooperatives, Community Solar, etc.)
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Category

Subcategory

Implementation Examples
Permitting Standardization, Simplification, and
Streamlining, and Other “Soft-Cost Reduction” Strategies

Building Codes

Solar-Ready Building Standards, Zero-Energy Capable
Home Standards

Tax

Property Tax Exemption or Special Rate
Sales Tax Exemption
Property Tax/PILOT Standardization or Simplification

Industry
Support

Grid Modernization

Policies Enabling Microgrids, Smart-Grid and Other DGFriendly Grid Architecture

Rate Design

Time-varying rates, rate design, fixed charges and
minimum bills
Incentives for Companies, Technology Development
Funds, or Economic Development Funds
Local Content Bonus Or Mandate
Customer Acquisition Cost Reduction (e.g. Solarize
Initiative)
Outreach/Education/Public Information/Voluntary
Market Encouragement
Public Sector Leadership and Demonstration (e.g. Solar
on Schools)
Creation of Public Good Funds to Support Solar
Programs/Policies
Installer and Inspector Training and Certification
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Organization of This Volume
This volume is organized as follows:
Section 0 summarizes the current solar implementation mechanisms in Maine.
In Section 0, solar implementation options adopted in states in the Northeast United States are
identified using the categorization framework outlined in Table 36. The major implementation options
are described, along with their objectives, target markets, key structural variations, impacts on different
stakeholders, implementation issues, and typical interaction with other approaches.
Section 0 identifies illustrative implementation objectives designed to identify which approaches are
potentially appropriate for consideration in Maine. The section also summarizes lessons learned from
other states and the authors’ literature review regarding solar PV implementation. Finally, the section
presents a list of factors the legislature may wish to consider when designing an implementation
approach. .
A summary of references is also included.
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Current Solar Implementation Mechanisms in Maine
Maine has adopted a broad range of policies related to renewable resource development. These policies
primarily focused on utility-scale renewable energy resources, such as biomass, hydroelectric, onshore
wind, and offshore wind and tidal generation, as well as enabling distribute generation more generally.
Although some of these policies do apply to solar, Maine does not currently have a suite of policies
specifically targeting solar energy. The current suite of policies, in combination with regional
Renewable Portfolio Standard demands, have stimulated some degree of distributed solar PV
installations in Maine, particularly in the last few years.

Solar Rebates
To reduce the up-front cost of solar PV, the state, between July and December, 2010, offered residential
and business customer rebates for solar systems 100 kW or smaller through the Efficiency Maine Trust.
(P.L. 2009 Ch. 372, 2009). The program provided rebates at 0.005₵/kWh. The program was repealed
effective December 31, 2010 (35-A MRS § 10112, n.d.).

Net Metering
Net metering for solar PV has been available in Maine since the early 1980s. As of the end of 2014, the
utilities report that Maine had an aggregate net-metered installed capacity of about 21 MW, with about
11.7 MW being solar PV. Under Maine’s net metering rules, investor-owned utilities are mandated to
provide net metering to owners 43 of eligible systems (including solar PV, fuel cells, wind, geothermal,
hydroelectric, biomass, landfill gas, anaerobic digestion, micro-combined heat and power facilities) with
an installed capacity of 660 kW or smaller. 44 Consumer-owned utilities are only required to provide net
metering to systems up to 100 kW in installed capacity, but can choose to increase the system cap limit
to 660 kW at their own discretion. Net metering customers are credited for the excess generation as a
reduction in energy usage for the following months for up to twelve months. Any accumulated unused
credits will expire at the end of the twelve-month period. Unlike many other nearby states, Maine does
not have an aggregate program cap, but utilities are required to inform the Commission when the total
net-metered capacity reaches 1% of the utilities’ peak loads. (Maine Public Utilities Commission, 2009).

43

The Commission rules are flexible to accommodate arrangements similar in nature to ownership (such as certain
rd
lease-type arrangements), but not sufficient to allow for 3 -party sales arrangements.
44
Unlike many states, generation need not be behind-the-meter to receive net metering credits.
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Shared Ownership Net Metering
In 2009, the Maine Legislature authorized shared ownership net metering, which allows up to ten
customers to share ownership interest in a single facility. Under the shared ownership rules, the net
metering customers must be owners of or have “legally enforceable rights and obligations” in the net
metered facility. Similar to Maine’s regular net metering, customers are credited for a percentage of the
excess generation of the facility on their utility bills in proportion to their ownership interest of the
facility. (Maine Public Utilities Commission, 2009). This provision effectively enables community-shared
solar ownership, a model that has become increasingly common in recent years. Based on utility net
metering reports to date, there is one shared ownership net metering arrangement in operation for
solar PV.
Shared ownership is a form of virtual net metering. Many other states have virtual net metering rules
that, unlike Maine, allow sales or transfer of net metering credits to offset billed charges of parties who
do not have an ownership in the net metered facility. 45

Renewable Portfolio Standard
Maine’s version of the policy implementation approach commonly referred to as a Renewable Portfolio
Standard (RPS) was created in phases. To support pre-restructuring grid-scale renewable energy
facilities, the Maine Legislature adopted a 30% eligible resource portfolio requirement that became
effective in 2000 (35-A M.R.S. § 3210(3)). This requirement mandated that retail electricity providers source
30% of their supply from eligible renewable energy generators of any vintage. Since Maine’s legacy
eligible resource fleet exceeded the 30% standard by a wide margin, this requirement has been in
surplus since its inception, with market prices for renewable energy certificates (RECs) used for
compliance trading at a very low price (typically in the range of $1/MWh) insufficient to support any
new renewable energy development.
In 2007, the Legislature enacted a “new” renewable resource capacity portfolio requirement (35-A
M.R.S. § 3210(3-A)). This new requirement, referred to as the Class I RPS (the previous RPS requirement
was rechristened as Class II), defines eligibility as a renewable resource that began service, resumed
operation or was substantially refurbished after September 2005. The initial Class I RPS requirement was
set at 1% of load in 2008 and escalates annually at 1% per year until reaching 10% in 2017 and remaining
at that level thereafter. (Maine Public Utilities Commission, 2007) (Maine Public Utilities Commission,
2014) While solar PV is eligible toward compliance for the Maine RPS Class I (Maine Public Utilities
Commission, 2014), historically the RPS has not resulted in promoting investment in solar PV primarily

45

Some states limit virtual net metering to sharing net metering credits to common ownership of meters or
accounts, while others allow broader sharing with unrelated parties throughout the distribution company service
territory. See Section 0 for more information.
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due to inadequate price levels, and in the authors’ analysis, this situation is not envisioned to change
any time soon. Community-Based Renewable Energy Pilot Program
P.L. Ch. 329, enacted in 2009, directed the Commission to establish and administer a pilot program to
support the development of community-based renewable projects, defined as locally-owned generating
facilities with installed capacities of 10 MW or less. (Maine Public Utilities Commission, 2014) The
Community-Based Renewable Energy Pilot Program is a feed-in-tariff program that provides incentives
to community-based projects in the forms of (1) above-market priced long-term contracts (up to 20
years) with a price cap of 10₵/kWh or (2) a 150% renewable energy credit (REC) multiplier. Projects
choosing the first option must enter into long-term contracts with the T&D utility in whose service
territory the project is sited. (Maine Public Utilities Commission, 2014) So far, no projects have chosen
to take advantage of the REC multiplier option. The program initially had a 25-MW utility-specific cap,
which was removed pursuant to P.L. Ch. 434 in 2014. The 50-MW overall program was kept, although
there is insufficient space under the 50-MW cap for additional projects. 46 To date, no solar projects have
participated in the long-term contract aspect of the program. Pursuant to P.L. Ch. 329, the program is
scheduled to expire on December 15, 2015.

Time-of-Use Rates
Maine’s investor-owned transmission and distribution (T&D) utilities offer time-of-use transmission and
distribution rates options to residential customers. (Emera Maine, 2014) (Central Maine Power
Company, 2014). 47 In addition, CMP offers a time-of-use option on Standard Offer/Default generation
service rates. The electricity prices for customers opting for these rate structures fluctuate based on the
time of electricity use. Because Solar PV produces during peak periods, time-of-use rates may allow PV
hosts to displace higher-than-average peak rates coincident with the time of peak production, yielding
additional value for self-generating customers.

Interconnection Standards
The Commission adopted interconnection standards for small generators interconnecting to the grid in
2010. The standards were modeled after the 2006 Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC)
guidelines. All T&D utilities are required to establish interconnection application and review procedures
of customer-generator facilities in the following levels. Each level has different fees and technical
screens. 48

46

In a decision issued in April 2014, the Commission noted that there were 49.992 MW of projects certified for the
Community-Based Renewable Energy Pilot Program to-date. (Maine Public Utilities Commission, 2014)
47
staff
The Commission
report that these rates are not fully developed, with many issues to be resolved to better
reflect cost and value.
48
The 2014 Freeing the Grid Report gave the Maine interconnection standard a B grade, recommending that the
state clarifies on the dispute resolution process. (Interstate Renewable Energy Council; Vote Solar, 2014)
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Overview of Solar Implementation Approaches Used in Other
States
This section focuses on solar implementation approaches adopted in the five other New England
States (Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont), New York, and
four states (Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania) within the PJM territory. These
locations are selected for their electric market structure (same or similar regional system operator
structure, deregulated markets) and economic opportunity (driven by insolation, similar geography
and land use pattern, and demographics).
Table ES- 4. Summary of Solar Implementation Option: “Rules, Regulations and Rate

Design”

Subcategory Implementation
Examples

Description

Removing
Institutional
Barriers

Interconnection
Standards

Regulations standardizing the requirements of integrating
solar PV to the grid

Solar Access Laws

Rules protecting customers’ access to sunlight and solar
development rights

Business
Formation/Financing
Laws

Policies authorizing certain types of business models or
market structures designed to lower the entry barrier and
expand access to the solar market

Permitting
Simplification, Other
“Soft-Cost Reduction”
Strategies

A suite of strategies designed to reduce the non-equipment
costs associated with various stages of solar PV
development

Building Codes

Solar-Ready Building
Various building standards that (i) regulate orientation,
Standards, Zero-Energy shading, and other siting- and construction-related criteria;
Capable Home
or (ii) support “plug-and-play” PV system configurations
Standards

Tax

Property Tax
Exemption or Special
Rate

Property tax relief to property owners installing solar PV

Sales Tax Exemption

Tax relief exempting system owners from paying sales taxes
for PV system equipment

Property Tax/Payment
in lieu of taxes (PILOT)
Standardization or
Simplification

State policies designed to limit community-by-community
variations in property tax and PILOT rules; designed
primarily to remove uncertainty
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Grid
Modernization

Policies Enabling
Microgrids, Smart-Grid
and Other DG-Friendly
Grid Architecture

Policies designed to promote installations of DG-friendly
technologies and grid architecture; aim to ease
interconnection and advance implementation of solar PV

Rate Design

Time-Varying Rates,
Rate Design, Fixed
Charges and Minimum
Bills

Cost-based utility rate design or rate structures designed to
provide a correct or supportive price signal for the
installation and operation of solar generation facilities

Table ES- 5. Summary of Solar Implementation Option: “Industry Support”

Implementation
Examples

Description

Incentives for Companies,
Technology Development, or
Economic Development

Funding mechanisms designed to provide incentives for in-state solar
businesses; allocated from the state budget, RPS alternative
compliance payments, RGGI proceeds and/or public good funds

Local Content Bonus Or
Mandate

Incentives or requirements that give preference to projects
supporting in-state investment

Customer Acquisition Cost
Reduction

Strategies leveraging scale economies or other measures to increase
solar participation at a lower cost

Outreach/Education/Public
Information/Voluntary
Market Encouragement

Strategies designed to increase customer awareness of solar
technology, voluntary and compliance solar markets, and solar
funding and financing options

Public Sector Leadership and
Demonstration

State or local initiatives, such as demo projects on public properties or
statewide PV goals

Creation of Public Good Funds
to Support Solar
Programs/Policies

Policies establishing funds collected from ratepayers through utility
bill surcharges; designed to provide long-term funding for solar
incentive programs

Installer/Inspector Training
and Certification

Training and certification programs designed to build a qualified local
solar workforce

summarizes which of the identified implementation options has been adopted in each state. The rows
describe the implementation approaches within each category, with a column for each state. An “X”
indicates when a state has adopted a version of the associated implementation approach.
The remainder of this section qualitatively characterizes each implementation option. We selected a list
of implementation approach characteristics guided by a literature review of solar implementation best
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practices. This list was designed to provide a clear and transparent layout for identifying and contrasting
the characteristics of each implementation option, as well as to present a comprehensive understanding
of the interactions among different implementation options and constituent groups. Most options are
characterized as follows:
• Implementation Option Overview – Provide general background of implementation approach,
including typical objectives and target market, such as what types of solar projects (e.g. customer
sectors, system sizes, technologies, etc.) the approach typically targets/supports.
• Key (or interesting) Structural Variations
• Impacts on Different Stakeholder Groups
• Implementation Issues
• Interactions with Other Implementation Approaches – Identify whether there are
implementation options that are typically complimentary, commonly considered as alternative
or mutually-exclusive or conflicting options.
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Table 37 – Solar Implementation Options Adopted in Other States
Category

Subcategory

Implementation Examples

Instruments
Used to
Incentivize
Solar

Direct Financial, Up-front
Incentives (nameplate capacitybased or denominated)

Grants, Rebates, or Buy-Downs

Direct Financial, PerformanceBased Incentives (PBIs)

Feed-In-Tariffs, Standard Offer PBI
Contracts or Tariffs, or PBIs (RECs, Energy,
or Capacity)
Competitive Long-Term PPAs

(energy-based or denominated)

CT

MA

NH

RI

VT

NY

DE

MD

NJ

PA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Long-Term Value of Solar Tariffs
Technology-Specific “Avoided Costs”

X

Production Tax Incentives

Production Tax Credits

X

Demand-Pull/Solar Minimum
Purchase Mandates

Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS)

Net Metering

Net Metering Crediting Mechanism
Virtual Net Metering Crediting Mechanism

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Solar Set-Asides in RPS (SREC markets)

Community-Shared Solar
Financing
Enabling

Solar Loan Programs (Non-Subsidized or
Indirectly Subsidized)

X

X

X

Policies

PACE Financing

X

X

X

Green Bank – Institutions and Suite of
Other programs

X
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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Category

Rules,
Regulations and
Rate Design

Subcategory

Implementation Examples

CT

MA

Utility Ownership

X

X

Solar Lease and/or Third-Party Ownership
Enabling Policies or Eligibility in Other
Policies

X

X

X

X

Removing Institutional Barriers

Interconnection Standards

X

X

X

Tax

Property Tax Exemption or Special Rate

X

X

X

Sales Tax Exemption

X

X

Local Content Bonus Or Mandate

X

X

Customer Acquisition Cost Reduction

X

X

Public Good Funds to Support Solar
Programs/Policies

X

X

Industry
Support
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NH

RI

VT

NY

DE

MD

NJ

PA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
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Instruments Used to Incentivize Solar
Incentives commonly used as vehicles to incentivize distributed solar PV include a suite of
implementation options aimed at changing market or economic decision making by (i) creating market
demand, (ii) removing financing barriers, and/or (iii) lowering installation costs for solar PV. (Doris,
2012). These options include direct and indirect financial incentives targeted at capacity development
(i.e. Capacity-Based Incentives) or electricity production (i.e. Performance-Based Incentives). Incentives
can also be offered as tax benefits credited according to system costs (i.e. Expenditure-Based Tax
Incentives) or generation (i.e. Production-Based Tax Incentives). Mandates creating a demand-pull (i.e.
renewable portfolio standards/Solar Minimum Purchase Mandates) for solar PV are also a form of
incentives.

Direct Financial, Up-Front (a.k.a Nameplate Capacity-Based or Denominated)
Incentives
Grants, Rebates, or Buy-Downs
Direct, up-front incentives, including grants, rebates and buy-downs, compensate or incentivize
generators in proportion to installed system capacities. The primary objective of these implementation
approaches is to reduce the up-front cost of PV installations, hence, lowering the entry barrier to solar
development. Sometimes called “investment incentives,” these incentives differ from “performance
incentives” because they are based on system initial size and investment, and are not contingent on
performance. Typically, front-end payment policies are targeted to small- and medium-scale systems
installed by residential and commercial and industrial (C&I) customers, where up-front cost is a great
barrier. (Bird, Reger, & Heeter, 2012). Unlike tax-based incentives, cash incentives are available to
entities with no tax appetite, such as municipalities and non-profit organizations. (DSIRE Solar Policy
Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012).
Typically, up-front payment programs operate on a first-come, first-served basis for eligible installations
until the allocated funding is fully subscribed. The incentive levels, nominally based on the installed
(nameplate) capacity of the solar system (i.e. $/kW, usually measured at DC), are administrativelydetermined and known to eligible customers in advance. These programs can be funded with various
mechanisms. Some common funding sources include state budgets (i.e. tax revenues), RPS Alternative
Compliance Payment proceeds or public good funds (a.k.a. system benefit charge (SBC)-based funds).
The latter two are funded by utility ratepayers.
There are several key design features to be considered when implementing an up-front incentive
program:
• Program Blocks – One issue with incentive programs operating on a first-come, first-served
basis with limited budgets is a lack of predictability of funding availability. It is often challenging
for developers to predict when the funding will be fully subscribed, especially in situations
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where applications for incentives outpace program budgets. Such an unstable start-stop cycle is
especially challenging for large system owners, whose project development requires much
longer planning time. (DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012) This
issue is especially prevalent where solicitation is infrequent. States can instead distribute
program budget to multiple enrollment blocks and accept applications for block funding
multiple times a year. This approach adds transparency and predictability to incentives over a
longer period of time. Massachusetts’ Commonwealth Solar II Rebate Program and New York’s
MW Block Program both operate under this model.
•

Performance Guarantees – Front-end payments support the development of new capacity, but
cannot guarantee actual energy production. It is a common concern that capacity-based
incentives could not prevent poor system performance driven by improper installations or
inadequate operation and maintenance (Bird, Reger, & Heeter, 2012), and in the absence of
measures to encourage good performance, may actually incentivize poor performance. States
can implement performance guarantees in their incentive programs, such as requiring
equipment warrantees, establishing installer qualification requirements mandating inspections,
etc. The New Hampshire Public Utilities Rebate program requires system owners to provide
installer information, estimated optimal PV production, production loss from shading, and other
system details. (New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, n.d.). Some states have developed
hybrid approached in which a portion of an incentive is distributed as a performance-based
incentive (described below) during the first few years of operation. Some other states, such as
California and New York, use a hybrid approach called an expected performance-based
incentive, or EPBI, which is provided up-front like other incentives described in this subsection,
but ultimately dependent on performance like PBIs described in the next subsection, with the
potential for incentive ‘claw-back’ in the event of underperformance.

•

Geographic Balance – Non-competitive standard incentives typically do not stimulate
geographic diversity in project development. The New York MW Block Program addresses this
issue by creating different incentive rates for different utility territories (e.g. higher incentive
levels for New York City and upstate, lower incentive levels for Long Island). This mechanism
allows more equitable allocation of incentive funding based on the difference in project
development costs driven by geographic constraints (e.g. solar insolation, building structures,
etc.). It also incentivizes solar development where distributed generation is needed most, such
as areas with distribution constraints or high load density.

•

Incentives Adjustment – It can be challenging to set upfront incentives correctly in a dynamic
market. Good up-front payment programs should be responsive to changing market dynamics
(e.g. demands, electricity prices, project economics, and market diversity, etc.). For example, the
Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) can adjust the incentive level for each successive
enrollment for the Commonwealth Solar II Rebate program to account for changing market
interests, decline in solar technology costs and other market conditions. The MassCEC also
incorporates incentive adders (e.g. Massachusetts Company Component adder, Natural Disaster
Relief adder and Moderate Home Value and Moderate Home Income adder), which award
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certain customer classes or project types with extra incentives. (Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center, n.d.) Some states implemented capacity-based incentive programs with declining
incentive schedules to reduce reliance on incentives, both following and encouraging reduced
solar technology cost over time. The following graphs demonstrate the declining incentives
under New York’s MW Block Program:
Figure 32 – New York MW Block Program Declining Incentives (Residential) 49

Compared to other incentives, capacity-based programs have a much more front-loaded
budgetary demand. (Bird, Reger, & Heeter, 2012). Unlike tax incentives or performance-based
incentives, which are typically funded by ratepayers, rebates, grants and buy-downs require an
explicit funding mechanism, often appropriated from the state budget or established through a
ratepayer SBC fund. This factor often makes up-front payment policies less appealing to
policymakers, as demand can outstrip the funding source and bring a growing market to a halt.
It also makes more rebates, grants and buy-downs programs more susceptible to raids when
state budget is short, as evidenced in Connecticut and New Hampshire in recent years. 50 (DSIRE
Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012)

49

(The NY-Sun Initiative, 2014)
In June 2013, the Connecticut legislature passed a budget bill that would transfer the $5 million in Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative funding and $30.4 million in Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority funding to
the General Fund to help balance the budget for fiscal years 2014 and 2015.

50
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Direct Financial, Performance-Based Incentives (PBIs)
PBI Feed-In-Tariffs, Standard Offer PBI Contracts or Tariffs
Standard offer performance-based incentives (PBI) reward generators for actual solar energy production
(i.e. kWh) at a known rate over a fixed period of time. This approach provides generators with a
predictable revenue stream, reducing financing risks. Typical standard offer PBI policies involve T&D
utilities purchasing energy and/or RECs from generators through multi-year term contracts or tariffs at a
predetermined $/kWh rate or rate schedule on a first-come-first-served basis. (New York State Energy
Research and Development Authority, 2012). The contract/tariff rates are usually administrativelydetermined based on market research and economic analysis, although they can also be based on a
competitively-derived price (as is the case for Connecticut’s Small ZREC program, which sets prices at
110% of the weighted average of winning bids from Medium ZREC auctions). (Connecticut Light & Power
Company; United Illuminating Company, 2011).They can be fixed over time, increased at a
predetermined escalator, or indexed according to inflation, spot electricity prices and other factors.
Utilities can use the purchased energy, capacity and/or RECs to meet their obligations or resell the
attributes at spot market prices. In the latter option, utilities can recover the difference between the
spot prices and the contract/tariff prices from ratepayers. Standard offer PBIs can be implemented with
many different features, such as purchase and dispatch requirements and contract terms, designed to
achieve different implementation objectives. (New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority, 2012). A Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) is a globally popular form of a standard offer PBI policy that
guarantees generators access to the electricity grid over a fixed term. 51
Standard offer PBIs are available to most customer classes and system sizes, although some states have
separate competitive procurement procedures for larger commercial-scale systems. Standard offer PBIs
are especially attractive to small residential and C&I customers as they typically have low barriers to
participate (New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, 2012) and have minimal
transaction costs. To prevent large projects developed by more sophisticated players from crowding out
smaller systems, most states allocate fixed budgets or capacities to different customer and or system
size blocks to protect residential and small C&I customers and support market diversity.
Standard offer PBI programs can be implemented with different price setting and payment models,
described as follows:

51

For more information on FITs, see:
• Rickerson, Wilson H., Janet L. Sawin and Robert C. Grace, If the Shoe FITs: Using Feed-in Tariffs to Meet
U.S. Renewable Electricity Targets, The Electricity Journal, Vol. 20 (4), May 2007; or
• Grace, Robert, Wilson Ricerson, Kevin Porter, Jennifer DeCesaro, Karin Corfee, Meredith Wingate and
Jonathan Lesser, Exploring Feed-in Tariffs for California: Feed-In Tariff Design and Implementation Issues
and Options. California Energy Commission. Publication number: CEC-300-2008-003-F, Sacramento, CA,
November 2008.
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•

Standard Offer PBI Price Setting – Standard offer PBI prices can be determined in multiple ways.
Levelized cost of solar generation (e.g. Rhode Island Renewable Energy Growth Program) and
avoided costs (of solar e.g. Vermont Sustainably Priced Energy Enterprise Development
Program) are two commonly used factors for calculating standard offer prices. Standard offer
prices can also value-based, i.e. represented the value of solar generation to the society and/or
utilities. A fourth option is a competitively-derived price approach, which uses the prices from a
prior auction separate from the standard offer program to inform the standard offer incentive
levels (e.g. Connecticut Small Zero Emissions Renewable Energy Credit Program 52 (Couture,
Cory, Kreycik, & Williams, 2010)

•

Payment Structure – Standard offer incentives can be credited with different payment
structures. A typical approach is to issue the incentives as direct payments under multi-term
contracts or tariffs. Another approach, typically targeted to residential and small C&I customers,
is to pay the incentives as a bill credit to the generators. Rhode Island’s Renewable Energy
Growth program applies the PBIs first as bill credit on a residential customer’s bill. The
difference of the total PBI payment under the Renewable Energy Growth program and the value
of the credit to the generating customer's bill is paid as a direct payment to the generator.

Standard offer PBIs provide generators with revenue predictability, reducing financing risks. While they
do not spur competition among projects, they are generally understood to create market scale and
stability which drives competition and innovation further up the value chain (i.e. shifting the basis of
market competition from generation price to equipment price and installation labor cost). (KEMA, Inc. ,
2009). Long-term standard offer contracts or tariffs which procure energy and RECs at a fixed price also
help utilities hedge against fuel price volatility. The ratepayer impact of standard offer PBIs is mixed.
While standard offer PBIs can reduce the cost of solar PV and increase electricity price certainty, if not
set with certain well-understood cost-containment mechanisms limiting quantity or cost, there is a risk
of oversubscription if the prices are set too high, potentially triggering undesirable rate increases. 53
(Kreycik, Couture, & Cory, 2011). Additionally, there are several implementation issues to be considered
when implementing standard offer programs:
• Price Setting – PBI price must balance the drive for investment and ratepayer impacts. Incentive
levels that are set too low may not support market growth. Incentive levels that are set too high
could over-stimulate the market and lead to oversupply of solar PV and undesirable rate
impacts. (Grace, et al., 2008)
•

Market Responsiveness – Standard offer PBIs are generally considered to lack market
responsiveness. These programs lock in electricity prices over multiple years, and in some cases,
over a decade. As a result, they typically cannot react to market conditions and other external

52

The Connecticut Small ZREC (systems up to 100 kW) tariff rate is derived using 110% of the weighted average bid
price from the previous Medium ZREC (100 – 250 kW) solicitation.
53
Spain’s feed-in tariff is the classic example of this risk. (Kreycik, Couture, & Cory, 2011).
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factors, such as policy changes. “Must-buy” provisions under long-term FITs can create
additional inflexibility by prohibiting utilities from adjusting their purchases according to
demands and electricity prices. (Couture, Cory, Kreycik, & Williams, 2010)
•

Drive for Project Cost Reduction – By providing uniform incentives for all projects, standard
offer PBI provides little drive for project competition, which push downward pressure on project
pricing.

Standard offer PBIs for solar are sometimes paired with RPS policies (or operate within them), where
utilities can use the purchased electricity and/or solar RECs toward RPS obligation compliance or resell
the RECs to RPS obligated entities. FITs can sometimes serve as an alternative option to net metering.
Instead of allowing solar customers to reduce retail load with onsite generation, utilities can purchase all
electricity through FIT arrangements.
Competitively-Procured Long-Term Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) or Tariffs
Six of the states studied here have implementation options that establish competitive solicitation
process for long-term power purchase agreements or tariffs for solar PV and other distributed
renewable generation. Typically, these options require a procurement entity, usually a T&D utility (but
sometimes a separate central administrator), to purchase either RECs or a combination of RECs, solar
energy and capacity through power purchase agreements or tariffs at fixed prices most often over a 10to 25-year term. In most of the options discussed here, T&D utilities are the procurement entity and are
responsible for the PPA or tariff payments. Competitive long-term power purchase agreements or tariffs
are often paired with RPS to provide long-term added certainty to REC prices and supply availability, as
well as to ensure that at least a portion of RPS supply is sourced locally (bringing local economic
benefits). T&D utilities can use the purchased RECs toward their own RPS obligation or resell the RECs,
energy, and/or capacity as applicable into the market at spot prices, passing the difference between the
spot price and the PPA/tariff price through to distribution ratepayers. Competitive long-term PPA or
tariff programs are usually targeted to larger distributed generation or utility-scale installations.
Residential and small commercial and industrial (C&I) customers typically are targeted with noncompetitive programs, which have less sophisticated procedures and lower transaction costs. To enable
smaller customers to participate in competitive programs, some states allow installers to participate as
aggregators on behalf of multiple small customers and bid in aggregations.
By providing long-term price certainty and revenue stability, long-term PPA or tariff policies lower the
barrier of financing solar PV, which in turn enable solar projects to attract financing. Creditworthy PPAs
or tariffs increase developers’ ability to obtain low-cost financing and provides reasonable revenue
stability. This reduces the required incentive for solar development in the long-run. Further, long-term
PPA or tariffs which purchase energy allow T&D utilities to hedge against fuel volatility of their
distribution customers. As a result, long-term PPAs or tariffs put downward pressure on solar subsidies,
hence reducing ratepayer impacts in the long-run.
Competitive long-term PPA or tariff policies can be implemented with various design features:
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•

Solicitation Classes - To foster market diversity and equity, or to differentially incentive favored
subsectors of the market, some long-term PPA or tariff programs are divided into multiple
solicitation classes for different system sizes, ownership types and other project types. This
approach has been taken in Connecticut, Rhode Island and Delaware, for example. The following
table summarizes the solicitation classes available in each program:
Table 38 – Solicitation Classes in Connecticut, Rhode Island and Delaware’s
Long-Term PPA/Tariff Programs
State
Connecticut 54

Rhode Island56

Delaware 57

•

Program
Zero Emission Renewable
Energy Certificate Program

Renewable Energy Growth
Program

SREC Procurement Program

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solicitation Classes
Small ZREC (Systems up to 100 kW) 55
Medium ZREC (Larger than 100 to
Smaller than 250 kW)
Large ZREC (250 to 1,000 kW)
Small Solar I – Owner/Host Financed
(1 to 10 kW)
Small Solar I – 3rd Party Financed (1 to
10 kW)
Small Solar II (11 to 25 kW)
Medium Solar (26 to 250 kW)
Commercial Solar (251 to 999 kW)
Large Solar (1 to 5 MW)
N1 – New Projects (<30 kW)
N2 – New Projects (31 – 200 kW)
N3 – New Projects (201 – 2,000 kW)
E1 – Existing Projects (<30 kW)
E2 – Existing Projects (30 – 2,000 kW)

Price vs. Volume Limited – Many programs establish volumetric targets, while some are budgetlimited. For example, the program can be capped at a pre-determined capacity target (e.g. Rhode
Island’s Renewable Energy Growth program) or a percentage of the state utilities’ peak retail loads.
Alternatively, a program can operate subject to a pre-determined budget in each enrollment (e.g.
Connecticut Low Emission Renewable Energy Certificates/Zero Emission Renewable Energy
Certificates Programs and New Hampshire Commercial & Industrial RFP for Renewable Energy
Projects). The volume procured therefore varies with price. One determinant of the approach is the
source of funds: an SBC-fund or similar cash source of budget will often dictate a budget-limited

54

(Connecticut Light & Power, n.d.)
The Connecticut Small ZREC solicitation does not operate as a competitive program. However, the tariff rate is
competitively-derived using the weighted average bid price from the previous Medium ZREC solicitation.
56
(Rhode Island Distributed Generation Board, 2014)
57
(Delaware Sustainable Energy Utility, 2014)
55
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•

approach, while a program that results in regulator-approved pass-through of costs or benefits to
ratepayers allows a fixed quantity target to be pursued without a specific budget cap.
Solar-Only vs. Multi-Technology Competition – In most instances discussed herein, procurement
pits solar PV installations against each other, often within subclasses as noted above. Competitive
procurement of utility-scale solar head-to-head with other types of renewables has been common in
California and the southwest for several years due to much higher capacity factors and scale
economies than available in the Northeast. However, utility-scale solar could be nearing the point
of being able to compete head-to-head with other renewables resources in all-renewables longterm contract procurements in the northeast, as evidenced by recent selection of a 20 MW utilityscaled project under Connecticut’s Public Act 13-303 Section 6 RFP at the end of 2013 (it is too early
to know whether the bid price is viable, as the project has until the end of 2016 to reach commercial
operation).

There are several common implementation issues with long-term PPA or tariff procurement policies:
• Potential Violation of Federal Power Act – There have been several lawsuits in Maryland, New
Jersey and Connecticut regarding the legality of state-administered long-term energy contract
programs. (PPL Energyplus, LLC, et al. vs. Douglas R. M. Nazarian, 2013) (PPL Energyplus, LLC vs.
Robert M. Hanna, 2013) (Allco Finance Limited vs. Robert Klee, 2014). Stakeholders argued that such
programs overstep the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s jurisdiction by establishing
wholesale energy rates. Both Maryland and New Jersey’s long-term contract programs were
invalidated as a result of the legal actions. The Connecticut Section 6 procurement program was
found not found by the courts to be preempted by the Federal Power Act, although that ruling is
being appealed (Allco Finance Limited vs. Robert Klee, 2014).
• Project Attrition – Competitive procurements are commonly characterized by a modest to
substantial rates of project attrition, driven by speculative bidding and sometimes excessive
administrative burden and regulatory and utility delay, which can be exacerbated by inflexible
completion milestones. These factors are exacerbated when solicitations are infrequent or there
are low or no bid security requirements. When such conditions hold, sophisticated developers could
submit an inventory of bids and then pick and choose which selected projects to develop.
• Procurement Frequency – In contrast to procurement mandates (like RPS tiers) or standard offers,
which allow for a relatively steady stream of sales, design, financing and installation workflow that is
conducive to establishing long-term jobs, episodic procurements represent bursts of activity that are
difficult to staff for, often leading to short-term jobs and greater use of mobile labor. We have
observed that infrequent procurement events tend to exacerbate speculative bidding, as the sparse
market opportunities encourage bidders to offer immature projects with greater completion risk
(rather than forego all opportunities until the next procurement events). Procurement frequency
varies. For example, the Rhode Island DG Standard Contract program procured three times per year
while the Connecticut ZREC solicitations are only offered once per year. Further, with competitive
procurements for customer-sited generation, there can be significant frustration as hosts go through
extensive internal decision-making efforts to decide to commit to a project, only to have their
developer fail to win a bid, leaving them with no project (and if procurements are less frequent, a
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•

long period before getting another shot at a bid, often requiring renegotiation of PPA or lease
transaction to make a project viable). (Connecticut Conference of Municipalities, 2014)
Security Requirements – To address high rates of project failure and speculative bidding, some
states have considered implementation approaches that create higher barriers of entry (security
requirements as well as project milestones) while allowing a degree of flexibility to address
unforeseeable factors that may cause delays. (Belden, Michelman, Grace, & Wright, 2014). The
downside of raising the bar to entry, however, is reduced participation and price competition.

Long-Term Value of Solar Tariffs58
A Value of Solar Tariff (VOST) is a net energy metering (NEM) tariff design that incorporates value of
solar analysis in setting the credit value for customer generation from solar energy facilities. Under
traditional net metering, the customer’s retail rate is the rate applied to calculate the bill offset amount
– an arbitrary proxy for the value of the generation. Under a VOST, the calculated value of solar is used
to calculate the bill offset amount created by solar generation, a truer and more transparent incentive.
As with net metering, many different modifications, adjustments, and options are also possible under a
VOST—such as the credit rate for excess energy generation, the netting period for calculating offsets,
the extent to which the credit can offset certain fixed charges, and the period over which the offset rate
is stabilized. The VOST seeks to improve on traditional NEM by using an offset credit rate that is
empirically derived through a full avoided cost methodology.
In the two places where the tariff has been implemented so far, the City of Austin (Texas) and the State
of Minnesota, the tariff was expressly designed to be modeled on a basic net metering structure and to
avoid a sale by providing only an offsetting credit for customer generation. In this regard, VOST and
NEM structured in this way 59 differ from Feed-In Tariffs and so-called Buy-All-Sell-All rates. The VOST
approach has been targeted at small customers, both residential and commercial, seeking to offset their
electricity bill associated with consumption of energy.

58

For more information on Value of Solar Tariff, see:
• The ICER Chronicle – A Focus on International Energy Policy “Chapter VIII – The Value of Solar Tariff: Net
Metering 2.0:” http://www.rabagoenergy.com/files/icer-chronicle-rabago-vos-article-131220--extract.pdf.
• Minnesota Value of Solar: Methodology: http://mn.gov/commerce/energy/images/MN-VOSMethodology-FINAL.pdf.
59
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP prepared a legal memo for The Alliance for Solar Choice (TASC)
regarding the tax implications of feed-in-tariffs and value of solar tariffs in August 2013. It argued that FIT and
VOST frameworks require the sales of all customer generation, and hence, could jeopardize a customer’s ability to
receive certain tax credits that have on-site consumption threshold. (The Alliance for Solar Choice, 2013). TASC’s
argument presumes that VOST is set up as a “front of the meter” rate and system, while Austin and Minnesota
both intended for the VOST to be a “behind-the-meter” netting system. Hence, it can be argued that VOST does
not constitute a buy-all-sell-all arrangement. Rather, it is an offsetting credit for onsite generation.
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The VOST as applied in these instances was designed to preserve the benefits of Federal residential solar
tax credits and state-level property tax exemptions for solar equipment. A VOST is designed to fairly
value customer generation (or, perhaps more accurately, to compensate generation based on an
assessment on its administratively-determined value), and its advocates argue that it can nominally
keep the utility whole for the cost of distribution and supplemental power services (we note that this
could be the case so long as the portion of the VOST not readily avoided or monetized by the utility are
recovered from ratepayers). The VOST approach serves as a model for valuing other distributed energy
resources, such as energy storage, demand response, and ancillary services. The VOST requires a value
of solar analysis, which in turn requires data and the development of a methodology. The VOST should
be regularly updated to capture changes in avoided costs. Like traditional avoided cost proceedings, this
process is best conducted with public participation and regulatory oversight. The VOST can be adopted
as an optional alternative to traditional net metering, or as a substitute. In some cases, utilities may not
collect the data or collect it in a form that allows full calculation of the value of solar. There may be
ongoing disagreements about the best way to calculate some value components.
Technology-Specific “Avoided Costs”
Standard offers or feed-in tariffs have been challenged as violating the division of Federal versus state
authority pursuant to the Federal Power Act (Hempling, Elefant, Cory, & Porter, 2010), but FERC has
held that the Federal Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act (PURPA) allows purchase of electricity from a
particular source of energy under a multi-tiered avoided-cost structure through a standard offer
program at or below the specific technology’s avoided-costs. (Cal. Pub. Util. Comm'n Et. al, (July 15,
2010)) (Cal. Pub. Util. Comm'n Et. al, (Oct. 21, 2010)) States or non-regulated utilities can establish their
own methodology for determining the technology-specific avoided costs, provided that the method
complies with the criteria in PURPA and is non-discriminatory to co-generators or small power
producers. (Burns & Rose, 2014). It is important to recognize that technology-specific avoided costs are
a federal rate concept. By definition, it does not account for non-jurisdictional avoided costs, such as
RPS compliance costs.
Technology-specific avoided costs provide an improvement to the one-size-fits-all incentive rate setting
method, allowing more accurate determination of the cost of each renewable technology. They have
been applied as standard offer prices, or as ceiling prices under which competition can take place.
Among the states considered in this section, Vermont is an example that explicitly uses technologyspecific avoided costs, characterized as such, as an approach for setting standard-offer rates. The state’s
Sustainably Priced Energy Enterprise Development (SPEED) Standard-Offer program operates as a
centrally-administered competitive procurement. The contract price for each technology block is capped
at the avoided costs for that specific technology. For solar PV, the administratively-set avoided cost
schedule is set at a fixed rate throughout the contract period. Bidders are required to propose a single
price for the contract period that is no more than the administratively-set solar avoided cost. For other
technologies, bidders can propose an escalating price schedule to reflect inflation. (VEPP Inc., 2014)
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Indirect Financial Incentives
Emissions Markets
Emissions markets policies are market-based emission cap-and-trade programs usually implemented in a
regional or broader scale. A typical emission markets program includes a declining emission target
schedule for the power sector, with responsibility for meeting that cap apportioned to generators
according to an administratively –determined process. Power plants from participating states can
demonstrate compliance by purchasing emissions allowance from their states. The net effect is an
increase in the price of electric energy resulting from generators including this variable cost in their
wholesale energy market bids, indirectly increasing the value realized per MWh sold from non-emitting
generation, like solar PV. It is important to note that emission allowance values represent the cost of
program compliance, denominated in dollars per allowance or ton of carbon dioxide. This compliance
cost may or may not be related to the value of avoided emissions in terms of avoided environmental
damages. As such, the price of an emission credit should not be assumed to represent the “value” of
non-emissions from non-emitting resources. Proceeds from the sales of emissions allowance are used to
support state renewable energy and energy efficiency initiatives. The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative
(RGGI) is an example of such approach. Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode
Island, Vermont, New York, Delaware, and Maryland are all current members of RGGI. 60 (Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative, n.d.)

Expenditure-Based Tax Incentives
Investment Tax Credits
Investment Tax Credits (ITC) are capacity denominated tax incentives. Typically, they are direct
deductions in tax liability associated with the cost of purchasing and installing solar systems. To take
advantage of an ITC, the owner must have a ‘tax appetite’ (and is thus not available to government and
non-profit entities) and the investment must be ‘at risk’. A 30% ITC for DG solar is currently offered at
the federal level; after 2016, the 30% ITC expires, while a 10% commercial ITC (unavailable to
residential-owned systems) will remain thereafter. (U.S. Department of Energy, 2014). Some states have
implemented ITCs at the state level. For instance, Massachusetts has a residential solar ITC, which
applies a 15% credit, up to $1,000, to a system owner’s state income tax for the net expenditure of a
solar PV facility installed on the system owner’s primary residence. 61 Under the Massachusetts ITC
program, excess tax credits can be applied to subsequent year for up to three years. (DSIRE, 2014).

60
61

New Jersey was a RGGI member until 2011.
The system owner can be a tenant of the property.
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Production Tax Incentives
Production Tax Credits
Production Tax Credits (PTC) are tax incentives offered based on, and contingent on, electricity
production (i.e. $/kWh), and as such, are akin to performance-based incentives (and could readily be
categorized thereunder). Like an ITC, to take advantage of an ITC, the owner must have a ‘tax appetite’
(and is thus not available to government and non-profit entities) and the investment must be ‘at risk’. It
is not a common implementation approach at the state level. Maryland is the only state of those
features here that offers Clean Energy PTC. The program has a credit floor, which sets a minimum
amount of PTC payment a system needs to yield in order to be eligible for the program. The price floor
indirectly eliminates any systems smaller than 20 kW to participate. (Administration, n.d.)

Demand-Pull/Solar Minimum Purchase Mandates
Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) and Solar RPS Tiers (Set-Asides)
All ten states discussed in this Section with the exception of Vermont 62 have active Renewable Portfolio
Standards. RPS mandates typically require electric suppliers to meet a minimum percentage of their
annual retail loads with renewable energy by purchasing and (for states considered here) retiring
renewable energy certificates (RECs). 63 When the obligation is places on electricity suppliers, the cost of
RPS compliance is embedded in the cost of electricity. 64 While solar PV is nominally eligible for all RPS, it
is generally not competitive enough against other resources in technology-neutral RPS policies,
especially in the northeast. As a result, some states have incorporated explicit tiers or set-asides
(sometimes referred as carve-outs when they explicitly constitute a subset of another RPS tier) within
the RPS for solar PV or distributed generation. Set-asides policies stimulate demand for, and thus
investment in, specific technologies (in this case, solar PV) within the RPS that would otherwise not be
supported due to cost and other development constraints. Solar set-asides require that a specified
portion of the RPS be met with solar generation, typically (in the northeast competitive markets)
through use of solar renewable energy certificates (SRECs) as a distinct tier of an overall RPS
requirement, often carved-out of a larger tier designated for new resources. Solar carve-outs are a
widely-adopted implementation approach, most common in states with deregulated markets. As shown
in the following map, of the states studied for this report, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Delaware,
Maryland, New Jersey and Pennsylvania all incorporated solar set-aside policies.

62

Proposed RPS legislation, including a distributed generation tier, was filed in January of 2015, and appears to
have significant potential for adoption.
63
The exception is New York, where the RPS obligation is not placed on load-serving entities, but rather run by a
centralized procurement entity, NYSERDA. Instead, generation attributes associated with production from systems
driven by up-front incentives and competitively-procured long-term REC contracts are counted towards meeting
state RPS targets.
64
In the case of New York, or any state placing the obligation on the distribution company in an unbundled market,
the costs are collected through a surcharge on distribution bills.
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Figure 33 – States with Solar/DG Set-Asides Policies 65

Solar set-aside policies are designed to provide additional incentive for solar development. The
additional incentive is usually driven by higher price caps or Alternative Compliance Payment (ACP)
levels relative to the Class I market. In order to track and encourage anticipated technology cost
reduction, some states, such as Massachusetts and Maryland, have established declining ACP schedules
that eventually merge with the “Class I” (undifferentiated) market. Alternatively, a credit multiplier
approach, which increases the effective REC value ($/MWh) of solar generation relative to other Class I
sources, is used. (DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012). RPS and solar setasides policies are sometimes paired with long-term contracts or tariffs to add price and supply certainty
to the market. Under these embedded long-term procurements, T&D utilities may choose to solicit
unbundled contracts for just the RECs (e.g. New Jersey and Connecticut) or bundled contracts for a
combination of RECs, energy and capacity (e.g. Rhode Island). (Atlantic City Electric Co., Et. al, 2011)
(SREC-Based Financing Program - Documents, 2011) . Attributes purchased through the long-term
agreements can be used toward the utilities’ obligations or resold to the spot market to be made
available to RPS obligated entities.
Solar RPS set-aside policies support solar PV of all sizes and market sectors, although some states may
choose to promote specific market sectors within the solar set-asides using additional eligibility
requirements (e.g. system size caps, geographic location requirements, etc.) and differentiating

65

(DSIRE Solar, 2014)
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incentive mechanisms (e.g. Massachusetts’ SREC factors). States can also adopt various design features
to advance additional implementation objectives.
Key structural variations include:
• Price Caps or ACP Levels – Unlike the other states mentioned earlier, New Hampshire’s solar carveout (RPS Tier II) program has the same ACP level as its RPS Tier I. This design eliminates the main
objective of set-asides policies, which is to stimulate solar investment by providing a higher level of
incentives. The lack of additional incentives for solar compared to other technologies, coupled with
the state’s low ACP rates relative to the region provides little support for solar PV development in
New Hampshire, and RECs from those PV installations are most often is sold into other New England
markets with higher REC prices. 66
•

Price-Support Mechanisms – RPS target schedules are typically pre-determined by the legislature to
achieve a specific overall quantity target over a period of time. In most cases, the targets can only be
adjusted through legislation. 67 The lack of flexibility for solar set-asides to adjust with changing
market conditions is a common concern. Several states, such as New Jersey, have observed drastic
SREC price volatility over the years. (Belden, Michelman, Grace, & Wright, 2014). Both New Jersey
(N.J. P.L. 2012, Chapter 24, 2012) and Maryland (Chapter 494, 2010) have accelerated their solar
set-asides schedules through legislation in response to rapid market growth. With an eye towards
mitigating SREC price volatility, and in particular prevent price crashes, in the absence of statutory
authority to create a firm price floor the Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources
implemented two strategies to add flexibility to its solar carve-out program. Massachusetts uses a
unique supply-responsive demand formula that adjusts the demand targets at an annual basis
according to the actual volume of past solar installations, ACP payments and market trends. The
carve-out is further supported by a floor-price auction mechanism, which creates a soft price floor
to limit SREC price variability. In years of market surplus, solar system owners can offer their unsold
SRECs in a state-administered fixed-price auction at a pre-determined price of $285/MWh. 68 The
auction is conducted in up to three rounds; if it does not clear in the first round, the life of SRECs
purchases out of the auction are extended and the future demand is further ratcheted up to induce
greater expected value for SRECs re-minted in the auction. This mechanism is a “soft” price floor
because SRECs can be and sometimes are sold below the floor if buyers expect SREC prices to sink
below the floor in the future, or if the floor price is expected to be realized from sale or re-minted
SRECs in later years, discounted based on the time-value of money. (Massachusetts Department of
Energy Resources, n.d.)

66

According the state’s 2013 RPS Compliance Report, roughly 50% of the state’s solar carve-out obligation is met
by ACPs. (New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission, 2014) Most of New Hampshire’s current solar development
is facilitated by the state’s solar rebate and competitive procurement programs, as well as Massachusetts’ RPS
Class I, which has a higher ACP level.
67
In Rhode Island and New Hampshire, state regulators are authorized to adjust the RPS targets in the event of
resource inadequacy.
68
Buyers from the auction pay $300 per SREC, with the spread funding the cost of conducting the auction.
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•

SREC Factor and Managed Growth Sector – Massachusetts incorporated a SREC Factor mechanism
under Phase II of its Solar Carve-out. This mechanism credits generation associated with specific
market sub-sectors (defined by project types or sizes) at higher values (SREC/MWh), as shown in
Table 39.
Table 39 – Massachusetts RPS Solar Carve-out Phase II Market Sectors and SREC
Factor 69
Market Sector

A

B

C

Managed Growth

•

•

69

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
1.
2.
3.

Generation Unit Type
Generation Units with a capacity of <=25 kW DC
Solar Canopy Generation Units
Emergency Power Generation Units
Community Shared Solar Generation Units
Low or Moderate Income Housing Generation Units
Building Mounted Generation Units
Ground mounted Generation Units with a capacity >
25 kW DC with 67% or more of the electric output
on an annual basis used by an on-site load
Generation Units sited on Eligible Landfills
Generation Units sited on Brownfields
Ground mounted Generation Units with a capacity
of <= 650 kW with less than 67% of the electrical
output on an annual basis used by an on-site load.

Unit that does not meet the criteria of Market Sector A,
B, or C.

SREC Factor

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

Limitations on Market Segments – Based on experiences with accelerated development of larger
multi-MW scale systems triggering sudden surplus and volatility, desire for development diversity
(i.e. maintaining opportunities for smaller, customer-sited installations) and the desire to steer
development towards rooftops and locations with load and away from remote sites with other
uses (such as agricultural land), states such as Massachusetts and New Jersey have acted to limit
the aggregate capacity that can be developed in these segments. (Belden, Michelman, Grace, &
Wright, 2014). For example, Massachusetts established a ‘Managed Growth’ sector (see Table 39),
which includes ground-mounted utility-scale solar projects sited on greenfield sites. The aggregated
target capacity is set, and capacity available to the Managed Growth sector is determined on an
annual basis based on the volume of solar installations in other market sectors. This approach allows
the state to control market growth and advance other implementation goals, such as promoting
brownfield solar installation, residential and small-business solar installation and affordable housing
solar projects. (MA 225 CMR 14.07, 2014)
Who Bears the Obligation – Of the state’s examined here, all but two place the RPS and SREC Setaside obligation on load-serving entities. Exceptions include New York and Delaware. New York

(Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources, n.d.)
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uses a ‘central procurement’ mechanism through which the New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority (NYSERDA) runs solicitation programs funded by an SBC-like charge
collected by the state’s distribution utilities. Delaware places the RPS obligation on the state’s
distribution providers (Delmarva, DEC, and DEMEC). While we are not aware of an example, it is
feasible that a distinct distributed solar PV tier obligation could be placed on distribution utilities
while maintaining the RPS obligation on load-serving entities.
Our research and literature review have identified several concerns regarding the implementation of
solar set-aside policies:
• Potential Violation of Interstate Commerce Clause – Most states have, in the process of
developing their renewable energy implementation strategies, considered the local economic
benefits an important driver. (Grace, Donovan, & Melnick, 2011) Some states have geographic
requirement that limits their solar carve-out policies to in-state generation only. In several
states, stakeholders have filed complaints or taken legal actions challenging the legality of “outof-state exclusion” provisions in solar carve-out and other renewable policies on the ground of
violation of the Constitution’s Interstate Commerce Clause. 70 Thus far, there have been no
successful legal challenges finding violation of the federal commerce clause. Nonetheless, states
regularly take extreme care in crafting RPS mandates to avoid crossing this line, and crafting
policies targeted at generation interconnected at the distribution level has been a commonly
used approach. (Elefant & Holt, 2011)
•

Market Volatility – Enhanced and expiring federal incentives, reduced solar installation costs
and high SREC prices created a surplus of SRECs in New Jersey in late 2011 and early 2012. The
rapid market growth was followed by a period of market stagnation as SREC prices plummeted
in response to an oversupplied market. Volatility in the market creates revenue uncertainty and
increases investment risks, raising the barrier for market-entry and undermining a stable
environment for job growth. (Belden, Michelman, Grace, & Wright, 2014)

70

In April 2010, TransCanada Power Marketing filed a civil lawsuit in Massachusetts District Court against the
Department of Energy Resources and Department of Public Utilities, asserting, among other issues, that the
Massachusetts Solar RPS carve-out, which requires load serving entities to meet solar specific RPS targets by
purchasing SRECs from in-state generators is unconstitutional and in violation of the Interstate Commerce Clause.
TransCanada ultimately reached a Partial Settlement Agreement with the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and
the original suit was dismissed. (TransCanada Power Marketing LTD., 2010) (TransCanada Power Marketing LTD. v.
Ian A. Bowles et. al., 2010). The New York State Energy Research and Development Authority also faced similar
challenge regarding its geographic eligibility for the agency’s long-term RPS procurement, which is limited to
resources located within New York state or off-shore resources that are directly interconnected to the New York
Grid. In an order issued in May 2013, the New York Public Service Commission asserted that the geographic
eligibility limit does not violate the Interstate Commerce Clause due to the agency’s role as a market participant
(there is a “market participant exception” based on principles created by case law). (New York Public Service
Commission, 2013)
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Solar carve-out policies create predictable demands for solar PV generation and, if paired with long-term
contract or tariff policies or other revenue-stabilizing tactics, can provide a degree of long-term revenue
expectations sufficient to attract investment. However, compared to implementation approaches which
provide stable revenue – standard offers and competitive long-term contracts – the revenue volatility in
SREC markets is less attractive to investors. This leads to SREC markets having a higher cost of capital
(New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, 2012) and often a difficultly in attracting
debt financing, particularly early on in a policy’s life. But our own market analysis reveals that
experience in Massachusetts has shown that as market participants became more familiar with a policy
and gain experience with its operation, many lenders have grown sufficiently comfortable with SREC risk
to lend in this market environment. (Sustainable Energy Advantage, LLC; Meister Consultants Group,
Inc.; LaCapra Associates; The Cadmus Group, Inc., 2013)
Further, compared to standard offer policies, RPS and solar set-asides encourage competition that, all
else equal, favor least cost projects. On the other hand, fixed demand target schedules prevent setasides programs from reacting to market conditions without legislative or regulatory changes. Constant
policy changes can create uncertainty and affect generator revenues. (New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority, 2012)

Net Metering
Net Metering Crediting Mechanism
Net metering is a well-understood and widely-adopted solar implementation approach that has been an
important driver for customer-sited PV generation. Net metering rules require T&D utilities to credit
their self-generating customers for the excess electricity produced from their PV systems. They are
designed to provide solar system owners with a predictable revenue stream at a higher level than
potentially available through sales of energy at wholesale, facilitate on-site solar generation by allowing
a monetization of the value of PV production out of reach for unsophisticated retail electricity
customers, and allow customers to realize utility bill savings by offsetting their own loads by displacing
their own use independent of temporal production and usage. Typically, the excess generation over the
course of a month is credited the net metering customer’s utility bill in the following month as a
reduction in energy usage. The credits can be carried over for a specific period of time, after which any
unused credits will be eliminated. The costs of the program (i.e. lost utility revenues) are then passed
through to ratepayers as net metering recovery charges on utility bills. For this reason, net metering is
seen by utilities as a cross-subsidy between participants and non-participating customers. While
historically the degree of cross-subsidy has been trivial, with the recent growth in solar penetration,
electric utilities nationwide have recently turned to characterizing continued unmitigated net metering
as an uncompensated use of their systems and an existential threat to ability to be paid for the services
their systems render. (Kennerly, Wright, Laurent, Rickerson, & Proudlove, 2014)
Net metering rules normally include individual system size limits, sometimes differentiated by customers
sectors (e.g. public versus private). Statutory changes over the past several years have increased typical
system size caps to the 1 to 2 MW range in many states. Further, net metering programs are often
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capped at a certain specified percentage of utilities’ loads. Massachusetts has separate program caps for
the public and private sectors. In Massachusetts, small renewable energy systems (less than 10 kW on a
single-phase circuit or less than 25 kW on a three-phase circuit) are not subject to the aggregated caps
altogether.
Virtual Net Metering Crediting Mechanism
Several states have expanded their net metering rules to provide customers with more flexibility. For
example, virtual net metering rules allow a customer or multiple customers to aggregate their usage
across multiple meter and net meter multiple units at separate facilities or on different properties. As a
result, customers can offset electricity consumed from one site with electricity generation produced
from a system at a remote site. (DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012) The
net metering credits can be allocated to the customer(s) in a pre-determined arrangement. In most
states, virtual net metering is limited to municipalities, state and agriculture customers only. Virtual net
metering also enables government entities to access solar tax incentives through a third-party
ownership model. (Barnes, 2013) However, some states (such as Massachusetts) have instituted
relatively liberal policies. The Massachusetts legislature established several means to virtually net
meter, through mechanisms referred to as neighborhood, municipal and agricultural net metering.
(Chapter 169 of the Acts of 2008, 2008) Under neighborhood net metering, for instance, a group of 10 or
more residential customers within the same distribution company may own or contract with a net
metering facility within their utility load zone and each get credit for the output. Depending on the net
metering class, virtual net metering moderately to dramatically enhance the economics of distributed
PV installations by crediting most avoided retail rate components regardless of the size of the host load.
This has led to multi-MW installations at locations without prior load (where the PV facilities own usage,
such a security lighting, can qualify as the retail customer) availing themselves of net metering through
the sale of net metering credits to municipalities and other off-site parties at a discount. This has
become a major pathway to monetizing compensation for what would otherwise be deemed wholesale
electricity at a value reflecting the allowed components of retail rates which may be credited under
three different classes of net metering facilities. It opened up the market to substantial growth under
the state’s SREC-I carve-out which has subsequently been pared back somewhat under the more
restrictive SREC-II carve-out. And at present, it is also stimulating considerable activity in a specialized
subsector, community-shared solar.
Community-Shared Solar 71
An increasingly prevalent net metering arrangement is community shares solar (CSS), a form of
community net metering which enables multiple customers (usually capped at a fixed number) to share
ownership interest in a single remote net metered facility and allocate the credits based on pre-

71

For more information, see IREC’s Model Rules for Shared Renewable Energy Programs:
http://www.irecusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/IREC-Model-Rules-for-Shared-Renewable-EnergyPrograms-2013.pdf.
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determined arrangements, such as proportional to ownership interest. CSS provides a platform for
electricity customers in a community or condominium to jointly purchase a shared solar project. It
provides solar access to customers who otherwise cannot host an onsite system, for instance because of
building orientation, shading, building condition, multi-tenant buildings, etc. Further, by using a pooling
approach, it supports participation in small increments, making solar more affordable, thus enabling
low-income customers to participate. (Interstate Renewable Energy Council; Vote Solar, 2014). This
community-shared ownership model has gained nation-wide popularity in recent years. Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and Vermont have all authorized community net metering through legislation. New York is
working on developing community net metering rules in 2014 and 2015 under the state’s Reforming the
Energy Vision initiative. (Durkay, 2014) Many advocates cite CSS as the democratization of solar,
opening up participation of solar to all. Of course, CSS, which relies on net metering, triggers the same
issues with cross-subsidization and use of utility facilities without paying for them as other virtual net
metering installations.
Given the rapid growth in the grid-tied solar market, several states have approached their net metering
caps. Increasing the net metering program caps typically require legislative authorization. Vermont 72,
Massachusetts 73 and New York 74 , for example, all raised their program caps in 2014. However, as
popularity for solar PV continues to grow and controversy regarding the cost impact of net metering
deepens, many states have started exploring other implementation options. Vermont, Massachusetts
and New York all recently initiated investigations to explore and develop longer-term and more
sustainable alternatives to net metering.
State policy makers should also be aware that expanding access to net metering would accelerate the
depletion of aggregated net metering capacity available in states with net metering caps. Utilities
typically argue that high rates of rapid adoption could lead to greater risk of cost-shifting to nonparticipants.

72

Act 99, enacted in 2014, increases the cumulative output capacity of net metering systems from 4% to 15% of
the distribution company’s peak demand during 1996 or the peak demand during the most recent full calendar
year, whichever is greater. Further, it directs the Public Service Department to conduct a study on net metering in
Vermont and identify best practices for net metering in other states. (An Act Relating to Self-Generation and Net
Metering, 2014) (30 V.S.A. §219a Self-Generation and Net Metering, n.d.)
73
The Massachusetts legislature enacted Chapter 251 in 2014 to increase the public and private net metering caps
to 5% and 4% of peak loads (previously 3% for both sectors) respectively and ordered the creation of a Net
Metering Task Force to evaluate the long-term viability of net metering in Massachusetts. (An Act Relative to
Credit for Thermal Energy Generated with Renewable Fuels, 2014)
74
The New York Public Service Commissioner, on December 15, 2014 issued a ruling in response to various solar
stakeholders. The ruling increased the aggregate net metering cap for each utility to 6% of peak load. The ruling
also directs its staff, in consultation with the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, to
identify a methodology to measure and properly value distributed generation resources. (New York Public Service
Commission, 2014)
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Finance Enabling Policies
Financing enabling policies enhance the accessibility of financing, lower financing transactions costs,
open up access to lower-cost forms of financing, and otherwise lower the entry barrier to solar
investment and enable a broader range of players to participate in the solar market.

Solar Loan Programs (Non-Subsidized or Indirectly Subsidized)
Solar loan programs can be implemented with different models and funding options. Non-subsidized or
indirectly subsidized loan programs are supported by private sector financing options or utilities. PACE
financing and on-bill financing, discussed further below, are specialized approached to non-subsidized
loan programs. Generally, solar loans are targeted to residential customers who cannot afford the high
upfront cost of solar and are not sophisticated enough to obtain private loans. These programs are also
developed by states to create scale to the residential lending market, standardize transactions thus
lowering transaction costs, familiarize and attract lenders to the market. Solar loans do not reduce the
overall cost of solar PV installation, but lower the up-front cost by spreading the total cost over time,
and in some instances may also lower interest costs. Connecticut’s Green Bank recently established
innovative programs, and in 2015 Massachusetts is rolling out a program driven by the Department of
Energy Resources which will feature loan-loss reserves, interest rate buy-downs and advantageous
terms for low-income homeowners. (Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources, 2015)
Recently, emerging solar loan products that incorporate innovative financing options or repayment
models have provided system owners with more low-cost financing options for solar PV:
• In New Jersey, PSE&G’s Solar Loan Program allows residential and commercial customers to
repay their loan obligations with cash payment of SRECs. The program includes a floor price
guarantee for SRECs generated by the systems. This design allows system owners to offset their
loan obligations with SRECs generated by their systems, reducing actual out-of-pocket costs for
the PV. (PSE&G, n.d.)
•

The Connecticut Green Bank is working with multiple financing groups to create a crowdsourced loan product for solar installations. The loan program uses projected energy savings as
the basis for the loans and provides key protections, such as guarantees on system
performance, for homeowners. The program will aggregate funding for the loans from American
investment partners and repay investors through an online marketplace. (Clean Energy Finance
and Investment Authority, 2014)

PACE Financing
Property-Accessed Clean Energy (PACE) financing is an implementation approach that allows
municipalities to offer long-term, low-interest loans on customer-sited installations that are tied to the
property where the project is hosted instead of the system owner. While used more broadly on energy
efficiency investments, PACE programs are increasingly being targeted at solar PV installations Similar
to most finance-enabling approaches, PACE financing lowers the entry barrier to solar PV installation by
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spreading the project cost over a long period of time. Tying the loan obligations to the property instead
of the system owner’s credit standing also reduce the loan’s risk profile. (New York State Energy
Research and Development Authority, 2012). Under PACE financing, repayment obligations are made
through a special assessment on property taxes. Unlike typical loan products, PACE financing allows loan
obligations to be transferred along with the sales of the property. This design feature makes PACE
financing very attractive to homeowners and business customers, and removes a barrier to solar
adoption for those unsure whether they will be in their home long enough to recoup the investment.
States that have adopted PACE programs often distinguish between commercial (C-PACE) and
residential programs. C-PACE is more widespread than residential programs. The residential PACE
program had significant momentum several years ago, but quickly ground to a halt after the Federal
Housing Finance Agency issued a decision that made it impossible to implement a residential PACE
program that assigns a senior lien to PACE financing. Several states have bypassed this rule by passing
legislation that removes the senior lien provision in PACE programs and instead assigns PACE financing a
subordinate lien. (DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012).

On-Bill Financing
On-bill financing is a long-term, low-interest loan servicing tool that is typically used for financing energy
efficiency retrofits. This model allows PV system owners to repay their loan obligations through their
utility bills. Similar to PACE financing, on-bill financing allows the loans to be tied to the property instead
of the system owner and can be transferred with the sales of the property. So, like PACE financing, onbill financing can removes a barrier to solar adoption for those unsure whether they will be in their
home long enough to recoup the investment. New York currently provides an on-bill recovery loan
option for residential and small business/not-for profit solar installers. Under the state program, the
monthly repayments cannot exceed the estimated cost offset by on-site generation from the solar
project, therefore ensuring that project cost can be mostly recovered from energy savings. (Financing
Options for NY-Sun Incentive Program, n.d.)

Green Banks and Their Programs
A Green Bank is a state-chartered institution that offers a suite of programs and financing products
designed to provide affordable access to clean energy development to a wide range of audience. As an
alternative to incentive approaches, states can establish Green Banks that leverage and recycle public
funding to stimulate the growth of private financing markets for solar and other clean energy
investments, while ensuring efficient use of public funds. (Brookings Metropolitan Policy Program; Clean
Energy Finance and Investment Authority; Coalition for Green Capital, 2014) Green Banks can be
established using multiple models (Coalition for Green Capital, n.d.):
• Quasi-public corporation – Leverages state public funds with private capital to create an
institution that offers loans and financing products for solar and clean energy investment (e.g.
Connecticut Green Bank)
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•

Housing Green Bank in existing state agencies – States can choose to offer financing tools
utilizing the Green Bank model within state agencies (e.g. New York Green Bank housed within
in NYSERDA)

Connecticut established the first state-based Green Bank program in the U.S. in 2011. It is the only
operating Green Bank among the states considered here. The Connecticut Green Bank (originally known
as Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority) repurposed the state’s public good funds and
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative proceeds as seed capital to leverage private capital for a suite of
products aimed at removing the upfront cost or minimizing the investment risk of solar PV. (Brookings
Metropolitan Policy Program; Clean Energy Finance and Investment Authority; Coalition for Green
Capital, 2014) These products include Commercial-PACE, solar insurance, loan loss reserves, and solar
leases.
The nascent New York Green Bank is housed within and managed by the New York State Energy
Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA), but has yet to launch its first formal programs, but in
late 2014 announced its first series of investment commitments. 75 Similar to the Connecticut Green
Bank, the New York Green Bank will be built on public funds from the state and play a major role in the
state’s Reforming the Energy Vision initiative. 76 The Bank will partner with private entities to fill gaps in
the clean energy financing market and remove financing barriers to clean energy development.
Specifically, it will focus on projects that are economically viable but not currently financeable.
By leveraging private investments, Green Banks replace or augment ratepayer/taxpayer-subsidized
incentives, and hence, lower the public cost of solar development. Further, by creating long-term, lowcost financing support, Green Bank reduces system owners’ reliance on expiring tax credits, public funds
and subsidies. They can reduce the size of subsidy required to stimulate a PV installation and accelerate
the timetable to the day when direct subsidies are no longer needed. The relatively low budgetary
demand makes Green Bank a compelling implementation approach, especially during state budget
shortages. (Berlin, Hundt, Muro, & Saha, 2012) As a result, Green Banks are less vulnerable to budget
raids and political changes, adding stability and predictability to the solar investment market.

Utility Ownership
In decoupled electricity markets, T&D utilities are typically not permitted to have ownership interest in
generation assets. Several states, including Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont and New Jersey, have
authorized utility-owned solar generation subject to very restrictive conditions under state regulators’
approval. RECs generated from the utility-owned systems can be used toward satisfying RPS (or solar
set-aside) obligations. The utilities can choose to use the electricity generated to serve its retail loads or

75

See: http://greenbank.ny.gov/initial-transactions
The New York Green Bank was created using uncommitted proceeds from the state’s Energy Efficiency Portfolio
Standard and System Benefits Charge programs. (New York Public Service Commission, 2013)
76
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resell it to the spot market. The net difference between cost and market value associated with the
utility-owned generation is passed through to distribution ratepayers as recovery charges on utility bills.
Utility ownership adds another layer to market diversification strategies. Initially, utility ownership could
access a lower cost of capital than available to independent power producers; with recent innovations
and advancements in solar PV financing, this may no longer be the case. This ownership model can also
lower the cost of solar PV generation by eliminating the costs involved in typical utility-generator
transactions. Additionally, utility-ownership programs allow utilities to experiment with specific project
types or advanced technologies and explore additional values of solar to the grid system and ratepayers.
National Grid, for example, is developing 16 MW of solar projects in areas with high load density in
Massachusetts to study the impact of solar generation equipped with advanced meters on system
reliability, alternative orientations to maximize peak values, and quantify the potential system benefits
from strategically-located PV. (National Grid, 2014)

Solar Lease and/or Third-Party Ownership Enabling Policies or Eligibility in Other
Policies
Third-party ownership has emerged over the past few years as a solar development model common for
residential and small business customers, as well as local governments, who often lack the upfront
capital for the system equipment or do not want to install or maintain solar systems (due to lack of
sophistication or risk aversion). The advent of this model has been highly correlated with significant
expansion of state solar PV markets, unlocking participation by substantial segments of the market.
(Solar Energy Industries Association, 2014) Sometimes municipalities and non-profit entities also utilize
third-party ownership to indirectly access the benefits of tax incentives which they are unable to
monetize directly. (DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012).
Third-party ownership typically involves a private developer installing and owning a PV system hosted by
a residential or commercial property owner, then selling the power generated from the system to the
property owner at a pre-negotiated price over a period of term through power purchase agreement.
Another model is a solar lease, which allows customers to lease PV panels, usually at a fixed cost over a
long term from a supplier.
While third-party ownership is more of a financing approach than a policy itself, net metering or solar
policies can either enable or preclude this model by virtue of eligibility restrictions. Policies crafted to
allow, welcome or target third-party ownership remove barriers and create opportunities for these
models. In order to enable third-party ownership, states need to create rules that prevent the seller end
of a third-party power purchase agreement from being regulated as an electric utility or competitive
supplier, a requirement which has proven too burdensome to make market entry attractive. States may
also explicitly authorize third-party ownership models in their net metering regulations. New Jersey, for
example, states a customer-generator is not required to own the net-metered solar PV system, provided
the system is hosted on its property. (Kollins, Speer, & Cory, 2010) To increase market participation
through third-party ownership, states can also make third-party owned systems eligible for other solar
programs and incentives. Connecticut allows third-party owned behind-the-meter generation to
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participate in the ZREC solicitation (Connecticut Light & Power Company, United Illuminating Company,
2014), and targets a PBI at 3rd-party owners under its Residential Solar Incentive program. 77

77

See: http://www.energizect.com/residents/programs/residential-solar-investment-program.
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Rules, Regulations and Rate Design
Rules & regulations at all levels of government ensure legal access to the solar market and provide
technical support to solar PV deployment. (Doris, 2012) Some rules and regulations are designed to
remove institutional barriers. Building codes and standards prepare infrastructures for solar installation
and familiarize installers and inspectors with the technology and its requirements for safe installation.
Other rules and regulations may grant legal authorization to alternative solar installation models, such
as Third-Party Ownership, that can ease access to the solar market. Some rules are created to regulate
the economics of solar generation. For example, states can implement rules that compensate T&D
utilities for the cost of integrating distributed solar into the grid systems from customers (which we
discuss under the category of Rate Design), while providing a means of compensation for solar
generation (which we discuss under the category of Indirect Financial Support). Another example is to
internalize the public benefits of solar generation through the tax code. Finally, Grid Modernization rules
and regulations are implemented to enforce investment in distributed-generation-friendly grid
architecture.

Removing Institutional Barriers
Interconnection Standards
States are responsible for regulating distributed interconnection (whereas transmission interconnection
is typically overseen by regional system operators). To standardize and add transparency to
interconnection procedures, the ten states reviewed here have each implemented interconnection
standards. Interconnection standards set forth the legal, technical and procedural requirements for
customers who wish to connect the PV systems to the grid (DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for
State Policymakers, 2012). Interconnection standards are typically applied to distributed solar systems
of all sizes. Most states have more relaxed interconnection rules and screening procedures for small,
simple systems. The procedures become more stringent as the system size increases, and/or when
multiple projects connect to a single feeder or the PV generation on a circuit approaches the scale of
load on the circuit. Further, interconnection standards may include multiple tracks of interconnection
procedures (e.g. simplified, expedited, etc.) that are designed for project of different system sizes that
may require different levels of review.
Well-designed interconnection standards can increase investment appetite by lowering development
uncertainty and reducing time, and hence, development costs, for solar PV. An interconnection regime
with predictable costs and timelines facilities a robust investment environment, while unpredictable
costs can result in much wasted development effort, and unpredictable interconnection timelines can
result in completed projects sitting idle awaiting interconnection, which can materially undermine
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expected financial performance of generators. The Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC) provides
model guidelines for interconnection policies. 78
Solar Access Laws
Solar access laws, such as solar easements or solar rights, protect solar system owners by securing their
continued access to sunlight or remove zoning or building code barriers for solar development. These
options can be implemented at the state and local level. (DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State
Policymakers, 2012)
Business Formation/Financing Laws
State legislators can enact policies to authorize certain types of business models or market structures
that aim to lower the entry barrier and expand access to the solar market. Crowd-funding, cooperatives
and community solar are all innovative examples that have gained popularity nationwide in recent
years. The objective would be to create paths to enable such business structures while balancing
consumer (or investor) protections with onerous securities regulation.
Permitting Standardization, Simplification & Streamlining and Other “Soft-Cost
Reduction” Strategies
Cumbersome and costly permitting and inspecting procedures could increase project cost and
development time, hindering market growth. A recent report by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory and Rocky Mountain Institute identified four steps to reducing permitting and inspection
related costs: (Ardani, et al., 2013) 79
• Standardization of requirements across local jurisdictions;
• Transparency of requirements (e.g. creating publicly accessible database on requirements and
provide real-time data on permitting/inspection status);
• Online permit application submittal; and
• Lowering market-wide average permitting fees.
It is estimated that permitting and inspections account for 6% of solar PV soft-costs. The remainder
includes customer acquisition costs, installation labor costs and financing. States can implement a
variety of soft-cost reduction strategies to reduce the capital cost of solar installations. In order to
reduce customer acquisition costs, states can launch consumer awareness campaigns and support
standardization of PV system designs. States can also implement building codes and standards, such as
“solar-ready” standards and “plug-and-play” configurations to bring down installation labor costs.
(Ardani, et al., 2013)

78

International Renewable Energy Council. http://www.irecusa.org/regulatory-reform/interconnection/
The report was developed as part of the U.S. Department of Energy’s SunShot Initiative to identify soft-costreduction pathways in order to achieve the Department’s PV price targets. For more information on the SunShot
Initiative, see: http://energy.gov/eere/sunshot/sunshot-initiative.

79
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Building Codes
Solar-Ready Building Standards or Zero Energy Capable Home Standards
States can implement building standards to ensure future solar installations or “zero-energy” upgrades
would not be limited by the design or layout of a new infrastructure. Such standards may regulate
orientation, shading, and other siting- and construction-related criteria, or may support acceptance of
‘plug-and play’ solar PV system configurations. (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012) California has recently
started experimenting with solar-ready building codes for residences in special “Solar Zones.” (California
Energy Commission, 2014) There are currently no known examples in the Northeast.

Tax
Property Tax Exemption or Special Rate
Property taxation of distributed solar installations creates a dilemma for communities. Property tax
revenue is entirely incremental, particularly for rooftop or brownfield installations, yet too high a rate
will simply chase developers into other locations. Property tax rates and their application or appraisal
can vary by location, municipality or appraiser. 80 Because property tax often constitutes a significant
fraction of operating expenses, the difficulty in predicting property tax obligations can be problematic
for developers or owners under some implementation regimes. This is particularly true if it is difficult to
predict with precision how large an impact property tax obligations may have until after substantial
investment in an installation has occurred, or a bid has been offered under an incentive solicitation.
Property tax relief policies are designed to remove or mitigate disincentives for solar development by
protecting residential and business property owners installing solar systems from higher property
taxes. 81 Property tax exemptions exempt the added value of solar development from being included in
the assessment process for property tax purposes over an administratively-set period of time. Typically,
the exemption can only be applied to generator-owned systems that are hosted onsite. In some states,
the exemption is tied to equipment dedicated to the production of energy for use in or at the facility. 82
In some cases, the equipment must be owned by the building owner, creating potential problems for
third-party leases, leased buildings or condominiums. However, Massachusetts recently found that
certain virtually net-metered systems hosted on properties owned by the generator should also be

80

Real estate appraisers are gaining familiarity with rooftop solar, but training and education in that sector would
be valuable in improving community understanding of solar generation.
81
One unintended side effect of property tax exemptions is that appraisers do not need to improve their solar
system valuation skills.
82
Such conditions can create complications for FIT other sale arrangement, if the property must be properly
depreciated and income must be recognized.
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eligible to receive property tax exemptions. 83 Special rates policies require properties hosting solar
systems to be assessed at a discounted rate.
An alternative to property tax exemption policies is Payment-In-Lieu-Of-Tax (PILOT), which allows a
system owner to make payments to the local government at a pre-negotiated rate over a period of time
in lieu of property taxes. This approach is usually applied to larger, ground-mounted solar projects.
While property taxes are usually collected at the local level, states may permit or require their municipal
governments to implement property tax exemption or special rate policies for solar PV. Other states
may allow communities to voluntarily offer such exemptions. This is the approach used by Rhode Island.
Tax exemption policies are very common, as they are generally much more politically viable than direct
financial incentives as they are easy to administer and do not require an explicit funding mechanism.
(DSIRE Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012). They also create beneficial local
economic development multipliers and increase the overall value of the housing and building stock by
encouraging local investment. (See recent Wiser study, showing that rooftop solar, in general, adds $4
per watt installed to home value.) Further, they are considered to be non-impactful as they do not
increase the cost of solar installation for systems owners or reduce government tax revenues.
Additionally, they can be implemented with a wide range of incentives, regulations and rules.
Sales Tax Exemption
Similar to property tax relief policies, sales tax exemptions lower the barrier to participate in the solar
market. By exempting system owners from pay sales taxes for the PV system equipment, sales tax
exemptions lower the cost of solar PV installation. Sales tax exemptions are usually offered to all system
sizes and customer classes (e.g. Connecticut, Rhode Island, Vermont, New York, Maryland, and New
Jersey). However, some states limit exemptions to certain customer sectors. Massachusetts, for
example, only offers solar sales exemptions to residential customers. New Hampshire and Delaware do
not have sales tax exemptions as they do not have a sales tax.
Property Tax/Payment-In-Lieu-Of-Tax (PILOT) Standardization or Simplification
Property tax application and assessment can vary dramatically from community to community, and
often the amount of property tax to be due is difficult to predict, making it challenging for developers to
project revenue requirements for viability before bidding for contracts or making investments. By
standardizing and simplifying property tax and PILOT rules for solar PV development, states and
municipalities can reduce the time installers spent examining property tax rules for each local
jurisdiction, and remove an unnecessary uncertainty and risk. This approach can avoid local tax disputes

83

The Massachusetts Appellate December 4, 2014 decision ruled narrowly that virtually net-metered systems sited
on properties owned by the net metering customer should be permitted to receive property tax exemption for the
solar facilities. However, the broader application of this decision, to both Community Shared Solar and
transactions where an investor owns a system, and sellers of power or net-metering credits to a third-party
property, is unclear. (Forrestall Enterprises Inc. v. Board of Assessors of the Town of Westborough, 2014)
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that can disincentives solar development and create greater certainty for solar system owners. Further,
it helps reduce the soft cost of solar PV, lower entry barrier to the market, and facilitate solar adoption.

Grid Modernization
Policies Enabling Micro-grids, Smart-Grid and Other DG-Friendly Grid Architecture
Distributed generation can play a significant role in enhancing grid resiliency when incorporated in
micro-grid and other smart-grid systems. Distributed-generation friendly technologies and grid
architecture can ease the interconnection of distributed generation and advance the implementation of
such systems. States can adopt policies that promote installation of such technologies or require more
comprehensive grid modernization planning. Several states studied here have adopted grid
modernization policies to various degrees:
• Massachusetts – The Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities initiated a regulatory
proceeding directing the state’s distribution utilities to conduct comprehensive grid
modernization planning with the intent to integrate distributed resources, reduce the effects of
outages, and optimize demand, which includes reducing system and customer costs. Utilities are
required to provide ten-year grid modernization plans and business cases outlining how the
companies plan to implement measure grid modernization effort. (Massachusetts Department
of Public Utilities, 2014)
•

Connecticut – The Connecticut legislature implemented a micro-grid grant and loan pilot
program to promote local distributed generation for critical facilities. The program operates
under a competitive solicitation process. In the past two solicitations, the state awarded grants
to a mix of solar PV, fuel cell, cogeneration and combined heat and power projects. (Connecticut
Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, n.d.)

•

Maryland – Maryland has been working with its distribution utilities to roll out a smart-grid
program. The first phase of the program, implemented in 2011, was the installation of smart
meters, which among a series of benefits, would enhance solar PV compatibility with the grid
system and provide more effective communications between solar customers and utilities,
which may result in solar generator friendly rate designs or other incentives. (Maryland Energy
Administration, n.d.)

Rate Design
It is the job of utilities regulators to apply a series of traditional ratemaking principles to balance
sometimes conflicting objectives. Among these, cost-based rate design or rate structure for the
purchase of electricity supply and transmission and distribution services will serve to provide customers
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a correct price signal for the installation and operation of solar generation facilities. 84 Rate structures
which vary by time to reflect the temporal variation in cost causation are one such tool receiving
significant attention industry-wide. 85 For the most-part, such cost-based rate designs involves timevarying rates or time-of-use (TOU) rates which charge and compensate customers for consumption and
generation at different energy prices during on-peak and off-peak hours. If solar production is high or
consumption is reduced during high-value, on-peak hours, TOU rates can improve the economics of
solar generation (although solar is limited in its ability to respond to price signals, coincidence of
production and high-prices hours would properly increase compensation to solar customers relative to
average rates). A more technically complex related option is “dynamic pricing,” which adjusts energy
prices based on changing market demand and supply conditions. (Linvill, Shenot, & Lazar, 2013).
Dynamic pricing that adjusts electricity supply prices by hour reflect daily and seasonal differences in
electricity supply costs. TOU rates can reflect, to the extent they exist, daily and seasonal differences in
electricity delivery costs.
Fixed or customer charges in electricity bills tend to reduce the economic payback value of customer
solar installations. However, it should be recognized that a certain portion of a utility’s costs are fixed
and are not lowered by reduced consumptions. Therefore, some type of fixed charge, such as a
customer charge or minimum bill, is often part of an appropriate rate design process. The “minimum
bill” model allows customers to reduce their bill with efficiency or self-generation, but only to a certain
minimum level.
Such a minimum bill, influenced by a cost of service study, seeks to address the traditional ratemaking
principles of utility cost recovery for use of their facilities and setting utility rates based on costs, and
could, when applied equitably to all customers, be designed to avoid unduly penalizing low-usage
customers, energy conservation and distributed generation. Within limits, this approach can mitigate
disproportionate impacts on customers with behind the meter distributed generation often raised

Industry Support
Industry support approaches are often paired with incentives, rules & regulations and rate design
strategies to accelerate solar deployment. By incentivizing in-state solar investment, many industry
support approaches are also designed to simulate local job creation and foster state economic growth.

84

Other principles include cost-causation, gradualism, fairness, equity concerns, adequate customer segmentation,
and encouragement of efficiency.
85
There is significant interest in this topic, with advocacy enumerating benefits that such price signals can enable
in combating peak system demands and incentivizing efficient use of resources. There is however ongoing debate
as to whether residential customers can or will effectively respond in a meaningful fashion to such price signals,
and enabling such responses can involve costs (in sophisticated metering and other technology) which some have
debated may outweigh the benefits. This debate has so far served as a damper on universal adoption of
mandatory time-varying rates. Such factors are mentioned here for completeness but beyond the scope of this
study.
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Incentives for Companies, Technology Development Funds or Economic Development
Funds
To promote local economic development, states can leverage technology development funds, economic
developments funds and other funding mechanisms to provide incentives for in-state solar businesses,
such as solar equipment suppliers, contractors, etc. These funds can be allocated from the state budget,
ACP payments, RGGI proceedings, and public good funds.

Local Content Bonuses or Mandates
Local content bonuses or mandates support investment in local solar industries by supporting the
employment of local labor force or use of technologies manufactured in-state. These policies usually
exist in other programs as eligibility requirements, evaluation criteria, or incentive adders. For example,
the Connecticut legislature allows the state Public Utilities Regulatory Authority to give preference to
contracts that use technologies manufactured, researched or developed in the state. 86 The
Massachusetts Commonwealth Solar Rebate II program provides an incentive adder to solar projects
that use modules, inverters or other significant electricity production components manufactured by a
company with a significant Massachusetts presence. 87 Under some circumstances such incentives may
be subject to challenge under the Interstate Commerce Clause of the US Constitution, or under trade
agreements, so care should be taken before pursuing such avenues.

Customer Acquisition Cost Reduction (e.g. Solarize Initiative)
A 2010 survey estimated that the average customer acquisition costs for residential PV systems was
$0.67/W. (Ardani, et al., 2013) States can leverage the economy of scale to increase solar participation
at a lower cost. “Solarize” is a cost reduction strategy mainly targeted to residential and small business
customers. Through this community-oriented approach residents and small business owners from
participating communities will receive pre-negotiated solar installation discounts through bulk
purchases resulting from state-run solicitations for vendors. These discounts are often structured as
tiered-pricing, where the pricing lowers with increased participation. (Condee, 2014). Table 40 is an
example of Solarize Massachusetts’ tiered pricing.
Table 41 – Solarize Massachusetts Example Tiered Pricing

86
87

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Contracted Capacity

1 – 100kW

>100 – 200kW

>200 – 300kW

>300kW

Installed Price ($/W)

5.08

5.03

4.98

4.93

http://www.cga.ct.gov/current/pub/chap_283.htm#sec_16-244r
http://images.masscec.com/uploads/programdocs/CSII_Program%20Manual_V20_Final.pdf
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3rd Party Pre-Paid ($/W)

2.88

2.86

2.81

2.78

Leased Price ($/kWh)

0.108

0.104

0.10

0.096

States will also provide small subsides for coordinated community-based education, marketing, and
outreach efforts. Massachusetts and Connecticut are two early adopters of this approach. Both Rhode
Island 88and New York 89 have announced their own versions of Solarize incentives in late 2014.

Outreach, Education, Public Information or Voluntary Market Encouragement
Lack of costumer awareness can impede solar adoption, especially in the residential and small C&I
sector. States can educate residents and businesses on how the voluntary and compliance solar markets
work, as well as inform customers of solar funding and financing options through outreach and
education programs. Example initiatives include consumer workshops and development of a central
information web portal that provides a one-stop-shop to information on solar technologies, funding and
financing opportunities, qualified solar installers and vendors. States can also consider more innovative
models capitalizing emerging resources for public engagement and social media.

Public Sector Leadership and Demonstration (e.g. Solar on Schools)
States can implement lead-by-example strategies to increase awareness and create education and
outreach opportunities for solar PV development. Strong local and statewide solar programs can also
add important sales and business volume to the sector, facilitating more full-time employment and
reducing “boom and bust” cycles in markets. Typical lead-by-example strategies include installing
demonstration projects on public properties and establishing statewide solar generation goals.
Example of lead-by-example initiatives:
• Massachusetts – In 2014, Massachusetts provided capacity-based incentives to state agencies
and state universities for solar PV canopy projects through its Leading by Example initiative,
which involves a range of clean energy targets for state-owned facilities regarding renewable
energy, greenhouse gas emissions and other energy and environmental goals. The state also
awarded multiple grants to municipalities for an inventory of clean energy resiliency projects,

88

In summer of 2014, the Rhode Island Office of Energy Resources and Rhode Island Commerce Corporation announced that
they will jointly administer Rhode Island’s version of the “Solarize” program. Phase I of the program will be launched in fall
2014 in North Smithfield. Phase II of the program, which will begin in early 2015, will focus on the Towns of Little Compton
and Tiverton. OER and Commerce RI will consider how the program will expand after the first two phases are complete,
sometime in summer 2015.
89
New York State initiated Community Solar NY under the NY-Sun initiative to make solar more easily accessible and affordable
through community-driven strategies. The state will be launching Solarize campaigns in participating communities in spring
2015.
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among which include several solar PV systems for emergency generation during outage.
(Massachsuetts Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, 2014)
•

Rhode Island – Rhode Island offers a competitive grant using its RGGI auction proceeds for
renewable energy projects at K-12 schools throughout the state. The program requires
applications to contain and education element as part of the project. (Rhode Island Office of
Energy Resources, 2014)

Creation of Public Good Funds to Support Solar Programs and Policies
States can create public good funds to provide long-term funding for solar incentive programs. Public
good funds are typically collected from ratepayers as a surcharge on electricity customers’ utility bills.
The surcharge could be a fixed monthly rate (e.g. $/month) or based on electricity consumptions (e.g.
$/kWh). Public good funds can also be established through utility merger settlement proceedings. The
Pennsylvania Sustainably Energy Funds are supported by utilities in lump-sum payments. Merger
settlements between Allegheny Power and First Energy, PECO and Unicom, and GPU Energy and First
Energy have resulted in additional payments to the Funds. {Need to find original dockets} (DSIRE Solar
Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012)
Public good funds, in conjunction with ACP and RGGI proceeds, can be allocated to a variety of solar
programs and other clean energy initiatives such as those detailed in this report. Direct up-front
incentives like rebates and grants are often supported by public good funds. It should be noted that in
years of budget shortage, public good funds have been raided in many states to fill state budget gaps,
reducing available funding for renewable initiatives. Some states have hired independent administrators
to manage public good funds and prevent them from being used for general budgetary purposes.
However, this is not a fool-proof method, as evidenced by the Connecticut Clean Energy Fund raid in
2013.

Installer and Inspector Training and Certification
States may create training and certification procedures for solar installers and contractors to help build a
qualified local workforce which might otherwise serve as a constraint to growth. Alternatively, states
may adopt installer requirements or pre-approval procedures in their incentive programs to encourage
participation while ensuring safe practices and system performance. For example, new installers
participating in the Massachusetts Residential Solar Loan Program are subject to state inspection of their
first two projects. If the inspection is successful, the installer will be expedited moving forward.
(Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources, 2015).
Some states implement installer licensing requirements or training and certification programs to protect
customers from unsafe practices, ensure system performance, and maintain industry reputation. (DSIRE
Solar Policy Guide: A Resource for State Policymakers, 2012). For example, Connecticut has a solar
contractor licensing program administered by the state’s Department of Consumer Protection.
Contractors must obtain a license in order to perform solar energy work within the state. (Regulations of
State Agencies Title 20, 2008).
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In addition to providing proper training to solar installers, states may wish to educate building inspectors
on the structure review and approval for solar PV systems. The Massachusetts Department of Energy
Resources, for example, has created multiple guidelines on the topic and hold regular training sessions
to help solar installers and inspectors understand the permitting and review process. (Massachusetts
Department of Energy Resources, 2014).
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Implementation Option Evaluation and Analysis
Introduction
Maine’s Solar Implementation Status
Compared to neighboring states, Maine has a relatively small solar market. As of the end of 2014, Maine
has installed 11.7 MW in nameplate capacity of solar PV. This represents 0.59% of the state’s 3-year
average peak load (between 2011 and 2013) of 1990 MW. As compiled by ISO-New England’s
Distributed Generation Forecast Working Group 90 (ISO-New England Distributed Generation Forecast
Working Group, 2014), this penetration level at year-end 2014 is compared to:
• 120 MW (1.7%) in Connecticut 91;
• 530.1 MW (4.1%) in Massachusetts 92;
• 10.7 MW (0.4%) in New Hampshire 93;
• 18.2 MW (0.9%) in Rhode Island 94; and
• 56.2 MW (5.6%) in Vermont 95.
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Vermont have all established aggressive policies,
programs and other implementation options to grow these figures several fold by a factor of two to six
times over the next five years. In addition, New Hampshire has implemented options (grants and
rebates under its Renewable Energy Fund, expanded virtual net metering, etc.) to grow these figures
materially (New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission Sustainable Energy Division, 2014).
Maine’s relatively lower solar PV penetration to date correlates to a degree with a more limited set of
implementation options in place to date than these other states, as discussed in Section 0.

Evaluation and Analysis Approach
In this section, we attempt to identify a suite of implementation strategies that might be considered
appropriate within Maine’s context. The authors first identified a list of priorities and common
objectives appropriate for Maine’s consideration. Next, based on the literature review on solar PV
implementation, the authors discussed various findings common to experiences of other states. Finally,

90

More information on each of these state’s suite of implementation options can be found in presentations posted
at http://www.iso-ne.com/committees/planning/distributed-generation.
91
http://www.iso-ne.com/static-assets/documents/nwsiss/grid_mkts/key_facts/final_ct_profile_2013_14.pdf
92
http://www.iso-ne.com/static-assets/documents/nwsiss/grid_mkts/key_facts/final_ma_profile_2013_14.pdf
93
http://www.iso-ne.com/nwsiss/grid_mkts/key_facts/final_nh_profile_2014.pdf
94
http://www.iso-ne.com/nwsiss/grid_mkts/key_facts/final_ri_profile_2014.pdf
95
http://www.iso-ne.com/nwsiss/grid_mkts/key_facts/final_vt_profile_2014.pdf
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we identified additional considerations the legislature may wish to account for when examining the
various implementation options and approaches.

Evaluation of Implementation Options
To guide the Legislature’s analysis effort, the authors identified a set of priorities and common
objectives through literature review, research on other states’ solar implementation experiences and
what we understand of Maine’s context. This exercise helped establish a list of illustrative evaluation
criteria for assessing the effectiveness of the policy options at meeting different policy priorities.
Further, it provided a meaningful framework for comparing and balancing the policy options and
objectives in order to identify an appropriate pathway that leads to the most desired outcomes. The
legislature should in no way feel bound by such objectives, but may find them a useful starting point.

Table 42 – Policy Priorities and Objectives for Solar PV in Maine
Implementation Priorities
Market Growth

Implementation Objectives
• Stimulate a self-sustaining solar market
• Supports increased investment in distributed solar
• Supports increased deployment in distributed solar

Equity

•
•
•

Provide fair cost recovery to T&D utilities
Provide just and reasonable compensation to solar customers
Allocates costs equitably among ratepayers

•

Establish a policy that is administratively simple, transparent and
verifiable
Establish a policy that is viable within the existing political and legal
framework

Feasibility

•

Compatibility with Maine’s
Energy Market Goals

Economic
Environment

•
•
•
•

Create a market that is compatible with competition in wholesale and
retail energy markets in Maine
Diversify Maine's energy portfolio, while ensuring protection of system
reliability
Facilitate investment and development in in-state solar generation,
manufacturing, installation, and R&D industries
Advance Maine's environmental goals and improve the state's
environment through reducing GHG emissions and other adverse
impacts of existing electricity generation
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Lessons Learned from Other State’s Experiences with
Implementing Solar PV
To identify the most effective approach to implementing solar PV, we identified four key themes or
lessons learned based on our literature review and research on solar implementation in other states:
• A comprehensive strategy to support solar PV is effective at increasing solar PV penetration.
• Low- or no-cost implementation options - options to enhance distributed solar adoption with
minimal financial outlay relative to direct incentive programs - are available, and may be
considered either alongside direct incentives, prior to adoption of incentives, or when there is
limited appetite for costlier measures.
• Sequencing implementation option in a particular order enhances the cost-effectiveness of solar
deployment.
• Adopting synergetic implementation options can advance support for increased solar
penetration, while over-stimulation and conflicting implementation objectives may impede or
disrupt healthy market growth.

Comprehensive Strategy
One key finding is that a comprehensive approach to support solar PV is effective at increasing solar PV
penetration. (Steward, Doris, Krasko, & Hillman, 2014). In all ten states studied here, state policymakers
implemented a combination of implementation options simultaneously to maximize the support
available for, and reduce barriers to, diverse solar deployment. The Legislature may wish to consider
combining various policies, programs rules, regulations rate designs, incentives and industry support
strategies to achieve multiple implementation objectives (e.g. develop scale economies, reduce costs,
reduce risk and create an attractive investment climate, etc.) and maximize the benefits realized.

Low- and No-Cost Implementation Options
When considering the variety of implementation options, the Legislature should be aware that there are
a number of alternatives with either no or modest cost, particularly relative to broad-based incentive
programs with multi-million dollar ratepayer costs implemented with many of the states studied. Table
43 provides a summary of low- and no-cost implementation options in different categories. These
options may be implemented in various market stages described further below in Subsection 0. For
example, some are commonly deployed early in a market preparation phase. The Legislature may
choose to implement some of the options early on to create leverage for solar PV support at a relatively
low cost. Several options are more suitable for later stages when the solar market has reached a certain
level of penetration, and can be deployed to drive down costs in concert with phase-down of direct
incentives. It should be noted that, while most of these options require little funding compared to
direct incentives, some – such as ‘green bank’ programs - may require an initial injection or allocation of
funds that can be re-circulated in later stages.
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Table 43 – Low- and No-Cost Implementation Options
Category

Subcategory

Finance
Enabling
Policies

Implementation Examples
Non-Subsidized Solar Loan Programs
On-Bill Financing
PACE Financing
Utility Ownership
Solar Lease and/or Third-Party Ownership Enabling Policies or
Eligibility in Other Policies

Rules &
Regulations

Removing
Institutional
Barriers

Interconnection Standards
Solar Access Laws
Business Formation/Financing Laws (e.g. Securities Registration,
Innovative Market Structures, such as Crowd-Funding,
Cooperatives, Community Solar, etc.)
Permitting Standardization, Simplification, and Streamlining, and
Other “Soft-Cost Reduction” Strategies

Building Codes

Solar-Ready Building Standards, Zero-Energy Capable Home
Standards

Tax

Property Tax Exemption or Special Rate
Sales Tax Exemption
Property Tax/PILOT Standardization or Simplification

Rate Design
Industry
Support

Other Rate
Design
Customer Acquisition Cost Reduction (e.g. Solarize Initiative)
Outreach/Education/Public Information/Voluntary Market
Encouragement
Public Sector Leadership and Demonstration (e.g. Solar on
Schools)
Installer Training and/or Certification
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Implementation Sequencing
Another observation is that, based on analysis of state experiences, staging implementation in a
particular order can enhance the effectiveness and the cost-effectiveness of solar deployment. The
following implementation framework is the authors’ adaptation of National Renewable Energy
Laboratory’s “Framework of Policy Stacking.” It illustrates a path of policy ordering commonly adopted
by states. (Krasko & Doris, 2012).
Figure 34 – Sequencing Solar Implementation 96

Market

Transformation

Market
Preparation
• Addresses
Institutional
Barriers, Market
Access
• Examples:
Interconnection,
Net Metering

Market
Creation
• Addresses
investor
uncertainty, lack
of existing
markets, public
understanding
• Examples:
Mandates,
Renewable
Portfolio
Standards

Market
Expansion
• Addresses
technology first
cost, investment
uncertainty
• Examples:
incentives (e.g.
tax, rebates,
grants, FIT)

• Addresses longterm reliance on
incentives,
market
sustainability and
competitiveness
• Examples: Green
Bank, soft cost
reduction, grid
modernization

Market Preparation
The first stage of the framework begins with “Market Preparation” strategies. These include a variety of
implementation strategies that fall under our broad categories of finance enabling policies, rules and
regulations for removing institutional barriers, rate design and industry support strategies. Market
preparation strategies are not designed explicitly to stimulate growth towards any particular goal or
target. Instead, they focus on standardizing market access and removing institutional barriers of entry to
the market (Krasko & Doris, 2012). As such, market preparation strategies are typically low-cost and can
be executed without significant programmatic changes.

96

Adapted from (Krasko & Doris, 2012). The authors added the Market Transformation stage.
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Market preparation strategies perform several key functions in enabling access to the solar market:
•

•

•

Removing technical and legal barriers to solar PV implementation. Interconnection standards
establish the technical and legal procedures for solar PV to integrate to the electric grid. It is an
important enabling policy that allows solar PV to participate in the electricity market. Besides
interconnection standards, states can adopt permitting rules and regulations that protect solar
system owners by (i) ensuring customer‘s right to solar installations and (ii) reducing the risks,
time and cost associated with solar development. Examples include solar access laws and
permitting simplification, standardization and streamlining. Additionally, a state may implement
installer training or certification programs to standardize and regulate solar installation
procedures, or building inspector training to ready local governments for increasing prevalence
of initially unfamiliar, but well-understood, installations.
Creating a reasonable mechanism for compensating distributed solar generation. Net metering
policies establish the crediting systems for the excess generation being sold back to the grid. As
discussed in earlier Sections, net metering is a critical funding source for residential and small
business customers and is a key engine for solar development in many states.
Lowering the cost of market entry. To enable affordable access to the solar market, and hence,
broaden the scale of market participation, the Legislature may wish to consider market
preparation strategies designed reduce the upfront cost of solar installations. Potential
implementation options include finance enabling policies (e.g. non-subsidized or indirectly
subsidized solar loans, PACE financing and on-bill financing) and tax exemption policies (e.g.
property tax exemptions, special property tax rates and sales tax exemptions). It should be
noted that while most of these options have minimal budgetary demand, some indirectly
subsidized loans may require initial injections or allocations from the state. Alternatively, the
state may consider enabling other market/finance approaches such as solar leases, third-party
sales agreements, community-solar, and crowd-funding by adopting enabling policies or
implementing eligibility requirements in other policies that are already in place.

Market Creation
“Market Creation” strategies demonstrate the state’s long-term commitment to support solar PV, and
hence, strengthen confidence for widespread private investment. (Krasko & Doris, 2012). Market
creation strategies serve three main purposes:
• Creating stable and predictable long-term demand for solar PV. RPS is a typical approach to
stimulate confidence in the renewable energy market. By mandating a certain portion of retail
electricity sales to be met by renewables, RPS creates a predictable long-term demand and
revenues for such resources. As discussed in previous Sections, to date solar PV is seldom active
in traditional technology-neutral RPS markets outside the sunbelt. A more effective mechanism
for stimulating solar investment is to implement an explicit solar tier or solar set-asides, as
evidenced in Massachusetts, Delaware, Maryland and New Jersey. In order to successfully drive
solar development, incentive levels (i.e. ACP schedules) would need to allow for price levels
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•

sufficient to support solar economics. The Legislature may also wish to consider price supporting
mechanisms and market segment limitations to direct supply and control price volatility.
Creating long-term funding mechanism to support solar PV initiatives. In order to show longterm commitment and prepare for the next market phase, states may decide to establish a longterm mechanism dedicated to generating funding for solar PV initiatives. An example is to create
a public good fund dedicated to supporting solar PV efforts. More commonly, states choose to
mandate a certain percentage of an existing or new renewable energy fund or Regional
Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) proceeds be allocated to funding solar initiatives through
legislation. Once a funding mechanism is in place, the Legislature may also wish to create a
mandate or adopt other strategies to protect the funding from budget raids.

Market Expansion
“Market Expansion” strategies are designed to scale-up market deployment by increasing market access
and expanding market coverage. Solar PV cost is not static or independent from the market. There are
substantial economies of scale impacting solar PV cost other than module prices. Most states that have
sought to implement support for PV have undertaken some level of programmatic or policy initiatives to
get market to scale, which have included targeted incentives. Such initiatives are implemented with the
intent to achieve a scale to the state’s PV industry that accelerates market transformation along a
trajectory towards post-incentive sustainability. Performance-based incentives, such as FITs, Standard
Offer PBIs and long-term competitive PPAs can also be deployed to create sufficient revenue
predictability to attract low-cost financing or reduce the cost of financing. Further, some market
expansion strategies are targeted to certain market sectors of public interest (e.g. low-income housing
sector, municipal sector, brown fields, capped landfills, etc.).
Market expansion strategies can require substantial funding support from ratepayers, taxpayers or
other sources. In order to implement solar PV cost-effectively, the Legislature may wish to utilize the
Value of Solar study to help develop an incentive level that increases solar penetration and promotes
implementation objectives, at a compensation level in line with the value of distributed solar energy.
Further, the Legislature may consider applying a combination of incentives that target various stages of
project development and market sectors. Table 44 summarizes the typical roles of various incentive
options in the solar PV market. The “Development Stage” column illustrates whether an incentive is
designed to provide upfront, short-term or long-term incentives. The “Market Sector” column identifies
which sector the incentive typically supports.
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Table 44 – Summary of Typical Roles of Incentive Options in the Solar PV Market
Development Stage

Market Sector

Direct Financial, Up-front
(a.k.a. Nameplate CapacityBased/Denominated)
Incentives

Grants, Rebates, or
Buy-Downs

Upfront

Residential and
small C&I sectors

Direct Financial, PerformanceBased Incentives

Feed-In-Tariffs,
Standard Offer
Contracts or Tariffs, or
PBIs (RECs, Energy, or
Capacity)

Depends on how
program is designed;
could be short-term
or long-term

All; but typically
available to
residential and
small C&I sectors

Competitive LongTerm PPAs

Long-term

Large- and utilityscale sectors

Long-Term Value of
Solar Tariffs

Long-term

Typically residential
and small C&I
sectors

Technology-Specific
“Avoided Costs”

Depends on how
program is designed;
could be short-term
or long-term

Depends on how
program is
designed; could be
available to all
sectors

Expenditure-Based Tax
Incentives

Investment Tax Credits

Upfront

All

Production Tax Incentives

Production Tax Credits

Long-term

All

In additional to incentives, the legislature may wish to implement strategies that expand solar PV
implementation and fulfill other important state objectives. Virtual net metering and community-shared
solar/net metering can accelerate solar PV penetration by opening up the market for substantial
investment to include participations by ratepayers whose specific situation is not conducive to investing
in on-site solar (reasons might include renting, orientation, shading, etc.). Outreach, education and
public sector leadership campaigns may also increase awareness of solar PV, opening the market to
further opportunities. States may also wish to consider strategies that ensure the economic benefits of
increased solar investment are captured within the state. Examples of such implementation options
include local content bonus or mandates and direct incentives for in-state solar businesses.
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Market Transformation
As the market approaches to a scale, states may wish to implement options that drive down installed
cost as incentives are being scaled down. The goal of “Market Transformation” strategies is to attract
sufficient private investment to achieve a certain market scale that can operate healthily without
substantial ratepayer or taxpayer subsidies (or while allowing a step-down of direct support over time).
Market transformation strategies include a variety of innovative options, many of which have relatively
low-cost or require only initial capital injections that can be re-circulated. Market transformation
strategies have several common purposes:
• Driving down solar PV cost such that it can become competitive with other technologies. As
market penetration increases and incentives are phase down, the Legislature may wish to
consider implementation options that focus on driving down the cost of solar PV but which are
best deployed within markets with sufficient scale, to help solar compete more effectively with
other renewable technologies in the absence of additional incentives. There is a broad spectrum
of implementation options targeted to bring down various cost components of solar PV (e.g.
module prices, soft costs, operation & maintenance costs, etc.). Recent literature has
illuminated implementation options states can execute to reduce soft costs associated with
customer acquisition, permitting and inspection, and installation labor. Examples include
Solarize Initiatives, bulk-purchasing, education/outreach campaigns, online permit application
procedures, and solar-ready building codes.
• Phasing down market reliance on incentives by leveraging private investment. An example of
an implementation option designed to such objective is establishing a Green Bank and deploying
an associated suite of programs. A Green Bank typically uses public funds to attract and leverage
for increased private investment, allowing the program to ultimately operate as a self-sustaining
institution without public subsidies. By implementing a Green Bank states can also choose to
offer a variety of financing tools and products targeted to address different barriers in the
market, and thereby fill gaps in the financing market.
• Enhancing the physical infrastructure for solar PV implementation to prepare for widespread
adoption. As solar penetration increases and broadens, states may wish to consider enhancing
existing grid architecture to advance solar PV implementation. Such initiatives could be a
combination of rules, regulations and incentives that support micro-grids, smart-grid and other
DG-friendly infrastructures.

Interactions
While most of the implementation options identified in this study could be executed concurrently - and
in the laboratory of the states, nearly all options have been tried in combination somewhere- the
Legislature may wish to consider distributed solar implementation options that are synergistic. This
includes executing a combination of implementation options that address various market barriers and
provide sufficient incentives that attract solar investment. Meanwhile, the Legislature should be mindful
of selecting a cost-effective and administratively effective suite of implementation options that avoids
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needless duplication and aims for simplicity, transparency, clarity, and consistency with underlying
policy objectives.

Other Considerations
In addition to the various issues discussed in the sections above, we have identified a list of
considerations that should be taken into account when developing a comprehensive implementation
approach:
• Implementation options selected (if any) should align as best possible with the legislature’s
definition of objectives. For example, if the state’s policy objective is to increase installed solar
PV capacity, the legislature needs to consider whether selected implementation options support
actual installations (i.e. does the strategy yield a high project success rate). If the objective is to
support in-state economic development and job growth, then the implementation option might
target support for local manufacturers and contractors, and also encourage installations by local
developers instead of favoring national players. Because policy objectives like those delineated
in Table 42 can conflict - specific implementation options can maximize one objective while
working counter to another - it is important that the legislature understand the tradeoffs among
these options. (Grace, Donovan, & Melnick, 2011) (New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority, 2012).
• The Legislature may wish to create leverage with polices and initiatives already in place in other
states and the region to support solar investment and deployment in Maine. For example, in the
absence of a local RPS market, Vermont solar system owners are able to finance their projects
through a combination of revenues from the state’s net metering program and the sales of RECs
to Class I markets in other New England states (e.g. Massachusetts and Connecticut). The Maine
legislature may choose to adopt implementation options that synergize with the regional solar
market infrastructure.
• Implementation objectives and options are subject to constraints. For example, Federal
preemption via the supremacy clause of the US constitution 97 may impact the legislature’s
choice when considering implementation options with in-state geographic eligibility
requirements. 98 Other constraints, such as siting feasibility and grid interconnection constraints,
may affect how the market responds to the implementation option.

97

Federal law may limit some approaches to standard offer PBIs, relating to PURPA and the Federal Power Act
.

2010)

98

The commerce clause may impact the ability of a policy to limit eligibility to in-state generation
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